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Hon. Editor’s Note

As it will be seen from the size of this Annual our
members have been very busy indeed during 1980. It has
been most pleasant for me to edit all of these accounts but
I think that 1980, for many members at least, will be
remembered as one of the worst sailing seasons ever.
Some of the accounts will, I am sure, leave you feeling
quite damp and chilled. The title of Clayton Love’s rain
and wind swept account captures the spirit of the last
season perfectly. It is entitled "Sad Summer".
Unfortunately the printing costs continue to rise and
the cost of preparing 450 Annuals tot 450 Members is now
£10.00 per copy. I have been encouraged by our Hon.
Treasurer Robert Shanks to use the blue pencil and I have
done so but without making any serious difference to the
size of this Annual. Regrettably it seems that we will be
unable to continue with quite the same happy go-lucky
policy of publishing all that is submitted. There are

rumblings of" the possibility of such things as editorial
boards whose function would be to approve an account
before allowing it forward for publication. As you Editor
I would hope that the present system be allowed to continue but this may not be possible. Certainly, something
will have to be done if we are to help our beleaguered
Hon. Treasurer retain his sanity.
My thanks this year are again due to Declan Clancy of
Reprint Limited who has worked very hard indeed to put
this Annual together. I am also most grateful to Jamie
Blandford of Studio 79 who donated the photo-print of
the Meermin at Jan Mayen which appears on the cover of
this Annual. My annual apology must once again be made
in respect of the inevitable errors which have occurred in
proof corrections.
John Gore-Grimes

I.C.C. race to Strangford and rally at Ringhaddy, 4 Seasons, Deerhound, Finndabar, Bundersnatch, Aeolus,
Shardana & Tiger - Photo John Guinness.
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Secretary’s Report

Officers:
Commodore: John H. Guinness
Vice-Commodore: George Kenefick
Rear Commodore: Michael McKee
Honorary Secretary: Peter J. D. Mullins
Honorary Treasurer: T. Robert J. Shanks

Details of the appeal are dealt with elsewhere in this
report.
The Commodore opened his address by announcing to
the meeting that the Committee had elected Dr. R. H.
O’Hanlon to Honorary Membership of the Club. It was
agreed with acclamation. The Commodore thanked the
retiring members of the Committee, namenly Douglas
Mclllwaine, Harold Cudmore, Ray Fielding and Robert
Committee
Northern Area: Peter J. Bunting, Hugh B. Kennedy, Mollard for their work and thanks were also expressed to
David S. Parke, William A. Smyth.
the Publications Officer, Mrs. M. J. Guinness and to Paul
East Coast Area: Michael d’Alton, John Gore-Grimes, Campbell for the work on the new Sailing Directions and
Liam S. McGonagle, Jack M. Wolfe.
to all who had contributed in the cruise in company.
Cork Area: Denis N. Doyle, C. Joe Fitzgerald, Daniel J. Jennifer Guinness presented the various Club Trophies
Kiely, Michael R. Sullivan.
and afterwards dinner was available in the Club dining
West Coast Area: By co-option: David B. H. Fitzgerald. room.
Committee Meetings
There were five committee meetings held during the year,
three at the Royal St. George Yacht Club, one at the
Royal Irish Yacht Club and one at the offices of Messrs.
Guinness and Mahon. The average attendance of
committee members was in excess of 67%
Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting of the Club was held at the
Royal St. George Yacht Club, Dun Laoghaire, by kind
permission on Friday, l lth May, 1980. 49 members
attended, again somewhat less than in previous years. The
main item on the agenda was the question of finance. The
Honorary Treasurer explained to the meeting that the
present subscription had remained static for three years
during a period of rapidly rising costs. It was pointed out
that publication of the Annual now costs over £7.00 per
copy, and in addition we have large interest payments on
borrowings to finance the stocks of the Club’s Sailing
Directions and other publications. It was agreed by the
Meeting that the annual subscription should be increased
to £12.00 per annum and that the entrance fee be
increased to a similar amount. The Honorary Treasurer
went on to expand on the likely cash requirements of the
Club during the next two years, and explained that our
bank overdraft would be increased to approximately
£12,000 to cover the journal and the new edition of the
North and East Sailing Directions. This would impose a
heavy interest burden on the Club’s finances and various
options to minimise this charge were outlined to the
Members.

Annual Dinner
The Annual Dinner this year was held in the Great
Southern Hotel, Killarney on Saturday, 1st March. Our
principal guests were Air Vice-Marshall John Marson,
Vice-President of the Cruising Association, and Mrs.
Marson. 120 members and their guests attended and our
thanks go to George Kenefick and his Cork Area
Committee for making all the arrangements. The
Commodore, in honour of our Centenary lead an expedition to the summit of Carrauntwohil where he planted a
club burgee and sang a rendering of"Lloyd George Knew
My Father".

I.C.C. burgee on the top of Carrauntuoil -- Photo J.
Guinness

The 1981 Dinner will be held aboard an Irish Inter- Deerhound (J. H. Guinness), Finndabar (P. Jameson),
Continental Line ship on the return from Cherbourg to Querida (I. Morrison), Tiger (J. Mullen) and Four Seasons
Rosslare. It is expected this dinner will be very well (L. Heath).
attended.
Conditions were strong south easterly and some very
fast times were recorded by all the yachts taking part
Financial Appeal: In June, the Commodore wrote to each which ranged in size from 50 to 23 feet. The winner
member individually enclosing a form with suggestions of averaged over 9.5 knots over the course. Those who comhow members could assist in lessening the burden on the peted were joined by many Northern Area members and
Club bank account, they were briefly as follows:
others from Howth alongside the pontoon at Ringhaddy
1. Exchange of cheque scheme.
Sailing Club and then to anchor off Skettrick Island for
2. Prepayment of 1981/82 subscription.
the night. A most enjoyable meal was provided by our
3. Purchase of Club Publications at an attractive price. Member, Dr. Barry Bramwell at his restaurant and after4. Request for a grant.
wards we were delightfully received and entertained by
I am very happy to report that to date replies have been fellow Member and Commodore of the Down Cruising
received from over 180 Members which represents some Club, Brian Law, aboard their Club House, the ex-light
40% of the Club. In all, a sum slightly in excess of£ 14,000 vessel, Petrel The following morning the Commodore led
has been raised. Admittedly much of this is by way of a cruise in company down Strangford Lough to Quoile
loans to the Club, and subscription income for the next Yacht Club, where once again we were wonderfully
two years has been mortgaged but for the time being our received by the members.
overdraft has been erased, and we are in a small credit
balance situation, this is only short term as the estimate Autumn Rally to Carlingford Lough: The success of the
for publishing this journal is in excess of £4,500 and any Whitsun rally led to a joint Northern and Eastern end of
member who has not done so and would like to make a season get-together in Carlingford Lough on 20th
contribution in some form or other, I would be happy to September. The following yachts rallied off Carlingford:
hear from them.
Cuehuilaun (M. O’Farrell), Four Seasons (L. Heath),
Spectra (R. Fowler), Anasu 2 (A. Dunn), Red Velvet (D.
List of Members and Yachts: Attached to the Ryan), Live Wire (D. O’Brien),Debonaire (B. Bradley),
Commodore’s letter in June, members were asked to Gay Gannet (1. Shiel), Wishbone (A. Leonard), Norella (M.
confirm their addresses, telephone numbers and details of Pritchard), Tosca 4 (H. Kennedy), Gulkarna (P. Bunting),
yachts owned. The response to this was tremendous but Deerhound (J. M. Wolfe), Trissillian (J. Clapham).
has resulted in a considerable amount of work in upThe Rear Commodore, Michael McKee armed with a
dating the list of members, changes of address, telephone series of pertinent questions attended each yacht and
numbers and yachts owned which you will see at the back interviewed the Skippers and crew and points were
of this Annual. I hope you will find it useful. If for any awarded for the Rockabill Trophy. The Trophy was
reason your details are incorrect it is probably because I awarded after much deliberation to Deerhound, skippered
have not heard from you.
by J. M. Wolfe in the absence of the Commodore, and
second place went to Wishbone skippered by A. Leonard.
Membership: It is with great regret that 1 must report the
death of the following members who died during the year: South Coast Autumn Rally: The Cork ICC Members held
Dr. R. H, O’Hanlon, Mr. Justice Sean Butler, Humphrey their rally on Sunday, 14th September. The rally was held
Barton.
by kind invitation of our member, Mr. James Butler who
We welcome the following 26 new members who were has built a magnificent new marina at East Ferry in Cork
declared elected this year:-- Geoffrey Ashenhurst, Harbour. No less than 18 I.C.C. boats turned up and a
Brendan Bradley, John Burrows, Patrick Colleran, most pleasant afternoon was spent by all. Amongst those
Brendan J. Connors, Walter F. Costello, Samuel Davies, who attended were: L’Exocet (G. Kenefick), Moonduster
Helen Davies, William P. Escott, Jack Flannigan, (D. N. Doyle), Spellbound (R. Fielding), Cecille (G.
Benignus Gallagher, Deirdre Gomes, Thomas Goulding, Radley), Coral (W. Walsh), Stargazer (D. J. Kiely),
Peter Gray, Michael Hill, Clare Hogan, Gerald Mandalay (C. J. Fitzgerald) and Meander 3 (M. Sullivan).
Kavanagh, Nicholas Massey, Cormac MacHenry,
George Nairn, David Nicholson, Forbes Perkins, Shannon Rally: The long weekend 24th-27th October saw
Andrew Somerville, Desmond Turvey, Patrick Whelan, 11 cruisers being chartered from Emerald Star Line from
Laurence White.
Carrick-on-Shannon. The cruise proceeded North to
The membership at present stands at 450.
Lough Key where some 64 members and their guests
enjoyed venison at the Lough Key Park Restaurant. The
Whit Race to Strangford Lough: A race from Dun following morning the Commodore and your Honorary
Laoghaire to Strangford Lough for the Wright Salver was Secretary gave a party at Knockvicker aboard their vessel.
held on the Whit weekend 30th May. Those who took part The weather remained kind and the weekend was thorin the race in order of finishing were as follows:-oughly enjoyed by all who attended.
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The Commodore and Hon. Sec. hosted Sunday morning drinks on the Autumn Rally -- Photo Rex Roberts
Subscriptions: May I remind members who previously amazes us all with his sailing and literary exploits, and
paid their subscriptions by Bankers Order that these will Paul Campbell for his highly acclaimed sixth edition of
no longer be accepted and that if you have not already the East and North Sailing Directions. My own and the
pre-paid your 1981 and 1982 subscription, it became due Members thanks are due to our Hon. Treasurer, Robert
Shank, who has done so much work on the Clubs finances
on 1st January.
Conclusion: This completes my fourth year in office as in a very busy year. On a personal note I would like to
your Honorary Secretary and I find that each year whilst thank you all, Flag Officers, Committee and Members for
summing up I can not but help but repeat myself. It does your tolerance, for I believe cruising requires a high
appear that as in most Clubs, the work of running the degree of tolerance and that is why the Irish Cruising Club
Irish Cruising Club is left to a handful of members. I is alive and strong 51 years young. Finally, our thanks are
would therefore particularly like to take this opportunity due to Liam McCormick for his adjudication of the many
of thanking on your belalf, John and Jennifer Guinness. competition logs submitted this year.
John retires as Commodore at the next Annual General
Meeting and takes a well-earned rest having seen the Club
through it’s fiftieth anniversary and it’s various financial Peter J. D. Mullins,
Honorary Secretary.
difficulties. Jennifer, I am glad to say is not retiring from
her office of Publications, which she continues to handle
with unfailing efficiency. Once again, John Gore-Grimes 31st October, 1980.
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Challenge Cup Awards 1980
Liam McCormick
Reading the eighteen entries for the 1980 Awards I felt
envious, all the more so when I came to Deerhound and
Winnie’s accounts. Twenty years ago I followed
Deerhound’s route in a four tonner as far as Holland. Now I
wander through the European waterways in a motorboat
and feel as my great grandfather must have felt when he left
sail for steam in the eighteen forties.
Four splendid accounts are of Faulkner and Strangford
Cup quality while two of these meet the distance requirement for the Atlantic Cup. Of these four, John GoreGrimes’ voyage to Spitzbergen is outstanding. The
account, beautifully presented, is written in a cool, matter
of fact way, even treating a knockdown and the subsequent
discomfort in an almost nonchalant fashion. The account
gives a perceptive picture of the awesomegrandeur of these
remote northern islands. In contrast, however, there is a
light hearted touch when he writes about personal
contacts, be they with jolly Russians or pre-occupied Norwegians. The account matches the enterprise, it is
beautifully presented, maps as front piece (a very good
idea), excellent photographs and of course, Bob Fannin’s
sketches, one of which illustrates a major problem of life in
such a low temperature.
Further comment is superfluous and I have pleasure in
awarding John Gore-Grimes the Faulkner Cup.
Two cruises were made to Scandanavia. Michael
Villiers-Stuart went from a wedding on the Isle of Mull to
Mariehamn in the Aaland Islands where a long felt
ambition was achieved when Winne lay astern of the
Pommern on which Michael served before the mast in
1938-39.
His witty, delightful account barely hints at the love, the
hard work, the patience and the skill called for in keeping a
ninety year old ex-gunpowder ketch to the fore among
cruising yachts.
John Guinness also sailed to Mariehamn through the
Caledonian and the Gota canals. Michael rounding the
south of Sweden went hard to starboard and returned the
way he came. John went to port down to the Kiel, thento
Holland and home by way of the English south coast. John
has produced a model account, in presentation rivalling
John Gore-Grimes’ work. Undoubtedly it will be studied
by all those whom he will have enticed to follow his footsteps. The fun and enjoyment of this cruise is evident, it
gained much from careful planning, crew change problems
and such like hazards were minimised.
How do I make a choice for the Strangford Cup? I think
that Mike’s miraculous deck leak cure for rheumatism puts
him slightly ahead while Liam McGonagles disinterest in

antiques was no doubt a problem for the Deerhound’s
officers. It is a pleasure to award Michael Villiers-Stuart
the Strangford Cup.
David Nicholson has written a most informative and
enjoyable account of his cruise to Antigua. All t he care that
went into its planning, all the interest not only in the people
and the ports visited but also the hinterland is excellently
conveyed. It all reads so relaxed, sunny and enjoyable that
others will be tempted to join the queue awaiting t he end of
the Carribean Hurricane season in Grand Canaria or
Teneriffe.
A fine passage of over 2,000 miles from Cabo Verde to
English Harbour makes David Nicholson a most worthy
recipient of the Atlantic Cup.
Three good accounts for the Round Ireland Cup were
submitted. Two sailedWestabout, James Villiers-Stuart en
route to a family wedding in the Isle of Mull, and Peter
Gray. The third, Michael Tomlinson, on his fourth circuit
of Ireland went north about. All had different degrees of
terrible terrible weather and all made exciting passages
even though Janaes Villiers-Stuart missed the Isle of Mull
wedding. However, in spite of con ditions all enjoyed themselves and have conveyed this in their accounts.
Peter Gray, sailing ’Korsar’ in his well presented account
with a rather jolly map to the cover, has only recently come
to cruising and this appears to have been a most successful
beginning. Congratulations on an account which was a
pleasure to read andone which winsyou the Round Ireland
Cup.
Several accounts of cruises ranging from cold, northern
waters down to the warm Mediterranean were submitted
for the Fortnight Cup. Paul Campbell returned once more
to the West of Scotland calling at St. Kilda and in his
fourteen and a half days away from Ireland had many
excellent passages as well as visits to numerous
anchorages. His June cruise, which appears to have had t he
best of this summers weather, ended when he came to
anchor in Mulroy Bay some 579 miles from Dun
Laoghaire. A most readable and informative account wins
Paul Campbell the Fortnight Cup.
Alistair McMillan, a much respected first mate of long
standing, in his folk-boat "Goosander’ purchased in 1977,
left home waters this season to explore the Clyde where on
the measure mile he tested his engine’s capability, assisted
in C.C.C. races and did a bottom clean winding up with a
hard fifteen hour sail from Ardglass to Skerries. For this
excellent account of the cruising opportunities to be found
in the fabulous waters of the Clyde I award Alistair
McMillan the Wybrants Cup.
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Rory O’Hanlon -- A Tribute

With his death in May 1980 the club lost one of its
most distinguished and popular members. Much has
already been written about Rory since his death but it
hoped that the following edited excerpts from his own
writings will remind members both of the extent of his
sailing achievements and the kindness and humanity of
the man himself.
Firedrake was Rory’s second boat which he bought in
1949 having sold Evora. His account in the Irish Cruising
club Annual tells of a Shannon cruise in his Dragon Firedrake which was motored from Ringsend to Shannon
Bridge along the Grand Canal driven by a 1 z/2 h.p. Seagull
outboard. The mast was sent on by C.I.E. barge. Of the
passage Rory wrote:
"It was 22.00 hrs. when we reached Portobello and
there a halt was made for supper, the less hardened
members of the crew finding the gaze of hundred of
raucous children a trifle inhibiting. We now realised that
the Canal traffic must provide them with a suitable
alternative enjoyment to the Zoo". It took three days to
pass through the Grand Canal and they camped at night
on the tow paths. They motored up to Athlone and having
passed through the Lough -- "Firedrake was rigged and
ready for action".
On the way in to Lough Ree -- "We noticed a highly
dangerous set of E.S.B. high tension lines which cleared
our mast head by a few feet and we were relieved to find
the level of the river so low -- or else this log might never
have been written!"

They sailed at leisurely pace to Lanesboro where
"dozens of willing hands and even more willing advisors
did the trick as we passed through the bridge without difficulty. We received much encouragement and assistance
from the Parish Curate of Ballyleague, who wished us
luck in our voyage .... arriving at Tarmonbarry Lock, we
sailed right in to the chamber, much to the delight of the
keeper, John Bourke, who had not "seen the likes of it
since the Nepenthe was here".
They proceeded Northwards and "while beating up the
river to Lough Tap we grounded hard for the first time,
but a little shifting of weights, including the skipper’s 15
stone worked the trick and we slid off safely".
At the Railway Bridge just North of Lough Tap the
mast became entangled in overhead telephone cables so
Firedrake was turned South and headed for Lough Derg
running through Lough Bofin with parachute spinnaker
set. Arriving at Banagher they found that no attempt had
been made to open the Bridge. "The skipper went ashore
and after a long parley with the Bridgekeeper, it
transpired that the bridge had not been swung since 1939,
and, on that occasion, difficulty had been experienced in
closing it again. After long arguments, in which the entire
crew and the ’Sergeant of the Garda took part, the keeper
decided to try and open the arch. The combined efforts of
numerous Banagher citizens failed to stir it, however, and
in a slightly foul temper, the crew did another mast shift".
After some delightful sailing on Lough Derg Firedrake
was hauled out of the water at Banagher and she

Evora tacking among 17 footers at Howth.

A youthful Rory with telescope aboard Evora.

was left in a most secure berth on the banks of the
Shannon. We all retired, happy and thirsty to the
Shannon Hotel and the crew weakening somewhat spent
the night in the hotel. We had covered over 340 miles of
water ways, 250 miles of this being under sail alone".
Rory sold Firedrake in 1954 when he purchased Ancora
H. He sailed Ancora Hto the Clyde in 1956 and in 1957 he
purchased the Dublin Bay 24 footer Harmony. In that
year he sailed Harmony to the Faroes. Before each voyage
Rory spent considerable time during the winter months
making preparations. His 1957 account opens with the
following sentences which are characteristic of his
approach: "To the yachtsman the winter is most
important. He has time to consider his boat; to overhaul
his gear, but, above all, he has endless hours in which to
conceive his next summer’s cruise. For me this is an
absorbing past-time and requires careful study of maps,
charts and many books. Indeed it is difficult to curb one’s
ambitions -- time is so short, there is so much on offer".
Rory was accompanied on this voyage by Norman and
Sheila Wilkinson and "with us too was Neil Watson, a

Harmony, the Dublin Bay 24 which sailed to the Faroes
and participated in the windy Fastnet race of 1961.

young Trinity student on his first cruise, a most able
hand, and my wife, the best sea going cook in these
islands".
They sailed northwards through the Sea of the
Hebrides and the Minches to Aultbea in Lough Ewe.
From here they set sail for the Faroes. Having cleared the
Butt of Lewis it was -- "Most pleasant, sailing hard on the
wind in a big Atlantic swell .... it is very desolate sailing
in these waters, as there is very little traffic, but the
perpetual day light makes it easier". They reached
Thorshavn after 54 hours on the wind -- "As we rounded
the pier head there lay a scene before me that I had so
often looked at in books, the unique town nestling in the
arms of formidable hills; colourful houses, many with
grass roofs, and on the water front, many fishing boats
almost identical to the Viking ships of old.
It was a strange feeling to be tied up alongside. Quite
soon several officers came to call from a Frigate lying near
by, HMS Orestes. They insisted we come aboard, where
we had a very good time in the wardroom until a very late
hour". Harmony sailed North to Kvalvig -- "We were
fortunate to arrive at the Whaling Station as they were
about to haul up the slipway an eighty ton whale. During
the next few hours we saw this monster most skilfully
dissected. The blubber about one to two feet thick was
removed in strips up to 50 feet long and cut into
convenient lengths for boiling. The muscles were carefully
laid back from their attachments and cut into joints of
about 5 lbs. suitable for market. Lastly the massive bones,
handled by cranes, were presented to mechanical saws
which tore them into sizeable pieces. These, and every
remanent, then passed into chutes and so into the boiling
chambers, firstly to produce oil and then to be ground
down to make cattle food. You can imagine our interest in
this remarkable operation, and yet one did not like to
dwell on this undignified end to the worlds greatest
mammal."
Harmony sailed to the west coast of the Faroes to
examine the massive bird cliffs rising 2000 feet from the
water. "Here our pilot took Harmony behind some rocks
where we anchored within two boat lengths of the shore.
We then set off in his rowing boat to explore some caves
where the birds were particularly dense. Here we found
two local boats taking part in a Guillemot hunt.
The technique of this extraordinary wild-fowling is
simple for the birds tend to settle in flocks on the water
close to the shore. With two or three boats the birds can be
persuaded to swim slowly towards the shore, and into the
mouth of a large cave. Once in the cave, the birds are
driven with great speed until they land on a small rocky
beach at the back of the cave. Here they make their last
stand as two men jump with great agility from their boats
to the beach where they break the necks of the birds. In
this fashion we saw 150 birds killed within one hour, a
profitable pastime as each bird is priced at about 1/6. We
were told that the record was 1,600 birds in one day."
Harmony had a fast and exciting run from the Faroes
back to Stornaway and had a leisurely sail with many

stops in the Hebrides before returning to Dun Laoghaire.
In 1958 Rory and Barbara took Harmony to Brittany
with Norman and Sheila Wilkinson and Reggie Lee.
"Brittany cannot compare in sheer beauty with South
West Ireland or Western Scotland. Brittany is just
different, its harbours are crowded with attractive fishing
boats, there is colour everywhere and with it the aroma of
the French cigarettes and the wine. How different from
the sophisticated South! Life here means the small waterfront cafe with its typical water colours, the fishermen in
their blue canvas suits, the colourful vegetable stalls and
above all, the food and the wine which is to us just that
much different." Harmony left her moorings at Dun
Laoire and almost immediately met really poor weather.
"We found ourselves with too much sail, mainsail off
and set the trisail. I have not got a roller boom so I do not
bother to reef at sea. Moreover I feel that once it is too
much for the mainsail you are as well offwith your trisail.
I doubt if I shall forget the night that followed, for rapidly
the wind, increased to 6 and 7 and the sea built up in its
fury. All night long Harmony tore along into blackness
and driving rain; with the heavy gusts and nasty tumbling
seas we were forced to bear off below our course. How
well I remember the joy of snuggling into my bunk on
coming off watch; my peace was short lived as soon
afterwards Harmony was hurled into space and landed on
her port bilge with a deafening crash. I found myself
covered with biscuit tins, cups, glasses and other impedimentia. The motion aboard was impossible.
Throughout my sailing experience I have never seen
anything to equal the seas which surrounded us, they were
angry and monstrous and lashed at us from all sides in
their fury." Harmony put in at Newlyn before crossing the
Channel to L’Aberwrach.
They sailed South in less windy conditions and reached
Belle Isle. After that there was considerable rain and wind
and they returned to Benodet before sailing North for
Ushant. Ushant was always a particular favourite of
Rory’s. "We were all very interested in this island said to
be the last stronghold of paganism in Europe, for
christianity did not reach here until the beginning of the
Eighteenth Century.
It is said that the island was very rich in dolmens and
cromlechs but that many were destroyed to obtain stone
for the building of the first lighthouse." Harmony
returned home via the Scillies and made a call to Lundy.
"In olden times Lundy was a Viking stronghold, and it
passed from them to the De Mariscos family who held the
island until 1327.
The family was well known for its misdeeds, but it will
be mainly remembered for their introduction of the rabbit
into England. From the anchorage in Lundy Roads there
is a very steep and narrow road which takes you past the
manor house to the top of the island. The top of the island
is almost flat and here are many wild ponies and Japnaese
deer.
The main industry is sheep farming and there is a
considerable flock of Soay sheep similar to that found on

St. Kilda and in the Faroe. Also, I am told that only on
Lundy will you find "Brassica Wrightii" an ancient
member of the cabbage family". Harmony returned to
Dun Laoire.
In 1960 Rory and Barbara with Alan Stewart, Neil
Watson and James Mulhern accompanied Douglas
Heard on a memorable voyage to Iceland in the Huff of
Arklow.
In 1961 Harmony raced in the Fastnet. "It is no easy
task to prepare any vessel for a Fastnet Race. No single
thing can be left to chance, every nut, bolt, wire etc. must
be perfect. Every precaution must be taken to safeguard
life and to train a crew to take what comes. It took six
months to prepare Harmony for her task. An enormous
number of man hours were put in by her crew".., which
included Ian Morrisson, Alan Stewart, Neil Watson and
John O’Reilly. Having sailed the boat to Cowes, Rory’s
log on the eve of the Fastnet records: "Spent the evening
ashore, but the crew did not allow me to enjoy myself to
the full and I was sent to bed early". There were 95 starters
and by evening on Monday the 7th August as the Wolf
Rock was abeam the weather had deteriorated. "Visibility
decreasing with winds force 7 and gale force 8 in the gusts.
Winds S.S.E. with remarkably confused sea conditions as
bad as one would want.
Rain driving into the cabin as far as the mast; the chart
work could only be done on the forehead bunk". Later on
the same evening the log records: "Suddenly in ten
seconds, without any let up in the wind force the wind
backed to N.E. and Harmony was struck by gusts of force
9 or possibly over.
Everything was confused as she lay on her beam-end,
her lee decks covered in solid water. That was it! All hands
crawled forward to get off all sail. You can imagine my
anxiety as I fought to right the vessel and make her deck a
little safer for the crew.
With no compass (the batteries had failed) one was
blind, and as the hands worked feverishly to down the
trysail, I gybed her and in the lightning I saw Neil and
Alan almost disappear on the sloping water covered
deck". Later Harmony lay ahull and the log reads
"Comparative peace had now come to us a very sodden,
tired and frightened crew. Obviously we had to ride it out
under bare poles and with the helm lashed a lee, she lay
broadside on, well canted over by the sail flying aloft".
Without batteries and with sail damage it was
impossible to proceed. "None of us had much heart and
with reluctance we accepted defeat. It was a bitter pill for
me to accept failure after so much endeavour but I know
we did the right thing in setting our trysail and running
around the Longships for Newlyn.
Harmony had not failed and to her, each of us give
thanks". On arrival at Newlyn the brief log entry is
"Rested, ate and drank a great deal". Harmony returned
to Dun Laoghaire from Newlyn.
In 1962 Rory once again joined Douglas Heard in the
Huff of Arklow for a cruise to the Azores. In an interview
on R.T.E. made shortly before his death Rory recalled

through a sea alive with God’s creatures. The birds play,
the dolphins roll and even the mighty whale tumbles
nearby. Ahead of us, like a painted scene stands St. Kilda
-- ever changing in the evening light". They anchored at
Village Bay. "I will not describe the Village Bay for you -it has been done many times. Go there for yourself and
walk up the Village street, sit upon a stone and close your
eyes. Then you will see down the years and hear the
children play". Leaving St. Kilda Tjaldur sailed once
again South for Dun Laoghaire where on arrival they had
sailed 1,293 miles in 22 days. The log concludes: "To me,
this cruise marked the beginning of the second 10,000
miles I had sailed with the Port Captain, Douglas Heard.
This time I had the pleasure of having him in my ship. I
look forward to the next 8,000 miles we have yet to sail".
In 1966 Tjaldur was sailed by Rory to Corsica and
Sardinia and returned to Ireland in the capable charge of
Douglas Heard, "I am the starboard Captain because I
sleep in the best bunk on the starboard side. I felt that she
should go South this year to see and learn new things. She
is a bird of the North but Wild Goose had stimulated her
by her adventure in the Canal Du Midi. The Mediterranean could be reached in a reasonable time and escape
could be made to the North providing Douglas Heard
would take her home. He said, "I will providing you give
me a few days off in the middle of the month to get
married!" I said, "I am damned if I will take you unless
you get married". As we never disagree, he did get
married and with the assistance of Ruth his new wife and
12 others the voyage Tjaldur to Corsica and Sardinia and
home was achieved". This was a relaxed and happy trip
and Douglas Heard the Port Captain wrote in reply: "I
am the Port Captain because I slept in the port bunk for
2~/2 months and my duties commenced at the end of June
on a return to Sete when the Starboard Captain had to
return to Ireland to assist at some increases in the population".
In 1967 Tjaldur was shipped to New York aboard the
Irish Spruce. Douglas and Ruth had joined the crew and
Tjaldur sailed North through Long Island and after
several stops arrived in the Mystic River to visit Mystic sea
port. "This is a very lovely place, highly populated with
delightful houses set in the trees. Care must be taken
following the winding channels. Within reach of our

Rory and "the boys" after the Fastnet race 1961.
that the landfall at the Azores together with his
subsequent landfall at Jan Mayen were the most
memorable landfalls in a long and distinguished sailing
career.

By 1964 IIarmony was sold and Rory was the owner of
Tjaldur. Tjaldur set out under two captains for Iceland.
On this trip Rory as starboard captain was accompanied
by his friend and shipmate, the port captain Douglas
Heard. Also aboard were Reggie Lee Neil Watson, John
O’Reilly and Brian Ross Murphy. On a damp and misty
sail up through Scotland they passed Cape Wrath and set
a course for Arknaberg and on their way, again met some
of the most appalling conditions. After an exhausting
beat in gale force conditions they "Entered Vaag and lay
alongside. Log 578. What a relief!".
Tjaldur went North to Thorshavn where "we held a
Council Meeting. In the chairs, the two captains decided
that Iceland had been where it was for many years and
that probably it would remain there for some time to
come. This profound decision was forced upon us as we
were six days behind in our timetable and that the weather
was most unsettled". Having weathered a gale force 9 in
Thorshavn Tjaldur once again sailed South. "A good day,
in fact, we saw the sun for a full thirty minutes --the first
time in 12!" After one more stop in the Faeroes they sailed
to Stornaway and then anchored for a short night at
Marvig.
"A beautiful morning with brilliant sunshine and no
wind. I know I should stay here and relax but cannot.
Quietly I lift the anchor and motor out of the harbour
much to the dismay of the sleeping crew. I must get to
somewhere I have not seen before -- St. Kilda it is to be
for, like you, I have dreamt of this island and of the people
who spent their lives there. There is not a ripple on the
water and only our engine disturbs the summer silence.
We pass through the Sound of Harris and so to the West

Dr. Rory O’Hanlon and Sir Alec Rose at the Royal St.
George Yacht Club.
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journeys end I came head to wind to take off sail. This
manoeuvre resulted in our going aground at the edge of
the Channel. This undignified arrival was made more
unpalatable by the arrival of a small boy of eight who
addressed me and said, "say mister -- I have seen many
fellows do that but you are the best of them all". Tjaldur
continued North to Block Island and to Newport. She
also visited Martha’s Vineyard and stopped at Hadley’s
Harbour before passing through the Cape Canal. "We
passed through the 14 miles of Canal in 54 minutes".
Provincetown was to be the last American call before
pressing further North to Liverpool Harbour in Nova
Scotia through dense foggy conditions. "Perhaps I can
sum it up for you by telling you of Paul’s answer to his
mother’s question on his return home. "Tell me Paul what
were your impressions of the Fog". "Well mum, it was
very difficult. At its worst I went to the bow, Des Barring- Rory O’Hanlon and Michael O’Leary racing Clarion,
ton to the stern and the adults argued in the cockpit". May 1971 -Photo: 14I. M. Nixon.
Tjaldur joined the Cruising Club of America’s meet at
Baddeck and after several excursions from that Port
returned to Baddeck where she was laid up for the winter Club sailed Clarion North to the Lofoten Island. "My
winter was shortened and made happy by the many hours
at Pinauds’ Yard.
In 1968 when the crew arrived back to Cape Breton the of armchair sailing. I spent a lot of time with my fellow
scene is thus described: "Pinauds’ Yacht Yard is a sort of countryman, Lord Dufferin. Many things had changed in
overgrown Christie Mahony’s with all the delights of that the century and more since he had sailed Foam through
place. The "boys" as they are called are well past three the Malangen Channel to Tromso. Yes, time had changed
score years while father is not far offthe five score. It took the World, the yachts we sail in but not the desire of those
all six of us three full days of work to get everything in who go to sea". Clarion was delivered to Inverness and on
order -- the electrics, the sails, the rigging and all the the way North she made a brief stop at Lerwick. Leaving
countless things you can think of. These days were well Lerwick the Log records "The.re is little to be said about
spent and gave us carefree cruising from then onwards". the next five days. They were very restful and pleasant and
After a cruise Northwards to St. John’s Newfoundland afforded every opportunity for relaxing, navigating by
Rory with Peter Denham, Reggie Lee, Desmond Bar- bow and arrow and in keeping the machinery in good
rington and Andrew O’Hanlon departed for Crosshaven order. The crew read a great deal, overate and drank great
on Friday the 5th July. "We left the quay side at St. Johns, quantities of beer and other bodily necessities. We entered
in much fog under power for the harbour entrance. To me the famous Lofoten Port of Svolver in the Island of Vagan
on the 22nd June. This is the land of the midnight sun
it was a great occasion in a long sailing career".
In spite of 5 days of windward sailing the passage in where time ceases to matter in high summer. Children still
Tjaldur across the Atlantic was a very fast one and was play in the streets at midnight and lovers amble about
completed in just over 14 days. Approaching the Mizen with no where to go".
Tjaldur sailed North to Tromso. "On our way we
Rory’s log records: "I shall not write of the landfall, many
before have done so in beautiful prose and in verse. What passed Malangen with its gun implacements installed
they have said is true. How few experiences in life are new? during the war to guard the German battle ships. It was
At least all of us had shared what is to my mind one of the not of them that I dwelt afar, for they do not live on but of
greatest". This was to be Tjaddur’s last year in Rory’s Dufferin in the Foam, of Nansen and of the many couragownership. "I think it is true to say Tjaldur is a mag- eous men who left by this channel on their voyages of
nificent vessel at sea. This does not mean that she is Arctic exploration". Tjaldur arrived in Tromso on the
without fault, how very few yachts are. Often I have asked 25th June and was now almost at the 70th parallel over
myself what is the ideal yacht? For all purposes such a 200 miles beyond the Circle. Tjaldur returned South again
boat does not exist. In a blow Tjaldur can be very wild off where at Svolver she rendezvous’d with Dr. Ninian
the wind but she will win races. She will be hard on her Faulkner’s Felise. On her return to Inverness she had
crew and often wet. Don’t buy such a yacht unless that is completed 2,176 miles and a new crew then took over to
what you want. On the other hand if you want to cruise try return Tjaldur to Dun Laoghaire.
In 1972 Rory O’Hanlon was elected as Commodore of
a fat girl like Tjaldur -- she will be kindly".
In 1969 Rory purchased Clarion of Wight and in that the Irish Cruising Club. Meermin was then purchased and
year joined the Cruise in Company organised by the 1973 was a year of work for Rory and his crew ably
assisted by Peter Mullins and a major refit was underRoyal Cork Yacht Club in West Cork.
In 1970 Rory, as rere Commodore of the Irish Cruising taken scheduled for completion by the Spring of 1974. In

1973 Meermin sailed to Vigo. "’Meermin is not everyboyds
cup of tea but I am old enough to understand her and trust
young enough to enjoy her. She is a gaffketch, very traditional, very spacious and beautifully built. She was built
for the Oceans of the World but alas this right has been
largely denied her. Who knows her future!"
The Commodore’s log for 1974 was entitled "’The
Meermin a visit to Jan Mayen including the circumnavigation of Iceland". "At present there is no sensible
reason why any human being, other than N.A.T.O.
Norwegian Personnel who are very well paid, should wish
to visit Jan Mayen. It is a land of snow, lava, driftwood
and fog and the mighty Beerenberg rises to 8,000 feet on
its North Eastern end. If self-examination is a wise thing
then I can say that my fellow countryman Lord Dufferin
is fully responsible for the production of this log. Who
could be unmoved by his letter to his mother "Letters
from High Latitudes" written from the Schooner Yacht
Foam in 1856". Meermin left the Royal St. George Yacht
Club on Friday the 12th June and Rory was accompanied
on this voyage by Peter Denham, Peter Mullins, Jarlath
Mullen and Clare Hogan. She sailed directly for
Stornaway and thence to Seydisfjordur on the South East
corner of Iceland arriving there having sustained rudder

damage in gale force head winds. Repairs were effected
and Meermin pushed further North to Jan Mayen. They
arrived at Walrus Bay on the North shore of Jan Mayen
on the 27th July. "There is nothing whatsoever in Walrus
Bay. Everything is either grey or black with a little moss
here and there. Driftwood abounds and is to be seen in the
oddest places put there either by ice or by heavy seas. The
crew were very pleasant and said, ’thank you, Daddy for
taking us to this lovely place’, to my mind the most
depressing place I have ever seen". The crew went ashore
but their peace was shattered when a Northerly gale
warning was received from the Local Met Office. They
were instructed to take the Meermin to an anchorage on
the South Eastern side of the island. "The younger
members of the crew volunteered to do this, leaving the
two elderly gentlemen, Dr. Denham and I, to rest and
enjoy our hosts. Accompanied by four eager Norwegian
volunteers they set out almost at once and successfully
carried out this rather tiresome and unpleasant 20 mile
journey only to find themselves in a much worse anchorage with a force 8 wind howling down offthe hills ... Our
situation was most unpleasant and we appeared to have
little room to swing; indeed in the prevailing conditions
not enough room to put to sea. There was nothing to be

Aboard The Meermin at the ICC Rally in Dunmore East,June 1974 -- Peter Mullins, Rory O’Hanlon, Georgina
Nixon, and John Henry McConnell -- Photo W. M. Nixon.

done save to ride out the gale and keep as calmly as possible.
this precarious situation continued for 50 hours; in all,
with a wind speed as reported from the Base of 46 knots. It
was a trying time for us all. There was much to do,
keeping watch, removing the bobstay which was chafing
against the anchor chain, and above all tying down sails
which had an uncanny habit of getting loose. At the fiftieth hour the wind increased and there was spray everywhere. In the guests it was impossible to stand on deck
and even in the lulls we could not have got ashore in the
rubber dinghy as it would have blown out to sea. I had no
idea of the wind speed but it must have been between 50
and 60 knots. At this time Jarlath Mullen and I were lying
on the foredeck re-securing the foresail when the anchor
chain suddenly broke and we were blown backwards out
of our cove. The vessel then lay beam-to, gathered speed
and made rapidly for the rocks. Almost at once the engine
was started, all hands called, a Mayday sent out and lifejackets issued. With much skill Peter Mullins manoeuvred
the vessel off the shore which fortunately was steep too.
The bow sprit struck the rocks and snapped off as it had
not the support of a bobstay, but the vessel itself had not
hit. As we got away from our funnel the wind seemed to be
easier and Meermin clawed her way slowly but surely to a
nearby anchored fishing vessel. Here a large nylon warp
was taken on board and secured. Here a large nylon warp
was taken on board and secured. There was much relief all
round. We and the Meermin were saved". Meermin then
sailed South to Raufarhofn on the North East Coast of
Iceland and after several stops they rounded the Horn and
while in the Denmark Strait learned of the presence of two
giant icebergs aground on a bank in some 80 fathoms.
They also learned that all of Eastern Greenland was ice
bound "thus shattering our hopes of making at least one
Greenland port." Meermin finally arrived at Reykjavik on
the 8th August. "Whether one is young or old I think that
we had reason to be tired as we had sailed a distance of
2,178 miles in 25 days 2 hours spedning in all only 88
hours ashore from the time we left Stornaway. On the 9th
August a new crew arrived by air and took the vessel back
to Ireland."
During the next four years Meermin spent a pleasant
and happy time in the Mediterranean. "I suppose in the
modern idiom Meermin is a strange one, she can be heavy
to work but is a good voyager and is a delightful boat to
live in both in winter and summer. As she is built for the
Mediterranean she is especially well insulated under her

decks and coach roof and her cabins are doubly panelled
in wood. Then, of course, there is her little fireplace in
which we burn turf during the cold winter evenings in
Spain. Dinner by fire light and candle light is but one of
the many joys Meermin has bestowed upon me over the
years. Yachts need "the maintenance" and Meermin with
all her teak and toys likes a lot of it. To the many friends
who have helped me during these years I give my thanks
and in particular to my man from the Queen’s University
(Neil McFerran) whom the Lord has favoured with a
good brain both mechanically and otherwise. Then there is
my man from Bangkok (Peter Mullins) who has given so
much love and energy to Mrs. Meermin as she is affectionately called by us all. Without him perhaps Meermin
would still be in Crosshaven where she lay for many years
before I discovered her. Both of us owe him a great deal."
Meermin’s involvement in the Irish Cruising Club’s
Cruise in Company in 1980 is well-known to members.
His life long friend Douglas Heard has written these
words for the 1980 Annual:
"A side of Rory’ character which was not as well
known or appreciated as his performance afloat was
his ability to inspire others to efforts of which there is
no doubt in many cases they did not think they were
capable. I can vouch that but for his inspiration I
would not have undertaken the cruises to Iceland and
the Azores in "’Huff’. His ability to get the best of a
boat when racing was outstanding but his qualities as
shipmate were only known to those who had the good
fortune to sail with him, his example when conditions
were bad or difficult was I am sure in some instances
what made all the difference between the success or
failure of the cruise".
Rory’s own words extracted from his foreward to
Winkie Nixon’s history "To Sail the Crested Sea" bring
this tribute to an end: "In concluding I cannot but think
of the charming September Song. The early 1930s are now
a long time ago, so for me it is Autumn and the leaves fall.
But in our Club it is still very early Spring, and the brave
little snowdrops are pushing their manly little heads
through the snow. It is Spring, too, for our younger
Members who these days achieve so much in small yet
efficient yachts, bring lustre to the Irish Cruising Club. As
long as they are with us, our Club will prosper and
maintain the dignity and maintain the dignity and
reputation it has achieved over the years".

Coleraine -- Bayona Summer 1980
Robin Dixon

After the usual discussions and presummer anticipation we finally worked out a proposed programme for
Oberon, our Nicholson 43’.The highlight of this was to be
a summer cruise to the now well explored coast of Galicia.
Encouraged by cruises of fellow members in recent years,
I was determined that we were going to have plenty of
time for detailed exploration and beachcombing so I was
delighted when Wallace Clark agreed to meet us in
Bayona and do the return trip.
During the six week cruise there were a number of crew
changes -- although not cheap the whole coast is well
served by flights either to Oporto or Santiago di
Compostelo and trains, buses or taxis.
I decided to make direct passage from Ireland to the
area of Coruna and elected to take departure from
Kinsale. Whilst complicating the departure logistics it
gave us some pleasant weekends cruising in June and
early July. The first of these was from Coleraine to
Strangford where we moored alongside an old friend
Virago belonging to David and Gina Maxwell. Two weeks
later with Wallace Clark and Stephen on board "to learn
the way round" we sailed to Arklow, stopping off in Dun
Laoghaire where we rafted up with the Commodore and
Ian Morrison for an impromptu evenings festivities.
The brief passage from Dun Laoghaire to Arklow was,
as usual for us, interrupted by some wind and tide antics
at Wicklow Head (Oberon’s crew believe that Sod has a
summer residence behind the lighthouse!).
The following weekend saw us back in Arklow on
Friday evening thanking Jimmy Tyrell for his
hospitality; Arklow has become a regular summer resting
place forOberon and we are very grateful to the Tyrrells
for their help and kindness.
Our passage to Kinsale was uncomfortable but
uneventful and we made the passage in 22 hours,just four
hours longer than the previous year.
On Friday, 1 lth July, we were all to meet in Kinsale at
16.00 or before. I was flying into Cork from London and
the remainder of the crew, Lawrence Bryson, Will and
Gwen Dalzell, John Teuton and my wife, Alwyn, were
travelling down from the North by car with all the fresh
supplies for our passage. My flight delivered me to
Kinsale before lunch and in time to discover the attractions of "The Wine Bar". The crew arrived later than
expected -- Gwen had a stomach up set and although she
put a brave face on it, was unable to enjoy the gastro-

nomic delights of"The Wine Bar" and was not exactly in
the best of health for a four day sea passage.
At 20.40, fed and barely organised, we slipped away
from Kinsale Marina and little were we to know what was
ahead of us and that we were not to see the sun again for
the best part of four days.
The only way I can sensibly describe our passage is to
say that in 20 years of cruising we experienced that
hardest weather conditions of my career and for the
longest period of time; the ship’s log summary reads as
follows:Saturday, 12th July, 06.30. Weather forecast gave a
possible W. Gale 8, by 14.30 we were forced to change
genoas having delayed too long and torn the number 2 -this in fact was the only damage sustained throughout the
cruise -- at 19.00 we took in 3 rolls of the main, at 22.30
we lowered the main.
Sunday, 13th July, 07.00, hoisted main well reefed but
by 19.00 were forced to lower it again, at 23.00 the
compass light failed, presumed drowned!
Monday, 14th July, 0300. Wind easing, 06.00 reefed
mainsail set. 11.00 wind freshening again with the inevitable heavy rain. 14.00 forced to lower all sails and lie ahull
-- reaching at 2-3 knots under bare poles, if allowed to
run off she sailed at 6-8 knots.
We estimated the wind to be force 8-9, gusting a good 9,
however, by 17.00 we felt we could set the storm jib and
she reached away at 6-7 knots but by 21.00 the wind had
again increased. The battering that crew and boat were
taking sailing in these conditions, under storm jib at 7
knots, was not sensible, so with plenty of sea room we
once again lay ahull under bare poles, but this time we
lashed the wheel to windward and I went to bed with
instructions that no one should go on deck. At one stage I
was woken when the saucepans from the windward side
came out of their storage, landing on me, and the cockpit
filled with a crash of falling water, however, it evidently
emptied itself without problem and by 03.00. Tuesday,
the weather was, at last, easing. However, I saw no point
at this stage in rushing on so the whole crew slept and this
time rested for a further three hours when at 06.00 we had
a cooked breakfast and then set sail on our original
course.
When we began to close the Spanish coast later in the
day, it seemed that we had only been carried about 5 miles
east of our course during the Monday gale.

Events such as I have outlined above are difficult to
describe when one is experiencing them for the first time
but during the post mortem it became quite clear to me
that I had pushed on too hard -- considering the light
crew we had -- under adverse conditions in the early part
of the passage, and that when the worst of the storm came
we were already tired. The other lesson is that weather
forecasts in the westward reaches of Biscay are not
reliable -- my reason for pushing on had been the expectancy of north westerlys continuously forecast which
never arrived.
Tuesday, 12.00 the log reads:-- "The writer becomes
aware of a new world -- sun, calm seas and the girls on
deck, etc." -- in other words, life aboard Oberon was back
to normal. This was the first time the girls had been on
deck and drinks had been served since leaving Kinsale.
We sighted Spain later that afternoon and finally made a
beautiful and welcome arrival in Carino approximately
90 hours after leaving Kinsale. It should be said that
although Alwyn and Gwen were unable to contribute to
the sailing of the boat they assured a sense ofhumour was
maintained by all.
Wednesday, 17th July. In the ship’s log there is a bold
entry in female hand:-- "This is the start of the holiday
’Proper’."
At the outset we had laid course for Coruna assuming
we would be forced east of that line by weather and
hoping that we would be able to make use of the excellent
radio beacon on Pte de L’Estace for landfall. In the event
-- with the help of the "’wee fellah" who sits on my
shoulder -- we achieved just that and a more perfect
setting than La Corina for our arrival would be hard to
find. As if to emphasis this, our arrival coincided with a
fiesta and almost the whole village was taken to sea
aboard the fishing fleet, dressed overall, complete with
"Saint", choirs and bands. Someone passed the comment
"If that’s religion -- that’s fun!" After the sea ceremony
we were invited alonside by a fisherman who proceeded to
share his lunch of quiche, wine, etc., with us. In the meantime we had dressed Oberon for the occasion. The wine
was stored in a barrel on the after deck of the fishing boat
and when the crew went ashore they made it quite clear
that we were their guests for the remainder of the day and
that we should continue to enjoy their wine.
My memories of Corino are the best of this cruise and I
hope that the simple hospitality we found will not be
abused by a surfeit of foreigners as it appears to have been
elsewhere on the Galicean coast. We spent the following
morning in shopping, repairing sails and generally getting
Oberon ready for sea again; in the afternoon we had a
beautiful sailto the lovely anchorage at Cedeira, where the
crew had their first swin and we had our first meal ashore.
We were to learn that the gastronomic delights of Brittany
were not to be found on this coast, in general the food was
plain and simple and the best bet was always fish.
Friday 18th, heralded the first of our rather complicated crew arrivals and departures. John Teuton had to
get to Santiago di Compostelo airport to meet Sherry, his

wife -- he set offby bus at 07.00 and we arranged to meet
¯ them that evening in the Marina at Coruna, an arrangement, which, much to our surprise, worked. We had
another lovely sunny afternoon sail to Coruna and were
fortunate to find a berth at the New Yacht Club Marina
which was long enough to take us.
We enjoyed our stay in Coruna, the yacht club and
fellow yachtsmen were very hospitable and well organised, baths and showers were available in the Club, water
on the pontoon and there was wide and varied choice of
bars and restaurants within fifteen minutes walk of the
marina. Bryson was in his element and under his leadership and excellent boozy time was had by all.
On Saturday morning I was finally able to clear
customs and get our passports stamped, very important,
as we intended flying home. By 14.00 we had done the last
of the arrival chores and seen enough of the crowds and
heat of Coruna, so cast off to make passage to the little
village of Y. Corme where we were able to lie alongside
the harbour wall in comparative comfort. On the way we
had passed the beautiful island of Saraga Grande, but had
decided against stopping because the weather, although
fine, was still unsettled and westerly.
Sunday, 20th, was designated a rest day and we
explored the local coastline on foot and found a pleasant
pool for swimming and sunbathing; Lawrence chatted up
the locals and succeeded in organising a taxi to take him
to the airport early on Monday morning, a distance of 76
km, and a cost of 2,600 pesatas and at the same time
organised an evening meal ashore next to the local disco
to which the total population under the age of 45
appeared to go.
Monday, 21st, 0800. The tide was down and we had the
problem of getting L.B. and his kit ashore up the harbour
wall, we finally achieved this by using a spinnaker pole as
a gangplank and the bosuns chair as a hoist, a system we
had to use on several subsequent occasions! I was sorry to
see him go, both because I knew I would miss his extrovert
sense of fun and inquisitiveness and because we had
hoped that we would be able to get south of Cap Finisterre before he had to leave us. However, as soon as Lawrence was safely on his way we set sail for Corcubian and
the rounding of Cabo Villano, Cabo Tormano and Cabo
Finisterre; we had an uneventful day and some lovely
sailing with magnificent scenery all the time. Once round
Finisterre there is a wide choice of anchorages in settled
northerly weather but we still had unsettled westerly
weather and elected to go up to Corcubion. In our
opinion the whole of this area is not worth visiting and
another time I would continue on to Muros, which is one
of the nicest ports on the coast. The next day we
attempted to find a pleasant anchorage for swimming and
sunbathing but the whole area seems to be polluted by a
fish meal factory and a manganese works. The crew spent
the morning varnishing the bright-work, which was
already deteriorating badly. After lunch we made sail and
with some careful chart work took an inshore passage
round to Muros where we arrived before dark in good

time to pick a suitable anchorage in 5 fathoms just offthe three course dinner. We had moored alongside a quay for
north end of the outer harbour wall. Muros is a busy fish- ease of access but this caused us to have a disturbed night
ing port and we were thankful that we had decided to stay with the coming and going of fishing boats.
On Tuesday 29th, we left the Ria de Arosa heading
outside the harbour for the night.
The next morning we moved into the harbour and lay south for the Ria de Pantevedra still nicely ahead of
alongside for the best part of the day whilst we topped up schedule but with our crew reduced to Dalzells and
with water, shopped, and had an excellent lunch at a res- Dixons. We experienced considerable tide whilst
taurant on the harbour front. After lunch and a suitable rounding Pte Sn Vincente but once clear round had an
siesta, we had a beautiful evening sail across the bay east- easy sail to Puerto Novo, which we did not enter because
wards to Quiebra Island where we found a perfect of massive construction work taking place. We decided to
anchorage between the Island and the mainland and just water and lunch in Sangengo opposite. In fact we failed to
clear of the mussel rafts. In retrospect, I wish we had spent do either, for the first time we found a most inhospitable
more time in the Ria de Muros: it was certainly one of the collection of inhabitants -- the town, very expensive and
nicest bays we visited -- unspoilt and not crowded, with, clearly caters for the Spanish tourist, is to be avoided.
Still short of water we sailed up the Ria to Marin
by Spanish standards, excellent food available.
Thursday 24th we had another afternoon/evening sail where we again were refused water or berthing space in
in only moderate visibility, but with some very interesting the harbour. Our faith in Spanish hospitality was finally
pilotage we made passage to the Ria de Arosa, passing restored when we encountered the Spanish Navy in their
inside the ~’Basonas", Las Baleas, Sagras and the Isla academy port. The duty officer duly accosted us but when
Salvora; at one stage the clear passage is only a cable wide we explained our water problem he turned out the guard
and we were fortunate at this stage to be offered a lead by and showed us a berth. The guard rigged the fire hydrant,
a friendly fisherman.
hosed our decks until the water cleared and we then filled
Without doubt, the Ria de Arosa offers the most our tanks. During this operation we had a most
interesting and best cruising in the whole area. We spent interesting conversation with our charming host who
two nights anchored in the St. Julian Bay on the north spoke perfect English and was no mean yachtsman
side of the Isla de Arosa. During the day we visited himself. We anchored overnight in a pretty little bay on
Villagascia, which has a hospitable yacht club, a terrific the north side of the Ria called Rajo, well sheltered and
market and all the delights of a market town; fuel and good holding.
The next day, Wednesday 30th, we beat down the Ria
water both available on the quay, as well as excellent
and out to the Isla Ons where we tied up to the outer end
mussels, etc., in the local cafe.
Saturday 26th, we were by now ready for some sophis- of the quay. This was a beautiful island but the indigenous
tication and comfort so after reading that the hotel at community has almost left and it is being over-run by
Toja Grande was one of the best in Spain we determined some form of cheap camping holiday groups. It is only
to visit it; the passage looks very daunting on the charts so worth visiting for the view from the lighthouse at the top
we decided to attempt it on a rising tide and ignoring the of the island. We sailed from here, again in unsettled
guide books, followed the best water line shown on the weather, to the southern end of the Ria Aldan where we
Admiralty Charts and with a draft of seven feet, had no anchored in a very picturesque spot east of the canning
problem at just over half tide. However, we did have factory, well worth a visit. In the morning we landed at the
problem finding an anchorage with sufficient depth and quay looking for fuel and water, we bought two cans of
close enough to the shore to enable us to row to the hotel fuel for 1200 pesatas and a taxi driver took our fresh water
landing slip in our rubber dinghy. We eventually enlisted cans to be filled charging us 1,500 pesatas for the privithe help of the hotel boatmen who showed us into a hole lege; this was the only time anyone attempted to ’con’ us
west of the main tide and north of some hotel moorings. and felt rather sad and foolish. Before finally sailing into
We spent two nights and a day in this beautiful Bayona to meet Wallace, we spent a night in the Ensenada
anchorage the champagne cocktails and other delights de San Simon which was well worthwhile for the sail up
served by the hotel -- to say nothing of the sun and lovely and down the Ria de Vigo and we spent a day and a night
at the Isla Cies also a very beautiful anchorage but in
scenery.
Dawn on Monday, 28th, saw the skipper rowing John settled weather only.
On Saturday, 2nd August, we took another Oberon
and Sherry ashore to a taxi waiting to take them to catch
the weekly flight from Santiago di Compostela to shortcut and sailed into the Bay of Bayona through the
London. Mid-morning heralded another break in the passage between the islands and Mount Ferrol. We were
weather, however, I decided we must use the afternoon greeted and our lines were taken by the Clarks and Fishtide to get out of the anchorage even if we did not leave the bournes who had just finished an excellent lunch in the
Ria. In the event we felt that discretion was best and yacht club and were wondering what happens next! The
headed into St. Martin del Grove a most hospitable last 24 hours were a haze of fun work and a very early
fishing village with the best restaurant we found, "The La start. John Fishbourne very kindly drove us all to SanNoyesa". Mr. Salgueiro, the proprietor spoke excellent tiago di Compostelo to catch the plane home, a very noble
English and was most hospitable, providing a first rate, gesture at the beginning of a holiday cruise.
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Bayona -- Home
Wallace Clark

"Ancla!’, "Ancla!". The words came from a small
figure just visible in the shaded light on the end of the
pontoon at Bayona. John Fishbourne and I were
bringing Oberon cautiously in to berth after the short
second passage of our three weeks holiday which hadbeen
widely publicised during the crew gathering period as
VIGO TO SLIGO. The first sortie, all of a mile across
Bayona Bay, under the genial eye of Robin Dixon, the
owner, hadn’t gone too well. We’d fumbled the halliards,
set the jib upside down, raced the engine, almost got the
anchor rope round the screw and finally let the dinghy go
adrift, to the enormous enjoyment of the old crew
watching from the beach. Robin must have wished he’d
found some less incompetent eedyuts to sail Oberon
home.
Now, having dined too well, we were creeping in on a
very dark night among a mass of moored yachts to try to
squashbuckle our way to a marina berth without scraping
more than an inch or two off Oberon’s gleaming topsides.
Dazzled by the shore lights we could not see more than a
length ahead. Not trusting the ancla man, we were lost,
until Pat Fishbourne’s clear voice guided us into a vacant
berth. We got out the ancla (anchor to you) astern, tied up
ahead and sauntered up the yacht club for a much needed
reviver. The club is beautifully situated in a 16th century
toy soldier style fort among trees on the south side of the
bay. Being the last good harbour before the relatively
poor ones on the north Portugese coast, Bayona is an
almost essential call for yachts bound between Gibraltar
and the Channel. The company is constantly changing
and international in flavour. The yacht club keeps open
house and the cuisine, with an emphasis on sea food, is
excellent. The staff however are too busy to mind much
about the needs of visitors. It would not be a good place to
leave a message.
Next day Robin and his merry mixture departed, driven
by John Fishbourne to Santiago. My wife June and I,
with the Fishbournes had flown to Oporto three days
earlier (Friday 31st July) and come up by car. While John
was away we topped up with food, fuel, and ice from the
fish market and had a lazy afternoon bathing in the small
sandy bay by the yacht club. There are no duty free
arrangements in Spain, but with spirits around £2 a bottle
in the shops no one need go thirsty. On Wednesday (Gth
August) we sailed out from the blue tree-clad hills of
Bayona by the narrow passage between Tierra Estella and
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the little island a couple of cables south of it towards the
Islas Scies. A couple of hours took us to Isla de St. Martin,
the southernmost island. It rises some 600 feet and is one
of the most beautiful islands I have ever seen. 300 metres
of white sand lies at the base of plantations of fir and
eucalyptus with a couple of small Robinson Crusoe villas
tucked away in their shelter. There is clear, deep water up
to the edge of the sand. Two or three yachts anchored off
and wind surfers doing it sanding up added to rather than
subtracted from the scenery. We swam ashore and had a
leisurely lunch of sardines and prawns bought in the
market that morning. The bigger island in the middle
suffers from ferries from the mainland, and although
attractive, is not so secluded.
It would probably have been perfectly safe to stay the
night in this sunny paradise but we had not yet got the
hang of the radio forecasts and the rag, Voz de Galicia,
which we found useful for weather maps, indicated a
"Borrasco" depression coming in from the west. It
seemed prudent to push north. Three hours beat in force 4
took us to the Ria Aldan, a two mile long V shaped bay on
the south side of the Ria Ponteverdra. This part of the
coast has three magnificent Estuaries or rias within a
distance of 30 miles -- Vigo, Pontevedra and Arosa.
North of this there are still attractive rias but they are
smaller and further apart. This ’Scotland in the sun’ has
all the green and grey beauty of the west Highlands, the
interest of intricate passages and offlying inlets which we
all know so well but in a climate which reaches 70° by day
in August and is still cool enough to sleep comfortably at
night.
The three southern rias have a fairly high proportion
of their shoreline built up, with a number of biggish towns
like Vigo, Santa Eugenia, Villagarcia and Marin which we
preferred to keep clear of. Among them Villagarcia is a
good place to change crews as it has fast direct rail links
with Santiago, the most convenient airport. There is an
endless choice of secluded anchorages and Aldan is one of
the best. Warned about mussel rafts we came in with
caution running in a wind which died down to force 2 on a
calm sunny evening, to sight strange oriental looking
structures with four or more stocky pole masts supported
by a web of braces and shrouds. Horizontal poles project
from each side suspending the thick ropes on which the
mussels are cultivated. One soon comes to look on the
rafts as friends, as they are never anchored in less than

twelve feet of water and always in a sheltered spot. Once
among them you are safe in all but the most extreme
weather, a comforting thing to know in the wide rias
where a lee shore anchorage could be dangerous. We
brought up in 3 fathoms offa long white building similar
to a Scottish Distillery. In the morning, the scene looked
more Japanese than ever with mist half shrouding the
bases of the rickety looking rafts and blowing in wraiths
across the still water, with the white villas and red roofs of
the small town of El Con emerging into a background of
pine trees across the bay. The rock inshore of us bared at
half tide and we began to realise that chart datum is not
standard in that rocks marked with an + uncover quite
early on the falling tide.
Tide stream information is vague too; the latest
Admiralty Pilot makes the rather surprising statement
that the coastwide tidal streams must be quite strong but
their course and duration is not recorded. They did not
hold us up noticeably. A couple of minutes in the dinghy
after breakfast took us across to the nearest mussel raft
where two elderly women were cleaning shell in a rough
wooden shelter. When asked for Moujelin~ a young
fisherman indicated that we should jump into his motor
boat and steamed us off at high speed to another raft
where he hauled up the ropes and filled our buckets to
overflowing. One soon learns to be careful when pulling
the clusters apart as they are the hiding place of Oursins,
Starfish and other spiky objects but it is well worth the
trouble. After lunch and a bathe off the delightful beach
of Maduina, we ran up the Ria Ponte Vedra past the high
woody El Tambo island to look for a berth off Combarro.
The evening had grown overcast, dirty looking, and cold.
We sought a berth off the yacht club which is about 200
yds west of the village, but found it exposed offshore and
shallow alongside, we anchored as recommended outside
the fishing boats of the harbour in a swell which was jerky
enough to be uncomfortable.
Ponte Vedra is the dullest of the Rias, and possibly the
only good reason for sailing up it is to eat at Casa Solla.
Pat’s mussel soup and fried sardines were ready by the
time we got in and with foundador to wash it down, I
doubt if we would have fared better anywhere. It was too
rough for four in the dinghy so Pat and I went ashore
afterwards to shop and have a look at the Horreos. These
are not as pornographic as they sound, being simply a row
of not very remarkable corn stores, perched on stone
columns with mushroom tops to prevent the rats climbing
up.
In the morning (the only wet one of our Spanish stay)
we beat down the Ria in gradually improving conditions
and turned North when we reached the open coast leaving
the long flat profile of Isla Ons to port. Having only been
given one star in the Dixon guide, we thought it better left
out of our itinery. Mid afternoon brought us up to the
entrance of the Ria Arosa. The wind had been weathercocking around all day, heading us at each point but now
blew up a little from seaward and we soon found it
necessary to drop the big Genoa which we had boomed

out for Running as it obstructed the view of the complex
features of the bay. Lighting conditions were difficult as
E1 Rua which is the key did frequent disappearing acts,
quite clear at one minute, then blending into the background the next. Beyond it lay the lsla Arosa which we
picked for the night. Having nosed round to the town of
San Julian we thought it looked a bit crowded and came
back to anchor, among mussel rafts once more, in
Heddens Cove (RCC Directions) on the north west side.
This is an uninhabited sandy bay, with only the tents of a
dinghy sailing school under pine trees behind the beach,
sheltered from the west by a red rocky point.
We liked it so much that we spent three nights there,
attending the fiesta which took place on sand in the
middle of the village each evening. A pair of first class
bands kept the fun going from nine o’clock until midnight
for the Ninos and thereafter until 5 a.m. for adults. The
bars were open all night and we made friends with a
gentleman who we had seen sailing an old time luggar
known as a doura in the bay that afternoon. Known to us
as Buggalugs, we discovered that he is a professor of
Arithmatic from Madrid and Manuels bearded figure and
bright eyes seemed known to every girl on the island. He
roused his Finnish wife to entertain us in his moulino, an
ancient circular mill, at 3 a.m. with wine and cheese which
she did with remarkably good humour before coming
back to join the Fiesta. On the last day, we dressed overall
adding a couple of blue and white Galician flags to
Robin’s well stocked flag locker, to join in the procession
of boats, a huge disorganised mass of every sort of craft
which swept undaunted over shoals and between mussel
rafts round the Island with much hooting and display of
flags. We were the only yacht present. The French have
discovered this cruising ground and there were a few
Germans and Dutch, but British yachts, other than those
on passage south, quite rare. This relative absence of
yachts reminds one of Brittany as it used to be when I first
went sailing there thirty years ago.
Next day it was time to head North to make a
rendezvous with the first of the Gorillas who were to sail
the boat home. The intricate passage inside the Isla de
Sagres at the north entrance to Arosa presented little difficulty in conditions of a light wind and just enough swell
to show up white on the rocks. We were able to sail most
of the way and only need to call on the engine in the last
stages to take us up into Muros, possibly the most
beautiful of all the rias.
We got in at 6 p.m. to find Richard Butler and Stephen
Clark waiting for us on shore with a limousine. Richard is
a professional sailor who swallowed the anchor three years
ago, and is now glad of a chance to get his feet wet. He is
such a good crewman that I shouldn’t be letting you in on
the secret. Stephen, a competent handler of anything from
a blonde to a Buic, has been a Wild Goose several times,
our last trip to Brittany three years ago and many sorties
to Scotland. He quickly became Mr. Fix It, and the automatic pilot which had been defunct was got going within a
few minutes of his arrival. The new chums reported good
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seafood at Angelo Sanandres’ cafe on the seafront, a
topless beach a little way down the coast and remarkably
friendly tourists. Mr. Sanandres, as noted in previous
annuals, was both resourceful and friendly, meeting our
endless request for telephone calls, ice and beds with
efficient good humour.
Next day Muros to Camarinas off a coast of many
mountains and long golden beaches, in hot sun with little
wind. There were enough unmarked sunken rocks to keep
the navigator on the ball, otherwise little to report. John
and Pat meanwhile drove to Santiago to collect two more
joiners.
Camarinas made the town further south seem
positively sophisticated. The shoreline, as June remarked
looked as if a hundred giants had been sick all over it.
Open drains formed the original ’Ess Aitch One Tee
creek’ just where we wanted to land.
John arranged a splendid club breakfast at the hotel in
the square which made a good meeting with Bernard Felix
(ICC, Paris) and Peter Mitchell (Uncrowned King of
Bond Street). Their presence added to the crew a touch of
class notably lacking prior to their arrival, while John
Fishbourne Junior provided spinnaker skill which had
been even more lacking.
It was time to crack the whip for a long day round the
headlands to La Coroonya. (It sounds so much nicer that
way than in the usual English pronunciation). It was calm
once more but, boy, did that spinnaker come ~Jp and
down!
On most trips one has the seatime and possibly some
discomfort first, then the flesh pots. This time it was the
other way round. Pat, John and June liked the flesh pots
so much that they decided to have yet another shore day
in the car and revolted us with stories of the large lobster
which they consumed at Malpica. In retrospect this port
might have been a better objective, and departure point,
than Corunna. We had a tea-time stop at the Sisargas for
a bathe and a visit to the lighthouse.
Although only a mile or so from the shore these are wild
rocky islands reminiscent of the Outer Hebrides. Then it
was Corunna in the dark, to creep in and anchor off the
yacht club in the south west corner. No beds in town; (yes,
another fiesta in full swing); problem, until June skilfully
negotiated twin staterooms on what Bernard described as
a baiserdrome, a large motor cruiser which has spent the
last four years of its life in the Thames. She was held up in
Corunna for lack of fuel caused by lack of currency, to the
discomfort of 70 year young Hal Lambert, her only
crewman.
Breakfast at the yacht club in the morning and look
round a fascinating museum in the fort, on a rocky
promontory just east of the yacht club. This contained
among other things a replica curragh complete with real
cow hair on the outside, copied from early Galiciam
models. Pat, June and Peter stored up for the 330 mile
passage across the Bay. The wine locker was completed by
Bernard on the French Navy principal of one litre per
man per day.

The prevailing wind hereabouts in August is north. Old
hands bound direct for Ireland advise a leg to seaward on
the starboard tack and expect to pick up westerlies within
50 miles. Earlier we had planned to come home via the
west of Ireland but Bernard promised dancing girls at his
house (familiar to reader of past ICC Annuals) at
Tremazen in Brittany, so it wasn’t hard to decide to head
in that direction. The direct passage to the Tuskar is about
570 miles. Calling in Brittany represents only an
additional 70. The fainthearted can do it in easy hops
around the coast which of course makes a much longer
detour. Many French yachts make the passage each year
from L’Orient or La Rochelle, and do not look on it as
particularly arduous. I have been told that there is risk of
meeting N.E. winds if you get inshore in the bay but wind
roses on Admiralty North Atlantic Weather charts do not
support this theory. Our weather so far had been
untypical with none of the N.E. winds to be expected in
the rias. It remained so untypical that we left Corunna in a
strong calm, seven up and the girls left behind, and
motored for the first six hours. Bernard took charge of a
watch, and the cuisine. It was grilled mullet for dinner
round the table that night, not the sort of thing we had
been expecting. The spinnaker went up at dawn and we
ran a southerly wind for most of the next 24 hours. Much
of the second night was spent tangling with fishing vessels
on the edge of the Continental shelf. Richard got a
beautiful dawn sight of Venus crossed with Polaris, which
gave us a good run in to the Brittany coast. In Wild
Goose tradition we ran a book on time of sighting the
Saints light, but as lunch time happy hour was rather
extended I cannot remember who won. The striped tower
came up at 1600, but it is so far out that it is still some
hours before you sight the Brittany coast. It took until
mid-night to get into the Goulet de Brest and another
couple of hours against the ebb to reach the harbour.
Searching for a berth in a large strange harbour is never
easy. It seemed a pleasure to be hailed in English and
invited to come alongside what was inevitably the dirtiest
ship in port; two men on deck were helpful. We had just
completed tying up when someone of authority arrived
and told us in rough terms to clear off. My stream of
invective at this reversal of an unsolicited invitation
silenced the new arrival. Eventually he cautioned to ask
me to "moind moi language". The old tongue has not lost
its cunning. We cut loose and found a better berth alongside a friendly Frenchman. Croissants for breakfast and a
search for the customs to find that everything was closed
down for a public holiday. We had come inshore as far as
Brest mainly to find duty free stores and this was an
apparent disappointment. We were told to try at
L’Abervrach on Monday.
Next day, Saturday, Bernard piloted us skilfully up the
Chenal de Four in which he knows every rock and shoal.
Even he got puzzled however for an hour or so just offthe
four tower itself when visibility in a ’Graine’ closed down
to about 200 yards. All the shore marks disappeared. We
had two guests on board, one desperately seasick. It
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looked for a while as if conditions were so bad that we groped our way onwards for another half hour to a point
would have to clear out offinto the Channel for the night where it was too risky to go on. There was mutinous groan
and stand.up a magnificent dinner which Bernard’s wife from the crew at the announcement that the only thing
Marcel was preparing ashore. Fortunately we got a was to go back out to sea. Then I thought of the
glimpse of a low headland which only Bernard could have coastguard. Asked for help on the R/T, they at once
recognised as Landunvez. He then took us in between volunteered to con us in. On their orders we did slow
spouts of white water erupting from leaden seas on either circles to port and starboard. Once identification was
hand to the familar entrance to Tremazen Bay. The certain they gave us a course which lead accurately to the
dinner, crab salad and gigot of lamb was well worth the outer Channel Buoy. Four buoys further on, visibility 70
effort involved in getting there and the crew, apart from a yards, they told us to turn to port, proceed for halfa mile,
couple of unimportant boat keepers like Stephen and the and let go. Lo, and behold, when visibility cleared a few
skipper, were put up in great comfort ashore. Next day’s minutes after we had anchored we were snug on the outer
passage inshore from Tremazen to L’Abervrach, fringes of the yacht berth in Dale Roads. It was an
although in good conditions, was quite the most hair- impressive performance. We slept. Then we broke into
raising I remember. Clear water made the shoals beneath Colin Gall’s yacht Tourmaline which used to be WiM
our keel appear horribly close and it seemed that Goose’s chummy ship at Coleraine Marina for several
deviation of even 50 yards from a transit on marks two or years, stole charts of the harbour and made our way up to
three miles away would have put us on the rocks. Bits of Mildord.
the Amoco Cadiz could be seen close to port as a warning.
A mysterious bug had smitten the crew on the passage.
With Richard as quartermaster and Bernard as pilot all Fishbourne looked so rough that in Peter’s terms he was
went well. At seven o’clock we picked up a buoy in the an ideal condition to play the lead in the Raising of
harbour and at eight dined our French friends at the Baie Lazarus. The cabin echoed to the sound of coughs and
des Anges. Fourniers have a small stock of duty frees rattlings from dry throats. Peter had to leave us. Fishhere, the price concession is not what it used to be. bourne reckoned he’d prefer a churchyard to burial at sea
Effectively one buys at wholesale prices less V.A.T. and and was on the point of going too, but he approaches
the choice is limited but formalities minimal.
everything from the view point of a fox hunting man and a
It was sad to have to say goodbye to Bernard, Marcelle, stirrup cup of a teeny weeny tripple gin from the optic
Sylvie and Laura but time was nearly up. The passage which is always handy on a Dixon boat, caused one of
across the Channel was a slow beat in force 4, the most dramatic recoveries in medical history. We slept
occasionally 5, in short seas which made life remarkably again. Twenty hours hard on the wind, gusty and cold at
uncomfortable on board. The belt on the autopilot bust times, then John and J. Fishbourne jumped ship in
and even Stephen couldn’t fix it. Once round Lands End perfect health at Holyhead. The rump, Richard, Stephen
the wind went south for a while and at 03.00 Wednesday and myself had a fine beat round the north of the Isle of
we were approaching Milford Haven. This was not on our Man, the hills south of Ramsay looking just as attractive
schedule and we had only a very small scale chart. With as anything we had seen on the trip, and reached
the sea beginning to build up it seemed best to heave-to Strangford Village at 5 p.m. on Saturday afternoon,
until dawn. At 5 a.m. we recommenced our approach with exactly on schedule. Great ship, great crew, and what a
the light of St. Annes Head clear in view. Then suddenly it marvellous cruising ground is north west Spain.
wasn’t. Visibility dropped rapidly to under a cable. We
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engine stopped. Water in the carburettor was diagnosed.
A clean out and a fresh plug and we were on our way
again. Not for long however. Five minutes later it stopped
again. This time there appeared to be globules of water in
the combustion chamber. An hour and a half later the
engine re-started. All this time we had been flopping
about a couple of miles east of the Isle of Sanda. The
sunshine had gone. Clouds were coming up and the wind
started to strengthen. After half an hour’s running with
the engine, we set a headsail and started to sail. Just then a
large tug came into sight towing a submarine. It it had
been going in the right direction we would have
considered hitching a lift. The wind continued to strengthen from the south. The sea condition became
uncomfortable. We soon realised that the furthest south
on the Irish coast we were likely to get to was Larne.
The weather began to close in and the wind had reached
about force 5-6. We decided to reef the main and change
down to a smaller headsail. Having done this, the boat
behaved much more comfortably and we had not reduced
our speed. Eventually around 7 p.m. out of the murky
horizon we saw the Maidens appear on our starboard
bow, which made us happy to realise that our navigation
was O.K. and that we would soon be at a comfortable
anchorage. The next thing we saw was the Ferries from
Larne chasing each other out to sea. This left the way clear
for us to enter Larne harbour, despite the fact that there
was a cruiser race in progress from the local yacht club.
We found that with a southerly wind there was no
comfortable anchorage at the yacht club. We left again
and went around the corner to Brown’s Bay. Going well
inshore we had a very comfortable anchorage. Arriving
there at about 9.30 we took off our wet gear, had a little
tot to warm ourselves up and settled in to a ood hot dinner
made from the contents of various tins we had on board.
We left Brown’s Bay early on Friday morning to make(
for Donaghadee. Again the wind was southerly. By now it
had fallen to about force 3. We tacked out to clear Muck
Island and had a rather rough time getting through the
overfalls just off it. Goosander can be slowed down very
much in a lumpy sea with not a lot of wind. Despite this
we made quite good progress to Black Head. Then the
wind fiddled around and we kept tacking backwards and
forwards without making real progress. We ran the
engine for a while but it did not sound to be running too
well.
On entering Donaghadee harbour we were directed to a
spare moorings just inside the harbour mouth on the
north side of the harbour. It very conveniently had stern
lines attached to it enabling us to lie stern to the north
wall. We had no difficulty rowing across the harbour to
the southern pier to gain access to the town. Having
arrived in mid-afternoon we enjoyed walking around the
town, visiting the new Marina just south of the town and
having an excellent dinner in the Imperial Hotel.
We awoke on Saturday morning to find ourselves in
fog. visability was not more than about fifty yards.
Because the tide was favourable we decided to head east-

wards out to sea for about three miles and then turn
southwards for the South Rock Light Vessel. There was
no wind. We set off under engine. All went well for about
two hours and then the engine failed. We hoisted sails in
the hopes that we might pick up a breeze. Once again
water was found in the combustion chamber of the
engine. Brian decided the only thing to do was to take the
head offthe engine and dry it out properly. This operation
took all of three hours. He coated the cylinder head gasket
with Vaseline, the only grease we had on board, as a
sealant. It worked. The engine came into life again when
we started it.
Once the engine had re-started we found that the South
Rock was nowS.E, of us instead of being south of us. We set
an eastward course again and within a few minutes could
hear the Skulmartin Buoy again. We motored to the Buoy
and then re-set our course for the South Rock. After about
another hour the fog cleared and we could see the Light
Vessel. A light offshore breeze helped us along. It was
pleasant to be in bright sunshine instead of fog. We arrived
into Ardglass at early evening and moored up toEmmaJ-Peter Bunting’s new boat which was making her delivery
trip home.
Emma J departed soon afterwards and her place was
taken by Maxi 84 of the Carlingford Lough Cruising
Club. There was a race that day from Carlingford to
Ardglass but only a few of the competitors had arrived.
Because the Carlingfordites had booked for dinner in a
local restaurant and thought they were short of numbers
they invited Brian and myself to join them. A pleasant
evening was had by all.
On Saturday evening the forecasters were telling us that
we would have either North Westerlies or North Easterlies on Sunday for our final leg home from Ardglass to
Howth. We were looking forward to a fair sail having
spent so much of the last week on the wind.
We got away early on Sunday morning at 7 a.m. in
sunshine with a force 3 westerly breeze. By 8.30 it was time
to start the engine again because the wind had all but died.
By 9.00 the wind was in the south east and once again we
were on the wind. The wind continued to shift about
making us tack several times even though we were motor
sailing. Soon the wind settled into the south east and
freshed to force 4 bring patches of sea fog with it. The sea
condition became unpleasant and the fog reduced our
visibility to a maximum of half a mile, sometimes it was a
good deal less. Navigating in fog always tends to make
one feel that you have made some error and that you will
not land up where you expect to. Even though we had
these feelings we believed in ourselves and just when we
had run our distance which should have brought us to
Rockabill the fog lifted and there was Rockabill about
threequarter of a mile to seaward.
By now the tide had turned against us and the wind had
freshened to force 6. A reef in the main and a change of
headsail was needed. This proved difficult to do because
of the sea condition off the Skerries Islands with the wind
from that direction. We were tempted to run for Skerries
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harbour but Howth and home were much more attractive harbour at 22.15 some fifteen hours after we had left
even though it meant another five hours of beating under Ardglass. We were glad to be home.
very uncomfortable conditions. We arrived in Howth

Dist. Time

Howth to Ardglass
Ardglass,Portpatrick
Portpatrick. Lamlash
Lamlash, lnverkip
Inverkip.Rothesey
Rothesey.Tigh nabrugha
Tighnabrugha.Tarbert
Tarbert.Ardrishaig.Trbt.
Tarbert.Campbelltown
Campbelltown. Larne
Larne.Donaghadee
Donaghadee. Ardglass

Md.
Good
57

hrs.
Okosmin
10.05
8.30
15.10
6.40
3.0O
5.10
4.50
5.45
9.35
11.00
7.40
10.10

57
32
13
16
23
25
40
40
27
31
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hrs.
rains
-8.30
5.40
2.20
-2.45
--5.30
2.00
0.30
7.05

Speed
5.6
4.7
3.7
4.8
4.3
3.1
4.7
4.3
4.1
3.6
3.5
3.0

Goosander at Inverkip Marina -- Photo A. McMillen.
We continued on up river in overcast conditions to
round Wemyss point with its huge power station to find
the Kip Marina tucked away quietly in a well protected
lagoon. Having contacted the Marina by phone about a
week before our arrival it was very easy to follow their
instructions. We motored in and headed straight for the
"Visitors Berth" which was visible from the entrance.
Once alongside, the Marina Manager arrived and
allocated us a berth as we intended staying two nights.
The Marina has a good chandlery. It is a little short in the
number of showers and toilets available but those that are
available are of a high standard.
On returning to Goosander from being at the office to
pay my dues I found her being inspected by Sandy
Taggert, Hon. Secretary of C.C.C. He had seen the I.C.C.
burgee on his way to his own boat which is kept in the
Marina. He came on board and we exchanged greetings
with the customary salutations. He had been aware of our
arrival because a first cousin of mine, Arthur Houston of
Gay Tess, was to be the O.O.D. for the RotheseyTobermory race at the end of the week and I had indicated
to Arthur that I would like to join him at Rothesey. Little

did I realise what ! was letting myself in for later on.
There are no eating places in Inverkip except for
"’Chicken in the Basket" in one of the local pubs. Food
shopping facilities are also poor.
When we awoke on Thursday morning it was blowing
6-7 up the river and raining heavily. It was not a day for
exploring Loch Long, Gareloch and such Like places as
had been our original intention. Andy put a phone call
through to his office only to find he was wanted back at
the earliest possible moment.
This sudden return to Andy had only slightly upset our
plans because Brian Glynn was due into Glasgow on the
Friday afternoon to continue our cruise around the
Clyde.
Once Brian had safely stowed his gear on board we set
sail down river beating into a force 3 Breeze from the
South West. It was a pleasant evening with little sea and
fitful sunshine. After three hours sailing we anchored off
the Baths at Rothesey. Shortly afterwards we were hailed
from the shore and told by my cousin to join him in Port
Ballintine in the next bay. We lifted our hook and
motored around and rafted alongside Gay Tess for the
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night. It was then that the bad news broke. There was only
my cousin, his son and girl friend and Sandy Taggert on
board. It was deemed that more assistance would be
required to get the fleet away for the Rothesey-Tobermoney race which was due to start at 7 a.m. the following
morning. We protested that we could not assist because
we were not members of the C.C.C. This difficulty was
quickly resolved by Sandy giving us temporary membership for 24 hours. Having made all our arrangements as to
what duties we would perform the following morning we
retired to bed about I a.m. after a suitable night-cap with
explicit instructions to report for duty at 5.30 a.m.
At 5.30 a.m. on Saturday morning I anchored
Goosander and we all went aboard Gay Tess to set the
starting line for the race. It was a typical soft Scottish
morning with a fine misty rain and only the slightest
zephyr of a breeze. Gradually the fleet started to assemble
and eventually we got them all away, drifting slowly
under spinnakers, between 7 a.m. and 7.30 a.m. We had
started five classes, the total fleet numbering almost 100
yachts, they were off on their first leg of the race from
Rothesey to Ardrishaig. The second leg not starting until
Monday morning from Crinan to Tobermoney. Sunday
being spent getting the whole fleet through Crinan Canal.
Once all the fleet was away we returned to Goosander and
headed to Rothesey for breakfast while Gay Tess motored
off to follow the fleet to Ardrishaig.
After a short stay for a wash and shave in a local hotel
we set off under engine in clearing weather for
Tighnabrugha. As we came away we met the Waverly the
last of the paddle steamers on the Clyde. She has been
preserved in very good condition.
Anchoring at Tighnabrugha turned out to be much
more tricky than I had at first envisaged. There is a relatively shallow shelf that comes out from the shore for
about thirty yards. The bottom then falls away steeply to
unanchorable depths. We were fortunate in that we were
met by my cousin’s sister Maisie and she guided us to a
safe anchorage. Having dined ashore with her in a
beautiful bungalow that looks southwards over the Kyles
we returned to Goosander for a comfortable night’s rest.
We got away from Kames pier about 4.30 in the afternoon. Standing out into the Kyle under engine and then
hoisting a reefed mainsail we set offon a screaming reach
to Ardlamont Pt. before a force 6 breeze. We covered the
four miles in about half an hour.
At this stage we were heading for East Loch Tarbert up
Loch Fyne. As we came around Ardlamont Pt. the wind
was now blowing directly down Loch Fyne and knocking
up a rather uncomfortable sea. I decided to cross Loch
Fyne and then tack up its western shore where I felt the
wind and sea might be more kindly.
We had been towing our rubber dinghy all the time and
now close reaching across Loch Fyne it started to flip and
dig in. Being afraid its painter might break we hauled it in
over the leeward rail deflating it as we did so. There is no
room to stow a wet rubber dinghy in a folkboat and especially in these conditions. We .just had to put up with it
sharing the cockpit with us.

We made our landfall on the western shore just north of
Skipness Point. Still under reefed main we hoisted our
No. 2 jib and started to beat northwards towards East
Loch Tarbert. The log shows that we tacked over a dozen
times before we finally tied up alongside a yacht called
Gin Cocktail which had come up from Troon that day.
Lady Jane was also in ahead of us having coming from
Rothesey.
The showers that had been forecast during the day all
started to arrive together producing rather a wet night.
Monday morning broke reasonably fine. About mid-day
we decided to move on up the Loch towards Ardrishaig
and if the forecast was promising to go further up to Loch
Gair. We set out with a nice 3-4 westerly breeze giving us a
pleasant broad reach. The country side around the loch
was looking its best. We sailed into Loch Gilp and had a
look at the entrance to the Crinan Canal. While we were
there we heard the B.B.C. weather forecast for Malin
which gave S.SW winds 6-7 with gale later. We decided it
would be prudent to head back to East Loch Tarbert just
in case the forecast proved to be correct. By now the wind
had backed to the S.W. making us beat our way back to
East Loch Tarbert. As we approached the wind freshened
considerably and we were in the force 6-7 already. By
18.00 we were safely tied up along a motor cruiser called
Bets), from Troon. For once the forecasters were right.
We spent the next 36 hours in East Loch Tarbert under
very unpleasant conditions. The promised gales arrived
accompanied by heavy rain. Fortunately East Loch
Tarbert boasts a couple of good hotels where, shaving,
hot baths, drink and good food were all available. This
made up for the atrocious weather.
Finally about mid-day on Wednesday 23rd July the
rain ceased, the sun came out, the wind eased. We took
our leave of East Loch Tarbert to start our return journey
to Howth hoping that the wind might be behind us and
stay in the west for a few days.
The start was not auspicious. The wind was southwesterly force 3-4. We make Skipness Point in 1~/4 hours.
Then for a couple of hours as we tried to make our way
down Kilbrennan sound we either had rain squalls or flat
calms. This made progress very slow. Motorsailing seemed
to be the answer. The engine was started. By now the wind
had settled in a southerly direction. The sea condition was
quite good making motor sailing much more comfortable
than beating.
It was now a fine evening. We had originally thought of
going into Carrodale but as we were now making good
progress we felt that Campbellstown was nearer Howth
and we should make for there. We arrived in the dark at
about 22.00 hrs. and tied up alongside Dilligenee out of
Carnlough a beautifully converted Customs steam
pinnance.
We set off from Campbelltown next morning in
sunshine with a light southerly breeze about force 2 in the
general direction of the north of Ireland. We had not yet
decided where we would make our landfall. Because the
wind was from where we wanted to go we decided to
motor sail. About 2 hours out from Campbelltown the
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Round Ireland with a purpose
by James Villiers-Stuart

Mike Villiers-Stuart’s son was to be married at Ulva
Ferry, on 21st of June. We had as yet not visited our
daughters brother-in-law and family in far off Donegal, at
Bruckless. So why not a round Ireland cruise with a tack
off shore to take in the wedding at Mull.
Though our sailing directions say its quits and equal
which way round you sail, I have a suspicion that for
Southern based boats West about is more practical as you
are more likely to get a favourable slant where it counts,
on the West Coast besides the most interesting part of our
coast, at least for me, is from Skellig Michael to Malin
Head. By sailing West about therefore, one should be
better able to pick ones anchorages on the West Coast and
then run for home on the less interesting East coast when
time ran out. So much for theory.
We set sail from Youghal on Thursday the 5th June.
We had been delayed five days waiting to have our silage
cut by our contractors. It had been a squally showery day,
and on turning to the West on rounding Capel Island we
found progress slow against a head wind and choppy sea.
We put into Ballycotton for a nights rest and an early start
on the morrow. We made the mistake of going alongside
as the nights rest was considerably disturbed by a large
fishing vessel coming in during the night and requiring the
berth we were in, and then running her engine for an interminable time, with its exhaust belting off our top sides.
FRIDAY the 6th dawned fine with a Westerly force 3.
Away at 0630. Nothing for it if we wanted to make up for
our lack of progress yesterday but to on the iron topsail
and pushaway to the West. By noon we were just East of
the Old Head of Kinsale with a favourable tide. By Seven
Heads the wind had increased to West 4 which was giving
us a bumpy ride as we butted into it. At 1800 we dropped
our hook in that lovely anchorage off the pier at
Glandore.
Ashore Miss Cunningham, affectionately known as
Aunt Peggy to our crew George and Mary Perks, turned
on the immersion groups in her cylinder. Our unexpected
arrival had caught her aback so we adjourned to the hotel
by the pier for an excellent sole on the bone while the
water heated.
SATURDAY the 7th dawned a fine clear morning. It
was 0900 before we were ghosting out by Adam and Eve
with a very light NW breeze. What a lovely morning in a
lovely place. By the time we had got to the Stags heavy
showers had developed. The wind varied in strength and

direction but for the most part was WNW 4. At 1700 we
tacked round Club Altar (Fastnet) and made suitable
comment and remembered those who had so tragically
lost their lives the year before. At 2015 with 100 miles on
the log, Mizen Head was abeam. The first of the great
capes to be rounded. The whiskey bottle was broken out
and a toast drunk to all and sundry. We set a course up
Dunmanus Bay for Kitchen Ceve. Daylight was gone by
the time Lord Bandon’s Tower was abeam. The sounder
which had been working perfectly failed at the critical
moment as we made our entry to Kitchen Cove, which we
had not visited before. I had always had a sneaking distrust of electronic gadgets and secretly kept in the bilge a
7 lb. sounding lead which was pressed into immediate
service.
We dropped anchor at 2300. We enjoyed the serene
peace and quiet of a calm but overcast Sunday morning in
this lovely anchorage. At 0845 we motored out and down
Dunmanus Bay. By 1040 we had Sheep Head abeam. A
light SW breeze was stirring. With Genoa and main we
were making 3 knots in the general direction of Dursey
Sound.
By 1339 we were entering Dursey Sound, the wind had
backed to SE 3 and visibility was closing fast in a thick
mist. On clearing the sound course was set for the
"SkeUigs". By the time we came up to the Little Skellig
visibility was down to a bare quarter of a mile in thick wet
misty rain and a SE swell was rising. There was no
possibility of a landing. The crew divided into two classes,
cabin and steerage. The skipper making sure he was in the
former and conned from below. We went alongside at
Knightstown at 2030 on a very miserable cold evening. I
had planned to go round the Tearaght and cruise through
the islands but we were running behind on our time
schedule so we decided to press on through Blasket Sound
and use whatever time we had to spare on the less accessable Connemara coast.
We cleared Cromwell Point at 1115 the following
morning on a fine clear day, with a NNE 3. The tide would
be favourable through Blasket Sound until 1400. The
Blaskets, and Dingle peninsula, looked most inviting with
the changing colours caused by alternating sun and cloud.
The Skelligs looked magnificent astern.
We made the sound just on the turn of the tide but the
wind backed Northerly, so we put the Arabs to work to
push us up to Sibyl point which we cleared at 1545.
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The forecasters were talking of the wind being NE to E
although with us it was NNE so keeping her on the starboard tack we sailed offinto the blue sky which overhung
the horizon to the NW, looking for the veer which would
allow us to lay a course for Inishmore rather than for Hy
Brasil somewhere to the West. The golden orb of the sun
dropped slowly into a tranquil sea. The sheerwaters
skimmed over the surface with alternating dipping wings.
The Storm Petrels laboured along like butterflies of the
sea. No veer came. On we went through the night, still on
the starboard tack. At 0600 on TUESDAY with the wind
still NNE 2 we put her on the port tack for the coast some
30 miles away. At 0700 the wind veered but it was of little
consequence. We called on the Arabs again for energy
and set a course for Inishrfiore. At 1000 we were joined by
a large school of porpoises who frolicked and played with
us for about an hour causing great happiness and amusement on board, and very good cine sequences taken by
George. At 1300 the high ground about Dun Aengus
appeared out of the haze. We held on till we were close
beneath the cliffs then turned South and passed in
through Gregory Sound to tie up at Kilronan at 1610.
Here we met the first yacht since leaving Youghal, a
German vessel bound South.
George and Mary had never been to the Aran Islands
before so I vowed to take them by traditional transport to
Dun Aengus. We hired a tub trap and the lbur of us
together with the driver squeezed in. The horse knew
more about the road than the driver and all the urgings in
the world wouldn’t change his pace or his course. We
arrived at length at the point where the horses wait and
drivers have a pint and a chat while the tourists clamber
the last half mile to the ancient and remarkable remains.
WEDNESDAY l lth a thick easterly haze with the
wind NE 4. Cleared Straw Island 0945. This was an
opportunity too good to miss so we set a course to round
Slyne Head. Sadly the Connemara shore was hardly
discernible in the thick haze. The wind dropped as the
morning progressed and, by the time the Skird Rocks
were abeam, had backed out NW 3, visibility remaining
poor. Such was our luck. A yacht passed us going SE. We
put the engine to work again to push us up to Slyne head
which we rounded at 1830in choppy conditions suggesting a race. It now raining and cold. We altered course 1.4
M West of the light away to the North on course for Inishbofin. At 213t we dropped anchor in a sandy patch at
Inishbofin. Chapel front bearing 28°, one and a quarter
fathoms at low water, roughly in the centre of the lagoon.
The next day we spent exploring the island. Probably
the most remarkable feature of which is the lack of
involvement in fishing by the inhabitants having regard to
their island existence, and their dependance on
agriculture for a livelihood. It is explained by the islanders
by the losses of life occasioned by two great storms which
wiped out the currach fleet, one in the last century and
another in the nineteen-twentys. Interestingly enough the
currachs lost were those that ran for shelter, leaving their
nets, whereas those that remained at sea with their nets

survived, or so my informant said. We were well looked
after at Mrs. Day’s hotel, given the use of a bathroom etc.
She really seemed to be the Granuaile of this island.
Time was pressing u’, again. We had a pre-arranged
crew change at Killybegs on the following day so we arose
at 0500 on FRIDAY the 13th to get a good long day in,
:and thank heaven we did. George had gone out into the
cockpit to stretch when he suddenly announced that the
French yacht that had come in astern of us the night
before and anchoring half a cable astern in the deep water
was sheering dangerously close in our direction. I jumped
into the cockpit and started the engine just in time to avert
collision. In fact the French yacht had not moved but we
had dragged our anchor off the shallow water shelf into
the deep water, and were away at a rate of knots. So much
for Friday the 13th.
The wind outside was NE 4-5. It was a cold grey
morning with a thick Easterly haze. Having cleared Inishlyon we set a course for the Bills of Achill. It was
heartbreaking to have to pass Inishturk and Clare Island
which we had so much wanted to visit. I vowed never
again to cruise with hard and fast time schedules.
At noon we were abeam of Achill Head. We couldonly
just see the vague outlines through the haze though we
were only a mile off. At 1425 Black Rock light was abeam
to port. We battled on into the fresh NE wind. When off
the North end of Inishkea North it became obvious that
we had no hope of making progress across Donegal Bay,
and with visibility lowering in rain, and a forecast of a
front passing over we put out tail between our legs and ran
back to Blacksod. We found a comfortable anchorage in
Elly Bay on the North side, though we could never
establish the cottage with the green roof referred to in our
sailing directions, (page 209, under the heading of
Anchorages, para 2). At 2000 the wind veered SE and
forced us to up anchor and seek shelter at the South side
of Elly Bay, where we spent a comfortable night in good
holding, and sheltered from the SE.
\~ e left Elly Bay at 0600 on Saturday 15th with the wind
SE 4 and improved visibility we looked forward to a fast
passage to Killybegs. We passed through Duvillaun
Sound and cut out to sea North of North Inishkea. At
1055 we were passing inside Eagle Island, and going well.
By the time we came up to the Stags of Broadhaven the
wind had dropped right away and the sun was doing its
best to appear. With a course of 75° we set off under
motor and sail to cross Donegal Bay. At 1700 the wind
started to fill in from the NW and at 2000 we made our
landfall at Teelin Bay. Turning East we tied up at Killybegs at 2330, too late alas by the time we discovered it, to
join a spontaneous party, set alight by the Davins as a
result of the arrival of Bill Perks ferrying our new crew to
this far off corner of the country, and taking George and
Mary back to the grind.
The following morning Bill and the Davins, who are
Henry Ford’s representatives in this part of the world,
and Jane Wingfield our replacement crew member
arrived. Bill, in his usual way had everything organised,
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bunkering facilities up to one hundred tons, water no
limit. The Davins organised a replacement fan belt and
the repairs of the echo sounder. Sadly George and Mary
had to leave us here, they are such good crew, and also
always bring fine weather. There certainly was a flavour
of Scotland in this harbour. Come three o’clock on the
Sunday afternoon the throaty roars of engines all around
the port, crews jumped aboard their vessels radar
scanners started to spin, and with hardly time to let go the
mooring lines the fishing fleet was at full steam ahead for
sea. We motored round more sedately to Bruckless on a
fine calm afternoon to visit our son in law’s brother and
family who live there. Having been well entertained, fed,
watered and washed we returned on board and anchored
off Bruckless Quay for the night.
During the night the wind came on fresh from the SW
which made it uncomfortable. However, holding NW of
the quay is good. I wouldn’t like to be caught in there in a
SW gale. I wonder if its really true that they don’t happen,
as our sailing directions suggest? At 0800 the following
morning we upped anchor to go back to Killybegs to
collect our repaired sounder. With one thing and another
it was 1600 before we were ready to leave. This was
disaster, as with a light crew, and salmon fishing in full
swing there would be little possibility of keeping at sea at
night, and we were due at Downings the next day. We
decided to have a go at getting to Malinbeg. Outside we
found a considerable swell left by the SW, and judged
rightly or wrongly that Malinbeg would not be tenable in
these conditions, so without further ado we returned to
Killybegs with a plan to make an early start in the
morning, in the meantime telephoning our change of
plan.
TUESDAY 17th JUNE at 0600 we cleared Killybegs.
The wind was WNW and the sea choppy. To try to save
endless beating we bucked and jumped our way under
power out to Rathlin O’Birne which we had abeam by
1000. Once clear of Rathlin O’Birne we had free sheets
with a WNW 4 and a fairly high swell. The cliffs to the
North of Rathlin O’Birne were majestic.
1610 Arranmore light was abeam. The wind had
dropped and backed to W 3. Heavy shower clouds were
building up to seaward. Salmon nets were everywhere but
fishermen were co-operative and helpful in helping us to
avoid them.
We rounded Bloody Foreland at 1900 and tied up in
Downings at 2245. We were hailed from the quay by a
fisherman, informing us that there was a message for us at
the post office and adding, "You have a grandson so
break out the bottle". Well he was wrong in the sex but
right in everything else.
WEDNESDAY 18th JUNE dawned fine and breezy.
The forecast for Malin and Hebrides was anything but
good, with possible force 9 SW. Our new crew appeared at
noon. I told them of the weather situation and my doubts
of being able to cross to Mull. Fergal Duff decided that
unless we could be sure of making the wedding he would
not join us, as his time before going abroad was very

short. Monica McClintoc, on the other hand said she
would take a chance. I decided that our best chance of
getting to Mull would be to get past Malin Head before
the storm developed, and leave only a short hop across to
get the lee of Islay rather than attempting a direct passage
from Horn Head.
At 1400 we put to sea. The wind was fresh SW. We were
flying along. Suddenly Horn Head was covered in fog and
it looked as if visibility was going to close right down.
While we could still see the entrance to Sheephaven we
turned tail and ran back in. This time we ran up over the
bar into Ards Bay and found a sheltered anchorage off the
Friary to prepare for the worst. By 1800 it was raining
heavily with strong gusts of wind coming over the hill
from behind the Friary, and what with the strong cross
wind and the strong tide flowing through our anchorage
we were far from comfortable, sheering this way and that,
every now and then the boat being shaken like a dog
shakes a rat, as a gust hit us. We wondered how the bridegroom’s father was faring as he was sailing from Belfast to
the wedding.
It blew and rained all through that night and the next
day, so much so that we didn’t even attempt to blow up
the dinghy and go ashore. At each high water it looked as
if the sea would get over the bar and into our channel but
just didn’t. By Friday morning the wind had eased and we
went ashore. The female crew were entertained by the
Friars while I walked to look at the state of the bar, which
I judged unsafe to attempt. We had missed the wedding.
We returned to the boat in low spirits. This must be a
lovely place in fine weather.
On Saturday morning at high water we broke out of our
prison and crossed to Downings to telephone. After lunch
Fergal Duff appeared on the quay with a girl and a bottle
of champagne so toasts were drunk to the young couple
marrying on Mull at that time. Well at least if we weren’t
there in person we were there in spirit.
At 2015 we put to sea to sail round to Lough Swilly.
Outside there was a high ocean swell running and a force 5
Westerly. We made short work of our passage to Lough
Swilly and dropped anchor off Port Salon at 0100
Sunday 22nd.
SUNDAY 22nd JUNE we sailed from Port Salon at
1045 in a light Westerly and raining hard. Once clear of
Fanad Head we found a good lump of a Westerly swell
still running and a WSW 4. We had timed our leisurely
departure so that we would have optimum tidal
conditions in Inishtrahull Sound and to the East. We had
Malin Head abeam by 1400. Once through Inishtrahull
Sound the swell seemed to die quickly but so did the wind,
but the sun came out for us, while over the land heavy
showers continued. On course for Rathlin. By 1400 we
were becalmed and motoring, the tide sluicing out of
North Channel would soon be against us, and it was
pouring rain and poor visibility. We tied up to the North
pier in Church Bay Rathlin at 2200.
On rising on MONDAY JUNE 23rd we found the Irish
Lights vessel Granuaile coming up from the West to
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anchor in Church Bay. The Commissioners were on their
tour of inspection. We had a chat with Bill Blunden a
friend of ours and one of the brethren and heard that they
bad suffered at the hands of the inclement weather too,
having had to leave their ship and visit Eagle Island and
Inishtrahull by helicopter while Granuaile remained
holed up in Blacksod. We now felt less badly about our
failure to get to Mull. The weather really was bad, not just
imagination. We explored Rathlin in the morning while
waiting for the tide over the bow reef and to turn in our
favour in North Channel. We put to sea at 1415 and made
a passage to Carrickfergus where we tied up at 2130.
Monica McClintoc left us here being her home port.
We left Carrickfergus at noon on TUESDAY the 24th.
We felt compelled now to tnake as fast a passage home as
was practicable, as the weather was broken, babies had
been born in our absence and Jane had invited a large
gathering for a barbecque on the following Saturday and
made no preparations. The wind ENE 2 was not a good
start. We decided to sail over to Bangor and see if we
could spot "My Lady Of Down". She is the sort of boat
that appeals to me. We were lucky she was on her
moorings. We feasted our eyes on her, and bore away for
Donaghadee Sound. Granuaile passed us again as we
entered the sound and went to anchor off Donaghadee.
We spoke with the Commissioners all jammed into their
pinnace as they went ashore. Now with an almost nonexistant NE breeze we put the Arabs to work again and
pushed off for Dun Laoghaire. It was 0400 on
Wednesday with Rockabill bearing 218° before we were
able to sail again.
As we passed down the Bailey at 0845 we couldn’t
believe our eyes. A solid stream of yachts was appearing
out of Dun Laogbaire. On we went and more and more
poured out into Dublin Bay. Knowing this to be a
working day we found it hard to understand how so many
people had left their office desks vacant. The best guess on
board to be that there bad been a nuclear alert and everyone was baling out! For a crew that had only seen four
yachts at sea since Youghal this was quite an experience.
We were later told that it was ISORA week.
We tied up at the Royal Irish at 1030 to take on fuel and
water. Jane contacted her sister-in-law who lives close by
and we went and had baths and lunch, and sheltered from
quite a thunderstorm. Jane secured a lift home by car.
At 1635 on FRIDAY Emily and I set off alone for
Wicklow where our daughter lives to try and cadge dinner
off her. It was a cold showery evening with the wind W 4.
south of Dalkey Island we found a fine tall ship at anchor,
the "Quan Sebastian de Elcano". We sailed round her
before proceeding on to Wicklow getting in at 2100. We
were picked up by the family on arrival and taken to their
house for a good dinner, and returned on board just after
midnight.
THURSDAY 26th JUNE
On surfacing we found a fresh NNE breeze and a
genuine bright sunny morning. High water Wicklow
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1106. We were away at 0930, maximum sail. By noon the
wind had backed NNW and decreased. It was the first
time on the cruise that it had been warm enough to let the
sun at ones body. Some June!
We tied up in Rosslare at 2000. As the sun went down in
a blaze of colour the wind increased from the NW and
made the berth very uncomfortable. It was either move
out to an anchor or move out altogether. We moved
move out to an anchor or move out altogether. We moved
at midnight and got the forecast which was not promising,
winds going SW and freshening so we kept going and
caught the last of the tide past the Tuskar with a force 4-5
NW. We were abeam of the Conningbeg light ship at 0400
on course for Youghal. It was a bitterly cold night. After
sunrise the N Westerly gradually dropped. By 0850 it was
on engine. By noon we were sailing again with a WSW
breeze. By 1400 with Ardmore Head on the bow it was
raining again and the wind had increased SW 5 and we
had to take in a reef. We picked up our mooring at 1615.
The only words of wisdom at the end of the cruise are
that to do justice to our beautiful Western and NorthWestern seaboard I do not believe that a satisfying cruise
around Ireland can be accomplished in less than one
month if all the goodies are to be seen. I still believe a
clockwise circumnavigation is the most beneficial though
we had more than our fair share of head winds on the
West Coast.
Ports & Anchorage
visited,
Youghal
Ballycotton
Glandore
Kitchen Cove
Knightstown
Kilronan
Inishbofin
Elly Bay
Killybegs
Bruckless
Killybegs
Downings
Port Salon
Church Bay
Carrickfergus
Dunlaoghaire
Wicklow
Rosslare
Yougbal

Direct Time at Hours
course
sea.
under
distance, in hours, power.
11
50
48
63
85
43
38
80
3
3
70
18
55
43
99
21
47
65
806

3 ~/z
12z/4
12Y4
13~/4
11 ~/4 2
283/4
19
113/4

31/2

14
171/2

3

163/4

4

43/4

11 ~/2 4
7 ~/2
22~/2
12
4~/2
4
10~/2
16~/2
4’/4
2013/4
68

Duration of cruise twenty two days.
Crew:James and Emily Villiers-StuartYoughal to Youghal.
George and Mary Perks
Youghal to Killybegs
Jane Wingfield
Killybegs to Dunlaoghaire
Monica McClintoc
Downings to Carrickfergus

Better ashore than afloat
By W. M. N ixon

1980 was a completely upside-down year in which
summer began in March and ended in May, and wherein I
found frustration afloat but fulfilment ashore in everything to do with cruising and cruising yachts.
And yet the omens had seemed so very favourable. As a
first step upwards from our much-loved Squib, I’d always
fancied the Halycon 27, as she provides full headroom
despite being only just over 26ft in overall length, and
manages to look like a proper yacht as well. Halcyon 27s
are as rare as hen’s teeth in Ireland, but in December 1979
I found a very neglected one down in Kilmacsimon, her
condition bringing her within our price range, yet her
restoration needs were within my limited talents as a
ship’s husband.
The portents grew even more favourable. For the
ancients, the halcyon was a mythological bird which
calmed the seas at the winter solstice. It was on
midwinter’s day that my offer was accepted, and after a
stormy week the seas were calm on the day itself. As the
unfortunate vessel suffered under a name of extreme ugliness, we had soon decided to re-name her Solstice.
Midwinter overland cruise -- Solstice and the ComSuperstition being rampant in these troubled times, it modore’s Land Rover and Johnny Roche changing a
may have been this name change which ultimately wheel on a cold hillside outside Cashel -- Photo W. M.
brought what some people might call bad luck, but I Nixon
reckon it was incompetence brought on by trying to bite
off more than I could chew in various projects through
1980. The actual restoration of the boat was itself blessed said we’d be at Kilmacsimon around 1500 hrs -- we were
by the most remarkable good luck, which began with the three minutes early. George Kingston at the charming
’overland voyage’, bringing her up from Kilmacsimon in little boatyard had his antique crane ready, and Solstice
was soon neatly into the trailer. We spent the remainder
the last weekend of January.
As there was no trailer with her, I borrowed a really of the daylight snugging her into place with copious use of
first class Folkboat trailer which the towing ace, Bob Spanish windlasses, and then adjourned for a most
MacNamara, had built for himself. Bob being the eternal enjoyable night on the town in Kinsale.
optimist, he’d reckoned it would only take an hour or so
Serendipity then took over. A warm front through the
to lift his boat off and extract the trailer from his very night cleared the frost, and gradually we settled down to
crowded yard up in Drumcondra. It took a whole day, the long drive early next morning. The Halcyon is a heavy
and frost was on boat, trailer and all when we finally little lady, so we were very aware of her presence, but the
completed the separation. Then, for a complete change of Land Rover pulled on like a trojan. Just as we were beginscene, we went straight up to Chateau Guinness whence ning to think of ETAs, as we swept towards Cashel a tyre
I’d arranged the loan of the Commodorial Land Rover, blew with a godalmighty bang. With the last minute
and last thing that night Ian Guinness very obligingly acquisition of the trailer, we didn’t have a spare, though
fitted a device known as the Scott TR which acted as a the four-wheel configuration meant we could at least get
damper to prevent yawing when towing at speed. First off the road. Lunchtime Sunday in the dead of winter isn’t
thing next morning, with the countryside still frozen hard, the best time to find tyres and fitters, but we found both
I was on the road for Cork with Johnny Roche as crew; by scouring the pubs of Cashel, and soon were on the road
despite frost and fog, the journey south went well; we’d again. Worst moment of all was along the front at
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Clontarf, with the lights of home barely discernible
through a cloudburst. Slowing down for traffic lights at
red, we were down to 10 mph when the lights still at
some distance -- changed to green. We were beginning to
pick up speed when a car at the lights, coming the other
way, tried to turn across our path.., and stalled. On with
the anchors, we were aquaplaning and jackknifing and
.just about everything else you care to name. How we
missed that car 1 still don’t know. As Johnny remarked.
he hoped he or she was in the condition his or her driving
indicated, otherwise he or she would have been (expletive
deleted) scared rigid.
Half the problem in a major restoration project is
finding a suitable site to do it, but I was fortunate in that
Billy Cuffe-Smith, whose back garden abuts onto my tiny
patch, had offered me a fitting out berth. This put the boat
right under my bedroom window, not always a welcome
reminder of work still to be done, but it made it all
possible, and 1’11 be eternally grateful to him for it. She
was put into this berth on Monday January 28th,and was
launched from it on Monday May 19th. In the intervening
112 days, there were only two in which 1 didn’t do work of
some sort at her. A ’work day" might be one in which there
was only an hour or so of varnishing at some small items,
but equally it could be a grand slam Saturday in which the
day’s push started at an early hour and went on until late
evening.
It became obsessional. 1 don’t think I read a book lk)r
relexation the whole time, and indeed for the rest of the
world must have seemed in an even more zombie-like
state than usual. The rate of work was greatly aided by
incredible good luck with the weather, which made it
possible to work at the boat outdoors much sooner than
would normally have been the case, without the nuisance
of covers.
A list of the actual tasks involved would be tedious, but
basically I started in the sump of the bilge and gradually
worked outwards, ending up in May at the stemhead and
rudder post. The standard Halcyon is nicely embellished
with extensive woodwork, but though it is of basically
good quality, the finish does not fulfill its potential. In
Solstice’s case, all the exterior woodwork was severely
weathered, moss-covered or even lichen-covered in
places, while below it was filthy through a mixture of
grime, fungus, and teak oil which had been over-liberally
applied a long time ago. Eventually, through a mixture of
chemical warfare, scraping and sanding, the grain was all
restored, and responded beautifully to varnish.
Structurally she was generally sound, but I reinforced
the step for the deck-stepped mast, and removed the
chainplates in order to have them aligned with the
shrouds they supported previously they’d stood stubbornly upright. All standing and running rigging was
replaced, and the electrics were checked throughout and
replaced as necessary.
For specialist jobs, inevitably I came into that thriving
aspect of contemporary life, the black economy. Being
basically an anarchist myself, I cannot help but approve

SoZstice: Some of the interior joinerywork placed round
the gtmwhale kept the dew off while the International 709
cured -- Photo W. M. Nixon.
of it. It meant that for various specialist jobs, I found
blokes who were prepared to do expert work on the side,
and do it quickly and efficiently at that. One of these
people in particular was a real star -- his range of’nixers’
was so extensive that he hadn’t had to make a dent in his
’official’ pay cheque for three months ...
With summer arriving towards the end of March in that
upside-down Spring, I was able to start work on the
topsides, and over the Easter weekend applied bright blue
International 709 by brush to the hull, leaving white the
little sheer strake just under the beading to create a much
more interesting looking boat than the standard Halcyon
27, which appears unnecessarily wispy through its dull
white and grey-green colour arrangement. Being outdoors, the 709 cured slowly, but it cured surely, and after
five or six weeks was diamond hard, the only precaution
in the early stages being the arrangement of all the sheets
of interior joinery around the gunwhale each evening to
keep off the dew on the first three vital days.
The already hectic pace became even more so during
May, but our luck with the weather continued, and
around the middle of the month it was all clearly coming
together. On a calm Monday morning, the perfect day for
a launch, she was towed down to Howth harbour, and the
nerve racking business of craning her in and stepping the
mast went off smoothly. We went for our first sail that
evening, in heavy rain. It was the first rain for at least six
weeks. As it was to turn out, it marked the end of summer,
and the minute the boat was afloat, one rotten cold week
succeeded another right through the season.
Of course, I should have realised that I had used up my
entire quota of good luck for 1980 in the exceptionally
favourable weather we’d enjoyed for the restoration
project. On top of it, I’d a couple of other major projects
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on hand over and above the usual struggle of the daily
round. To think of making a cruise -- or at least a
moderately ambitious cruise -- in addition to everything
else, was folly of a high order. I should have been content
with pottering locally, making perhaps a brief jaunt to
North Wales or the Isle of Man, but instead I tried to build
a complex scheme of taking in the Scillies, perhaps even
Brittany, and linking up with a family holiday in
Cornwall as well. It was daft.
If portents were what I needed, then the signs were all
there. It was as though there was an invisible barrier
around ’Cruise 1980’. While the restoration project was
proceeding smoothly, any attempt towards cruise
planning was frustrated. People with whom I normally
cruise at first expressed interest, but then a variety of
domestic crises throughout Ireland and England made
their further participation impossible. Eventually our
worthy Honorary Editor put me in touch with Pat
Colleran. Pat’s most recent cruise had been from Spitzbergen to Iceland. I was enormously flattered that he
should show any interest in being involved in the kind of
easygoing cruising I now prefer. Indeed, if anything, as
the departure date approached I began to develop -quite properly -- a distinct inferiority complex about the
entire crewing arrangement, not I hasten to add because
of Pat himself, for he is the most modest of men, but by
this stage everything seemed to be becoming insurmountable.
Sheer pressure of work meant that the departure date
came and went with Solstice still lying to her moorings
while her owner ashore was increasingly resembling a
blue-arsed fly. Eventually we headed out in the small Solstice re-born -- Photo Jaimie Blandford
hours of Thursday July 17th with my frame of mind even
more battered than before, for I’d just had word that the came through like a princess. Still hoping for a veer, we
crewing arrangement for bringing the boat home from battered our way inshore once the Horseshoe had been
Cornwall -- Pat was only coming for the first ten days -- cleared, and sure enough there was a veer, only a slight
had fallen through. I was in no mood to contemplate one, but it made things marginally more favourable for
single-handed heroics, or sailing with some complete plugging on towards Arklow. Despite flashes of sunlight,
stranger in the vague future. Thus Solstice started out there was a real menace to the weather, the squalls were
with a keen and energetic crew, but with a skipper who lifting the spume off the sea, and although the wind was
wasn’t too sure where he was going, so not surprisingly he south of west, it was colder than .ever.
Under No 2 job and deep reefed main, Solstice was
didn’t get there ...
The light breeze, which had been westerly, had gone to going splendidly, but it was a rough wet ride, with cross
the south an hour or so before our departure, but with the seas left over from the morning’s southerly. By early
ebb under us progress was good, and by 0730 we were off evening we were off Arklow, and motored up the river to
Wicklow. The wind had been steadily freshening, and find the basin well filled with cruising yachts waiting for
there was rain as well; it was astonishingly cold. Tides an improvement in the weather. Car hire businesses were
being Springs, there was little point in pressing on at that doing a thriving trade.
stage, so we nipped into Wicklow and after a splendid
In the hope of sharing this anticipated improvement,
breakfast cooked by Pat, slept until lunchtime.
we didn’t take the night tide, but the morning forecast was
With a plummeting glass, things were very blustery by less than hopeful. A visit to Jack Tyrrell’s impressive new
that time, but the occasional break in the cloud suggested building shed was balm for troubled souls, for therein a
a veer, so we headed out with the new ebb. A coaster had cheerful workforce were building AsgardH. It was a verijust come into port, and we headed seawards close past table cathedral of shipbuilding, a peaceful spot in a
her. The skipper leant over the wing of the bridge and troubled world.
smiled down at us. "You’ll soon be back" he said.
The afternoon forecast was little better -- it seemed
Off Wicklow Head, the wind was still south, and that hyperactive weather systems were chasing each other
blowing old boots, with a very confused sea, but Solstice across the Atlantic with bewildering speed, all of them
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A cathedral to the shipwright’s art and craft -- Asgard II under construction in Jack Tyrrell’s new shed in Arklow.
The scale can be guaged from the Dun Laoghaire lifeboat on the right -- Photo IV. M. Nixon.

giving us headwinds which would nevertheless be cold for
all that they came from the south. But we headed out
anyway, and for a glorious twenty minutes off Courtown
had sheets marginally freed and a spot of sunshine. But it
didn’t last, soon we were hard on the wind again, in due
course penetrating rain made its arrival, and the final slog
into Rosslare was unlovely in the extreme.
Rosslare itself is now a cruising disaster, but it was
nevertheless preferable to trying conclusions with the
Tuskar, for it was blowing smoke by this time. The only
berth for yachts is the decidedly exposed west side of the
new west pier, and we managed to slip into the best place
of a bad lot outside a tug. There was a nasty little jump
making in, and we augmented our fenders with a couple
of tyres from the tug. The squeaking was terrible, but
liberal spraying with washing-up liquid soon cured that.
The morning forecast was for Force 7 southwesterly
later veering westerly 4 to 6, but with the lows now
swirling around each other there was no prospect of any
longterm improvement. Nevertheless we decided to go
out and have a look at it, thinking that if we got nowhere
else, at least the Scillies would be an achievement for the
summer that was in it. But then as I was rolling down the

main just outside the harbour, something broke inside the
roller reefing gear, and l’m afraid something broke inside
me as well.
Keeping the old main and the roller reefing for the first
season had been a budgetary decision -- the plan was a
new slab reefing ruain and complete new boom with slab
reefing gear in the following winter. As a fall back, I’d
bought a new tri-sail, but the prospect to make to windward in unsettled weather across that unspeakable bit Of
water southward from the Tuskar with only either full
main or a tri-sail did not appeal at all. But it was a
Saturday morning, the weekend close now approaching,
and anyway we were miles from any chandler. Nevertheless, the only thing to do seemed to be to go back to
Wicklow and see if Nell Watson could arrange anything.
Back to Wicklow -- the captain of the coaster was right
after all. It was a stormer of a sail, but the state of depression in which I’d started the cruise had now become acute,
and by the time we were in Wicklow I was resigned to
chucking things altogether.
We were already way behind any schedule, however
vague, crewing arrangements after Pat’s departure
seemed virtually nonexistent, and the weather was worse
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So#ice: "For a glorious twenty minutes off Courtown had sheets marginally freed and a spot of sunshine" -- Photo W.
M. Nixon.

than ever. Although the part needing replacement was
small and inexpensive, we had to scour Dublin to find a
similar reefing gear and cannibalise the replacement from
that. By that time, what with the weekend, three more
days had elapsed. It seemed to me that somebody, somewhere, was trying to tell me to jack it in. As well, Pat had
looked briefly into his office to find that his partner had
been hopitalised, and crisis had ensued. Had I shown the
will to make a cruise, even in a truncated form, he would
nevertheless have come, but the will was absent.
So in the end, I sailed Solstice back from Wicklow to
Howth on my own. The fates were in a humorous mood.
It was a perfect ridge day -- morning rain had given way
to sunshine, and we romped along with a splendid
westerly and a sluicing flood tide. The little boat made the
passage, pierhead to pierhead, in 3t/4 hours. Next day, of
course, the weather was back to its old obnoxious self,
and stayed so for the remainder of the summer. The
Halcyon being fond of a breeze, it meant we had some
great sailing for local jaunts, but it also meant that our
mooring outside Howth harbour was almost permanently
uncomfortable, and at times getting on and off was downright dangerous. As for quiet evenings on the moorings,

pottering around at various little jobs, they were just
about nonexistent.
Being outside the harbour was of course part of the
sacrifice in waiting for our much-heralded new marina,
but in my state of gloom it began to seem that the marina
was receding into the future. Here we were, with a little
cruising boat meant mainly for family sailing, yet we were
getting precious little of that, and simple pride of ownership, just being able to enjoy quiet moments aboard, were
denied to us.
Further dementia resulted. I conceived a scheme of
selling her, and starting another restoration project on a
much larger craft, which I wouldn’t even think of
launching until a proper berth was good and ready. So
Solstice was advertised for sale. But by the time the advertisement actually appeared, I would only admit to her
really being for sale on Monday mornings. Then a man
rang on a Monday morning. I knew from the tone of his
voice that he was going to buy the boat, and promptly
succumbed to a severe dose of psychosomatic flu. A
couple of days later, he dragged me out of my sick bed to
take him for a sail, and she was sold by the end of the
week.
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The cure was worse than the disease. Life had now lost
its focal point -- on one occasion I even absentmindedly
drove down the pier to check if the beloved was still secure
on her uncomfortable mooring outside the harbour,
having clean forgotten she was sold. And as for the
prospect of beginning another even larger restoration
project, that filled me with utter despondency. But there
was one light at the end of the tunnel which proved not to
be an express train coming the other way. The Autumn of
1980 wasn’t at all a bad time to be buying boats which
were in quite reasonable order in the first place. We’re
now the owners of a Hustler 30 called Turtle, a sweet little
boat which will need only an average amount of work to
be ready to go afloat again. Perhaps when she’s launched,
I’ll have enough energy left to make some sort of worthwhile cruise. Meanwhile, my most abject apologies to Pat
Colleran -- with his exceptional qualities as a seaman, his
tolerance of my severe shortcomings was positively
saintly.
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Footnote: His Worship the Editor tells me that the foregoing is altogether too gloom.making for a cheerfully
expansionist publication such as the I.C.C. Annual. So let
it be said that the story does seem to be having a happy
ending. The buying of Turtle has been entertainingly
unconventional from the beginning -- it stems directly
from a fortuitous meeting in the small hours with one of
her owners in a sybaritic cave along the Golden Mile. In
other words, I met him in a Leeson Street night club. And
the name is perfect. Back in 1964, when we swept round
Ireland in the engine-less Ainrnara, stuck to the saloon
blukhead was a piece of paper torn from a magazine. On it
was a Biblical quotation which seemed somehow appropriate to the enterprise:
Rise up, my love, my fair one, and come away.
For, 1o, the winter is past, the rain is over and gone;
The flowers appear on the earth; the time of the singing
of birds is come,
And the voice of the turtle is heard in our land.

L6na to Paimpol
Michael Green

At the end of last season my brother and I finally had to
sell our old 8-metre Helen. She had taken us to a lot of
places rather quickly, and frightened us a good deal less
than one might have expected. My brother Chris left for
Australia. I have had to make the best of living and sailing
in the south of England for some time. Fortunately my
fellow academic Neville Symonds sails L~na, a 27’
Cutlass, out of Newhaven and this season coincided with
an increase in his ambition. We even entered a couple of
friendly races, one of which we won (the opposition had
more sense and motored home rather than spend the
night drifting around the shipping lanes in no wind).
Neville’s second ambition was to do a proper cruise,
and we had approximately the two weeks of Wimbledon.
This was while French fishermen were still after fish. The
objective was to try to reach Paimpol in North Brittany.
Neville had spent a romantic holiday there with his wife a
number of years previously. It must have been quite a
number of years because the third crew member was his
son Pete, who was just starting a PhD in Cambridge. My
own image of Paimpol was coloured by having had to
read at school a vile novel by Pierre Loti, as part of an
unsuccessful attempt to teach me French.
Brittany is SW from Newhaven, and the wind signified
its intentions by blowing from W or SW for the ten days
before we left, either too hard or far too hard. Eventually
on Wednesday 25th June, the forecast was for NW4-5.
We were taken down to Newhaven by my wife and got
under way at 1030hrs in a considerable rush. The wind
clearly had not been listening to the shipping forecast
since it was WSW2. But it was a fine sunny day, we put
L~na on the wind on starboard tack and we set off for
France. The wind varied in strength and direction without
ever letting us fetch Cherbourg. The sun shone all day. I
was impressed crossing the shipping lanes that ships did
seem to see us and several altered course to give us a
comfortable berth. There was one embarrassing moment
when the helmsman looked round to read the log, the
genoa backfilled and she tacked,just as a supertanker was
altering course to pass behind us. The tanker altered
course again, we tacked back, and it had to alter course
yet a third time. I suspect we were deservedly unpopular.
By nightfall we were approaching France, but where?
We briefly saw Cap d’Antifer light, NE of Le Havre, but
no Cap Barfleur, E of Cherbourg, though a falsely
optimistic radio fix suggested it was dead ahead.

Eventually the Cap Barfleur light appeared directly to
windward, just at dawn, and we began to identify the
French coast at Grandcamp in the middle of the Baie de la
Seine. Newhaven to Cherbourg is about 100 miles and the
ideal is to do it in 18hrs with 2 favourable and 1 adverse
tide. We had now lost our 2nd tide and knew we would
not be much nearer Cap Barfleur in 6 hours time. The
wind had finally chosen to veer NW and we had to beat
back out of the Baie de la Seine to Cap Barfleur. All the
same it was another superb day, with smooth water and
the boat sailing sweetly in force 3-4. After first sighting
Cap Barfleur light at 0415, we eventually passed it at 1215,
the wind shifted back to W and we beat to Cherbourg with
the tide, arriving at 1500. Cherbourg is almost an
extension of the Solent and somewhat crowded, but we
found a berth in the marina. There is a certain sense of
security in a marina with three separate layers ofharbour
outside you.
While the rain descended on Harry Carpenter and Dan
Maskell, Friday was another fine day in Cherbourg. We
waited till the afternoon tide and beat to Alderney in a
fresh westerly. A splendid sail, marred only by the impression gained from reading too many pilots that the
Alderney race is a superior version of Corriebhreckan. In
fact it was all most innocuous, and since Braye harbour is
nearly as big as Alderney itself, it is not hard to find or
enter. We were pleased to find a visitor’s mooring, since
Lkna, as a marina-bound boat, had never to our
knowledge used her anchor. As we walked back from the
pub that night it began to rain and by midnight it was
blowing a very genuine SW gale which the 1750 shipping
forecast had omitted to mention. Next morning was still
blowing and raining, with a good roly swell coming round
the breakwater and with too much wind to row the Avon
ashore. There is a water taxi service which you summon
by hoisting a bucket, but by the time we got round to it
they had gone to lunch and the wind was easing anyway.
The evening was fine, and we went for a superb walk
along the coast to Fort Clonque. We took a liking to
Alderney, which is a delightful island with friendly
natives, though one could get tired of rolling in Braye
harbour.
On Sunday morning, Neville had an ambition to ride
on the Alderney railway, all 1 l//2 miles of it. This duly
fnlfilled, it was slack water and time to sail through the
Swinge for St Peter Port. We had of course known that the
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tide goes up and down a vast distance in the Channel
Islands, and that it flows to and fro at a great rate. We had
not realised that the two effects were quite unrelated and
that slack water is actually about half tide. Nor had we
realised that the tide flows in a different, usually adverse,
direction for each hour of the day. Anyway, the sun was
shining and the wind gave us a gentle reach. St Peter Port
is organised incredibly efficiently. The harbour patrol
meets you outside the entrance, gives you a free guidebook and your customs form, and tells you exactly what
to do. This may seem like regimentation, but it is quite
comforting when entering a crowded harbour that you
don’t know. We waited on the.pontoon for an hour, while
the tide rose from 2 feet below the sill to 5 feet above the
sill, then we went into the marina and tied up. St Peter
Port, with its traffic and crowds, was a shock to the system
after Alderney.
Monday morning was fine, with a deteriorating forecast. We decided to go to Sark for the day. After getting
out Coles and Robson and studying them carefully, we
decided the seamanlike course was to leave LOna in St
Peter Port and take the ferry. This we duly did. The bad
weather consisted of some cloud and a shower on the way
back to the boat after a rather good meal ashore in St
Peter Port (Le Bistro Recolte, up a back street, quite
dear). Tuesday was fine again, but with a gale warning. In
fact it never went above force 6. On several occasions we
found the shipping forecast related strictly to the weather
along the English coast and had little interest in the other
side of the channel. We bought a kedge and spent a quiet
day in St Peter Port. Pete, being young and energetic,
explored the island and discovered that the centre was one
vast greenhouse.
Finally, on Wednesday 2nd July we were able to sail.
We joined the first charge of yachts over the sill, it was a
stirring sight. Outside, we discovered we would have to
endure another beam reach in force 3-4 and bright
sunshine. For favourable tide, we would have been better
to wait a few hours, but we preferred the prospect of
finding the North Brittany coast in daylight. After
pushing us back to St Peter Port, the tide pushed us offto
the west towards the Roches Douvres (an impressive set
of roches). Then we had to run dead, against the tide, to
leave the Plateau de Barnoueic to Starboard. Finally, as
we arrived outside Lezardrieux, it changed again and
began pushing us east, so that we could not fetch the
leading line. We did get in in the end. Lezardrieux has the
problems of being very beautiful, easy of access and with
good water at all states of tide. This means that the marina
is chock full and all the anchorages are full of moored
boats. We decided to christen the anchor and, after one or
two nonsenses, succeeded. Unfortunately, being
anchored on rope, we kept swinging into moored boats.
Since it was blowing force 0-1, we solved this by tying on
to one.
In the morning we disentangled ourselves, retrieved the
anchor, and motored off to Paimpol. The day had begun
with thick fog which cleared to more sunshine, as
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Wimbledon rained on. Navigation to Paimpol was far
easier than we anticipated. The passage inside Ile Brehat
and the main passage to Paimpol were simple, you just
proceeded up the middle and avoided running into
beacons. The middle section, Passage de la Trinit6, was a
series of odd zigzags across an area of open water. We
followed two other yachts and it all looked a slightly dotty
sight. Paimpol is at the head of a large bay. It has a wet
dock with a marina and is only accesible at high water. We
motored up this expanse of sheltered water and in. Six
hours later I walked to the end of the pier. It would be
untrue to say that there was sand and mud as far as the eye
could see, but the eye had to look several miles, to see even
a trace of water.
Paimpol is a pleasantly low key resort and working
town, uninfested with English. The marina section is
quiet, with tres fran~ais facilities, unisex showers and
toilets, and the pissoir simply on an outside wall. The
inhabitants spent much of the last century in topsail
schooners drowning themselves off Iceland while fishing
for cod. Neville and Pete explored enthusiastically.
By Saturday it was time to head for home and at 11 I0
we joined the cavalry charge as the lock gates opened.
This was quite exciting, as we met the incoming charge in
a fairly narrow lock, while being overtaken and trying to
avoid the boat in front of us, which in turn was trying to
avoid a Glenans cruiser sculling its way out. Paimpol as
the lock gates open approximates to Dublin rush hour,
both in the crowds and in the skill and courtesy of the
driving. Once outside, it was another superb broad reach
in W3-4 and sunshine, as Borg and MacEnroe fought it
out. Neville still felt badly about our voyage to Sark, and
nothing would do but that we should spend the night
there. We reached in grand style to a point about 6 or 7
miles from Sark, when the tide came into our teeth.

Progress became minimal and we started the engine. This
can be tricky, because we found out on the cruise that a
Brit Sprite is not designed to work when the boat is
heeled, a definite minus for a sailing yacht auxiliary. The
wind faded and we crept into Dixcart Bay with the last of
the light. Any later and we would have been unable to see
the rocks. Our leading light turned out to be an all night
barbecue on the beach. We anchored well clear of everything and rolled to sleep. The Sark anchorages are
probably better than Staffa but worse than the Treshnish
Isles.
The weather now realised that it had only a few days left
to restore the law of averages. As I turned on the 0625
shipping forecast on Sunday the sun went in and the rain
started. By the time we left on our tide at 1 I00 there was a
brisk rainy SE4-6. Dixcart Bay may be sheltered by Mont
St Michel but it is not obvious. There followed a wet but
exhilarating sail. We made a good landfall on Cap de ia
Hague in poor visibility and as we passed it the wind, in its
last generous gesture, swung to SW, giving us a reach in
the rain the whole way to Cherbourg. A fast passage, since
we had averaged 6 knots through the water with a strong
favourable tide. Cherbourg was crowded and we had to tie
up outside several boats with a lot of coming and going.
We went ashore for a meal but took a bad direction, most
of the restaurants seemed to be beside the inner basin.
The Monday morning forecast was SE4-5 becoming
cyclonic and possibly NW7 later. We rashly decided to go
since either SE or NW would suit us. As we left at 1100 in
SW3 the rain began, gently at first. By the time we reached
Cap Levi it was raining comprehensively. The wind
swung to E and increased in rapid stages to 5-6 and then 78. The rain increased from heavy to unbelieveable. Sail
was rapidly reduced to No 2 jib and 9 rolls in the main. I
have very rarely been at sea in a gale, having usually had
the sense to stay in harbour. L~na, however, behaved
perfectly and close reached comfortably at 6 knots. With
the rain and change of wind direction there was almost no
sea. After a few hours the wind eased to force 6 and
backed to NE, directly from Newhaven. The rain
continued with undiminished enthusiasm. The sea was
not so much confused, as bewildered by the changes in
wind direction. It was cold, wet and miserable. Neville put
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on his wet suit and cheered up considerably. Just before
dark, the rain eased and we sighted St Catherine’s Point
ahead. The wind backed to N and moderated further, but
in view of the forecast we did not feel like crowding on
sail. The choice was between Yarmouth and Portsmouth.
Portsmouth was nearer home and better if the wind came
on round to NW. We tacked on to port and sailed slowly
on, with too little sail. Neville’s good spirits lasted into the
night but then he restreamed the Walker log without
attaching it to the dial and formed the same opinion of
conditions as his crew. By dawn the rain had started
again. All we could see were large numbers of unidentifiable buoys and the odd ship. We put on more sail. The
wind tried briefly to blow us out of the water but then
settled. Eventually we found and beat into Portsmouth at
0700 on Tuesday and tied up at the Camper and
Nicholson marina. Since I supposed to be back at
work I had to jump ship. Neville and Pete explored
Gosport and Portsmouth which they liked. They found
the natives friendly and had a good meal at the Star Hotel.
Next day they sailed L~na rather quickly back to
Newhaven, reaching in N6.
During the cruise I developed a considerable
admiration for the Cutlass. She is light on the helm,
comfortable and sails at a decent speed under most
conditions. As for the Channel Islands and Northern
France, one would prefer more anchorages and fewer
boats, but there are compensations. Apart from the
civilized cost of wine in France, Channel Island gin is
£2.30 a litre and scotch under £3.00. One can cruise very
pleasantly under such conditions.
Distances
Newhaven -- Cherbourg ...................................... 96
Cherbourg -- Braye harbour, alderney ................ 24.5
Braye -- St Peter Port .......................................... 24
St Peter Port -- Lezardrieux ................................ 47
Lezerdrieux -- Paimpol ........................................ 9
Paimpol -- Dixcart Bay, Sark .............................. 49
Dixcart Bay -- cherbourg ..................................... 40
Cherbourg -- Gosport .......................................... 77
Gosport -- Newhaven .......................................... 48
414.5

Fourth Time Round
Michael Tomlinson

Pellegrina a 12 ton wooden auxiliary Bermudan Sloop
(pitch pine on oak) built for me to a Peter Brett design in
1961, was raced offshore fairly hard for her first 8 years,
but since the Fastnet in 1969 she has been used for
cruising only. Year by year additional pieces of equipment have been added to improve comfort while cruising.
These have included a heavier diesel engine, gipsy winch
on the foredeck, Aries self-steering gear, extra book
shelves and a paraffin cabin heating stove, to mention a
few.
My wife, Molly, and I have cruised round Ireland three
times previously. The first time in our original boat
Rondinella in 1958 before the I.C.C. sailing directions for
the West Coast had been published, and again in
Pellegrina in 1964 and 1971. Based in North Wales, the
circumnavigation of Ireland does appeal as a suitable
project for a month’s cruise and we decided to go again
this year.
We sailed northabout, changing crews half way round,
Molly and I being on board the whole time. Crew
members for the first half were Paul Churton and Huw
Daniel and for the second half Norman Richards, who
could only be with us for one week, and Tom Williams.
There was never a more frustrating start to a cruise.
Going on board at our moorings off Moel-y-Don at 08.30
on Saturday, June 14th, the visibility was very poor and
the wind SE, thus it appeared better to leave the Menai
Strait through the western entrance over Caernarvon Bar.
There was enough wind to merit the working .jib and
four rolls in the mainsail. A call on VHF to the Coast
Guards produced a report of an immenent northerly gale.
In view of this and the very poor visibility we decided to
pick up the visitor’s mooring at Caernarvon and await
events. The 2 o’clock BBC forecast confirmed gale force
winds from the North and with a still falling barometer we
decided to stay where we were. The 18.00 forecast
announced that the gale force winds were backing to the
NW and eventually SW, so it was decided to leave the
Menai Strait by the north-eastern entrance through
Puffin Sound. Thus retracing our steps back past our
moorings at Moel-y-Don, we motored through the
Swellies and picked up a mooring for the night at Beaumaris. A thoroughly depressing and wasted 24 hours of
the cruise.
Next morning in spite of the BBC Forecasting
southerly winds 7/8, we decided that as in fact this would

be a fair wind a start should be made. Passing through
Puffin Sound by 08.45 under working jib with five rolls in
the mainsail, we commenced a memorable passage to the
north. In sunshine 53 miles were logged to bring the
Chicken Light, Isle of Man, abeam two to three miles to
the east. Then in rain with the wind backing further to the
SE we gybed on to the starboard tack at 20.05 and by
21.45 we had brought South Rock abeam. Just after midnight the wind veered and it was possible to gybe back on
to the port tack, picking up Mew Island Light approximately three miles to the west by 02.45. By first light reefs
were being shaken out and the Maidens were abeam by
05.45. With winds taking off to the SW 3/4 sailing conditions were very comfortable. A racing pigeon alighted
on board for a rest and stayed for a couple of hours.
After breakfast Tor Head was passed close in and Fair
Head brought abeam by 10.00 on Monday, June 16th. A
passage of 147 miles by the log in 26 hours, quite a difference in progress from the previous 24 hours in the Menai
Strait. The BBC had been constantly forecasting gale
force winds, but as far as we were concerned nothing over
Force 7 had actually been experienced and most of the
time much less.
After that things slowed up a bit as we met an adverse
tide in Rathlin Sound. Eventually getting out of the worst
of it in Ballycastle Bay and close hauled with the wind
WSW but a lot of rain; we finally made our way into
Portrush harbour where we tied up alongside at 16.40 in
time to clean up and go ashore for dinner.
On Tuesday, June 17th, after torrential rain during the
night with the unstowed sails wringing wet we motored
out of Portrush at 06.15, the intention being to take as
much west going tide as possible. At 09.00 a gentle breeze
from the north was picked up enabling us to lay a course
for Malin Head. Shortly after this the wind became
westerly, very light and variable, and in order to save time
we motor-sailed. The day was one of brilliant sunshine
but progress was slow, the island of lnistrahull literally
beckoned us. Luckily arriving at slack water the anchor
was dropped in five fathoms at the mouth of the gut. Port
Moor, so aptly described by Wallace Clark as "the
harbour in the nick of the comma -- like a sword blade
thrust into the island’s flank, a calm silvery track among
black rocks" coming into sight.
As there was no swell, nearer high water we moved in.
With the bow line to the quay and the stern line to a ring
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Pellegrina at Port Moor, Inishtrahull
- Photo M. Tomlinson.
bolt in the rock we secured in the pool in 15 feet of water
about 4 hours before high water. The rest of the afternoon
and evening was spent in exploring the island, visiting the
friendly lighthouse keepers, and walking to view the
magnificent bird life. Pellegrina has spent many nights in
lovely anchorages but never in more superb surroundings
than these. The sunshine of the afternoon and stillness of
the night was alas to be the exception to the rule for most
of the rest of the cruise.
After a comfortable night and an early breakfast
followed by a brief spell ashore to take photographs, the
stern line was slipped from the ring bolt on the rocks and
the boat was winched alongside the quay, bow outwards.
Easily slipping bow and stern lines we motored out
hugging the quayside to avoid the rock in the centre of the
entrance. It was a grey day with intermittent sunshine. We
managed to close haul westward through Tor Sound
avoiding the dangers to the north of Inistrahull. The wind
was SW 5/6 but as usual the BBC were forecasting 7/8.
Ireland’s north point was abeam by 10.15 and Malin
Head shortly afterwards. It was decided to miss Lough
Swilly and Mulroy Bay and proceed to Sheephaven.
In the late afternoon gaining the shelter of Downings
Pier we tied up alongside a fishing boat. The object of a
visit to Downings was to procure some Donegal tweed as
16 years previously I had purchased a length of tweed
which was made up into a suit that never appears to wear
out.
In spite of I.C.C.’s sailing directions stating that the
outer end of Downings Pier provides security against all
summer winds, when the wind went round to the North
next day, blowing possibly Force 9, the scend made our
position virtually untenable at low water. Much help was
received from friendly fishermen who even served our
lines and springs. Luckily at low water we did not touch.
In N to NW gale force winds we lay alongside the pier for
48 hours. Such was the danger of damage by the scend
that watches were kept throughout both nights. All
members of the crew learnt a great deal about tending
warps, springs, and fenders under such conditions.

On Friday afternoon, June 20th, thankfully we moved
to a trawler mooring off the south-west end of the pier
lent to us by a friendly skipper. Here we lay uncomfotably
but securely until next morning. With the idea of an early
start the alarm clock was set for first light but as conditions still seemed extremely fresh sailing was deferred
until after breakfast. Then with a slight moderation in the
wind under storm jib and maximum rolls in the main we
slipped the mooring and tacked several times out to Horn
Head. Off the headland increasingly heavier seas were
encountered. There was no hope of visiting Tory Island as
we would have wished, so we bashed to windward
through Tory Sound.
Later in the afternoon the Irish lights vessel Granuaile
passed going in the opposite direction. Calling her up on
VHF to pass compliments to any ICC members on board
who were Commissioners, we learnt that Wallace Clark
had gone ahead by helicopter to Inistrahull. Granuaile’s
closing comment before signing off was "it’s diabolical
round the corner", by which they meant the other side of
the Bloody Foreland.
Some shelter was found by taking the short cut through
Keelasmore Sound, the passage to the north of Inishbolfin protected by the outer islands. At the exit to the
Sound we again met heavy seas and rain squalls and the
crew did sterling work on the foredeck resetting the storm
jib. After being hard on the wind to round the low headland of the Bloody Foreland, sheets were eased and then
began an exciting and fast sail through Inishsirrer Strait.
Quickly Davmore Rock was abeam, and as it was 11/2
hours flood we were able to pass over the bar between
Inishmeane and the mainland in a least depth of 10 feet.
Thankfully dropping the anchor just off the pier on the
east side of Gola Island at 21.30. This peaceful sheltered
anchorage was appreciated by all of us.
It had been strenuous sail, logging 37 miles through
the water to achieve a bare 20 miles along the coast. It was
interesting to note so far during the first 8 days of this
cruise we had never been in an area in which the BBC had
not forecast gale force winds, although admittedly they
had not all materialised.
Next day Sunday, June 22nd, after a peaceful night a
late start was made. Up anchor at 10.30 and proceeded to
sea through Gola Sound South, with wind West 5 and a
fair amount of sea and swell. After clearing the dangers on
the north tip of Inishfree we reached off for the High
Owey island and after some hesitation located the sound
and sailed through this picturesque passage to Aran
Roads. Soon bringing Black Rock Beacon abeam we
made our way via the North channel through Rutland
Harbour into Burton Port, picking up the leading marks
as we went. Noting the following:-- Going in the No. 2.
light should be left to port and as stated in the I.C.C.
Directions the gable of the ruined house could very easily
be mistaken for the rear Rutland Beacon.
Tying up at Burton Port by mid-afternoon, it was noted
that there was now much less water for visiting yachts to
anchor as within the last few years the quay had been
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extended right out to the Dolphin. However, we were mittent sunshine, relatively flat sea and a little warmer".
made welcome and we were able to tie up alongside a After going ashore to telephone U.K. in order to leave
fishing boat which was not going out that night. Taking a messages about the rendezvous for the crew changeover,
taxi for a run ashore to Dungloe, we partook of most we left Clare Island at 11.00. A gentle run down wind
brought us to Inishturk where we anchored just off the
excellent steaks for dinner.
In the morning we remained alongside, taking the pier in 19 ft. at 2 hours flood. (N.B. we could have gone in
opportunity to purchase a small salmon, fresh stores, considerably further).
diesel, and to make a visit to the Fishermen’s CoAshore after lunch, in sunshine, to explore the island,
operative where we were allowed to buy new heaving surely one of the most unspoiled islands on the West
lines, twine, etc. which we thought quite cheap compared Coast. All the islanders were very friendly and welcomwith prices charged in the average yacht chandlers.
ing, especially old Mr. Henue, a fisherman who rememAfter an early lunch, away from Burton Port under bered us from our previous visit 16 years ago. On
engine at 13.15, back through the North Channel and returning to his cottage near the landing place where we
Rutland Harbour, under sail we proceeded to sea by the had left our oilskins, seaboots, etc., we found to our great
southern approach to Aranmore. Our chart was an old delight that his wife and daughter-in-law had baked bread
one dated 1854 corrections to 1932. Full use of the I.C.C. and scones for us to take on board. We accepted with
Sailing Directions was made to pick up the various gratitude this mark of old-fashioned island courtesy and
beacons and leading marks. Although it was 4~/2 hours hospitality.
flood we got into 8 feet of water in the shallows.
Leaving Inishturk at 17.10 with a good reaching wind,
With the wind NW 3/4 going 5/6, rapid progress was sunshine but still very cold, via Davillaun Sound, we soon
made with the ebb, bringing Glen Head abeam by 16.50 picked up the leading marks into Inishbofin, surely the
and Rathlin O’Birnie immediately south by 17.40. As the finest island harbour in Ireland. Passing Bosco’s Castle
wind freshened five rolls were tucked in the mainsail and we anchored just to the North West of the local boats.
with working jib a fast passage was made across Donegal
We decided to spend the whole of the next day on
Bay and by dark we were only 5 miles off Broad Haven. Bofin. Huw departed early on the Cleggan mail boat to
As there was a good three-quarter moon and the wind visit Clifden. The rest of us walked the island. A superb
lighter but still NW, it was decided to carry on through the day with glorious views of the Twelve Pins of Connemara
night to round Eagle Island. Then followed the usual and quite surprisingly we came upon, at the East quay, a
problems with salmon nets.
little restaurant -- the Lobster Pot -- where the lunch was
Clusters of salmon fishing boats were encountered off excellent. In the evening, rejoined by Huw, we all had
the Stags of Broadhaven, off the mouth of Broadhaven dinner at Day’s Hotel.
itself, and off Erris Head. There was much flashing of
Friday, June 27th. Wind now SW. Leaving Inishbofin
searchlights as we were chased off numerous nets, the harbour under power, we noted that in strong winds from
buoyed ends of which were invisible in the dark. For- this direction keeping the leading beacons in line might
tunately we were able to call up one of the salmoners on prove difficult, especially in Pellegrina with her tall mast
VHF and assure them that Pellegrina’s underwater profile and strictly auxiliary engine. Clearing the entrance we
would enable her to pass over nets without damage if payed off towards Ballynakill but under headsail only to
accidentally crossed. This news appeared to spread spend the next two hours trolling for mackerel. Looking
around the fishing fleet and after that we were much less back towards Bofin we saw a yacht under sail, the first we
troubled.
had seen for 13 days since leaving Anglesey. On the way
Off Eagle Island by 04.00 and with the intention of into Ballynakill we thought of anchoring for lunch in the
going inside the islands to visit the Inishkeas, of which we anchorage marked on the chart to the east of Freaghillaun
had fond memories from a previous cruise, we circled but this appeared uncomfortable in the SSW wind so we
around for an hour waiting for the dawn. However continued up the harbour, turning to starboard at Ross
visibility became extremely poor and with a good Point into Fahy Bay.
following wind we decided to carry on round Achill. Off
Touched on the mud bar at the entrance to Fahy as we
Black Rock by 07.05 with a freshening wind (working jib were too close in rounding Ross Point, probably due to
and two rolls) we were accompanied for some way by a over avoiding trout hatchery boxes permanently moored
school of porpoises. After round Achill Head the sun in the fairway. Got off again in a few minutes on the
came out as we approached Clare Island with its mag- rising tide. Anchored off Ross Lodge at 14.00. A
nificent mountain.
drizzleley day turning to heavy rain in the afternoon.
The hook was eventually dropped in 12 ft. at 2 hours Rigged a cockpit awning. Fahy Bay, one of the most
flood in the anchorage just off Grania Waile’s Castle beautiful anchorages in the West of Ireland, appeared
exactly at 12 noon in time for gins followed by excellent rather desolate, with low cloud over the surrounding hills
salmon steaks for lunch. For once the barometer was and mountains.
fairly high and the weather good. Crew ashore in the
On Saturday, June 28th, the departing crew helped to
afternoon to walk and explore the island.
clean the ship. The new crew arrived in time for lunch by
Next morning our log describes the weather as "inter- hire car. In the evening the hire car was used to transport
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the whole party to Crocnarow Country House for a very
enjoyable meal. Sleeping six on board appeared a crowd
-- although in offshore racing days often even seven were
accommodated. Paul and Huw departed early next day.
We were sorry to see them go, for in spite of the bad
weather we had been a happy team.
Leaving Fahy Bay at 09.00, a light NE wind was picked
up which persisted for 2~/2 hours until abeam the south tip
of High Island. An easy start for the new crew. The wind
then backed to the west providing a good reach to Slyne
Head. In spite of giving this headland a berth of about 1 ~/2
miles a very uneasy sea was experienced and our first
case of sea-sickness. Deer Island was abeam by 15.40
and we headed for Roundstone, anchoring just outside
the inner harbour at 17.00.
Monday, June 30th, was a lazy day. We noted
Volunteer. a Galway Hooker in her original state, lying in
the inner harbour. She is owned by my friend Derek
Tinne, now the Reverend Derek Tinne, who kindly took
us to his house some miles away for drinks and welcome
baths. In the late afternoon Derek and his wife Pam made
a return visit to Pellegrina. Next morning in sunshine with
persisting northerly to north-westerly wind freshening at
times we made an easy five fours passage to Kilronan,
Inishmore (Aran Islands).
Wednesday, July 2nd. It was time to leave the Connemara Coast, so an early start was made at first light with
the hope of making the longish passage past the mouth of
the Shannon towards the Blaskets in daylight. Passing the
still flashing Straw Island Light (Kilronan) by 04.30, the
wind light so the headsail was dropped and we motor
sailed past Inishmaan and Inishere, noting as we went
past the wrecked coaster high on the rocks at Inishere. A
good reminder that this whole coast provides no shelter at
all right down to Loop Head, and rightly earns the
description of "Mal Bay" which was given to it in the
original Admiralty Pilot Book. Motor sailing all day to
the southwest, late in the afternoon the wind freshened
from ahead. A strenuous beat ensued but shelter in
Smerwick Harbour was gained just after dark. This
harbour seemed deserted, but before midnight the entire
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)~allegrina at the Great Blasket -- Photo M. Tomlinson

local fishing fleet appeared to come in and there were
riding lights and voices all over the place.
Next morning we awoke to find thick fog. Under engine
we cautiously followed the land out to the entrance,
coming back into the harbour on two occasions before
finally deciding to make a passage. Eventually the East
Sister was located and by the time we were abeam Sybil
Head the fog had cleared and under engine we reached the
landing area on the Great Blasket. Thence with the wind
W to WSW 4/5 after a splendid sail in spite of rain and
overcast skies, eventually the anchor was dropped near
the lifeboat at Knightstown, Valentia Island, in 10 ft. at
low water. Ashore for welcome baths and dinner at the
local hotel.
Friday, July 4th. It was good to note another wooden
boat, Namhara, belonging to H. Cudmore, the first I.C.C.
member we had met on the cruise. He kindly went ashore
and arranged for the bridge to be opened at noon so that
we could leave through Port Magee Sound. Leaving
Knightstown under headsail only, using the engine for the
odd turn in the channel we arrived in the company of
Namhara and a French yacht at the swing bridge a quarter
of an hour before it was due to open. Once through the
bridge the water in the western entrance to the Sound was
quite rough with a fresh westerly wind estimated 5/6.
At one time we were down to storm jib with nine rolls in
the mainsail and after making number of tacks and eventually weathering Long Island we were able to pay offfor
Bolus Head and the Kenmare River. Alas, in this weather
there was no possibility of landing on the Great Skellig.
Memories of having landed on two occasions only out of
more than ten attempts during our cruising career having
to suffice. The day ended with a splendid run up the
Kenmare River to anchor in the evening in the picturesque harbour at Garnish Island, Sneem harbour. The
evening was clear and still, the anchorage a perfect one
and certainly our crew thought it was the most lovely
anchorage either of them had ever been in.
Next morning, in a glassy calm the engine was started to
leave Sneem. Fortunately a light WSW wind 1/2 was
picked up and we tacked all day eventually turning to
enter Dursey Sound at 16.30 against the tide which was
running to the north at about 3t/2 knots and still had two
hours to go. The Sound was negotiated under engine,
albeit slowly, and eventually we were able to set sail and
free our sheets. Entering Bear Haven through Piper
Sound and easily picking up the leading marks into
Castletown Harbour where we anchored in the approved
anchorage, but this proved too late to arrange a meal
ashore.
On Sunday, July 6th, with only 6 days of the allotted
cruising time remaining, after a night of heavy rain an
earlyish start was made. Betbre clearing Bear Haven, the
wind went quickly to the SE and as the barometer had
dropped during the night we returned to the harbour to
await a further forecast. As the local Irish forecast was not
too bad another start was made an hour later. After
passing Sheep Head the day had cleared and the wind
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went round to the NE, giving an easy passage round the of Kinsale slipped by and missing out Cork and CrossMizen. Entering Crookhaven in the early afternoon, we haven, we rounded Ballycotton Island but Ballycotton
found ourselves in the middle of civilisation, in the form Harbour looked very uninviting owing to the fresh
of the 18 ft. National Dinghy Championships. Here northerly wind blowing straight in, so it was decided to
Norman had to leave us and for the rest of the cruise we carry on. Good progress continued to be made, passing
were only three on board. In the evening we were enter- Ram Head (1730), Mine Head (18.30), Gt. Newton Head
tained on board Namhara who had also come in to Crook- (20.10), Brownstown Head (21.25), rounding up into
haven that day.
Dunmore East at 22.40.
With less than twelve hours sleep and rest we were away
Monday, July 7th. Having left the West Coast it would
now be easterly sailing back to Anglesey. We made for in the following forenoon intentionally starting with an
Schull through Barrel Sound and Long Island Sound with adverse tide. The passage home was planned to take the
a fair wind and tide. Going ashore for pre-lunch drink and flood tide inside the Tusker, the worst of the ebb during
stores, we made the classic mistake of leaving the boat the night in the middle of the Irish Sea and the next flood
without taking oilskins and eventually owing to torrential from Island over Caernarvon Bar. Passing through Saltee
rain three drowned rats found their way back on board. In Sound just before the tide turned east all this was happily
the evening Pellegrina negotiated the narrow northern achieved. Bardsey was abeam by 04.15 and in spite of
passage inside Sherkin Island to Baltimore.
poor visibility and freshening squally conditions, CaerNext day, after going ashore for diesel, stores, and to narvon Bar buoys were sighted and Pellegrina arrived at
telephone U.K. Baltimore was left an hour before noon, her moorings at Moel-y-Don at 10.10 on Friday, July
but we were delayed in the entrance near the Loo Buoy by I lth.
an Alsatian swimming in the middle of the channel. We
thought the dog might be in danger of drowning so several
attempts were made at rescue. Eventually it swam off
towards the cliffs at the foot of the lighthouse. Afterwards
we wondered whether this was a trick often played by the
dog on visiting yachts.
Taking the narrow passage inside Kedge Island and
after good sailing with a fresh NE wind, working jib and
two rolls in the main, we eventually sailed up Castlehaven
to anchor at 14.30, which harbour appeared strangely
empty after our visit with the 1979 Cruise in Company.
A walk ashore included a visit to the Church where we
paused for a moment or two in front of the simple rock
headstone of the grave of our dear friends, Anthony and
Margaret Bridges. Castletownsend never seems to us to be
/
quite the same place since they were drowned.
Next morning, Tuesday, July 9th, an early start at 06.10
with the intention of getting as far east as possible. The
good NNW wind enabled Pellegrina with working jib and
mostly full main to consistently maintain her maximum
speed of around 7~/2 knots. Galley Head and the Old Head

Duration of cruise -- 27 days. Miles logged 911.76. Three nights at sea.
Principal passages
Beaumaris to Portrush
Burton Port to Clare Island
Kilronan to Smerwick
Castlehaven to Dunmore East
Dunmore East to Moel-y-Don

Distance
159m
108 m
66m
93m
l lSm

Miles Logged
186m
l llm
77m
99m
l16m

Time
32 hrs.
24 hrs.
18 hrs.
16 hrs.
23 hrs.

Anchorages not previously visited - 2 only - Inishtrahull and Gola.
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taken
40 mins.
45 mins.
10 mins.
30 mins.
10 mins.

300" Above Sea Level
John Guinness

base. Such fears were justified as it was found that 1/4" had
disintegrated and the bottom 11/2" was badly pitted. We
now have a tufnol pad and thus good insulation between
the keel and the mast. The date of the Royal Cruising
Club Meet just gave us enough time to plan a visit to
Stockholm, and hopefully Finland, provided we went the
wrong way around wind-wise. This we did, and thus beat
most of the way back from Finland.
I spent more time than usual preparing for this cruise,
as I had never been to these waters before. As Rory
O’Hanlon said, "one of the hidden joys of cruising, is
assembling all the charts and publications and talking to
those who know the area". Initially I obtained a great deal
of information from the Swedish Tourist Office in
London. Nearly all the navigational material was
assembled before we left, but we found it was very easy to
obtain charts and pilots in Sweden, but relatively difficult
elsewhere. Jennifer arranged all the provisions most efficiently, and the rest of the Crew had helped to get everything in order.
If you go canaling, you might as well do it properly and
go through as many canals as possible. We left Howth on
l lth July, bound for Corpach at the entrance to the
Caledonian Canal, with Jennifer, Ian, Jack Wolfe, Peter
Mullins and myself aboard. I had never been through this
canal before, as I had always reckoned that it is faster to
go up through the Minches than sail through the middle
of Scotland. We went to a great deal of trouble to protect
our top sides during the cruise with the result that even
after passing through nearly 100 Locks, we came out
unscratched, except for the efforts of a German barge
which tried to squash us as we left the Kiel Canal. John
Mooney the Manager of Hele Hansen Ireland, made up
for me two special side curtains, which stretched from the
main mast to the middle of the cockpit. We had six
fenders each side and outside three wodden chafe beams.
This arrangement together with very heavy shore lines,
worked admirably.
The Caledonian was the worst maintained canal we
passed through, although it is obvious that a lot of money
is now being spent on it. Some of the gates are in appalling
condition, the sluices are savage, as a result a lot of care is
needed in the uphill locks. The canal is only 46 miles long,
but it took us 21/2 days to go through. The Keepers come
Come Rain ... Come Shine... Jack Wolfdoesnot care-- on duty at 0800 (0820 actual) and pack up at 1700 (1630
actual) which gives a short working but long drinking
Photo J. Guinness.

Deerhound is a 50’ Aux Ketch designed by Ted Hood
and built by Tyler & S. F. Perrin in 1970. Since I bought
her in 1975, I have spent most of my spare time in the
Winter, rebuilding her internal accommodation. Before I
bought her she was kept in marinas and little attention
had been given to the practical needs for life at sea. The
main reconstruction work is now finished and the remaining work is basically cosmatic. She is now an extremely
easy boat, both to live aboard and to handle. Apart from
one irritating minor breakdown and a sail blow-out, she
performed impeccably during out Cruise of nearly 3,000
miles in widely varying conditions.
This Log could be written as a chronological table of
events, telling the reader what we did at 0530 on 18th July
1980, and all about barometric pressure, temperature, sea
state, cloud cover and the mental state of the crew. This
cannot but bore you and as far as I am concerned it is now
irrelevant. Instead, I shall try to tell you of our
experiences and where we went.
The Royal Cruising Club has this year been celebrating
its Centenary. Since so many of their Members joined us
for our celebrations on the South West Coast last year, I
felt that if at all possible Deerhound should be at their
Centenary Meet on the Beaulieu River in September. This
gave us the reason to visit Cowes, and the opportunity to
have the main mast inspected by Spencers. It had not been
unstepped since 1975, and I was afraid of corrosion at its
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Deerhound at Corpach awaiting entry to the Caledonian
Canal.
The Hon. Sec. gets into shape -- Photo ,L Guinness.
day. For an extra fee, the locks will stay open, but even so,
it is not possible to get from the sea and back to the sea in
one day. The mountainous scenery was varied and spectacular. Loch Ness was rough with a strong easterly
blowing, making it infernally cold -- and unsuitable for
sighting monsters!! We bought duty-free stores at Inverness as well as other fresh provisions. Although our
passage was very slow, we had no complaints as we went
through in the convivial company of two other boats,
Terry New’s Westerly 33 Auriole from Conway, and Ian
Petterson in his father’s Hustler 31 Aurora. returning to
Edinburgh from the Clyde.
We finally reached the North Sea on Wednesday afternoon and passed out through the sea lock at high tide. It
would be a most tricky place to enter if there was any
wind, as it is completely exposed. We were intrigued by a
vast new road-bridge being built between Craighton
Point and Longman Point.
The only remarkable thing about the crossing of the
North Sea was the temperature. It was colder than a
November day at home, but dry. Although we had

A Telford bridge over the Caledonian Canal -- Photo.L
Guinness.

expected to see a number of Oil Rigs, we only passed close
to one, Sedco 703, which was most spectacular, as we were
near it at dusk. Since cruising in Norway in 1974, I have
been attracted by the fascination of pilotage through offlying islands, and as we were in no great hurry, we closed
the Norwegian coast at Lindesness and spent a most
pleasant and relaxing day sailing through the islands for
about 25 miles to Ny Hellesund.
The sun shone for the first time and it was hot. At
nightfall we set off again and headed towards the Swedish
coast, making one entry at Maarstrand, the ’Cowes" of
West Sweden. The Skaw Race had just finished and there
was virtually no room for any more boats. We were
pleasantly surprised by the friendliness of everyone we
met in Sweden, they went out of their way to be polite and
helpful. For the most part our Irish Cruising Club ensign
was the opening gambit of conversation, as they are not
used to seeing defaced flags.
The sail through the inner passages behind the offlying
islands of Gothenburg was most unusual, as we had to
pick our way through the narrow passages amid a
seemingly endless procession of yachts. Although it was
an ordinary Monday, there were more boats sailing than
one ever sees here on a Regatta Day. You would think
that there would be plenty of space in the many marinas at
the large ports, but not so, as the Swedes too have their
marina ’wallflowers’. We found a berth at the Langedrag
marina, run by the Royal Swedish Yacht Club and were
pleased to see that they flew an Irish courtesy ensign for
us, having first hauled down the ensign ofa neighbouring
E.E.C. country to make room!
Gothenburg lies at the Western end of the Gota and
Trolhatten Canal systems, and it was here that we had
arranged to pick up Liam McGonagle, Barbara Fox-Mills
and our daughter Tania. We tied up at the town marina at
Lillabomens Hamn, which is alongside an old sailing
ship, Vikin¢, and was within easy distance of the main
shopping district. Gothenburg is mainly an industrial
city, but has the orderliness and cleanliness which one
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expects and grows to like in Scandinavia. The dockland
area was very impressive with many new buildings and
ships under repair in large floating docks.
The Canal System through Sweden was first mooted by
Bishop Brash in the early sixteenth century, but it was not
until the year 1832 that the first canal was completed.
Much of the Gota Canal is still in the original state as
designed by the famous Scottish Engineer, Thomas
Telford, (it is a pity that the Scots cannot keep their own
Caledonian Canal in the same superb state of repair). The
first section of the Canal runs as far as Vannersborg and is
known as Trolhatten Kanal, as it surmounts the 34m
Trolhatten Falls. The first canal system in this section was
completed in 1800, and has been altered twice to cater for
larger vessels. The present system can now take seagoing
coasters of approximately 2,000 tonnes. The main flight
of four locks is a fine example of modern engineering, as
applied to locks. All the operations are carried out
electro-hydrolically, and the entrances and exits to the
locks are monitored on T.V. Screens, all grouped together
in the Central Control Office. The locks flood and empty
through holes in the base of the locks, rather like a series
of bath plugs. The result is complete tranquility, although
the lift is as high as our crosstrees, some 20’ to 30’.
The rest of this waterway is very well marked and the
control signals are easy to understand, provided one
obtains the translation of the Chart, which is available
from Chandlers in Gothenburg. We did not find that the
V.H.F. worked as the lock and bridgekeepers for the most
part did not speak English, and therefore, closed their
ears to our efforts to talk to them by radio. The banks are
marked by numbered boards, giving a positive fix of one’s
position. It was a strange sensation for us to take
Deerhound. not only inland, but also above sea level. The
scenery in both canals is primarily agricultural, and the
land extensively farmed. The banks were covered in a
gorgeous proliferation of wild flowers making it
extremely pleasant to walk between the locks.

The two main Lakes, Vanern and Vattern, are very big
indeed and can be rough, so we are told. We motored
through them in mirror calm conditions enhanced by
warm sunshine. The distance from Gottenburg to Mem
on the Baltic is 215 miles, or quite considerably longer
than the road from Dublin to Cork. The highest point is
91.5 metres above sea level, and there are 65 locks. Twothirds of the journey is in canals or smaller lakes, and the
remainder traversing the two big lakes. We took seven
days to go through, which meant for the most part, early
starts and late finishes. If time did not matter, a month
could be spent happily exploring the many places we had
to bypass. Although we had magnificent weather, I think
it is true to say that we would all be willing to do the trip
again, preferably the other way around. The towns where
we stopped, all had their own charm and attraction, so
too had the large imposing castles which we saw. We
nearly persuaded McGonagle to visit the Royal
Apartments at Lacko Castle, but he baulked at the last
minute, saying, ’I don’t want to see any ..........
furniture.
Wherever there are two or more I.C.C. boats gathered
together, there shall be a Party’. Imagine our surprise and
delight after Sunday lunch as we were crossing Loch
Viken, our Hon. Secretary sighted a motor sailer coming
towards us wearing the Club’s Burgee and an American
Ensign. It turned out to be Brian Dalton’s boat Borhu, a
Finsailer 34, which he keeps in the Baltic. It also
transpired that Liam and Brian are close friends, both
having grown up in Clontarf. No sooner had we rafted
together, than Loon C.C.A. belonging to Dr. Gifford
Pinchot, came past and was persuaded to join us in the
I.C.C.’s first Swedish Rally. Loon had been on last year’s
Jubilee Cruise in Cork and was on her way back to
Denmark for a cruise to Finland. The Pinchots wisely left
after numberous ’cocktails’ but Borhu accompanied us
back to Karlsborg. We persuaded the lady who owned the
Kanal Hotellet Restaurant to open for us and we had a

Lockgate in the Trolhatten Canal -- Deerhound moves in
-- Photo .L Guinness.

The Commodore John Guinness and Jack Wolf on Deerhound in the Gota Canal -- Photo P. Mullins.
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most magnificent meal of locally caught salmon and
strawberries. The party continued until just before daybreak. Others slept, but once the sun rose Ian and I got
under way, so as those of our crew who wanted, could
visit the Castle at Vadstena before breakfast. Our
Clontarf member could hardly see the deck let alone the
castle!
After a week inland we reached Mere on the Baltic
Coast, and there made our way towards Stockholm via
the inner leads which meander in and out through scores
of islands. We always tried to anchor by the time our
evening thirst came upon us -- normally a good plan and
a good way to end a day at sea. Mosquitos were our only
real problem, and we either kept them away with our barbecue or by burning special mosquito coils on board. It all
worked well, except for one night when we had chosen a
particularly secluded and tree-clad island for ourselves. The deck of the Wasa under reconstruction -- Photo .L
Having insisted on anchoring and manouvering under- Guinness.
sail, so as to bring our stern ashore, and not our bow as is
the usual custom. Tempers erupted for the first and only
normally like towns or shopping, but even I could have
time during our cruise, as the mosquitos bit and bit
they drove us away and we anchored elsewhere for the stayed there for a few more days.
Easily the most interesting spectacle from my point of
night. Their lesson to us was so strong, that the following
night we anchored off a small fernnery in koch Malaren, view was the hull of the Swedish Naval Vessel WASA,
about six miles from the nearest tree or bush
result which sunk after her commissioning ceremony in
Stockholm Harbour in 1628, and was only raised in 1961.
perfect harmony!
We approached Stockholm through the Sondertalje She is now in the course of preservation and restoration in
Kanal, and saw a little of Lake Malaren, which runs some a specially made floating dock, which is entirely enclosed.
60 miles inland westward of Stockholm. With the help of She is particularly interesting as she sank fully equipped
the R.C.C.’ Pilots, we chose a berth right in the centre of as a man of war, and although she has spent over 300
Stockholm, near the Diplomat Hotel. Although there was years on the bottom, a remarkable quantity of her gear
a great deal of ferry traffic, we were comfortable and equipment remains in a reconstructable or recogalongside the quay and within walking distance of the nisable form.
On Sunday, 3rd AugusL Jack Wolfe, Liam
shops, the markets and the fascinating old town. We had
had an introduction to Stig Tjurned, a keen cruising man McGonagle, Barbara Fox Mills and Tania left us to
who very kindly showed us part of Stockholm and return home. We joined the morning race of ferries out of
answered all the questions we had about the Swedish way Stockholm, and made our way towards Finland, through
of life as seen by a resident. The old town, although a the tortuous channels of the Swedish Archipelago. The
tourist magnet, is most charming, a maze of narrow
cobbled streets lined with intriguing shops. I do not

The I.C.C.’s first Swedish Rally -- Photo J. Guinness.

"After you with the comic", Wolfe to McGonigle -Photo .L Guinness.
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Archipelago which lies to the east of Stockholm, contains
thousands of islands, many inhabited as Summer homes.
The boating activity is phenomenal and weaving through
the fleet of boats beating home from their holidays, was
like running down O’Connell Street with all the traffic
coming against us. Nevertheless, we had a most exhilarating sail following the route suggested to us by Stig
Tjurned. Navagating in these conditions is unusual. The
Swedes and the Norwegians publish special Yachtman’s
and small boat charts, which are about 2’ x 18" and are
easy to follow, as all the shadows and light sectors are
brightly and clearly marked. It is essential to work out the
route and then draw in the intended track in pencil, otherwise utter confusion occurs changing from one chart to
another. Once this is done, all that is necessary is to mark The Danish fortress construction on Christianso --Photo
the time of passing conspicuous marks and turning J. Guinness.
points. Compass bearings and parallel rulers would be
very hard and impractical to use. Undoubtedly, this was
the best days sail we had as there was plenty of wind from persuade us to go there. We had made arrangement to
astern. We surprised ourselves with our progress and collect him in Stockholm for the passage home, but in
sailed across Alands Sea to Korso, a small sheltered order to surprise him, we remained silent until we were
anchorage 3~/, miles from Mariehamn the capital of the docked at Mariehamn, where he was working. The Aland
Aland Islands. These islands whilst belonging to Finland Islands are quite unlike their Swedish counterparts. They
have a certain amount of independence, including their are basically formed of red coloured stone, smoothed
own local administration. The islanders considered them- over the years by ice. Under Peter’s directions, we visited
selves Alanders and not Finns, they are closer in thought Karingsundent, which is a most charming landlocked
harbour, where we tied our bow to the shore together with
and mind to Sweden, than Finland.
Mariehamn is a most interesting place, as it is the last about 20 other boats. Apart from there, we saw very few
seaport to have had a fleet of Sailing Ships. Until 1952, the boats in the Aland Islands, and those we saw were for the
Erickson family bought up and maintained a fleet of most part Swedish. It seems that the Swedes will have a
sailing cargo ships, but sadly all that now remains is the real problem soon if the numbers of boats increase, as it
Pommern, built in Glasgow in 1903 as a 4,000 tonnes four will be very difficult to find places to keep them.
Having gone slightly further North than I thought
masted barque, which was presented to the town by
Captain Gustav Erickson in 1952, when the rest of his possible, as I had anticipated Stockholm as our turning
fleet was sold off. Also, there is a small compact and well point, we now settled down to beat home. Our first
laid out Maritime Museum.
passage was hard on the wind and uncomfortable, as the
Just after Christmas last year, Peter Cronin a friend of lack of salinity in the water makes the sea stand on end, so
ours who is a potter and was working in Finland, sent us it said, and so it seems to be. We stopped at Visby on
charts of the Aland Islands, in the hopes that he would Gotland, where we had arranged to pick up Bud Bryce,
his wife Gowen and their three sons, David, Andrew and
Richard. It is a beautiful town with the old walls still very
much intact. The character of the town has been maintained as modern type construction is not allowed inside
the walls.
The progress to windward the next day was slow and
painful for the newcomers, until we were inside the
northern tip of Oland, a long flat island. The only sight of
merit being the new bridge between Kalmar and
Farjestaden. It is the longest bridge in Europe being over
31/4 miles long. At nightfall the bolts in the flexible
coupling of the lay shaft on the engine sheared, and the
whole unit had to be taken apart before we could use the
engine again.
The following evening was spent in a small man-made
harbour constructed to shelter Lighthouse tenders
serving the Utklippen Lighthouse. I liked it, but I don’t
think anyone else did -- no houses, so there were no pubs
Deerhound moored bow on in the Aland Islands - Photo J.
or hosteleries! We then visited Christianso, a Danish
Guinness.
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Fortress constructed on two tiny islands about 20 miles
north of Bornholm. This place was all that Utklippen was
not. Every inch was cultivated and fortified and had a
charm of its own. Our plans to explore the settlement were
hindered by Mullins who made a cocktail based on
Finnish vodka. Those that didn’t sleep, said walking on
land was difficult!
Having been spoilt by the beauties of the mainland of
Sweden and the Archipelago, we disliked the idea of
coasting along the North German shore, whether it be
DDR or FRD, thus we decided to seek the protection of
the Danish coast. This necessitated a stop at Hasle on
Bornholm, where Bud and I took a taxi to the capital,
Ronne, and bought spares for the flexible coupling as well
as charts for Danish waters.
The weather by now had broken and after an all night
beat from Bornholm we closed the Danish mainland on a
wet miserable day. The only light relief was passing
through the middle of the Danish Naval Fleet
manoeuvres. No one chased us, but some came close.
Another interesting exercise was finding Danish Lighthouses, as they seem to believe they should be invisible in
daylight! Mon Lighthouse has a buff tower, which is
invisible against a background of ripe hay and corn.
Similarly, Hestehoved Lighthouse D/F was like an Irish
t.v. aerial beside a bungalow, where a bow fronted
window housed the light. Our mast plus electronic
brocolli, is about 22 metres above the water and all unopening bridges have at least 24 metres clearance, so we
understand. Thus there ought to be room for us to sail
under the bridge at Vardingsborg with a 25 knot wind
astern and spinnaker pulling. There was too, but for one
awful moment we all thought that my assumptions were
wrong and that my translation of the Danish text in our
pilot was not as good as it should be. Mullins who was
steering was later to admit that he was not only wet outside!

Hon. Sec. Mullins with chief-assistant lan Guinness
mixes another diabolical cocktail -- this one is known as
the Danish Dart -- Photo J. Guinness.
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We cannot comment too highly on the excellence of the
R.C.C.’s Pilot, or Foreign Port Information as it is
known. The advice given is extremely good and for the
most part right up to date. Without their advice it is hard
to choose an anchorage in an unknown environment.
Coupled with one of the illustrated Yacht Pilots available
at any of the Chart Agencies we found, no problems arise
in choosing snug and good stopping places. On this
occasion, we chose a small fertile island, Femo, in the
southern end of the Great Belt. The locals were cheerful
and helpful, but our dislike for those boats wearing black,
red and yellow ensigns was hard to repress when we found
the occupants almost without exception, to be arrogant,
rude, selfish and totally unseamanlike.
In absolute calm, we motored through the southern
part of the Great Belt to Bagenkop on the southern tip of
Longeland. Censorship by my Crew and our Editor,
prevents me from expressing my feelings towards certain
of the visitors displaying my favourite ensign, which we
came across in this port -- suffice to say, "Manners
maketh Man".
The passage across to Fredriksort was interesting as we
passed close to the Olympic Village and near to the Kiel
Lighthouse and Pilot Station, which is a modern
construction reminiscent of the Kish, but with a much
larger base. We tied up at the British Army on the Rhine
Yacht Club marina, and were made to feel most welcome.
We visited Kiel and were impressed by it as a town, and
also by their public transport system of single-decker airconditioned buses with flexibly coupled trailers. That
evening we ensured that at least on Officer and one
N.C.O. found daylight the following morning a severe
strain on the eyes.
We had no idea how long it would take to pass through
the Kiel Kanal, so we entered the sea lock at Holtenau
before breakfast. Once through the lock, we tied up
ashore and endeavoured to clear customs and immigration, only to find that no one was interested. We tried to
buy duty free stores, and found that as we were in the
Kanal we could not buy it as the Duty Free Dock is
outside the Kanal! The gateman at the back did not want
to let us back to our boat, and when we finally got back to
her, some ’official’ tried to fine me D.M. 2,000 for
stopping in a prohibited place. Nowhere could we find
any instructions or regulations in either German, English
or any other language. However, we found the Kanal
system to be simple and efficient and were most pleasantly
surprised by the attractive scenery on either side, which
was for the most part low lying agricultural land. The
amount of shipping of all sizes, shapes and nationalities is
quite amazing. The cost of bunkers has increased so
dramatically, that nearly all shipping entering or leaving
the Baltic now uses the Canal. It obviously makes a vast
profit at 50p per tonne. The most extraordinary object we
saw was an armed car ferry, which operated one of the
crossings near Brunsbuttle. She carried a large ponderous
looking gun beneath her bridge. We spent the night at the
Yacht Harbour near the main lock at Brunsbuttle, which

Deerhound passes through the Noordholland Kanal -Photo J. Guinness.

was very pleasant. Here we met the Hvide family from
Bergen, who were sailing in their Nicholson 42 Marie
Christina to Cowes in preparation for a voyage around
the World.
There are two sets of locks at either end of the canal, the
large ones can take ships of about 40,000 tonnes and each
lock is nearly 1,000’ long and 200’ wide. Medium sized
ships are dwarfed by their magnitude. The old or smaller
locks are no mean size either, 500’ x 100’. They can take
large self-propelled Elbe barges and a dozen or so yachts.
Everything was perfect until the larger of the two barges
decided it was in a hurry, and tried to squash us like a
fender. If Deerhound had built of wood, she might
have found her grave in this lock. After shouting, gesticulating and cursing, we edged our way safely into the Elbe.
The tide had started to ebb and we were sucked downstream in fine style past Cruxhaven and out into the North
Sea. Our method of navagation along this coast was novel
to us. The main shipping lanes lie about 8 miles offshore,
and both sides of the lanes, are marked about every 6
miles by navagational bouys. We used these ’lamp posts’
going from one to the other, staying just inshore of the
east bound shipping lane, a boring but accurate method.
As this was our year for canaling, we decided a detour
through Holland would be worthwhile. Since Deerhound
draws 6’ 6" she is too deep for the normal small boat
canals, however, she can navagate the Noordholland
Kanal, which starts at Den Helder and joins the Noordzee
Kanal at Zaandam. In company with the Hivdes in Marie
Christina, we set offthrough Holland, and since we had at
that time been unable to buy any Charts, it being Monday
morning, we used road signs to find our way to
Alkamaar, where we spent the night. We were delighted
by the antiquity of this town, with small canals, narrow
streets and many ornate Church Towers with chiming
bells. The Hivdes and ourselves spent a most relaxing
evening in a superb restaurant near the Town Hall.
Progress through the Dutch Canals was found to be much

slower than in Sweden, as the Bridgekeepers tend to wait
until they have a number of boats wishing to pass before
opening. Thus we did not have time to visit Amsterdam,
although we left before breakfast. Interesting, it is
perhaps the only time we shall ever sail below sea level, the
canal being 2m below the level at Den Helder and for
quite a distance well above the surrounding countryside.
As one would expect, there were picturesque Windmills, Bojyes, highly decorated barges and attractive
canal side houses in all the towns. Our greatest surprise
was to be hailed from the bank in English, by a young man
gesticulating wildly. Incredibly it turned out to be Jack
Wolfe’s son Kenneth, who was at that time working on a
Building Site on the canal side at Zeendamn. We knew
he was in Holland, but had no idea where. He had just
been bragging to his mates that his father had just sailed
from Ireland to Stockholm through the middle of Sweden
in a large green boat. They did not believe him, thus he
was all the more excited when we ourselves appeared in
the middle of Holland.
Having passed through Zaandamn we entered the large
Nordzee Kanal and turned to starboard and headed to
Ijmuiden. The Kanal is entirely commercial and rather
dull and uninteresting. At 1600 we passed out of the sea
lock into the North Sea to start in earnest a long slog to
the English Coast.
The two days spent in these canals were most intriguing
and have whetted my appetite to the extent that I would
like to charter a suitable boat for a couple of weeks and
explore the smaller canals and the Ijsselmeer.
For those of you who have not sailed on the North Sea,
C. C. Lynam’s description from ’The Log of the Blue
Dragoon" in 1911, is quite true .........
’The North Sea as those tho have sailed it know, can be
most unpleasantly rough. Not the great rolling swgll of
the Atlantic, but short, sharp waves which, if they are
ahead, seem to knock all the life out of a vessel much
larger than ours; and if aft, come crashing over the
stern or quater in a fierce and vicious way. Perhaps
their most unpleasant mode of attack is when they are
driven by the North wind, and roll over the vessel with
sharp jerks and make cooking and sleeping difficult on
a fifteen tonner".
(From experience, the same can be said about a
twenty-eight tonner in a south-westerly gale).
Due to the combination of Wind and Tide we made
very slow progress and took 22 hours to reach the
Nordhinder Light Vessel, by which time a moderate
south-westerly gale was blowing. We were surprised to see
a considerable number of large ships anchored 40-50
miles offshore with all lights ablaze. They were awaiting
their turn to enter Europort. The anti-collision regulations which require all merchant ships at anchor to burn
their deck lights are excellent, as it would have been difficult to tell at a distance if these monsters were underway.
We took considerable care to remain in the correct
shipping lane, which meant for us a long tack into the
Norfolk Coast. By nightfall the wind had eased and the
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sky cleared. Life was once more worth living. However, as
we approached the Goodwin Sands, the sky darkened and
the winds blew again from the south-west, as heavy mist
formed all round us. Not a pleasant situation in one of the
most unpleasant and notorious areas of the North Sea,
especially as we knew there were many ships around,
including a Dutchman who announced on VHF that he
was crossing the traffic lane at right angles and asked for
everyone to keep out of his way. We identified him on our
radar, as he had said that he was keeping one mile offthe
South Falls buoy. What he did not know was that the
buoy was inshore and he was in fact keeping a mile from
us. Such seems to be the effect of the new Fidell Radar
Reflector we fitted on our mizzen crosstrees this year.
By daybreak the skycleared and the wind moderated.
We were just east of Dover when we encountered an
exodus of ferries all scuttling to Belgium to bring back
tourists stranded by the French Fishermens blockade of
their ports. The sail down the channel was relaxing and
pleasant, with a bright sun and an offshore breeze. We
finally reached Cowes afte]- 61 hours at sea. After considerable manouvering, we finally found a berth in
Groves and Guttridges marina, where we had made
arrangements to leave the boat for two weeks. The
Manager of the marina thought otherwise, as he said he
had not been informed of our arrival, and was too busy
looking after the Annual Power Boat Race to be bothered
with us. We subsequently moved along to Spencer Thetis
who could not have been more helpful.
I returned home leaving my son Ian in charge together
with Peter Cronin. They spent the next ten days working
hard and enthusiastically on board, doing all the sorts of
jobs which cannot be left undone on boats. Unfortunately
for Ian, the steering gear broke as he was returning to our
berth on the first day he had charge of the boat. His quick
thinking in picking up a mooring and efficiency in rigging
the emergency tiller, prevented a very nasty situation
becoming a disaster. He certainly earned his aquatic spurs
the hard way!
On Thursday 4th September, Jennifer, Roger Aplin
and I travelled to Lymington, where Ian and Peter met us
at the Marina with Deerhound. Later that evening, Jack
Wolfe and my sister-in-law, Susan, arrived followed by
my brother Peter and his daughter Lucinda the next
evening. We attended an excellent buffet supper at the
Royal Lymington Yacht Club to mark the commencement of the R.C.C.’s Centenary Meet. We met a lot of old
friends and some not so old, such as Winkie Nixon, who
as he has said in print elsewhere, subsequently went for a
swim by stepping into the sea instead of onto Deerhound,
as he came on board for a nightcap.
Friday morning was really nasty, blowing a full
westerly gale and raining hard. Miraculously, by 1400 the
sky cleared, and at 1430 in brilliant sunshine about 70
RCC boats proceded up the Solent in line astern of
Musketeer, Commodore Jonathan Trafford’s new boat.
The endeavour was to keep speed down to 6 knots, which
we could not do even with our number three genoa and
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Fiachu Sheain Mhic Aonghusa ag Cruinni6 Cead Bliain
an Royal Cruising Club -- Fotagrqf." L. M. Mac Nioclais.

mizzen -- so much better than doing 13 knots with spinnakers, bloopers, staysails and umbrellas! The range of
boats was incredible, from Jolie Brise. winner of the 1925
Fastnet Race and a tiny aged countersterned pilot boat,
covered with baggywrinkle, to fast modern ocean going
racing and cruising boats. The parade ended off the
Beaulieu River after we had all sailed past the Commodore dipping our ensigns. Later we all rafted up in seventeen trots of six/seven boats in the lower reach of the
river. The Sea Cadets training vessel Royalist had been
chartered by the Club for the weekend and made a
magnificent central meeting place on Saturday. We were
all encouraged to visit her to sign the Centenary Visitors
Book. A day of festivity ended on board an LCT where
Admiral Morrice McMullen led a wonderful singsong.
The whole weekend was very agreeable and well arranged
by John Power the Vice Commodore. We certainly were
pleased that we had made the effort to attend.
As we were anxious to get back, we started to
disentangle our moorings at about 0800 on Sunday, only

to find we had fouled all the five anchors in our own trot.
After much ’yachting’ we finally got away and having left
Peter and Sue at the Royal Southern Yacht Club pontoon,
made our way down the river out into the Solent.
Lucinda had bravely accepted our suggestion that she
should sail back with us and surprised us all by the way
she settled down, as she had never been at sea before. We
took the tide down to Portland, where once past the Bill, it
turned foul and headed us. We dropped Roger at Falmouth and carried on homewards, only easing sheets
after we had rounded the Liazard at midnight on Monday
8th.
WeweresurprisedbythelackofshippingoffLandsend
and generally in the English Channel, except at Dover.
Also in recent years, since the price of oil escalated, we
have been surprised by the slow speed of a number of
Merchant Ships. Previously, they seemed to average over
12 knots, but now it takes them a considerable length of
time to pass us when we are sailing at about 7 knots.
We passed the Tuskar on Monday evening and having
sailed up through the banks, finally picked up our
moorings outside the Royal Irish Yacht Club at 0500 on
September 9th.
In all, we covered approximately 3,000 miles and in
order to keep to our Timetable, had to make extensive use
of the engine in the calm conditions we encountered. We
all enjoyed .the Cruise and found the canals most
intriguing and fascinating. If I were going to Stockholm
again, I would make the round trip by the Gota Kanal
bothways.
The fact that Deerhound is now a pleasure to sail is a
great tribute to all those who are kind enough to help me
and those who sail in her. She is a happy, powerful and
responsive ship, not everyone’s idea of home, but
certainly mine.

DEERHOUND 1980
Date:
Fri: I lth

Sun: 13th
Mon: 14th
Tues: 15th

Wed: 16th
Sat: lgth
Sat: 19th

Sun: 20th
Mon: 21st
Tes: 22rid
Tues: 29th
Wed: 30th
Thurs: 31st
AUGUST:
Fri: 1st

Sun: 3rd
Mort: 4th

Tues: 5th
Thurs: 7th
Fri: 8th
Sat: 9th

Sun: 10th
Mon: lhh

Tues: 12th
Wed: 13th
Thurs: 14th
Fri: 15th
Fri: 15th
Sun: 17th
Mon: lgth
Tues: 19th
Fri: 22nd
23rd -- 7th
Sept:
Sept: 10th
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Distances JULY:
Howth -- Loch Craignish
Loch Craignish -- Corpach
Caledonian Canal:
Corpach -- Culloch Swingbridge
Culloch -- Inverness
Inverness -- Sea Loch
Inverness -- remes (near Lindesness)
remes -- Ny Hellesund
Ny Hellesund -- Marstrand
Marstrand -- Langedray (Gothenborg)
Langedray -- Lillabomens Hamn
Trollhatten & Gota Canal:
Gotenborg -- Mere
Mem-Arko -- Langonsundet
Langonsundet -- Pinnist island (Maleran)
Pinnist islkand -- Stockholm
Stockholm -- Korso
Korso -- Mariehamn
Mariehamn -- Karingsundet
Karingsundet -- Visby
Visby -- Borgholm
Borgholm -- Utklippen
Utlippen -- Christianso
Christianso -- Hasle Bornholm
Hasle -- Femo
Femo -- Bagenkop
Bajenkop -- BAOR Y.C. Friedricksort
BAOR Y.C. -- Kiel Canal
Holtenau -- Brunsbuttle
Brunsbuttle -- Den Helder
Den Helder -- Alkmar (Noordsholland Kanal)
Alkimaar -- ljmuiden (Noordsholland Kanal)
ljmuiden -- Cowes
Solent
Beaulieu -- Dunlaoghaire

54
19
27
I
355
25
130
19
4
804
215
45
41
25
86
3
24
1243
180
75
60
42
3O
125
44
28
2
1829
49
200
48
290

40...~4
2820

/

/

/

/
/
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Islands of Biscay
Robert Barr

Some

Try as I might l find it almost impossible to avoid La
Belle France. And in the end there is no good reason why
one should. The thought came one night in winter that a
cruise to the elegant and venerable port of La Rochelle
could be laced with a pot pouri of islands and a few
mainland ports and anchorages to create an interesting
spectrum of what is best in western France.
Having devised the scenario, the next thing was to
assemble the cast. This entailed sweeping changes in the
dramatis personae as only two of my regulars, Fergus
McKinley and Peter Fagan, were available this year, and
then only for part of the time. (One feels that there may be
a message here for Barr’s Global Tours). However, this
transpired to be a blessing in disguise because it afforded
an opportunity to share the joys with some most
congenial and contrasting sailors. It also enabled a full
schedule of sailing to be accomplished in 23 days. I
learned from this experience that, far from being a
nuisance, three changes of crew can go a long way
towards creating the ideal cruise.
Estrellita, as devoted readers of the Journal will know,
is a Noray 38 Spanish cruiser-racer which had a lively
cruising baptism last year with rugged passages to and
from north west Spain. Crew for the outward voyage to
La Rochelle comprised Peter Fagan, as musical director
and aleviator of night starvation: Philip Wall-Morris as
spinnaker superintendent: Geoff Morris and Paul Butler
as general factotums (factoti?) and tandem operators, and
your scribe as skipper, navigator and maitre de cuisine.

Geoffs medical and surgical expertise was not called
upon except to minister to an incontinent swallow which
joined us near the Scillies. Unhappily it did not survive,
but we were assured that its demise ought not to be taken
as a precedent and that everything possible had been
done.
As usual our cruise was early in the season and we set
out from Dun Laoghaire on 16th May at 17.45 hours. It
was a balmy, sunny evening without a screed of wind and
for the first three hours it was pointless to hoist any sail.
Thereafter we picked up a sickly 3 to 7 knot easterly which
justified hoisting the mainsail and No. 1 genoa. And so it
remained for 300 miles until we were abeam of Ushant at
21.10 hours on Sunday. For much of that time we had to
abandon the genoa and I have never known the need to
motor for so long on glass. The Nautec autohelm 3000
took the harm out of it as did the duty-free stores and,
though I say it myself, memorable maritime cuisine.
There was little in the way of complaint from the crew and
the Tuscar, Seven Stones LV and Ushant duly appeared
on schedule. But the placid way of life we had slid into was
quickly dispelled in the early hours of Monday. Visibility,
which had not been good in the channel, again
deteriorated rapidly and we never saw the Ar Men light or
whistle buoy. We encountered a number of dense fog
patches and, ironically, for the first time we picked up a
good sailing wind -- a spanking 15 knot north easterly
which enabled us to do without the engine at last. We
fairly thrashed along at 7 knots under full main and No. 1
genoa, but at 3.50 hours after we had altered course for
Concarneau, we entered a dense fog bank and visibility
was reduced so much that we could not see the stemhead
from the cockpit. I was about to hand all sails and to
reduce speed when we emerged into better visibility
again. Good DF bearings on Echmtihl, Belle Ile and the
Ile de Seine established a reasonably accurate position
and we had no difficulty later on in picking up the leading
marks for Concarneau. We tied up at the marina at 15.10
hours, once more in glorious sunshine. We had logged
397.81 miles from Dun Laoghaire.
Concarneau is a large, deep-sea fishing port which is
otherwise something of a tourist trap. However, it has
advantages -- not least the unpretentious Grand Hotel
which has a well earned Michelin rosette and a blond
willowy waitress in Breton costume who must be one of
the most beautiful women in France. The marina offers
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all usual services but is quite expensive. Our overnight selfless devotion to duty as he had never been to sea
stay cost 49 francs and 162 litres of diesel oil cost 394 before.
Wednesday morning was warm and sunny with a 15
francs i.e. about £1.40 per gallon.
Next morning (Tuesday, 20th) we woke up to heavy knot northerly as we left Le Palais bound for Port
rain; the first we had seen for nearly 10 weeks. The wind ,loinville, lie d’Yeu about 50 miles to the south. Super
had gone round to WSW. and was 22 gusting 27 knots. Sam cruised in company with us. Soon we were running
Visibility was less than a mile and there were frequent rain almost by the lee under big spinnaker at 6 to 10 knots in
squalls. At 09.30 we set sail for our first island, Belle lie, perfect conditions. It was truly exhillerating sailing. There
under full main and No. 3 genoa. I was relieved to pick up is a pleasant new marina to port just inside the entrance to
the Basse Jeunne buoy and subsequently the Plfiteau de the main harbour. We arrived at low water and I estimate
Birvideaux tower in the prevailing conditions. The name that there was just 8 ft. in entry channel. There is deeper
of the former had been washed away and we found the water inside, lie d’Yeu is hardly touched by tourism. Port
same problem with several other buoys later on. Joinville is a pleasant fishing port. The Hotel des
Although the conditions for most of this passage were wet Voyageurs is presided over by an amiable patron who
and murky, there was plenty of wind to drive us at 6.5 provided drinks on the house when he learned that we
knots. As we approached Belle Ile the squalls died away were Irish; a gesture which was repeated before we left
and the sun returned once more. This island is my after dinner. Geoff remained on and we have an uneasy
favourite place in France and the crew were tired of being feeling he became engaged to one of the daughters of the
house.
told of its delights. I was particularly pleased, therefore,
Thursday was a "’rest day". Having said goodbye to
when in the end it displayed itself in all its glory.Our
destination was Le Palais but 1 made a detour to show the Super Sam, we discovered that tandems were available, so
crew the charming, old-world, village of Souzon at the we hired two and one virgin (7) bicycle and toured the
north eastern end of the island. A new outer harbour was island with time off for a petrifying swim on a lovely
built in 1978 which provides plenty of room and enough beach (later I had to promise that there would be no more
water at all stages of tides. It is also well sheltered except "rest days"). At Port de la Meule, a small pier on the west
from north easterly gales. The village itself, like Le Palais coast which dries out but with a fairly sheltered though
and almost all of Belle lie, is remarkably unspoilt. It is restricted anchorage outside, we discovered by chance
easy to understand why Sarah Bernhardt elected to live one of those rare pearls which make cruising in France
out her days nearby.
such a delight -- a small and quite ancient restaurantLe Palais, tucked under its enormous Vauban fortress, cum-guesthouse where we were entertained very
was as ever full of joi-de-vie. But its delights have to be
reasonably to a gastronomic tour de force. The roast
earned. Passing a sternline through a chain on the pidgeon in a sauce of remarkable delicacy will live in the
northern mole of the outer harbour and then dropping mind’s eye for a long time. Anyone cruising in these
anchor so as to lie stern on between two other yachts and waters should not overlook the Restaurant de la Meule.
Although we did not sail there, it seemed from the land
about 15 yds from the wall is an operation in a fresh cross
that the anchorage outside the pier would be quite snug in
wind which would have been well understood by Robert
Bruce. The sudden arrival of the car ferry from Quiberon settled weather. Anyway, there are always the tandems.
at speed in the confines of the harbour adds much to the This brings me to a problem. It was necessary to return
excitement. Still, once the job is done, one derives no end our transport to Port Joinville by 10 p.m. when our
of simple pleasure in watching others attempting to do the banquet was only getting under way. However monsieur
le patron had a friend with a lorrry which conveyed Geoff
same thing. The inner harbour dries, but inside it there is a
wet basin the gates of which only open near high water. and the bikes back to base and returned him in time for
Just beyond this a small marina which will hold about 50 the pidgeon. Later, the patron and his admirable young
boats was then under construction and is probably com- chef, Pascal, drove us back to the boat and came on board
for an hour or so.
pleted by now.
While fuelling at Concarneau we met Mike and Sam
We met nothing but kindly hospitality on lie d’Yeu
Cooper from Poole who were heading gently south to from the moment we landed and we were sad to leave.
Spain. They arrived at Le Palais shortly after we did and However, the rest day was over and the time had come to
we joined forces for dinner at La Saline, a little cafe head for lie de R6, a night passage of 54 miles. At 01.30
outside the town. As always, we received a sparkling hours we cast off from the marina. The weather was
welcome from Madam Le Gers and an array of sea-food overcast but visibility was quite good. There was a hefty
dishes was put before us which even now bring tears to the sea running with us and a brisk north easterly 15 gusting
eyes. The Coopers are a splendid pair. Sam, the dad, at 66 20 knots. We had one reef in the main and No. 3 genoa
is a study in eternal youth. There was hardly a female which drove us along nicely at 6 knots. This was a two
bottom which wasn’t the better of his passing. They have Stugeron night-one for each ear as Peter so aptly put it.
a Fisher 37 called "Super Sam" and the sole member of Soon after dawn the weather cleared and we approached
the crew was their bank manager. We assumed that he lie de R~ in splendid sunshine. We arrived at St. Martin in
was there to protect the interest of his employers -- mid-morning at half tide and had to wait for a couple of
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hours at the town quay for the marina lock gates to open.
They operate for only two hours either side of high water.
At the port office beside the lock gate there are well kept
toilets and also showers at 3.50 francs. All along one side
of the marina a festival of marquees had been erected and
it transpired that we were just in time for the town fair. St.
Martin is a medival port which is also remarkably
unspoilt despite its proximity to La Rochelle. We would
have liked to have had more time to explore the island
which from the sea seems to have much to offer.
By this time we were building up to high season on
Estrellita Fergus McKinley joined ns on Friday afternoon
and Fred, Valerie and Melissa Morris on Saturday at La
Rochelle.
On Saturday we left St. Martin as soon as the lock gates
opened and in less than two hours we tied up in the
enormous marina at Port de Minimes on the outskirts of
La Rochelle close bye Miss Dubonnet which was to lose
her mast a couple of weeks later at the start of the
Observer single-hander transat race. Judging by the
apparent condition of some of her gear we were not all
that surprised. This marina is the largest in Europe and is
said to hold 4500 keel boats. (there are about 450 keel
boats in Dublin Bay!) I had intended enjoying the
Heugenot splendour of a berth in the old port in the heart
of La Rochelle, but delay in opening the lock gates at St.
Martin prevented us from arriving in time for the gates at
the wet dock on the east side of the town harbour.
However, there was much to be said for the contemporary
delights of Les Minimes which included all mod. con. of
considerable luxury and also a comprehensive range of
repair, hauling out and slipping facilities. Diesel and
water, of course, were readily available, and the total
charge for our stay was 51 francs.
Saturday night marked the end of phase 1 of the cruise
and it was celebrated memorably at Chez Serge -- one of
the treasures of La Rochelle which deserves a second
rosette from Michelin. Subsequently things were a shade
cramped on board. Valerie and Melissa occupied the
bridal suite; Paul occupied Fred’s car and all other were
tastefully laid out in the saloon.
On Sunday Paul and Philip left us to catch an early
train for Paris. Peter and 1 explored the heart of the old
town which has so delightfully retained much of its 17th
century character, and we discovered an interesting new
dimension to petit dejeuner -- coffee and avacado pears
stuffed with crab mayonaise. Later on Geoff and Peter
also headed towards Paris and Valerie and Melissa drove
to Vannes to await us at lle aux Moines. And so, much
depleted, Fergus, Fred and I headed for the Morbihan in
early afternoon -- a passage of about 140 miles. Once
more the weather was very hot and sunny with a 10 knot
easterly. We paid a short visit to St. Martin when passing
to give Fred a quick look at this. splendid old town. As
evening drew on the wind faded and what was left of it
went round to the north west. We motor sailed placidly
through the night.
Monday provided more sun but no more wind. At

13.05 hours we arrived at the Kerdonis buoy near the
south east corner of Belle Ile. We altered course for the
leading buoy marking the Passage de la Teignouse which
is less treacherous than it looks at low water. It is well
marked and there is no great difficulty in picking up a
series of buoys leading to the Port Navalo L.H., but this
passage would be dangerous in poor visibility or in heavy
weather. The Morbihan must be entered on the tide which
runs at up to 8 knots, although the entrance is narrow
with many outlying rocks, it is also well marked and offers
one of the most exhillerating experiences in Breton
waters. The narrows lead to a fascinating inland sea
dotted with hundreds of islands. The largest and most
attractive of these is lie aux Moines which is said to have
been a haven for escaping allied airmen and others on the
run from the Germans during the war. There is a good
sheltered anchorage off a small beach in the bay south
east of Point des Rechauds which is at the north west end
of the island. There is a pontoon for diesel at the mainland
pier across the narrows from the island.
Our intention was to meet Valerie and Melissa at Ile
aux Moines and spend the night there. But when we
arrived there was no sign of them so we sailed on to the
marina at Vannes which can be entered for two hours on
either side of high water. Fred found his women while
Fergus and I filled up with water on the pontoon. Melissa
returned to Paris that night. Tuesday morning was spent
exploring the lovely old walled town of Vannes which was
the capital of Brittany in the Middle Ages. After lunch the
lock gates opened and we motored in light airs against a 4
knot tide to the leading buoy for the Auray river. I hoped
to reach Aurey itself before the tide fell too low for the
return journey. However, within sight of the town the
depth was down to two meters on the sounder and it was
evident that in minutes we would be aground so we sailed
back to a delightful wooded pastoral anchorage in 5
meters (LWS) near the end of the narrows at Kerouser.
There are several deep pools along the Auray river which
otherwise is not navigable at low water, and in early
season there are usually spare moorings here and there.
Cuckoos sang and the stillness was wonderful. It inspired
Valerie and I to create an oriental extravaganza worthy
of Ghengis Khan.
Dawn was a joy to behold in the quiet of our rural
retreat and we cast off at 05.55 hours as the light was
taking shape and headed for the new marina at Cruestyen-Arzon near Port Navallo. The entry is narrow and
exposed to the south west but the channel is well marked
and we found a minimum depth of two meters at low
water. A strong on-shore wind could cause problems. The
marina itself is already large and is being extended. All
usual conveniences are provided including showers, water
hoses on the pontoons; a floating diesel oil platform;
ships" chandler; a hauling-out crane and a Renault
marine engine works.
The village of Arzon is a pleasant half mile walk from
the marina and all basic provision are available there -even at 07.30 in the morning. We were told that there is no
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charge for one night at the marina, 30 francs each lk~r the
second to fourth nights and double rates thereafter. It
makes a useful stop-over in normal conditions if one is
late for entering the Morbihan on the tide.
Later in the morning we had a welcome 12 to 18 knot
southerwesterly which gave us a splendid sail across to
Belle Ile where we arrived once more at Le Palais in
glorious sunshine.
On Thursday we had another "rest day" which was
devoted to a tour of the island in a Citreon Dianne which
for four is cheaper than hiring bicycles. On Friday
morning we had a pleasant sail in a 10 knot south easterly
to Lorient, a passage of 30 miles. This port is one of the
largest in France and weenjoyed an extensive tour of the
harbour, including the naval port. before we were put out
by military police. We found a spare mooring under the
citadel at Port Louis where we made fast for the night.
The town of Port Louis, though quite ancient, was a disappointment and only the massive Citadel which guards
the entrance to the harbour Is of interest. There is also a
marina on the western shore inside the narrows at
Kernevel. There is an imposing yacht club nearby. Like
Port Louis, Kernevel is also served by a regular water bus
to down-town Lorient.
The outside moorings at Port Louis, which are the only
ones with sufficient depth for a cruiser drawing more than
4 ft., are fairly exposed. We were lucky to get back in our
rubber dinghy in time before the wind freshened to 35
knots N.W. during the night. It was still gusting 25 knots
in the morning and Valerie, Fred and Fergus had an
exciting trip to the slip for the water bus. The Morrises
were returning home via Vannes to collect their car and
that left only Fergus and I for the next leg, a short 21 mile
passage to the Belon river where we were meeting our
friends Jacques and Marie Claire Rougeulle in Mouez
Avel (see Journal [’or ’77 ’78 and ’79) and we were also
picking up new crew: my son, Robert, and David Beddy.
It was ironical that there were just two of us for what
transpired to be the only really rough ride of the cruise.
Before leaving, we spent a few hours endeavouring to sort
out the electric circuit which serves our RT and radio,
both of which had gone on the blink, but we could make
no good of it. Thereafter we had to rely on the Aptel DF
for weather forecasts. Finally, about an hour behind
schedule we cast off from Port Louis at 15.20 hours with
one reef in the main and the No. 3 genoa set. The wind was
still in the north west but now gusting 55 knots which gave
us a dead noser to the Belon in a fairly big sea. My
arrangements with Jacques had been that we would meet
about 10 miles north of Lorient and sail in company Chez
Jackie up the Belon River. An important part of the plan
was that we would call each other up on the RT at 15.00
hours, but due to our wiring problems this was not
possible. The end result was that we missed each other in
the gale. There are two sand bars at the entrance to the
Belon which should be crossed not later than 3 hours,
after high water. Our delay in starting allied to time lost
beating meant that we were too late to sail up the Belon

but still in time for its sister river, the Aven, which is
navigable for up to 4 hours after high water. We dropped
anchor near "Mouez Avel" at Jacque’s house. We then
discovered that there was no one at home as all had gone
by road to Chez Jackie. There was nothing for it but to
trust ourselves to the rubber dinghy and outboard motor
and make the journey by sea. The first part down the
Aven with the ebb was no problem, even though the wind
was still gusting over 30 knots. However, there was plenty
of excitement when we reached the open sea and the
confluence with the Belon. We then had a strong wind
over tide situation which created a roller-coaster type of
sea. We surfed along for much of the time and to our relief
the little Yamaha behaved manfully -- by far the most
spectacular passage of the cruise.
It was a great delight to meet our friends again. The
Belon river is famous for its oysters and Chez Jackie is
and admirable place to eat them. We shared a truly
monumental plat de fruit de mer which was an admirable
climax to an exciting day. Sunday was spent in the Aven
river being entertained royally in her inimitable way by
Marie Claire. On Monday morning we had to say
goodbye to Fergus who was taking an early train to Paris.
Both boats set off together for Port Tudy, llle-de Groix.
The weather had moderated and sunshine was back once
more to give us a pleasant, uneventful passage. We
arrived too soon for the marina gates. However, there are
a couple of navy buoys in the outer harbour where one
can tie up temporarily until two hours before H.W. when
the gates open. I was happy to meet again Guy and
Florence Tonaire from the Car+ de la Jette. Guy is also
President of the lie de Groix lifeboat. They joined us on

]-he marina at Port Tudy, Ile de Groix. (Estrellita in
centre).
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Estrellita with the crew of Mouez Avel for Christmas
pudding and brandy butter which has become a tradition
of our cruise. Another to arrive in time for this delicacy
was David Butler, the last of my homeward crew. It had a
marvellous effect on David Beddy who entertained us to
ballad after ballad until the early hours.
On Tuesday morning Mouez Avel had to leave us and
return to the Aven river. With difficulty I resisted the
temptation to pay yet another visit to Belle Ile and instead
we headed for the Glenan Islands. The sun was glorious
but the wind was a very sickly light variable. I resorted to
the Autohelm 3000 for the first time since arriving in
France only to find that, as last year, it had taken a turn
for the worse and was unable to steer a proper course. It
never recovered. After a couple of hours we picked up the
Bass Jeunne buoy near Ile de Penfret, and later on we
found a mooring off a small beach under the lighthouse.
A swim was had and later we walked the island and visited
the famous sailing school which is rugged and impressive.
The day ended with a idylic sail under big spinnaker in the
evening sun to Benodet and up the Odet river for a few
miles. There is deep water for seven miles as faras Laures
which is within walking distance of the old cathedral city
of Quimper. The Odet, with its steep wooded banks and
occasional small chateaux, is one of the most beautiful
rivers in France. Later on we returned to Benodet and
found a convenient mooring opposite the Grand Hotel.
(Part of the joy of cruising in May/June is that there is
always plenty of space and often spare moorings). We
rowed ashore and had an excellent meal very reasonably
priced at L’Ancre de Marine. There is also agood marina
upriver at Penfoul convenient to the town where diesel oil
is available on a pontoon. This is a big improvement on
the situation when I was last in Benodet in 1977 and short
of oil. There was none on sale then and the day was saved
by a kind lady in the town who gave us some of her own
central heating oil. Another thing we learned about
Benodet before we left the next morning is that even in the
last hour of the flood it is not advisable to use the Penfoul
end of the town pier if you draw more than about 5 ft. as
there is a mudbank there. We were stuck for a couple of
minutes but came off easily on the rising tide. Adlard
Coles should be read bearing that in mind. The best place
to tie up is near the stone steps where there appears to be a
minimum depth of about 3 meters for an hour on either
side of high water.
Wednesday was another semi-tropical day. As I write it
seems in retrospect that we must have had a almost the
entire quota of good weather in the 1980 season. Having
collected some stores ashore we beat out of the Odet
estuary well clear of the P’nmarc’h peninsula to the Basse
Hardy buoy in a 15 knot south easterly gusting 25 knots.
We then bore away leaving the Basse Meur buoy to
starboard and headed for Le Chat and the Raz de Seine.
In 1977 we had a difficult passage through the Raz in
treacherous conditions but this time it was a much more

placid affair, even though we managed 10 knots over the
ground. The last leg of this 52 mile passage was a splendid
run to Morgat where we tied up for the night at the new
marina which is well sheltered in a horse-shoe bay and
attractively situated under a wooded cliff. I took a
sounding at the outside trot of 2 fathoms 1 ft. by leadline
at low water. The tides were near springs that day. No
diesel oil is available. The town is about a mile away and
dinner at the Hotel de la Ville D’Ys near the port was
good and not too expensive. There is another small
restaurant at the far end of the sea front called Ty Mor
which we found the following day. It has more character
and is less expensive. It seems to me that Morgat is a much
better proposition than Douarnenez which is dirty and
full of fishing boats. It makes a good landfall from Ireland
and is an attractive place to await the tide at the Raz when
going south.
Thursday brought us a change in the weather. It
became cooler and the wind went round to the north west
and freshened to 20 gusting 25 knots bu tthe sun stayed
with us and visibility remained good for the homeward
passage. We spent the morning laying in stores and
preparing Estrellita for the homeward journey. We left
Morgat in mid-afternoon and having rounded the Cap de
Chevre we set course for the Racon buoy which is 26 miles
west of Ushant. This was about as close to our rhumb line
as we could point on starboard tack. We tramped along
happily at 6 knots under full main and No. 3 genoa, but
during the night the malaise which had affected part of
our switchboard spread to the speedo and log which
joined the radio and RT. on the sick list. This entailed
taking DF bearings and plotting a position every two
hours. Much to the navigator’s relief the Racon buoy was
spotted about one mile to port at 10.40 hours on Friday.
Soon afterwards we tacked for the Seven Stones LV. The
wind continued from the north west at a steady 18 to 20
knots and the sea conditions were moderate. Round
Island was abeam in the early hours of Saturday and soon
afterwards the Seven Stones LV was abeam to port and
for the first time we could ease sails a little. 23 hours later
the Tuscar Rock was abeam to port on the last of the
north going flood and we made slow progress over the
ground for the next few hours.
After an interesting final breakfast which comprised
remants of pat6 and cheeses with boiled eggs, we
anchored off Wicklow beach and carried out a major
"spring cleaning" of the boat. The last leg to Dun
Laoghaire was typical of what we had enjoyed so often
throughout the cruise -- an exhillerating fast spinnaker
run with the tide and a warm sun to help down the last of
the duty-free stores. We picked up our moorings at the
Royal Irish as the town hall clock struck 6 p.m. We had
been away for 23 days; had sailed 1345 miles (of which 605
miles were motor sailing); had spent 8 nights at sea; had
visited 19 ports and anchorages and good fortune had
smiled on us.
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To

Distance made Hours under way Engine HoursAverage
good n. miles Hours Mins.
Hours Mins. Speed

19th May

Concarneau

397.81

69.25’

57.10’

5.75 knots

20th May Concarneau

Le Palais,
Belle Ile

50.92

07.40’

00.20’

6.25 knots

21st May Le Palais

Port Joinville
|le d’Yeu

48.10

07.55’

00.30’

6.00 knots

23rd May Port Joinville

St. Martin,
Ile de Re

54.50

09.25’

00.20’

6.10 knots

24th May St. Martin

La Rochelle

09.50

01.45’

00.30"

6.00 knots

25th May La Rochelle

St. Martin,
Ille de R6

10.80

01.35’

00.20’

6.50 knots

26th May St. Martin

Ile aux Moines
Morbihan

137.45

22.40’

18.30’

6.10 knots

Vannes

10.20

01.45’

00.20’

6.00 knots

27th May Vannes

Kerouser,
Auray river
Auray river

19.50
19.50
19.50

03.50’
03.50’
03.50’

03.50’
03.50’
03.50’

5.10 knots
5.10 knots
5.10 knots

28th May Auray river
Crousty

Crouesty-en-Arzon
Le Palais,
Belle Ile

06.25

01.15’

00.25’

6.00 knots

24.30’

04.50’

00.30"

4.80 knots

30th May Le Palais

Port Louis,
Lorient

29.45’

05.50’

00.30’

5.15 knots

31st May Port Louis

Rosbras, Aven river

23.12

04.30’

01.20’

5.50 knots

Belon river
(In ship’s tender)

05.00

01.40’

01.40’

3.50 knots

Port Tudy,
lie de Groix

15.14

03.20’

00.20’

4.75 knots

Port Tudy

Ile de Penfret,
Glenan Islands

21.20

03.32"

02.00’

6.25 knots

lle de Penfret

Benodet and
Odet river

17.25

03.10’

00.35"

5.75 knots

4th June Benodet

Morgat

53.25

09.25"

01.48"

5.80 knots

8th June Wicklow beach

Wicklow beach
Dun Laoghaire

392.50
19.20

64.15’
03.05"

02.3(1’
00.10"

6.10 knots
6.25 knots

1,345.54

230.52’

93.15"

Date:

From

16th May Dun Laoghaire

lie aux Moines

Rosbras
2nd June Rosbras
3rd June

SUMARY
Total duration of cruise

23 days, 15 minutes.

Total distance made good

1,345 n. miles.

Total time under way

9 days, 14 hours, 52 minutes.

Ports and anchorages visited

19.

Average speed

6 knots.
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Family Cruising in Brittany
Dermod J. Ryan

After our "best ever" Cruise last year in Scotland, even
if it was windy at times (it was during the Fastnet Gales),
the sun bathing division of the Crew who objected to
having goose pimples every time they took off their outermost sweater, insisted on a potentially sunny Cruise this
year. The younger ones, too, had complaints, every time
they wanted to go ashore they had to persuade someone
to row them, whereas in Brittany, with pontoons
alongside in the Marinas, they have complete freedom.
However, undoubtedly the concluding factor in deciding
where to go was the availability of Duty Free Booze, in
unlimited quantities, at about £ 1.50 per bottle. I reckoned
if I drank enough at that price, I could save the cost of a
year’s drinking -- so Brittany it was.
As to cruising with the family, I suppose we are
fortunate in this day and age to have a family who actually
want to cruise with their parents and all enjoy it. It does
present some problems however. Whereas with a crew of
offshore heavies, rough weather, big seas and long
passages present few problems, I believe it unfair to
expose a young family to such conditions. Indeed, I limit
our passage making to only one night at sea. This may
seem restrictive, but during the months of June or July,
this can be expanded to some forty hours at sea by leaving
early in the morning and arriving late the following
evening, and this is usually enough.
Another problem with "Family Cruising" can be exemplified by an incident which happened this year. With five
children on board the demand for Coke, Lemonade and
so on, is unbelieveable, so for some years now to save
space we carry a "Sodastream" on board. This is an
implement containing a small gas cylinder which aerates a
bottle of water which when mixed with the appropriate
concentrate produces Coke, Lemonade, Tonic, Soda and
so on. In this way we merely have to stow half-a-dozen
bottles of concentrate to provide gallons of whatever is
needed. Well, after we were about a week out of Ireland
my wife, Sheila, was disposing of an empty bottle of tonic
concentrate, when the younger kids, wide-eyed declared
-- "Mammy, a bottle of concentrate makes 200 drinks, so
you have had 200 Gin and Tonics in less than a week".
Sheila’s protests were correctly ignored. However, I must
admit children can jump to hasty and unfair conclusions.
I recall two years ago we were also in Brittany on
Malindi, my previous boat, when amongst other necessities of life, I bought a Duty Free case of Drambuie. The

evening was dismal and after dinner we played cards while
their kind-hearted Skipper had a couple, well possibly
three, small glasses of Drambuie. Well, you should have
heard the comments next morning when they found the
Drambuie bottle empty. They accused me, their Father
and Skipper, of drinking the entire bottle and there was
no way I could explain to them that the lousy bottle was
porous.
Back to this year’s Cruise. Our plans were to cruise
gently to Belle Ile and back, visiting whatever Harbours
suited on the way. Because I had enteredRed Velvet in the
non-stop Round Ireland Race organised by the Wicklow
Sailing Club which stared on June 29th, we decided to
start the Cruise as quickly as possible after the Race, for I
had convinced myself that the Marinas in Brittany would
be packed after mid-July, so I decided we shouldn’t delay
after finishing the Race. The net effect of this was to
curtail our Cruise to under three weeks. As it turned out,
the weather wasn’t great and between fog and gales our
actual cruising time was curtailed to a fortnight and in the
event we only made it to Concarneau, but that did not
bother us -- we had a great time.
The Crew as in previous years were my daughters,
Yvonne, Brenda, Nicola and Alison, my son Paul, ages
ranging from 18 to 10, my wife Sheila and their generous,
kind-hearted Father and Skipper.
As already mentioned, we started from Wicklow, at
20.25 hours on July 7th and merely slipped round the
corner to Arklow where we tied up for the night in the
Basin, some two hours later, having motored half of the
way. The following day we cast off at 08.03 hours and set
off for the Scilly Isles. The forecast was for light to
moderate northerly winds and so it proved. We set the
heavy No. 1 Genoa and, with full main, ran goose winged
at over 6 knots before a northerly Force 3.
The morning’s rain turned to sunshine as we headed
South in very pleasant conditions. The wind eased for a
few hours during the evening and our speed reduced, but
by 03.00 the wind built up to a beautiful Force 5, still from
the North. At about this time we had a contre temp with a
fleet of fishing boats, seemingly each one in turn made
directly for us, forcing us to make dramatic alterations to
our course. I swore roundly and promised to write to the
newspapers in support of the herring ban, the increase in
the price of fuel charged to the French Fishermen and
everything anti-Fishermen.
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reckoned we were in the South-going lane of the
separation zone off Ushant, a huge black bow appeared
out of the fog 200 yards off our beam. Fortunately they
must have picked us up on their radar, we were flyingour
radar reflector, for they had almost stopped and were
turning to pass astern of us. A quick drink to steady the
nerves and we continue on across the separation zone.
As we approached the North-going lane all I could hear
was the hum of half-a-dozen engines, so it was decision
time. If we chose to cross the lane we would end up offthe
rocky and tidal Breton Coast in zero visibility, so it was
not difficult to decide to retrace our steps, recross the
South-going lane and get into open water where we could
wait for the fog to lift. This we did and as we approached
the lane the fog lifted, giving visibility of over a mile. To
our horror we were converging on a line of five ships
about half-a-mile apart. I shudder to think of our contiHughtown Scillies -- Photo D. Ryan
nuing had the fog remained. Indeed, it may well have been
like that on our way through earlier. However, we sailed
astern of the last one of the group and in front of the next
At 10.10 hours we sighted the Scillies some 7 miles group which showed a further mile behind.
ahead and at 14.10 hours on July 9th were anchored in
The wind increased sharply but a blue sky appearedon
Hughtown, St. Mary’s, having taken 30 hours and 7 the horizon and soon the front went through, the wind
minutes for the 175 mile journey. The Anchorage was shifted, and we were sailing back towards Ushant in
decidedly bumpy and we should have moved to Port beautiful sunshine. By 16.00 hours the wind had fallen
Cressa, but laziness took over and as it was only for one and the engine was started again, so that at 18.10 we were
night I decided we were alright. Naturally we visited "The in the entrance to the Chanel du Four. With the help of a
Mermaid" for pasties and beer. The Scillies were their full spring tide we flew through and at 20.50 were tied up
beautiful selves and we enjoyed our short visit.
alongside the Marina in Camaret. The 125 mile journey
Next day, following a study of"Reeds", we decided to had taken a little less than 24 hours in spite of the time lost
leave that evening so as to catch the start of the favourable retracing our steps in the separation zone.
tide in the Chanel du Four and at 21.15 raised the anchor
Next morning the Customs came aboard and cleared
and set sail for Camaret. The winds were from the North- us. Disaster struck; the day being Saturday, Duty Free
West, but very light, so we turned on the engine and booze could not be bought until the following Tuesday,
continued under power until 06. I0 by which time the wind Monday being Bastille Day. However, we made the
had risen to Force 3, enabling us to set the No. 1 Genoa. traditional sprint to the Supermarket to buy gallons of
The forecast was for the wind to back South with dense wine, miles of French sticks, and tons of cheese and pate,
fog patches and as the morning wore on the visibility all at attractive prices. 1 must remember next time to bring
deteriorated to a couple of hundred yards. Shortly after I a wheeled shopping bag, as the weight of the bottles

The marina at Camarat -- Photo D. Rvan.
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The quay at Concarneau -- Photo D. Ryan.
becomes extreme as one walks the mile back to the
Marina. The cockpit lunch that followed is one of the
many memorable features of a Breton Cruise. That
evening we dined in the Hotel du Steyval, where we had an
excellent meal, awash with wine, for less than £6 per head.
With meals at that price we dined out frequently and they
were always good.
The following day, July 13th, was foggy and windy so
we decided to stay in Camaret, but left the next day at
10.35 for the short sail to Morgat. I was still obsessed by
the belief that Marinas would be crowded so when half-adozen half tonners left for Morgat we hotly pursued them
close reaching in a SW4. Having passed them on the way
to the Cap de la Chevre, I poled out the jenny for the run
up to Morgat, but the French were clearly bad sports and
as they rounded the headland about a quarter of a mile
behind us, had the audacity to set Spinnakers. One by one
they blossomed out -- Damn, don’t they know when
they’re beaten. We hastily replied and our gently family
cruise developed into a flat-out race. I am pleased to
report Ireland’s honour was saved and Red Velvet was
first in at 15.00 hours. It was only when we arrived at the
Marina I realised that it was virtually empty. Clearly
everyone was sailing during the day, leaving plenty of
room in the Marina and this pattern was evident at each
Marina visited. After six o’clock in the evening, spaces
were quickly filled, but until then there was no problem.
That night the little resort town of Morgat went wild,
for it was Bastille Day and we were entertained to a fireworks display and a parade with singing and dancing. It
was a great night with crowds packing the town, space
was a premium. The next morning was absolutely awful
with heavy rain blown by gale force winds. We stayed in
our bunks and rose for brunch at noon. By this time the
weather cleared and when we left for Audierne at 15.05
the sun was shining and we sailed in a Northerly 4
rounding the Raz de Sein at 18.33 hours in a quiet sea. It
had been somewhat rough off the Pte. du Van where we

arrived a little early and the tide was still flooding North
against the wind, but the seas went down as the tide
turned. At 20.20 hours we were anchored in St. Evette.
The Anchorage was quite crowded, but we found a
suitable spot and dropped anchor with a retrieving line
attached. It had been a beautiful day’s sailing, sunny with
a nice free, if chilly, wind. After Dinner on board the
"little ones" went ashore to visit a "miserable" carnival
while their elders sipped G & T’s in the Cockpit as the sun
set.
Next day, July 16th, we left St. Evette at 08.15 and
motored to Concarneau in a superb sunny windless day.
Except for about an hour and a half’s sailing the engine
rumbled all the way until at 15.32 hours we were tied up in
Concarneau. Ashore for shopping and a visit to La Ville
Close. We all love Concarneau and agreed that the next
day should be a lazy one and we would stay put. Little did
we know that the weather would deteriorate and that we
would be weather-bound for the next four days. Fog,
drizzle and then gale force winds confined us to port.
I suppose if you have to be weatherbound, Concarneau
is as good a spot as any, for amongst attractions like
excellent Restaurants, they also have amusement halls
where Ireland won the World Championship "Space
Invaders" Competition. We also won a prize for crab
buying. We bought six crabs from vendors at the quay
side. They shook their heads knowingly. When we cooked
the crabs we had enough crabmeat to feed the entire
population of France.
While in Concarneau, we met our Rear Commodore,
George Kenefick who was bring L’Exocet home to Cork
having wintered in Brittany. He came on board with one
of his Crew for a drink, as did Brian Hegarty who was
taking Bandersnatch home to Howth for Ross Courtney
who had sailed her down to L’Orient.
At last on July 21st, at 10.35 hours we were underway
again in burning sunshine, but not to Ile de Groix or Belle
Ile, as our enforced stay in Concarneau left us somewhat
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short of time, back to Benodet. The winds were extremely
light so we set our light weight Number 1 and drifted the
nine miles in 4 hours. We tied up at the Marina and all was
well with the world until one of the children announced
that the "heads" were on the blink, so the unfortunate
Skipper spent his last lazy day dismantling the bloody
heads and they full! Somehow a small bottle broke and
the cap and upper part of the bottle fell down the basin
and when someone tried to "flush" it away, it merely
moved to the diaphram which it then held open and
prevented suction. The Skipper, having successfully reassembled and refitted the heads was then the butt of
everyone’s jokes as they sat at a safe distance out of range
of their "stinking" Skipper. A shower with bars of soap
restored the Skip’s prestige and dignity. The day ended
with a most beautiful evening and walks ashore.
At 08.40 we cast off for Camaret. I had noticed how the
French yachts depart early every morning and so avoid
the Port Attendant’s Assistant who comes on duty at
about nine o’clock and collects its’ overnight £5/£6
charge. I never dodged him, but hoped to achieve this
distinction in Benodet as were leaving early. Alas, their
"’Assistant" started early and caught us as we were casting
off. Damn!!
Another beautiful day with no wind, so we motored to
St. Evette where we anchored off the beach and swam,
sun-bathed and some active ones even rowed ashore to
the beach. We stayed here for four hours to await a
favourable tide through the Raz de Sein, and then
departed setting the Spinnaker to reach in a gentle SE
breeze, but in less than an hour it faded to nothing and
compelled us to resort to the engine. The Raz looked like
glass as we swished past and then on to Camaret where we
tied up at 21.45 hours. A lovely Dinner on board before
turning in for our last night in Brittany.
The tide through the Chanel du Four suggested starting
the next evening, so the early part of the day was spent
sun-bathing on the beach and in final shopping. At 19.17
we cast off in a windless evening and motored through the
Chanel and on to the Scilly Isles. The night was beautifully clear and starry and the morning dawned into a
sunny, warm day. Oddly we had quite some difficulty
getting an acceptable RDF bearing on Round Island, the
null seemed huge. A southerly wind gradually filled in,
but as we were only a couple of hours out and needed as
much time as possible for shopping, I decided to continue
under power. We sighted the Islands at 13.47 and were
anchored in Hughtown at 15.52 off the lifeboat slip.
The Anchorage was very crowded. We dined on board
that evening and decided to spend the following day lazily
in Hughtown and the day after that to set off for
Crosshaven. We had visitors from Whisper of Ashton, a
Moody 36 from Kip Marina. It developed into a
magnificent boozey night and they promised to visit "’The
George" when they called into Dun Laoghaire on their
way home. Fortunately for all concerned they didn’t!!
At 07.55 on Saturday, July 26th we left the Scillies for
Crosshaven in dense fog. It cleared momentarily as we left

by St. Mary’s Sound, but once outside the fog closed in
again, so that visibility was down to one hundred yards. I
would hate to be arriving and uncertain of my exact
position. We motored a dog’s leg course to clear the rocks
off St. Martin, where again for half an hour the fog
cleared and enabled us to take an accurate bearing on the
beacon and plot a course for Crosshaven from a known
starting point.
Visibiliy for the journey to Crosshaven varied from nil
to four miles or more. There was not the slightest sign of
wind and we motored on hour after hour. l became
concerned that I might run short of diesel and just in time
at 22.25 a gentle breeze filled in from the West. After two
hours it faded again, but returned at 04.10. The Old Head
of Kinsale showed through a clearance at 09.47 and
confirmed our estimated position. The wind was fading
yet again and ten minutes later I decided to motor the
remaining 15 miles to Crosshaven. At 12.40 Red Velvet
was tied up at the R.C.Y.C. Pontoon.
So ended another super Family Cruise. Branded "best
ever" by the Crew once again, my only regret was the lack
of wind on the homeward journey. In what was a dismal
year for sailing, I think we were fortunate with the
weather. It wasn’t great and it cost us four lost days, but in
between it was good. The Cruise was insignificant by
I.C.C. distance standards, but what it lacked in mileage
we made up for it in enjoyment.
1 wonder where we’ll go next year. Sheila insists it’s
hard to beat £1.50 a bottle!!

Dermod Ryan’s Red Velvet - Photo: IV. M. Nixon.
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BRITTANY 1980
SUMMARY OF MILEAGES
DISTANCE
July 7th Wicklow -- Arklow
July 8th
Arklow -- Scillies
July 9th
July 10thhHught°Wnlt -- Camaret
July 1
July 12th Camaret -- Lazy Day
July 13th Camaret -- Weatherbound
July 14th Camaret -- Morgat
July 15th Morgat -- Audierne (Ste. Evette)
July 16th Audierne -- Concarneau
July 17th Concarneau -- Lazy Day
July 18th Concarneau -- Weatherbound
July 19th Concarneau -- Weatherbound
July 20th Concarneau -- Weatherbound
July 21st Concarneau -- Benodet
Benodet -July 21StAudierne
-- Audierne
Camaret
July
July
July
July
July

25rd_
24thtgamaret -- Hughtown
25th Hughtown -- Lazy Day
26th
27thHughtown -- Crosshaven
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TIME UNDER
POWER
1
05

10 Miles

2

05

175 Miles

30

07

2

45

125 Miles

23

35

15

13

18 Miles
28 Miles
30 Miles

4
5
7

25
15
17

5

10
15
35

9 Miles
27 Miles
30 Miles

4
5
5

00
24
02

5
4

24
24
10

123 Miles

20

35

20

35

150 Miles

28

45

20

43

705 Miles
Av. Speed

TOTAL

TOTAL
TIME

30
136
5.16 Knots
Mins
Hours

35
76
56.1% of Time
Hours
Mins

Round Ireland in Korsar
Peter Gray

Although we have come to cruising, and indeed
offshore racing, very recently Susan and 1 are steadily
building up the miles thanks to the encouragement we
have received from Bill and Elizabeth Masser and Robert
and Gillian Mollard and due almost entirely to the great
generosity of the latter in putting Korsar at our disposal
for our own cruise for the past three years.
Our enthusiasm for cruising has grown with each new
experience, but we would not have considered sailing
right round Ireland -- for us a ?ery ambitious project -- if
it had not been for the casual suggestion by Robert that it
would "be worth doing".
However, it did not take us long to see that the suggestion represented a very exciting challenge and we set
about making arrangements. There was not much time
wasted on wondering "which way round" because our
crew arrangements decreed that it should be southaround. Hence, when we left Dun Laoghaire on a bright
Friday evening, Korsar headed for Dalkey Sound against
a light southerly wind with .lust a touch of the west but
with a favourable tide.
Our broad plan was to make a passage to Baltimore so
that we could take part in the regatta and then to cruise as
far as Valentia. After that, Susan and I would be on our
own and we intended to make passage to Kilronan or
Clifden, as circumstances allowed, and to potter up the
coast to Westport. We would then make passage back to
Dun Laoghaire broken only by a brief call at Downings
(Sheephaven) to pick up Dermot Bremner and Nigel
Synnott. As things turned out, we did more cruising and
less passage making and, in fact, I think we had a more
interesting and rewarding cruise as a result, stopping at
twenty island and mainland anchorages.
Although the weather, generally speaking, was terrible
and we did have two or three beautiful days and several
days with bright periods. Apart from the first and last
days and trying to escape from Clew Bay we had
favourable winds.
Friday August 1st to Sum&l’ ,4u£,usl 3r~k
DUN LAOGHAIRE -- BALTIMORE: This part of
the cruise was somewhat uneventful and even tedious at
times with a fair amount of motor sailing. Winds were
light to moderate and we used every sail from jib to
spinnaker with fairly frequent sail changes. Off Dunmore
East, in a mist, we used our V.H.F. to try and raise

Skipper Peter Gray at the helm of Korsar - Pholo Susan
(; ra l’.

Dermot Ryan’s Red Velvet which we knew to be on
passage from Crosshaven to Dun Laoghaire with Hal
Bleakley and his family. She neither saw us nor heard us
but we were answered by Robert Fowler in his new
Mirage 28 Spectra heading for Dunmore on her maiden
voyage.
Later on, oft the Old Head of Kinsale, we had a moment
of tension when we encountered thick early morning fog
and enjoyed the delights of listening to the siren of the Old
Head on the one side and the engine throb of an unseen
ship on the other.
We arrived in Baltimore just 47 hours after our
departure from Dun Laoghaire and tied up outside
Aracitt’, a forty foot sloop from Dt, n Laoghaire, which
was alongside the North Pier. Most of the crew went
ashore for the usual while I watched with apprehension
the approach of a French yacht which obviously intended
to lie outside Kor.s’ar. However, the young crew had an
adequate supply of proper fenders and handled their boat
beautifully. 1 was further disarmed by a gift of freshly
caught mackeral which were offered together with a
suggestion that they be filleted, spread with mustard and
baked in the oven in tinfoil. A really beautiful dish.
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Monday 4th August:
seemed to be in Schull and we tied outside a long trott off
BALTIMORE -- BALTIMORE Via HARE ISLAND: the harbour wall at 14.30. We were joined by Gillian and
We awoke late to a bright day and sparkling water as a Amanda Mollard and then the lady. members of the crew
warm south-westerly 3 ruffled the surface. Over a set off to Gillian’s mother’s cottage to bath and beautify
leisurely breakfast we decided not to take part in the themselves. On the way back they bought scallops and
regatta but to visit friends on Hare and continue on to scampi from the fish factory at the head of the harbour
Skull to spend the night there. We watched the start of the and these were the basis of two gourmet meals with the
races and then headed under full sail for the north scampi done in a garlic sauce and the scallops cooked in
entrance. We watched with admiration the Skipper of the wine. Andrew left us at Schull to join his father on a
Cape Mail Boat take the passage inside Sandy Island fishing expedition and the rest of us, including Bill
with, as it seemed to us, hardly room to spare and then we Maddock who had joined us at Baltimore, left for
were into the sharp left turn under the cable to Sherkin Crookhaven at 18.15, enjoying an exhilirating sail in the
and just able to clear the Mealbeg close hauled.
fresh south westerly as we short-tacked up Long island
We handed the sails just short of Woman Rock and Sound.
ghosted gently towards the beach under engine. I claimed
local knowledge and spurned the chart which my Wednesday 6th August:
doubting wife kept offering me, suffering the consequent
CROOKHAVEN -- CASTLETOWNBEARHAVEN:
derision when Korsar paid her respects to the Dead Man. I Not a fantastic day afloat. After a spell ashore, we left
had under-estimated leeway but the embrace was gentle Crookhaven at 13.30 to try and catch the tide round
and thanks to some quick action on the part of the crew, Mizen Head. There was a light variable wind which
who all willingly hung out of the boom, and some moved through south east/south west and which obeyed
judicious use of reverse, Korsar quickly drifted free. All Murphy’s law and headed us every time we tacked. The
else having failed, I read the instructions and at 13.00 sea-state was reasonable but there was a misty rain which
hours we anchored as recommended in the Irish Cruising was decidedly wet especially towards the evening. We
Club sailing directions.
motor-sailed for some of the time and reached CastleAndrew and Sandra remained aboard on anchor watch townbeare at 20.00 hours with the only real excitment
while the rest of us set out to tour the island ending up at coming through on the radio. On the R.T.E. News we
the holiday home of Naish and Josette O’Dowd, from heard that two men were missing on a yacht on passage
Dublin. There, our bottle of Paddy and a large one which from Dublin to Crookhaven and we decided to keep a
Naish produced were quickly demolished together with a watch both visually and on Channel 16. Later we overcouple of bottles of wine. They were accompanied down heard, in casual chat between two trawlers, that the yacht
by the most delicious home made smoked mackeral pate had put in to Youghal and was quite safe.
on freshly made brown bread that I have ever tasted.
There was only one other yacht in Castletownbeare -- a
All this, of course, took a little time and it was not until ketch of about forty foot flying a French flag -- and we
20.00 hours that we got back to Korsar and weighed decided to lie alongside her when we received encouraging
Anchor. We weredetermined to make Skull but, while we smiles from the Skipper. There were two families,
had been acquiring an inner glow, the wind and the sea including some children, aboard and they happily and
had risen and the night was setting in. By the time we had efficiently took our lines while Ruth engaged them in
reached Gasganane Sound, it was obvious that the rest of conversation in her fluent French. Inside lay a trawler
the plug to Schull would be wet and uncomfortable at the beautifully converted into a yacht or a beautiful yacht
very least. Accordingly, we turned through the Sound and designed on trawler lines. We could not decide which. We
had an exhilirating "plane" along the outside of Sherkin heard later that this was the Taoiseach’s yacht but
and back into Baltimore.
whether this was true or not I never found out.
Tuesday 5th August:
BALTIMORE--CROOKHAVEN Via SCHULL: This
was a beautiful day. Bright, sunny and with a steady south
westerly 4/5. We wanted to take the inside passage to
Schull and, so that the tide suited, we did not leave
Baltimore until 12.30. I love the passage inside the islands
with the feeling of adventure and yet of safety and
tranquility and the many points of interest as one passes
Sherkin, Hare, Frolic Point, Goose Island and the East
Skeam out into Roaring Water Bay, Here Korsar came
into her own and, with full main and best Genoa, we
creamed our way on a close haul past the islands and on
into Schull.
That part of the Cork fleet which was not in Baltimore

Thursday 7th August:
CASTLETOWNBEAREHAVEN -- WESTCOVE
Via DURSEY SOUND AND PARKNASILLA: I
discerned a decided lack of enthusiasm when I woke the
crew next morning just before 06.00. It was raining hard
with virtually no wind. I started Harry Thumper before
my own resolve could dissolve, cast off and off we went.
The crew, who were really quite a decent lot, got up within
the hour and coffee and breakfast and things were
produced. In the meantime I had missed the forecast but
never a worry as there was not the slightest sign around
that there would be any wind that day!. At 07.55 Radio
Eireann decreed otherwise and suggested southerly fives
later backing north east 6 and occasionally 8. They also
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thought it would be raining! By 11.00 a light north
westerly had set in with a smooth sea and the sun was
breaking through the cloud base. Shortly after we were
bouncing along in a spanking north easterly 4 in bright
sunlight. Dursey sound was a delightful, if uneventful,
experience and we tacked up Kenmare river over a
smooth sea and in idyllic conditions, dropping anchor off
the Hotel at 14.30. We had a bit of a racing crew aboard
and we short tacked between Sherky and its attendant
islands and Rossdohan with great concentration on
beating an imaginary foe to the finish.
The island of Rossdohan, as may be known, has been
nurtured through the years by theWalker Brothers, Philip
and Ralph from Dublin: and has some tropical gardens
which are a beauty to behold. We had an introduction
but, in the event, 1 fell asleep after lunch and it was left to
the others to pay a visit. They were warmly welcomed by
Philip and his wife who showed them around.
We were supposed to be at Westcove by 18.00 hours to
meet Ruth’s parents, Tom and Aine Barrington, who
have a holiday home there and also to give us enough
water to get over the bar. However, it was a beautiful day
and between this and that we did not weigh anchor (we
sailed off for a change) until 16.30 heading down stream
under spinnaker and main. Prudently, I think, we handed
the sails before attempting the passage into Westcove but
picked up the leading marks without any difficulty. The
conditions were just perfect but I knew there would be a
problem at the bar and, sure enough, Korsar came gently
to a stop on the sandy bottom just inside the guardian
rocks at the entrance. Bill was over the side in an instant
and into the rubber duck with the Kedge and there was no
harm done except to my pride.
The others went ashore as we had been invited to the
Barringtons for dinner and 1 waited patiently -- aided by
a gin and tonic (or two)-- for the tideto make. At 23.301
picked up a very fine heavy mooring which had kindly
been offered by Renee Cusack, who has a holiday home in
the cove, and went ashore.

with rain but, although the day clouded in and stayed that
way, it was mostly bright and clear with the wind from the
south west, light at first but filling later to 4/5.
Out past Deenish and Scarriff, we soon reached Skellig
Michael where we found conditions at Blindman’s Cove
suitable for coming alongside the jetty. Crew and visitors
went ashore to make the long climb to the monastic
settlement on the top under Tom’s expert guidance. He is
the author of "the definitive book" on Kerry. I thought
that there was a danger of the surge building up so 1 left
the rubber duck ashore and set off on the great adventure
-- the single handed circumnavigation of the rock. I used
the binoculars to watch the progress of the shore party
and to look at various points of interest. It seemed from
my observation that the steps from the alternative landing
place on the west side of the rock had almost disappeared
but Tom told me later that they are still perfectly usable
although, there is so little traffic these days, they tend to
get obscured from the casual view by grass and moss.
The shore party and the rubber duck safely recovered,
we set off on a very pleasant broad reach to Portmagee.
The Sound was navigated without difficulty but with
close attention to Chart and Sailing Directions and we
tied up alongside the bar of the "T" shaped Pier at 19.30.
Ruth and Sandra, together with our passengers for the
day, disembarked here to travel back to Westcove and
points east by car.
When we returned from the Pub, I found to my horror
that Korsar was beginning to take the ground. We took
the usual precautions and awaited developments. There is
a ledge, which must be about ten or twelve feet wide,
which provides drying out facilities for the unwary for
about three quarters of the bar. It ends abruptly leaving
deep water alongside the remaining quarter. This berth is
usually reserved for trawlers, the inside one of which lies
with its bow up against the edge of the ledge and its stern
projecting beyond the end of the Pier. However our luck
was in and we floated off safely early next morning.

Saturday 9th August:
Friday 8th Aug, ust:
PORTMAGEE -- KILRONAN: With the crew now
WESTCOVE -- PORTMAGEE Via SKELLIG reduced to three, we left Portmagee just after 7 o’clock in
MICHAEL: As we considered a visit to Skellig Michael a the morning in a fine southerly force 4 with a forecast
"must" if possible, we had gladly accepted Tom promise of good winds throughout the day. When we
Barrington’s offer to show us around. It was arranged cleared Blasket Sound, we set course directly for Inismor
that he and two friends, Bride Galvin and Val Galvin, with the intention of passing through Gregory Sound. We
who is a medical sister home on leave from Kenya for the were threshing along off Brandon head at over 7 knots
first time in seventeen years, should come aboard about with main and boomed-out genoa over a long,
11.00. While we waited for them and the lady members of comfortable, sea, when we spotted the fishing boat about
our crew, Bill and I decided to go swimming as it was a a mile to seaward. Shortly after we came across a salmon
beautiful day. There was a top layer of four or five feet of net which we had to follow forat least two miles before we
fresh water from the river and it was interesting to could clear it. Quite an experience as we had thought the
experience the change in temperature and "’texture" when season was over by then and had not expected to come
diving. We were ,joined later by Sandra who swam from across nets.
the shore -- topless which created some excitment as she
The wind started to die away in the afternoon and it was
has a fine figure -- but we were all ready to depart by not until 23.00 hours that we came within five orsix miles
of Inismor. It was a clear night and we could see the
11.30.
The forecast promised north westerly 4/5 or even 6 profile of the islands etched sharply against the sky so
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hopes were high for a quick pint in Kilronan before the entertainment that makes the Arans a great place to visit
Pubs closed! However, Murphy’s Law intervened and a and we resolved to return.
thick fog came down suddenly from nowhere. It cleared
after a while but I funked the sound and opted instead for Tuesday 12th August:
KILRONAN -- ROUNDSTONE: The availability of
the long way round via Fardurres Point to the east.
We had just reached the buoy at Aran Bar when the fog diesel was becoming a problem but I got two gallons from
descended again as thick as ever. Too late, I thought, to Martin Connelly -- for which he refused to accept any
turn back and not advisable to continue on into Kilronan payment -- coupled with a guided tour of his sizeable
so, with careful attention to compass, depth sounder and trawler. The forecast expected gales but the consensus of
log we made a cautious approach under engine towards expert opinion was that "there was plenty of time to take
Trawmore strand where we spent the night, anchoring, as the inside passage to Roundstone if we got a move on"
it turned out when we had visibility next day, just nicely. and so off we went about midday. We experienced
nothing above a force 4, from the south west, and the sea
was smooth in the lee of the islands. On the other hand, it
Sunday lOth and Monday l lth August:
AT KILRONAN: We awoke to a reasonable sort of a day rained heavily and persistently and we were glad enough
and about midday motored into Kilronan where we lay to come to anchor at Roundstone a little over four hours
alongside a trawler. While sitting on the wall outside the later. Korsar, as might be expected, behaved impecably
Pub, we met Tim Pat Coogan of the Irish Press who has a and we found that the two of us could work her without
holiday home on the island and has children married to any great problem.
islanders. Tim introduced us around and we were greeted
warmly in the various pubs and other places we visited. Wednesday 13th August:
ROUNDSTONE -- CLIFDEN (Ardbear Bay): Tide
He arranged with Liam Costello to hire us bikes -- it
was more of a lend than a hire considering Liam charged and wind conditions were not great for rounding Slyne
us almost nothing -- and off the three of us went to head but the forecast was reasonable and we decided to
explore the fortifications at Dun Angus. It seemed to me take a turn out as far as the Head to see how things
that we cycled uphill all the way there and uphill all the looked. With a force 4/5 from the south west we made
way back but fortunately there is a fuelling station at the good progress under main and genoa and we thought we
could be safe enough if we gave Slyne the two mile berth
half way stage and we didn’t fail to stop.
On to Kileany where Tim Pat had laid on a beautiful recommended. The sea was nasty but certainly not of
and tasty meal in his house. Mackeral marinated in a concern and we were comfortable enough when I took in
lemon sauce, crab rice salad and brill were all washed all the slabs and changed the genoa for the number one
down with Paddy or wine or dark rum depending on one’s jib. We were well in among the nasties fronting Clifden
taste!. We finished offwith crabs claws and sampled some Bay when a misty rain reduced visibility to a few yards. It
seemed to me that there were as many problems in turning
of the wine layed down for his daughter’s wedding.
We stayed a bit late, as they say, and we had a bit of a back as going on, so on it was. Neither of us was very
job getting back down the boreens as it was a pitch black happy for the while it took us to come up on Carrickarone
night. Back on the main road we set off on our bicycles beacon, but by then the rain had cleared and we had an
and kept in touch by calling to each other. Shortly after it easy run on into Ardbear Bay.
started to pour a heavy brand of rain but this made
visibility much easier as it brought a sort of luminous
shine to the surface of the road which was some
compensation for the soaking. We had intended to join in
a ceili in the Community Hall but instead we dripped back
to Korsar which, during the afternoon, we had anchored
in the recommended space near the lifeboat. The end of a
perfect day.
On the Monday morning, Bill, who had to get home,
was put ashore to catch the Air Taxi to Galway. Susan
and I, finding it strange to have so much room to ourselves in Korsar, spent a leisurely day aboard and strolling
around Kilronan. About tea time we went into the
thatched cottage which is a pub and had a most enjoyable
couple of pints in the company of Tom "the shop" and
friends. I don’t know what prompted him, other than the
joy of living, but suddenly one of the company took up an
accordian and started to play accompanied by a friend
with rythm stick on the open sided goat skin drum they An American yacht left over from last years I.C.C. rally,
call the bodhran. It is just this sort of impromptu now lies at anchor in Clifden -- Photo Peter Gray.
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I had been in touch with Adrian O’Connell at Erris- Saturday 16th August:
lannan on the radio -- he keeps watch on channels 16 and
AT ROSMONEY: We awoke to a roaring westerly gale
37 -- and his advice was warmly welcomed. He came out but it was snug enough, if a little bumpy, at Kilderkin’s
in his speed-boat and escorted us to a safe anchorage at mooring.
16.45 near to his own set of moorings. Ian and Rosie
There is now a fine crane on the Pier and Derek Jago
French, from Dun Laoghaire, were in residence in their was preparing his new Trapper 300 for launching. He lent
holiday home on the other side of Slyne Head. Rosie us his car and we went into Westport for provisions.
kindly transported us to and from and, in between, we Rosmoney is, perhaps, not the best of places to lie if you
had a civilising, and much needed, bath, followed by a have not set up a communications system with civilisaleisurely and sumptious meal.
tion. On the way back, we came across Derek and a
friend, Michael Murphy, at a cross roads on their way in
to Westport. We stopped for a chat, breached our
Thursday 14th August:
CLIFDEN -- INISBOFIN: This was my birthday and provision box and set up an impromptu Pub. It was so
I was far enough away from my children to celebrate it enjoyable that we decided to continue the session at a pub
without being reminded of my age. We spent the morning up the road and so the day passed beautifully, if a little
ashore with Adrian and looked around his very well hazily. Still, its an ill wind as Michael decided there and
equipped slipway and yard. There was a beautifully then to join us on Korsar, proving to be a competent sea
finished Gluaistog ready for launching and a trawler or man and the best of company.
two lying alongside the jetty for servicing. There were also
three U.S. yachts at mooring which would winter on the
hard at Errislannan before returning to their home Sunday 17th August:
grounds next year. Before we departed for Inisbofin at
AT ROSMONEY -- Except for a brief excursion out
14.45, Adrian showed us how the light on the sand below, into Clew Bay: It was the day of the Mayo Yacht Club
contrasting with the dark of the bordering seaweed beds, regatta but there was a notable lack of local enthusiasm
was a good indication of the channel from Ardbear Bay as which was not surprising as the day was one of gales and
there is a "dog-leg" which may not be readily apparent driving rain and was altogether a bit miserable. However,
from chart and sailing directions.
the weather did not put off the Glenans who provided
It was bright and sunny with a smooth sea and a steady entertainment and spectator interest for the morning.
southerly 2/3. I set the spinnaker which carried us right About mid afternoon the rain eased -- well a little -- and,
up to South Harbour, Inisbofin, and we dropped anchor with Michael safely aboard and his gear stowed, we
in the lee of CromwelFs Fort at 17.45. Ashore, we took the decided to try and make Clare island for the night. It was a
pleasant walk round to Rusheen Bay with the intention of dead noser with the wind blowing steadily 5/6 from the
eating in the Lobster Pot only to find it closed at 6 o’clock. west but we plugged away for three hours or so with fully
We came back over the hill to Mrs Day’s Hotel for a reefed main and number one jib. We were all a bit
birthday dinner and then on to Micko Day’s Pub to finish miserable by 20.00 and not a sign of making Clare so there
off the day. A beautiful island and, again we resolved to were no objections when Michael suggested returning to
return.
Rosmoney until conditions improved. We lay up under
Collan near to the Glenans’ moorings where the water
was smoother than at Kilderkin’s mooring and had a restFriday 15th August:
INISBOFIN -- ROSMONEY Via KILLARY: It was a ful night.
brisk reach to Killary under full sail in misty rain but once
inside the wind headed and went very light. Even with a
favourable tide we had only made the half way mark at Monday 18th August:
Derrynasliggan by lunch time as against our objective of ROSMONEY -- BLACKSOD: The wind had veered to
Leenane. We dropped anchor in about two fathoms near north-west, about force 5, leaving a lumpy sea but we
the boat slip and enjoyed a leisurely lunch in the bright persevered on this occasion and finally made it around
warm sun which had decided to put in an appearance and Achill. It was a hard long slog against the wind to get out
which, incidentally, stayed for the rest of the day. of Clew Bay and it certainly dashed our hopes of making
Naturally enough, when the time came to leave it was a Broadhaven for the night. Although we might well have
beat out of the harbour again but never a worry as it was a made French Port, Blacksod seemed likely to be more
beautiful sailing day as we headed north along the shore sheltered and it did, indeed, prove a comfortable
towards Clew Bay. Off Meemore Shoal we were hailed by anchorage. It also added about an hour and a half to our
Colin McMullan in Kilderkin who was off for a weekend journey next day and was not thought to be very clever
cruise. He offered us his moorings at Rosmoney- an thinking.
offer gratefully received -- and was on his merry way. We
It struck me that this would open up a wonderful
floated the spinnaker right into the light on Inishgort and cruising area if yachts could get through Achill Sound and
then motored gently past Inishlyre and on to Rosmoney. through the canal at the top of Mullet.
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Tuesday 19th August:
BLACKSOD -- ARAN MOR: We knew it was going
to be a long hard day so we got up early and hauled our
anchor at 05.00 when it was still quite dark. We took the
short cut between Duvillaunbeg and Gaghty islands and
were on our way in no uncertain style with a fresh, and
freshening, south westerly. It was not long before we were
down to the small genoa boomed out and we were still
bowling along merrily at 7 knots. The forecast never
suggested more than force 6 (comfortable for Korsar) but
it certainly gusted over 8 from time to time. Later I
changed down further to a boomed out jib. There was a
bit of a sea running.
It was an exhilirating sail for a while but about midday
visibility was reduced by persistent rain to about a mile
and it was a happy crew when the south tip of Aran
loomed up at 19.22 after a little more than 14 hours of wet
and windy sailing.
It took us another hour or so to beat through the north
entrance and come to anchor near Calf island. Dry
clothes, a good meal and we were all asleep. No pubs
tonight!
Wednesday 20th August:
AT ARAN MOR: The log says "rain, rain, rain" but we
did manage to attend an island wedding -- or at least the
reception part of it -- and stroll the island. Michael went
to Burtonport and came back with two gallons of diesel
and come crabs claws. Dermot Bremner and Nigel
Synnott, who had travelled from Dublin on the day,
arrived on the last ferry from the mainland just in time for
a bit of supper. We had intended to pick them up at
Downings, in Sheephaven, but the forecast for the day
was so bad that the plan was changed and a hasty
telephone call made to Dublin to catch the lads just in
time before they jumped on the wrong bus.

off the mouth of Lough Swilly at about 19.00 hours.
Although we had intended to make passage to Dun
Laoghaire, Nigel was feeling so poorly that we decided to
put into Portsalon where, once ashore, he made an excellent recovery. On the way in we were greeted by a large
open motor launch -- I think it may well have been from
the Hotel -- which was packed with people enjoying a trip
round the Lough. It was certainly a very friendly and
welcoming greeting containing much shouted advice
about where to anchor.
Friday 22nd August:
PORTSALON -- RATHLIN Via PORTSALON:
After much furrowing of the brow and reading of the
sailing directions, I decreed a 6 o’clock start to try and
take best advantage of the tide. It was still blowing 5/6
from the north west with a nasty sea running into the
Lough but we covered the five miles to the entrance in
under an hour with even poor Nigel seemingly happy
enough down below.
We had just eased sails for the reach to the east when his
head appeared in the companion-way and he vomited
blood all over the cockpit. I instantly formed a committee
of one to review the situation and, about 30 seconds later,
the ship was neatly gybed and we were on our way back to
Portsalon with all haste. I am a bit squeamish about
blood. On the way, the anchor and the Rubber Duck were
prepared in short shift and Nigel was ashore again where

Thursday 21st August:
ARAN -- PORTSALON: The wind had veered to the
north west during the night and was blowing 5/6. We
were hardly away when we "decided" to practice man
over board drill using one of the life-buoy lights as a
dummy. No one knew how it got into the water but, as
Skipper, I was told it was my responsibility, and so it
should be I suppose. It was very difficult to pick up and it
had soon drifted so close to Black rocks that it was time to
abandon hope and continue on our way. However, a
friendly trawler, sensing our predicament and ignoring
the lumpy sea, nosed into the rocks in a most incredible
demonstration of boathandling and retrieved the
offending dummy in a bucket. Safely back on board and
re-united with its life raft, the light winked its thanks as we
sped on our way with much waving of hands.
There was a nasty lumpy sea, as might well have been
expected in a north-wester on the north coast, but we were
all reasonably comfortable except for poor Nigel who was
chronically sea sick -- or so the diagnosis seemed to
indicate. On we sped, inside Tory and Owey and we were Korsar in Rathlin Harbour -- Photo Peter Gray.
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he recovered his spirits rapidly. He happily ate toast and
tea, and was soon on the way to Letterkenny in the
capable charge of Colm O’Keeffe, a friend of Michael’s,
who had come out to collect him. Colm was to bring him
to a Doctor for a check up and then put him on the
Express Bus for Dublin. Satisfied that he was in good
hands, we set offagain at 11.00 little knowing that at just

that moment Nigel was having an emergency operation in
Letterkenny Hospital where his appendix were removed.
He recovered rapidly with no harm done. But | still
shudder to think of the possible consequences if I had
given way to my callous inclination to "continue and be
damned" just because we were a little behind schedule.
However, at the time, ignorance was bliss and we
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continued on happily in steadily improving weather
through Inistrahull Sound, past Lough Foyle -- dodging
the drift nets -- until the Giants Causeway was spread
breath-takingly to our lee.
It seemed as if we would just have enough time to get
through Rathlin Sound and far enough south with the tide
but Murphy’s Law -- Michael Murphy’s this time -decreed that it would be beneath our dignity to sail
through the night and, conditions being almost perfect,
we headed in for the harbour at Rathlin. Watching the
depth sounder with some apprehension but relying on the
science of chart and sailing directions, we crossed the bar
and turned sharp left to lie alongside a large trawler at the
pier where the harbour has been dredged.
We wandered about the island, the Church, and the
graveyard but found the pub to be a little disspiriting in its
lack of space and Guinness. However, we were glad
enough to take the advice of Mr Cecil, owner of the
trawler, on the best way out of the harbour. It is best to cut
the end of the pier close before edging out to the leading
mark.
Saturday 23rd August:
RATHLIN -- ARDGLASS: An easy, gentle, sail with
the wind from the north. We had a relaxed day with the
spinnaker requiring only occasional attention. A decision
(mine) to take the new flood into Strangford Lough and
to spend the night there was recinded when the passage up
turned into a beat. We just got out again before the tide
developed its full power.
We tied up alongside a trawler in Ardglass at 20.00 and
were soon visited by that jovial Custom’s Officer, Bill
Hinds, who will be well known to members who took part
in the Whit race to Strangford. The formalities
completed, he agreed to accept a small ("nothing more
mind you") glass of poteen from the bottle which Michael
produced. "Clare Island poteen, and the best" Michael
declared and the contents rapidly disappeared. We drank
it Scandanavian style washed down with slugs of Harp. It
can certainly blow your mind!
Bill introduced us to the Harbour Master’s pub at the
top of the hill and he turned out to be a fund of information about east coast cruising yachts and their owners. I
don’t remember more but we all woke up on Korsar the
following morning.

Sunday 24th August:
ARDGLASS -- DUN LAOGHAIRE: We set off in a
westerly force 3 but this soon went light and backed to the
south. We motor-sailed most of the way and it was
pleasant enough in the bright sunny weather. In fact, it
was the nicest day, weatherwise, of the cruise. I had never
before approached Dun Laoghaire from that direction in
just those conditions and it was fascinating to see the
Wicklow mountains so clearly behind Howth while one
could still see the coast of Scotland astern.
Once round the Baily it was a race to see if we could
make Dun Laoghaire at exactly 17.30 -- the time we set
out at the start of the cruise -- but we were foiled by ten
minutes. Proper order, I thought, as Korsar was snugged
down in her own mooring at the end of a very enjoyable
cruise.

Places Visited:
2O
Crew."
Peter Gray
Susan Gray
Andrew Mollard (To Skull)
Ruth Barrington (To Portmagee)
Sandra Hudson (To Portmagee)
Bill Maddock (Baltimore -- Kilronan)
Michael Murphy (Rosmoney -- Dun Laoghaire)
Dermot Brenan (Aran Mor -- Dun Laoghaire)
Nigel Synnott (Aran Mor -- Portsalon: Retired ill)
Time in Harbour:
352 hours (14 days 16 hours)
Time Under Way:
200 hours ( 8 days 8 hours)
Total Time of Cruise:
23 days
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Night Sailing:
15 hours

KORSAR -- GRAYS -- 1980
Dates

Passage

1980
Aug 1/3
Aug 4
Aug 5
Aug 6
Aug 7
Aug 8
Aug 9
Aug 10/ll
Aug 12
Aug 13
Aug 14
Aug 15
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug

16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Aug 23
Aug 24

D.M.G.

Under
Way

Engine

Average
Speed

Miles

H.M.

H.M.

Kts.
4.27
1.80
4.00
3.23
3.75

Dunu Laoghaire -- Baltimore
Baltimore -- Hare -- Baltimore
Baltimore -- Crookhaven
Crookhaven -- C’barehaven
C’barehaven -- Westcove
Via Dursey & Sneem
Westcove -- Portmagee
Portmagee ~ Kilronan
At Kilronan
Kilronan -- Roundstone
Roundstone -- Clifden
(Ardbear Bay)
Clifden -- Inishboffin
lnisboffin -- Westport
(Rosmoney) Via Killary
At Rosmoney
Rosmoney -- Rosmoney
Rosmoney -- Blacksod
Blacksod -- Aran Mor
At Aran Mot
Aran Mor -- Portsalon
Portsalon -- Rathlin
Via Portsalon
Rathlin -- Ardglass
Ardglass -- Dun Laoghaire

2OO
8
16
21
38

46.50
4.30
6.30
10.15

12.10
1.50
4.00
4.55
3.00

3O
97

7.10
20.05

1.25
6.00

4.20
4.85

22
28

4.15
6.00

.30

5.20
4.66

11
39

3.00
12.00

1.00
6.30

3.66
3.25

18
54
90

4.15
11.30
15.45

.15
1.00
.15

4.23
4.70
5.7O

42
67

7.50
10.20

1.00
.30

5.36
6.49

78
61

13.40
11.40

1.00
8.10

6.16
5.23

Totals:

920

200

51

4.60

w
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Shardana sailed out through the Pier Heads at Howth
on Thursday the 24th July 1980. Miraculously the
spinnaker had set as we sailed close to a waving group of
friends at the end of the West Pier. The Howth Yacht
Club’s Hon. Secretary Brendan Cassidy fired the starting
gun and we were off bound for Svalbard.
Shardana is a Nicholson 31 and, as she plunged
Northwards under full main and spinnaker, we thought of
the preparations which we had made and the help we had
received from friends and well wishers. John Guinness, as
Norwegian Consul in Ireland, had given us many useful
addresses and introductions. The ice charts, sent to us
twice weekly by the Meteoroligisk Institutt had helped to
build up a mental picture of the sort of conditions which
we would encounter in the next six weeks. We had correspondence with the Norsk Polar Institutt, with the
Norwegian Telecommunications Administration, with
the Sysselmannen Office in Longyearbyen, with Norges
Sjokartverk in Stavanger, with the Met Office in
Bracknall and in each case we had found a willingness to
help to share our interest in the voyage, which greatly

encouraged us. Ian Morrisson had also gone to
considerable trouble to give us advice on weaponry and
what to do with it in the event of Polar Bear attack. In the
course of a long and helpful letter his laconic advice on
self defence against a Polar Bear reads: "If he attacks you
on two legs -- for example, rearing up to come aboard -give him a shot square in the chest and he will collapse and
die". To all of these people and to many more we owe our
gratitude for their interest help and advice all of which
had provided us with the sort of realistic perspective
which is so essential to a successful passage. Chief
Superintendent Eugene Crowley had arranged for the

Shardana - up and drawing and away we go -- Photo W.
M. Nixon
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importation and storage of an Interarm .375 rifle which
had been put aboard under the watchful eye of Sergeant
Moses Walsh, minutes before our departure.
We ran up the North Channel towards the Hebrides
covering a distance of 293 miles in the first 48 hours. With
such a favourable start we settled in quickly to life aboard
and our only regret was that we would not be able to
rendezvous with Meermin in Svalbard, for the Spitsbergen
trip had been first mooted in October 1978 by Rory
O’Hanlon and Peter Mullins in the course of a long and
arduous breakfast at the Royal St. George Yacht Club.
Sadly Rory died in May 1980 but even if he was unable to
take Meermin to Svalbard his spirit lives on and it made us
all the more determined.
Shardana was crewed by Bob Fannin, Johnny Burrows,
Robert Fannin, Jr. and Andy Somerville. John Kelly
joined the boat in Lerwick. With the exception of Andy,
all had completed long passages on Shardana over the
years, but Andy settled in immediately and proved his
worth as a tough and able seaman. As we sailed up the Sea
of the Hebrides, the wind headed us and we beat our way
through the Minches and on towards Cape Wrath on the
North Western extremity of the Scottish Mainland. Cape
Wrath lived up to its name and as we tacked past, it
looked very angry indeed, shrouded in misty rain with
great white foam crashing against its rocky base. The
wind blew from the North East and increased to gale force
as we plodded laboriously into wet, heavy, grey seas with
three reefs in the mainsail and the small working jib set.
The 13.55 forecast gave NE gales for Hebrides and Fair
Isle and for 6 hours it blew merry hell before moderating
slightly, by which time the short choppy seas of the North
Minch had been replaced by a long rolling Atlantic swell
which made conditions aboard very much more pleasant.
Cooking was difficult that evening and as Johnny battled
manfully with pots and pans, a hungry crew sat and
waited, mindful of the noble member of the Atheneum
Club London who was exasperated by the slow service in
the dining room and finally asked his waiter indignantly:
"Do you know who I am?" The waiter contemplating the
member with sympathetic concern replied: "No sir, but I
shall make enquiries and inform you directly".
During the night the wind fell away and next morning
as the fog rolled in, a breeze filled in from the South East.
We were unable to use the sextant but we got a fair
position fix by using the D.F. on Sumburg Head, Sule
Skerry and the Butt of Lewis; it indicated just how dismal
our progress had been during the preceding 24 hours. By
night fall on Monday the 28th July we were motoring over
a flat sea in dense fog. We kept a careful lookout remembering that in 1895 there were only two cars registered in
the State of Ohio -- they collided. It was a long and
anxious night with all five on watch. As we came under
Sumburg Head the signals from its D.F. Station sited
some 300 feet above us, were no longer effective and we
tried to work out our position from the readings on the
depth sounder.
At one point we sighted the cliffface not more than fifty

yards abeam. We edged carefully around the head
steering, as it were, by ear as the powerful fog signal
boomed out into the damp grey darkness. Finally we set a
course for Kirkabister Ness on Bressay and as we came
within range of its 20 mile D.F. Signal we were able to
increase speed and proceed with greater confidence. We
motored up Bressay sound close to the Bressay Shore
until we reached the Taing of Ham and then motored
across to kerwick Harbour almost colliding with a Northbound fishing boat on the way as it steamed purposefully
and powerfully across our bow.
Lerwick was a tranquil oasis. Washed by the showers
and heartened by the excellent breakfast in the Mission
for Deep Sea Trawler Men we adjourned to the Queen’s
Bar where the pints of "heavy" confirmed our opinion
that Scottish brewers have no equal in the world. Several
enthusiastic longshoremen assumed that we crewed a
cargo vessel and when we tried to convince them that we
had no cargo for Spitsbergen, they nodded and winked
conspiratorially and assured us that our secret was safe
with them, for they had no love for Her Majesty’s
Revenue men. S~nce they could not be convinced of the
truth, we gave muffled hints of piracy and contraband.
In the evening John Kelly, the sixth member of our
crew, arrived and we adjourned to the delightful Lerwick
Boating Club premises where, with its genial commodore
Willie Henderson and Secretary Andrew Johnston, we
helped the members celebrate another day in their
Centenary Year until well after midnight. Next morning
Willie Henderson and his wife Marryn filled our shopping
list of fresh supplies and with tanks full of water and diesel
and we slipped our lines and set sail for Spitsbergen.
Lerwick had been great fun but in the words of the Tao,
"it is better to travel than to arrive". We were happy to be
at sea again, especially in sunshine with free sheets and
wind filling a full main and light genoa as we sailed close
to Rumble Holm and on between East Linga and Griff
Skerry to Out Skerries which was our departure point for
Isfjord. We had travelled a rhumb line distance of 515 to
Lerwick. The distance to Pyramiden, at the East end of
Isfjord, is 1132 miles and this was to be our next stop. Our
first day was calm and warm with sufficient breeze to
make 136 miles. The hatches were open and the boat was
dry and fresh. To the West we could see Fetlar and our
last glimpse of land was the Muckle Flugga light winking
at us in the simmer dim.
The weather forecast service still gave gales for Fair Isle
but we were soon North of that sea area, drifting along
with the high clew reacher filling and drawing us further
northwards at between 3 and 31/2 knots. There was no
point in trying to increase speed with auxiliary power,
because we did not carry enough fuel. The peace was such
that nobody would have dared suggest motoring, We saw
two stationary Russian Trawlers and with characteristic
western paranoia we wondered if they were spy ships.
Fulmars were our constant companions and their
effortless gliding still remains a source of fascination.
As we drew away from land there were fewer gannets,
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skuas or puffins and the gulls had of course stayed firmly behind low grey cloud and either Johnny Burrows or
ashore. The silence was only slightly broken by the myself would dash into the cockpit with the sextant to
trickling sound of the bow wave and the occasional call or note the angle and the precise time of the sight. Radio
squabble of fulmars resting on a flat sea. Fulmars are Colarado’s efficient time check system was clear enough
gracefully silent birds in flight but when swimming on the on the Brookes & Gatehouse short wave convertor to
surface they are capable of making quite a din, most of check against one’s wristwatch. Taking a shot from the
which, to human ears at least, sounds argumentative. At cockpit in these conditions was exasperating and with the
11.00 hours on Friday the 1st August we sighted about boat pitching all over the place it was difficult to keep a
one dozen whales rolling with unconcerned ease over a faint and shy sun on your mirrors. Just when you thought
flat sea. They were probably pilot whales but they were you had it altogether and were ready to shout for time,
about five cables to the East and consequently they were either the pitching would throw you off balance or some
not readily identifiable.
especially big seas would obscure the horizon. There was
As we approached the 66th parallel progress improved much cursing and the poor helmsman was unreasonably
but as the wind filled in eventually from the N.W. we blamed for failing to keep the boat steady. After one such
hardened sheets and were unable to hold our course. All session I disappeared to the chart table in a rage and
except Johnny Burrows and Andy Somerville had been managed to calculate an intercept of 39 miles. Bob’s
North of the Arctic Circle on a previous cruise and we comment in the log was pleasantly sympathetic and it
planned some form of initiation ceremony. In the event, read: "God should iron out the bumps in the sea for
by the time we reached 66° 33’N the weather had deter- sextant shots".
iorated and we were well reefed down with a working jib
We noted that we were almost 150 miles East of our
set. It was 03.30 hrs. and we were hard on the wind; rhumb line and if the NW winds were to continue we
nobody felt like a party. It started to get noticeably colder would have to tack. Johnny Burrow’s log entry at 01.00
and some strongish gusts from the Greenland ice cap sent hrs. on the 6th August reads: "Think of sex, it keeps you
us scurrying below for warmer clothing. Several grey warm". The rest of us preferred to rely on our gloves,
windy days followed but it must honestly be said that we balaclavas and winter woolies. Winnie the Pooh’s little
rapidly became acclimatised to the colder airs. By taking verse, "Nobody knows how cold my toes are growing"
simple precautions, life on board remained pleasant and had taken on a new significance aborad the Shardana.
relatively cosy. Our butter rations froze and our fresh
By mid-day on the 6th August we had been on the wind
food stuffs, such as the bread and vegetables, remained for sixty-two hours in strengths which varied between 5
remarkably fresh.
and 7. Although the sail changes were unpleasant there
The cabin was a little bit like a domestic fridge but if were always willing volunteers. Any form of movement is
this was the case, we easily demonstrated the theory that rewarding in the Arctic and after a sail change one comes
one could live quite comfortably in a fridge provided one below radiating great heat. One disadvantage of being
remained well wrapped up and went to sleep in a heavy heeled to starboard for so long was that the heads were
quilted sleeping bag. Meals were a great delight. Bob
Fannin’s son Black Bob was the most toasted chef in the
Arctic this year. As we headed to the 70th parallel he
cooked a magnificent curry filled with meats from cows
and sheep and flavoured with mushrooms, sweet corn,
onions and carrots all mixed up in a mysterious sauce
from the Orient. The result was exquisite and our feelings
could not have been better expressed than by the anonymous French Gastronome who wrote: "avec cette sauce
on mangerait son p~re".
On Tuesday the 5th August we reached the 71st
parallel. One hour on the helm or three minutes or so on
the foredeck was quite enough but in any case there was
no need for any more. It was getting colder but the change
was sufficiently gradual to enable us to get used to it. This
is one of the great advantages of moving Northwards at 5
m.p.h. Night time was completely bright but because of
heavy cloud cover we did not see too much of the
midnight sun even though it was above the horizon for the
full 24 hour period. We moved from one observed
position to the next and in spite of a grey ceiling above us
we were able to take sun shots on each of the ten days that
"How the hell can I get a sight if you can’t hold the bloody
it took us to sail from the Shetlands to Spitsbergen.
At some time a faint silver disk would emerge from boat steady?"
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out of commission; it refuses to be pumped uphill.
Finally, Black Bob could not stand it any longer so he ran
forehead with a few sheets in hand and operated off the
pulpit. He got soaked for his trouble. His father then tried
to defeat Newton by seeing if the old apple would fall back
onto the tree while four others stood around tight legged
and silent. Much to Bob’s relief we tacked before the real
damage was done and held the boat upright for half an
hour; in that time the heads were fully occupied and
happiness aboard was once again restored.
The wind now started to veer and was soon blowing
from the N.E. The low cloud had gone and patches of
light grey and blue appeared ir~ the sky. We noted our
observed position and laid a course for Kapp Linne on the
South Shore of Isfjord. We were able to hold this course
with slightly freed sheets. We sighted puffins, kittywakes
and Arctic terns and for the first time we saw little auks.
These tiny little birds prefer the icy seas but have been
sighted as far South as Fetlar in the Shetlands. They fly
quickly at between 6 and 12 inches above the surface
narrowly avoiding collision with breaking wave crests.
Sometimes they are to be seen sitting on the sea with neck
outstretched just above the surface. Because their bodies
are often submerged they look like semicolons.
The sea on the 8th August, after the wind shift, was
being whipped up by a strong Easterly wind and it was
difficult to understand how these tiny birds kept their
heads above the surface in such confusion. It was also
difficult to realise that we were sailing through water
which we could have walked across last May. With the
wind blowing from the East we set the high clew reacher
and surged forwards towards Isfjord at times up to 10
knots. We had a good force five/six which lasted until
evening when, for the first time, we lit the charcoal stove.
The cabin warmed up and at mid-night we sighted our
first seagull.
We noticed also that the fulmars had a grey plumage in
place of the white birds which had surrounded us since the
Shetlands. At 02.10 hrs. on Saturday the 9th August we
caught our first glimpse of Svalbard and by 08.00 hrs. we
were within three miles of its shore beating our way
passed Bellsund Northwards to Isfjord entrance. It was a
bright morning and the white snowy peaks provided a
marvellous contrast to the wasted black mountain base
below them.
The air was so clear that we felt that we could almost
reach out and touch the mountains. Ahead we could see
the white spiky peaks of Prins Karls Foreland illuminated
in the sunlight. There were great fields of snow flowing
down to an ice cliff at the waters edged, with snowy
mountains on either side and mountains behind it all lit
up by cold sunlight which made the whole scene positively
sparkle with crispness. It was a cold morning with a N.E.
wind blowing from the Polar ice cap over the icy peaks of
Spitzburgen.
The beat from the Bellsund entrance to Kapp Linne
took nine hours. We called home on the V.H.F. through
Svalbard radio to advise our nearest and dearest of our

safe arrival. We sailed well into Isfjord before losing the
wind and we then motored to Billiefjord and Adolfsbukta
arriving at the Nordenskjiold glacier at 03.05 hrs on
Sunday the 10th August. We had logged 1309 miles from
Lerwick.
An icy wind blew from the snow capped peaks and the
ice front on the glacier radiated its coldness through the
crisp air. The water was filled with small blue icebergs
which had calved from the glacier and the haunting
silence was occasionally broken as the glacier would
rumble and groan in its retreat. We looked at this strange
cold scene remembering a distant Ireland’s Eye, before
motoring to the South shore of Billiefjord where we
anchored and landed on Spitsbergen for the first time.
Walking over this strange and empty land seemed to
affect us right through the soles of our feet. Tiny little
yellow flowers illuminated the tundra and the bog cotton
danced like small snow fairies on a desolate wasted plain.
Mark Twain felt "Such is the human race. Often it does
seem a pity that Noah and his party did not miss the
boat". The land here was quite empty of life and if one
shares Mark Twain’s view, then this was definitely the
place to be.
After breakfast we sailed across Billiefjord to
Pyramiden which is one of two Russian coal mining settlements on Svalbard. It has a population of 1,000. As we
walked about we were met by a man called Valarie who
was probably a Commissar. He showed us the facilities of
this small community which includes a gymnasium, a
library, a cinema, chess rooms, an ice hockey rink, a large
canteen, greenhouses and a large modern hospital. The
doctor and his wife proudly showed us around their clean
but empty hospital explaining that they never had
patients on a Sunday but that Monday morning inevitably produced a few callers. In place of Jim Larkin, Fr.
Matthew or the Blessed Virgin Mary there were statues
and portraits of Lenin, Marx and Engels. A different
creed idolised with much the same appalling taste. The
greenhouses had grapes, lettuces, scallions and tomatoes.
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"It is freezing alright".

!

"Longyearbyen whose very name suggests length and
dreariness -- Photo John Gore-grimes

It must be a rare experience to sample tomatoes grown at
latitude 78° N but they tasted delicious.
Valerie took us to his house and introduced us to his
wife and young son. Although it was only 11 o’clock in the
morning Vodka was produced on a table which was laden
with bread rolls, butter and salami and pieces of chocolate
to flavour the aftertaste of the Vodka. We produced
Paddy Whiskey for our hosts and the doctor and his wife
and an engineer from the mine, joined the party. The
Russians then joined us aboard for lunch.
We mentioned everything from the Olympic Games to
God without once falling out and their intake of Paddy
confirmed a private view of mine, that there really is a lot
of Irishness about the Russians. Bob Fannin explained
the finer points of Rugby while the children played about
on the deck eating Cadburys Chocolate and Club biscuits.
It mattered to no one that Bob’s audience had not heard
of Cliff Morgan and in any case spoke no English. After
one bottle of Vodka per man good humour, laughter and
gesticulations were adequate ingredients for complete
understanding. It was pleasant to see the human side of
the Russian bear and we were sad to leave these friendly
and hospitable people.
We motored to Longyearbyen which is the Administrative Capital of Svalbard and spent Monday tied along-

side the pier on a day of gales and pouring rain. H. W.
Tilman wrote of Longyearbyen after his visit there in
1974: "on a wet day even the Garden of Eden must have
looked sad and Longyearbyen, whose very name suggests
length and dreariness, is no garden". The wind and rain of
that day merely deepened its gloom. Its 1,200 citizens
seemed preoccupied and we managed to walk about quite
unnoticed. No stores are available but we ate well at the
post office restaurant and had showers in the mine
workers lamp house. We bought diesel from the Coal
Company and departed. An outraged Oscar Wilde, handcuffed on the way to prison, said "if this is the way Queen
Victoria treats her convicts, she does not deserve to have
any". As tourists in Longyearbyen our thoughts of its
citizenry were parallel to those of Oscar Wilde.
Nevertheless, as we sailed out of Isfjord and headed
North for Magdalenafjord, 132 miles away, we soon
forgot Longyearbyen and were once again amidst the

Shardana in Forelandsundet with Prins Karls Foreland to
the West -- Photo John Gore-Grimes
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The Waggonway Glacier in Magdalenafjord.

most captivating scenery. To the West of Spitsbergen is a
long island called Prins Karls Foreland which runs
parallel to the mainland coast and is separated from it by
Forelandsundet. The Island is of course uninhabited and
is some 50 miles long. Its highest peak is 3,500 ft. Looking
at this scene Black Bob entered these words in the
Log:"Spitsbergen, like a cluster of mountain summits
hugging each other -- it looked cold, black and barren -it looked as if it lacked people and had a life which took
place in the detailed folds of its ice. Small scamperings of
creatures furred. Whistling winds carrying snow dust at
its feet. Glaciers like wide white rivers stopped in their
path allowing the snow capped peaks show their black
chiselled crags. The sun entered its yellow patch and it
flaired with an electric magnesium brightness -- but heatless".
We had calm waters and clear visibility on our way
Northwards through the Forelandsundet. At 09.00 hrs.
on Wednesday the 13th August the wind vanished and we
started the motor to pass through the Revflaket, which is
a bar which runs right across the sound. There is a half
i
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Shardana at anchor in Trinityhamna=-Photo John Gore-Grimes
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mile long channel with a least depth of 2 fathoms over it
but the channel is unmarked and is only slightly more
than a cable wide. Following the detailed bearings on the
Norwegian chart, and in this perfect visibility, we passed
over the Revflaket without incident.
As we cleared Prins Karls Foreland the wind returned
and we sailed into Magdalenafjord and up to the ice face
of the Waggonway Glacier at its head, through incredibly
green and tranquil waters filled with small blue and white
drifting bergs. The cold lonely silence of the mountains
around made an impression which we will never forget.
Although a chilly wind drifted towards us from the ice
front, the still shelter of the place made the temperature
quite acceptable. The Waggonway Glacier is more
massive than the Nordenskjiold Glacier and beside it is
the Hanging Glacier which though much diminished
from its former magnificence, is nevertheless an impressive sight.
We anchored at Trinityhamna and went ashore for a
walk and for some rifle practice. The silence was now
occasionally interrupted by the shrill cry of an Arctic
Tern. The scene was one of timeless and ageless beauty
with not a Tayto pack nor a Fairy Liquid container to be
seen. As we returned aboard for dinner Bob sang afew of
his verses from "Where the Bee sucks there suck I".
According to Mark Twain "Wagners music is better than
it sounds". The same cannot be said of Bob Fannin’s
music which is at least as bad as it sounds.
We left Magdalenafjord at 02.00 hrs. on Thursday 14th
August and headed North through the Smeerenburgfjord. Smeerenburg means Whaleblubber Town and
William Scoresby records that some 58,000 whales were
killed off this coast between 1699 and 1775. This reckless
extermination was first undertaken by English and Dutch
Whalers in 1611 and later the men of Biscay, the Danes
and the Norwegians participated. The Danes were based
on Danskoya and the Dutch on Amsterdamoya and it is
these Islands which form the Western side of the Smeeren-

Ice meets sea on the NE coast of Spitsbergen -- Photo
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burgfjord. It was perfectly calm and as we motored
towards the Fair Isles we saw a ship at anchor ahead of us.
We called it on the V.H.F. and learned that a Dutch
expedition was studying the life of their whaling forefathers on Amsterdamoya. They had found the bodies of
their ancestors lying on the surface rudely pushed out
from their graves by the ever present perma frost. These
bodies, now four hundred years old, still had skin and
hair.
The expedition had located many whalers artifacts and
had found proof that this hardy community of 2,000 souls
had room for a whore house. The whore house must have
provided some comfort at least in an otherwise desolate,
cold and bitter life on this Island. We went alongside the
Dutch expedition ship Plontius and handed the mate a
bottle of Paddy. The mate reciprocated by giving us a
bottle of Dutch Courage and he indicated that we might
need it when we emerged from the North end of
Cooksund. The Plontius, a large powerful steel hull ship,
had tried to make Moffen Island two days previously but
had been stopped in ice and was forced to turn back.
As we left Cooksund we were at last North of Spitsbergen at 79° 55’ N heading for Moffen. There were some
floes in the water about us but for the present we could see
plenty of open water ahead of us. Ten miles East of
Cooksund was a very different matter. The horizon to the
North was solid white ice while the way forward to the
East was extensively covered with Polar pack ice. The
leads were becoming fewer and narrower and Black Bob
went aloft to see if there was any way forward. His news
was depressing but not unexpected. He could see
Verlegenhuken 30 miles to the East but the way ahead of
us was blocked with solid ice. Although we knew that we
would not reach the Hinlopen Strait we continued to
weave our way forward at times running up on the ice and
falling back again, to take a particularly tight corner. We
motored in a windless sea of ice and apart from losing the
Brookes & Gatehouse impeller no damage was done to
this sturdy hull.
Eventually we could go no further so this was the "Full
Stop at 80° N." We estimated that our actual position was
80° 02’ N 14° 08’ E which would have put us close to
Moffen Island. Moffen is only 10 feet above sea level so
that it would have been completely covered by ice. Our
idea of its location was perhaps better than AI Capone’s
knowledge of the whereabouts of Canada. In the course
of a Senate Investigation he was asked if he had even been
to Canada and his reply was: "Canada! I don’t even know
what street it is on". The ice charts for Thursday the 13th
August confirmed that the Polar ice front was 81° 30’ N
just 90 miles North and that the sea between it and the
North Coast of Spitsbergen was heavily covered with
Polar pack ice varying from 4/8th to 8/8th.
We turned back and found that the ice behind had
closed in and for a while we were not at all sure that we
would be able to find our way out. Finally we saw a
clearance and moved towards the South West to reach it.
We then headed South heartened by the words of Robert
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Louis Stevenson: "Our business in life is not to succeed
but to continue to fail in good spirits".
As we passed the ice floes we saw many large healthy
grey beard seals which slipped slug-like into water as we
passed them. They are shy and weary fellows whose main
predators are Polar bears. We did not see any Polar bears
but with so much camouflage about they would have been
difficult to spot.
Ny Alesund was 82 miles away and we passed through
Cooksund and Smeerenburgfjord. As we approached
Magdalenafjord the wind increased with suden violence
from the South East. By 03.00 hrs. on Friday the 15th
August we had three reefs in the mainsail and had set a
small working jib. We were thankful that we had not met
these conditions 24 hrs. earlier. The grinding ice and gale
force winds would have been the cause of some concern to
us, as apprentices in Polar pack ice. It took 15 hours to
cover a rhumb line distance of 36 miles and our progress
was impeded by heavy seas and by an adverse current
flowing Northwards from the Forelandsundet.
We anchored at Ny Alesund at 17.45 hrs. Ny Alesund is
the most Northern Community in the world and has a
summer population of eighty. The 15th August was an
anniversary of the founding of the township and as we
anchored in Kongsfjord a crowd had gathered on the pier
to wave farewell to Crown Prins Harald of Norway. His
ship accompanied by a large Norwegian Naval Vessel
moved off down the Fjord in gale force conditions
hugging the Northern shore to avoid the fairly large and
very numerous bergs which drifted away from the massive
King’s glacier at the head of Kongst]ord.
There was a Dutch De Vries yacht at anchor behind us
and that evening we were to spend a most pleasant time
aboard their yacht Norseman swopping Irish yarns for
Dutch tall stories and Paddy Whiskey for Dutch Gin. The
Noresman was the only other yacht which we met in the
Arctic.
Ny Alesund was an important mining town until a
serious explosion which occurred in 1937 killing many
miners and causing the closure of the coal mine. It now
has a radio station, a weather station and a radar tracking
station. It rained and this was another day when the
Norwegians seemed preoccupied with other matters. Our
only contact with any of the citizenry of Ny Alesund was
with the Post Master who took our numerous cards but
otherwise seemed to lack curiousity. Even my ridiculous
half bearded half shaven face did not cause him to raise an
eyebrow. The North Pole supermarket was closed but
Jake, who peered through its dusty windows, reported
that the only commodities on its shelves were postcards
and toilet paper. But of great interest was the memorial to
Amundsen and the air ship mooring mast.
Ny Alesund was a busy place for trans Polar explorers,,
in the Twenties and in 1928 Nobile set out for the North
Pole in his airship Italia. Amundsen and Ellsworthy had
flown over the Pole three years earlier in their airship
Norge. Nobile made the Pole but crashed when he ran into
bad weather on his return. Although Nobile was finally
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rescued by a Russian Ice Breaker, Amundsen lost his life
in a plane crash en route to Spitsbergen to join the rescue
party.
We left Ny Alesund and Kongsford and headed once
again into the Forelandsundet but this time in thick
weather with head winds. We had an anxious passage
through the Revflaket relying mainly on the depth
sounder which at one stage left only two feet between us
and the bottom. We returned to Isfjord and tied up in
Longyearbyen to take on additional fuel supplies for the
journey home via Jan Mayen. Our fuel tank holds 20
gallons and we stored another 25 gallons in cans lashed
into the half inflated Avon dinghy on the coach roof.
Longyearbyen seemed more friendly than on our
previous visit and we spent a pleasant night singing and
dancing with four young and lively Norwegians. The girls
were gorgeous, they sang Norwegian folk songs and
played whistle and guitar throughout a bright Arctic
night.
We put to sea at 11.40 on Monday the 18th August
bound for Jan Mayen. One of the Norwegians had
generously given us six Lamb Chops from his own
supplies and this first fresh meat since Lerwick, tasted
wonderful.
It took twelve hours to beat to the Isfjord entrance and
as we left the shelter of Isfjord and sailed once more in
open sea the effects of windchill were at once noticeable.
The wind blew from the South West and it looked like a
long beat to Jan Mayen on a rhumb line distance of 561
miles. Radio Colarado came in loud and clear and we
corrected our watches. Everyone wondered if they would
ever see this cold coastline again as the sharp white peaks
of Prins Karls Foreland started to disappear into the
clouds.
The barometer read 1008 but it was falling. At 13.00
hrs. on Tuesday the 19th August we plotted an observed
position which put us at 77° 08’ N 9° 34’ E. It was raining
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and the wind had started to back so that progress
improved. The barometer had fallen to 992 and continued
to fall rapidly. By 07.00 on Wednesday the 20thAugustthe
barometer read 984 and by 13.00 on that day it bottomed
out at 982 and started to rise again. The wind had dropped
off as the barometer reading approached its low point but
it started to increase from the North East as the glass
started to rise. We were unable to get a sextant position
because of heavy rain and poor visibility but we estimated
that we were at 75° 45’ N 4° 05’ E. The wind increased to a
force 6 gusting 8 and the seas were much confused by the
change in wind direction. Each hour recorded a 7 knot
average and we shortened sail by taking in three reefs in
the mainsail and setting a small working jib.
By mid-night we had struck the working jib and we still
rushed forward at between 6 and 7 knots in a wind speed
which was probably now approaching force 8. The seas
remained confused and occasionally washed over the
decks. The barometer now reached 993 and was rising
quickly.
At 02.40 I was at the helm with Black Bob on standby,
reading a book at the chart table. It was still perfectly
bright but overcast. The wind fairly whistled but we felt
that with three reefs and no headsail we could easily cope
with these conditions on a broad reach. At 02.40 the boat
suddenly fell off the top of a wave and crashed downwards. The next wave must have followed it closely for it
hit the boat within seconds. There was a tremendous bang
and Shardana rolled over throwing the crew below to the
cabin roof and me into and under the Greenland sea. I
remember that, inexplicably, some ropes came into my
hands. I was still under water but started to pull myself
along the ropes, suddenly I felt a bang on my chest and as
the boat righted I was scooped back on board by the side
rails of the pushpit and landed head first onto the cockpit
floor. I had been holding the mainsheet ropes between the
traveller and the end of the boom.
Icy green water gushed into the cabin and below was a
shambles. The starboard bunk with Burrows on it had
come away from its mounting and Johnny, bunk and all
the tools and equipment under him, flew over the cabin
table, hit the roof on the port hand before falling down on
the bunk which Andy had occupied seconds before. Andy
had rolled up the side of his bunk and was, as it were,just
returning when Burrows and his lot landed below him.
Jake was tied into the port hand pilot berth with leeboard
up. The Greenland Sea made for him and he was, for a
while, completely submerged as he lay in his bunk. The
batteries had landed on the gas stove and the contents of
the book case and chart table had been deposited on the
floor which was now covered by eighteen inches of cold
Greenland Sea. The food locker beside the stove, where
our bread and biscuits were stored, was full of water and
all of the port hand clothes lockers were awash.
We set to work, at first with buckets and pumps, and
soon had the water down to manageable levels. Johnny
and Andy set the trisail and Black Bob took the helm
while I went below to change from sodden clothes into
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wet clothes. We lashed the helm down and lay ahull for
the next 22 hours, effecting repairs and trying to keep,
warm. The chimney piece on the stove had come away
after the knockdown and we were unable to light it. The
port hand cabin window had been stove in and our first
priority was to make this water tight. We succeeded by
placing timber against the perspex and jamming spanners
into the hand rail to hold the timbers and the window in
place. Later we caulked the frame from the outside and
lined the lot with Bostick to make it water tight. The Avon
dinghy with the spare fuel cans inside it had been washed
away and the deck hand rails were now at the top of the
mast tangled in the rigging. The radar reflector had been
flattened and the aerial and mast head light were no more.
As we lay ahull the wind increased as the barometer
continued rise. Twelve hours after the knockdown the
barometer was reading 1004 and at this time we estimated
that the wind varied from gale force 8 to storm force 10.
The boat, lying at an angle of between 40° and 50° to the
wind, behaved with great dignity and life below would
have been fine except for the cold. It was impossible to
sleep because the bedding had been completely immersed
in sea with a water temperature between 0° and 1°.
With time to reflect I know that I should have insisted
on safety harness in the cockpit. We had worn them when
we handed the jib two hours previously. This omission
very nearly earned me an interview with St. Peter and as
interview material I would not have fared too well.
Byron’s words suited the occasion precisely: "Comfort
must not be expected by folks that go a pleasuring".
At 03.30 on Friday 22nd August we set sail once again,
bagged the trisail and proceeded with triple reefed main
only. It was like learning how to sail all over again and we
steered apprehensively at first but slowly regained our
confidence. The wind was basically a 6 but gusting 8 from
the North East and the seas, though more settled, still
gave us a merry ride. It was three days since we had taken
a position fix and we looked anxiously to see if the sun
would appear. There was low cloud cover and we knew
that we would not find our observed position that day.
During the next 24 hours there was heavy driving snow
and it was bitterly cold.
We had decided to set a course for Howth and steered
at 180° imagining that this line would take us just East of
the Faroes. In fact because of a wind shift we were unable
to hold 180° and so altered to 200°. We still expected that
we would pass well to the east of Jan Mayen and believed
that there was, in any case, little point in putting in to Jan
Mayen since we knew that there was no shelter there from
such strong winds and heavy seas.
At 06.00 on Friday morning it was snowing heavily but
the wind had moderated to a force 5 and the seas had
quietened down considerably. The snow cleared by 10.00
and the sky brightened. I ran [’or my sextant and took a
shot and later Johnny got a mid-day sight. Our observed
position at 13.20 (local noon) was 74° 08’ N 4° 52’ W. We
were, by mistake, on course for Jan Mayen and quite close
to it.

As conditions had improved we decided that we would
sail for Jan Mayen and we continued on the same course
with full main set and genoa goose-swung with the
spinnaker pole. It snowed again and putting the caulking
into the damaged window proved to be very cold on the
hands. That night, for the first time in weeks we switched
on the compass light for an hour or so at 01.00.
Saturday was another cold snowy day but the clearance
in the sky give us plenty of time to take sextant shots. By
local noon our observed position was 71° 44’ N 08° 00’ W
and at 16.00 hrs. we sighted the mighty Beerenberg
mountain rising 7,676 feet out of the sea. The base of the
mountain was surrounded by an apron of snowy clouds
and the snow capped peak peeped through and was
illuminated by an extraordinary yellow light as the sun set
behind it. As we rounded the North East corner of Jan
Mayen, under Beerenberg and sailed up to a recommended anchorage in the lee of Eggoya, fulmars glided by
with idle curiousity. It took almost an hour to clear the
anchor chain which was in a right old tangle after it had
been thrown upside down. As we anchored, the wind
driven sleet fairly stung our hands and faces, so that the
retreat below decks and the open bottle of Paddy was all
the more welcome. We had been at sea for six and a half
days since our departure from Longyearbyen and had
logged 665 miles.
Beerenberg is distinctively volcanic and last erupted in
1970, but it did not trouble the inhabitants whose base is
some 15 miles,to the South West. We motored away from
Eggoya towards the Norwegian base and found that our
V.H.F. no longer functioned. We called up the Jan Mayen
radio on 2182 using a Callboy. Later the Norwegians told
us that our signal was so weak that they had assumed that
we were many miles off. We told them where we were and
the radio officer said with some surprise: "Oh yes I see
you now outside the window". So much for the Callboy as
an emergency radio. If we had shouted to the Norwegians
they might have heard us better.
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The Norwegians launched their steel hulled boat and
took us to the anchorage at Batvika. When Meermin had
called, there was only one launch on the Island located at
Walrus Bay and the Norwegians had trailed it across a
tortuous route to the south side when Meermin had
broken her anchor chain at Batvika. There are now two
launches and as we no longer had a dinghy, four of us
were taken ashore while Johnny and Black Bob remained
aboard on anchor watch. It was a fine day and all 30
inhabitants of Jan Mayen were on the beach to greet us.
We drove up to the base camp where we were fed and
given hot showers.
Bard Antonsen and Ernst Vardal showed us around the
base and explained that the Norwegians there had mainly
either military or radio communications skills. Bard
drove us across to Walrus Bay where the Dutch had first
landed in 1614. That first year a party of 7 had been left
ashore for the winter but when the Dutch whalers
returned in the following year they found the seven dead
bodies of their comrades lying on the beach. A tall
wooden cross on a mound on that beach stands there as a
reminder of this sad event. The Dutch whalers later set up
a colony at Engelskbukta (English Bay) and their whalers
worked from this base until they and others had driven
the last whale out of the Arctic Ocean.
We returned to the base where we were given a sumptuous dinner. In the rest room there is a polar bear skin
nailed to the wall. The contents of this skin had landed on
the Island three years ago and one evening was found to
be outside the door of a radio hut just 300 yards from the
base. The hut contained two Norwegians who were radio
hams who used the hut for recreation purposes. Now they
were caught inside with a very angry and very hungry bear
at their door. They had no weapons and no direct contact
with the base so they used their radio equipment and
Shardana at anchor under the 7,676 foot Beerenburg contacted another radio ham in the Canaries. Their
message was passed from the Canaries to Algeria, from
Mountain at Jan Mayen -- Photo John Gore-Grimes
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Algeria to Paris, from Paris to Copenhagen, from
Copenhagen to Tromso and from Tromso back to the Jan
Mayen base just 300 yards from the radio hut. The men in
the Jan Mayen base came out and blew the head of that
Polar bear.
We were returned to the Shardana with a side of cooked
ham, loaves of bread, green beans, biscuits, 300 litres of
diesel and badges which showed that we were now
members of the Jan Mayen Boat Club. All of this had
been given to us free of charge and our generous hosts had
stressed that if we had any other requirements that they
would try and satisfy them. There are no women on Jan
Mayen.
Johnny and Black Bob were taken ashore for the same
incredible treatment. There is a shop at the base which
sells things such as chocolate, tobacco, pens, cameras,
radios, socks and Jan Mayen tee shirts. We purchased
some things but Bard told us that if" we did not have
enough money the men at the base would underwrite our
purchases and we-could sent them a cheque later.
True trust and friendship from the temporary inhabitants
of this remote Arctic Island. Johnny and Black Bob
returned and Bard and Ernst came aboard for one last
drink.
We left Jan Mayen at 22.10 on Sunday the24th August
having spent 20 hours there. Ernst had told us that we had
been the first visiting boat this year and that the day of our
arrival was the clearest day this year. The incidence of fog
and gales in the Jan Mayen is incredibly high. We had
signed the visitors book only four pages after Rory
O’Hanlon who had called there in 1974. Each visitor uses
one page of the visitors book and on the page behind ours
was the name of Pat Colleran (I.C.C.) who had sailed
there from Spitsbergen on a French Yacht in 1979.
Jan Mayen to Howth is 1096 miles and a large High
covered the Arctic as we headed South under a clear sky
and with no wind. The kindness and friendship which the
men of Jan Mayen had shown us will never be forgotten,
and, for the moment it was appreciated in a more
practical way as we motored over a fiat sea with three
large fifty litre cans lashed on deck. The wind finally filled

From/To
Howth -- kerwick
Lerwick -- Pyramiden
Pyramiden -Longyearbyen
Longyearbyen to
Magdalenfjord
Magdalen[iord to 80°N
°
80 N to Ny Alesund
Ny Alesund to
Longyearbyen
Longyearbyen to
Jan Mayen
Jan Mayen to Howth

Ti me
4 days 19 hrs. 7 mins
10 days 17 hrs. 39 mins
0 days 5 hrs. 15 rains

TOTALS:

33 days 12 hrs. 21 mins
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in from the NNE and we passed just West of the Faroes
and on Southwards to the Flannan Islands and the
Monarch Islands. We could see St. Kilda to the West but
we now had Channel fever and as Bob Fannin put it: "If
we don’t get back soon we might find little postmen or
little milkmen in the play pens at home".
We had light or following winds from Jan Mayen to
Barra Head and then we beat in grey and misty conditions
through the North Channel and on down to Howth. Eight
days and seven hours later we picked up our moorings at
Howth having logged 1147 miles. So ended a most
enjoyable and instructive voyage. We had been away for
37 days and 16 hours and 33 days and 12 hours had been
spent at sea. We had been North of the Arctic Circle for 24
days. The only printable verse of the great epic poem
"Eskimo Nell" is the last verse:
Back once more to the sins of men
To the land of the mid-night sun
I go to spend a worthy end
For the North is calling "Come".
Shardana will return.
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Rhumb
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Distance Rhumb distance Engine hours
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logged
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647 4.47 knots 5.62 knots0 days 16 hrs. 30 mins
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1312 4.39 knots 5.09 knots 1 day 3 hrs. 20 mins
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1 day 9 hrs. 55 rains

132
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3.89 knots4.36 knots0 days 7 hrs. 20 mins

0 days 13 hrs. 55 mins
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0 days 20 hrs 5 rains
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3.88 knots4.31 knots0 days 10 hrs 40 rains
3.19 knots 5.10 knots0 days 5 hrs. 20 mins
4.88 knots5.18 knots0 days 20 hrs. 05 mins

5 days 13 hrs. 45 mins

561

665 4.19 knots 5.97 knots0 days 11 hrs. 15 rains

8 days 7 hrs. 0 rains
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1147 5.51 knots 5.78 knots3 days 5 hrs. 15 mins

3700 mls 4247 mls 4.60 knots 5.28 knots7 days 13 hrs. 0 mins
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Dun Laoghaire to Galway, Northabout
George O’Brien Kennedy

Most of my life 1 have been a racing rather than a
cruising man, and when I do find the time to go cruising
as skipperofmyown yacht, I am afraidI must beatrialto
those of my crew who are not so orientated. However,
they do not seem to resent it and I think I can say that on
this cruise, with all the crew changes, we never had an
angry word, and I think some people benefited and
enjoyed driving the boat at her best all the time.
Perhaps as I grow old I am becoming too prudent, but
over the years I have developed a very great respect for
the sea, and realise that I am only-- at least in the really
open sea -- there by the kind courtesy of Father Neptune
and the wind gods, who can rapidly turn a calm sunny
day, on the rock-strewn Atlantic coast, into a very aweinspiring and frightening one, with the problems of
navigation becoming difficult and vital.
This cruise was carried out chiefly in September 1980
and one of the worst ones in recent years for bad weather,
so that the boat was holed up on three occasions, and
broke no records, but did call at 19 different places and
gave no trouble what-so-ever.
Brainstorm is a 30 It. ’=/~ tonner’ which was designed,
and built by me, my family, and friends, and although not
designed as a cruiser, has proved to be an extremely
seaworthy and easily managed boat for a crew not
exceeding four, and even single-handed, and quite comfortable. In what is probably her final form, she still
retains the second rudder forward. This is retractable but
is normally left down, and is used in a variety of ways,
both simply for improving directional control particularly on the run, and for balancing the aft rudder in
hard going to windward, and in racing tactics. Both
rudders are variably coupled and operated by one short
tiller. Her cruising disadvantage is her 6 ft. draft and very
short keel.
The cruise was planned to complete my exploration of
Ireland’s wonderful coastline, while l still have the boat
and the strength to do it, and which I already knew pretty
well from Bangor to Roundstone, south-about. This
meant sailing from Dun Laoghaire to Roundstone
North-about. It was intended to do it in a lesurely way
with several changes of crew and generally with overnight
stops, so that the coast could be seen and photographed
at close range. I wanted to compete in the "Bay" racing
until near the end of the season, so did not sail until 29th
August.
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Storing and checking out the boat was carried out on
the 28th at the R. St.G.Y.C. in pouring rain. My first
crew, James O’Connor Junior and his young friend
’Luke’, joined the ship near midnight and we were under
way by 09.30 with light westerly wind, overcast and
raining of and on. Passed inside Patrick’s Island and tied
up to a trawler in Skerries for lunch and to await arrival
of Brendan Williams, fourth crew member and ex-ship’s
radio officer, then pressed on for Kilkeel, where we had
planned to pass the first night, and to meet a Mr. Collins
who had recently completed a cruise to and from Spain
with his son Kevin in one of my Kerrys, and had written
to me full of praise for his boat in some really severe
weather between the Scillies and south of Ireland. This
leg was a slow sail in rain squalls and gathering darkness
under the Mournes. We arrived off Kilkeel in the dark
and pouring rain, also at dead low water. I had been
under the impression that tidal range was small in this
area, but now know better. We motored through the very
narrow entrance and put James onto the foot of a very
high ladder, so that he could seek Mr. Collins and help us
find a berth in the 100% fishing harbour. We then found
ourselves aground on the silt bar just between the pierheads. With heavy rain and brilliant flood lights pouring
down on us, we waited for about fifteen minutes for the
tide to rise, and by hanging out on the boom, got offand
proceeded up the narrow harbour, now guided from
above by James and Mr. Collins and Kevin. We tied up
alongside a big trawler in the basin, 1st. right and then we
all walked up to the Collins’ house, where we met the rest
of the family and were splendidly treated and ted, before
returning to Brainstorm for the night. Next morning we
found the basin almost dried right out, and only just
avoided falling right under the bilge of the trawler, and
finished in a most undignified bow down attitude.
30/8/80. We floated again at about 10.30 and set off
for Portavogie, into which we beat at about 16.30, tied up
outside trawlers in for the weekend and went ashore fora
drink and possibly a meal. We did not know Portavogie!
Not a pub within three miles of a harbour packed with
fishing boats! and nowhere to eat, so back on Brainstorm
for a big fry-up and then offagain for Lame at 21.30, into
a light N.W. breeze. Used the engine for an hour or so,
then the night became such a glorious one that we
stopped the noise and proceeded close hauled under a
low, almost full, moon and star filled sky, slowly past the

George O’Brien-Kennedy’s Brainstorm.

Down coast, taking west round Mew Island and stood
into Belfast Lough until we could make Black Head.
31/8/80. Dawn carne tip in wonderful band of colour
like a horizontal rainbow in the mist over Scotland and
tile sun peeped over it just as we lacked in for l.arne. Here
mv crew had to leave me to return to Monday work and l
was at a bit era loss what to do. Someone suggested that l
ring Kcvin Collins, which 1 did and he turned tip the next
afternoon. I was tied to a fishing boat conversion close to
the l,arne S.C. and while iilonc on board, suddenly
noticed that a small \acht getting under way was t?aDl’
Roe, a Slipway 5 tonner designed bv i.ne 35 ve:.lrs ago. I
jumped tip and down, shouted and waved, to no awiil:
BaDl’ Roe dropped her mooring and under power and tide
set out for the open sea. As 1 very much wanted to see a
"Slipway" again and meet a present owner, 1 lranticallv
cast offand started the little 6 tl.P.B.M.W, which served
me so well on this cruise, but Ba/~l’ Roe was already too
flu away and seemed to be gaining on me, so [ gave tip
arid ticd tip again.
1/9/80. Kevin and I set off at II.00 after sorne
shopping in Larnc. with Rathlin Island as our target.
Wind light offshore fronl those Antrina highlands and we
were able to carry the big spinnaker for the first and hisl
time on the cruise, nmking aboul 5 knots, a lovely sunnv
sail nearly up to Tor I|ead, where we changed to genoa
and had a fast reach up to t:;tir t lead and across Rathlin
Sound with tide rips in a comparitivelv miniture form, to

Rue Point, and a run into Church Bay and nloor tip in the
tiny harbour to a small lishing boat. A chat with some
locals revealed disenclmntment with Governmnent treatmint of the Islanders and the harbour, so far as any
financial assistance or material improvements were
concerned, lip to the only pub, which opened for us at
about 18.00. Interesting publican, talked about many
things, including the wreck of the tt.~I.S. Drake (lst
world war) lying in Church Bay, and now ground down
to a safe level for smnall craft navigation. A little shopping
and back to Brainstorm to cook a meal and furl1 in early
for a fairly quite night, though with a little anxiety about
a rising wind ,:lnd a certain amount of surging on tile seas
which were bieaking noisily outside.
2/9/80. Left Church Bay at 07.00 with two hours of
west-going cbb, a fresh southerly offshore wind, and rain.
A little ~.agt_le about where we might spend the night.
Close off thc Giant’s Causeway at 08.45 which produced
some hard squalls and a sea building tip as we stood more
offshore and headed for Inishowen tlcad. Thc Cruising
Club Pilol suggested Culdult as a stopping phtcc for tile
night and it sounded good. We sailed close in ahmg tile
Inishowen coast, redclced to small jib and reefed main
and pretty wet with rain find spray. Anchored off the pier
in Culduff bay about 18.30, near a lovely sandy beach
turned dark gold bv tile rain, with a fair sized river
tlowing out o| it and putting LIS in it slight offshore
current. This was the first time we had anchored, and, :is
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we did from then on, we let down our nylon cable, which
ends in 2 fathoms of chain and 30-40 lb. C.Q.R., a weight
of another 30-40 lbs. on a separate line. This seemed to
give good security and we never have any dragging
problems.
As I wanted to phone home I went ashore in our small,
rather fragile, inflateable and was met on the harbour slip
by a friendly young lady who turned out to be a Miss
O’Rahilly, Michael’s sister, now on archeological work in
the area, and one of the family who had holidayed beside
us, 15-20 years ago on the barge Gillaroo at Jamestown.
She was able to give me fresh water and drive me in the
rain the mile or so to Culduff village to phone. Kevin
went ashore later in the pouring rain to seek music and
company younger than mine, but returned by the
pierhead light disconsolate and very wet before closing
time.
With the wind in the right direction Culduff has much
to recommend it and we had a comfortable, and for me,
anxiety-free, night, because it would be an easy bay to get
out of if the wind did shift, with no offlying dangers.
3/9/80. Departed from Culduffat 07.30 on a morning
dull and with poor visibility, but not actually raining,
wind fresh, 5, from S.W. produced quite fierce squalls
and then calms off the mountains on the way to Inishtrahull sound and Malin Head, so we used the engine for
a while to maintain a good speed. We passed inside
Garvan Isles and close to the impressive inshore rocks, all
a bit grim in the prevailing conditions. We rounded Malin
close to the rocks and in the very very close company of
one of the big open Donegal double-enders, going
slightly faster than us, and in the very considerable sea,
leaping half out of the water at times; we too must have
looked quite spectacular to them, they gave us a cheerful
wave as they drew ahead and inshore, close to somewhat
fearsome rocks and breakers, and we, now hard on the
wind, starboard tack, made for Dunaff Head, about 8
miles across Pollan Bay and so into Swilly and calmer
water. Soon after entering the bay we observed two huge
black sabres, which could only have been the dorsal fins
of one of the whale family, probably killers;
unfortunately we only saw them briefly and several
hundred yards away. Apart from seals we saw little of
marine life on the whole cruise, which was a disappointment. Plenty of bird life, mostly skua- splendid fliersgannet and of course shag and cormorant and all the little
fellows, guillemots mostly.
We anchored off Portsalon and then brought Brainstorm into the little harbour, had a meal, the first ashore,
in a little cafe near the hotel, which was already closed for
the winter, then went for a walk. It was one of the better
sunny days of the trip and this part of Donegal was not
known to me from the land and is very attractive. Later
we sailed on up Swilly, -- passing our newest fishery
protection vessel anchored off, -- with main only and
spilling the wind and trailing spinners, as there had been a
lot of mackeral in the bay the day before, but we only
caught one. Again using Cruising Club Pilot, we let go the

anchor in Mackamish, a very attractive little cove righL
under a Martello tower and its outer fortifications.
On inflating our dinghy, we found the bottom panel
was torn in several places, but managed to get onto some
shore rocks before we got too wet, and had a walk; the
return journey resulted in wet backsides. We cooked the
one mackeral and made a meal, and passed a quiet night,
although the weather forecast was bad. We had come to
the end of the relatively good weather and entered a
period of very unsettled and sometimes atrocious
weather for cruising.
4/9/80. We raised the anchor at 09.30 and sailed back
to Portsalon in rain and fresh S.W. wind, but managed to
get alongside, bow out and well fendered, for long
enough to buy some food at pub shop and then away
north at 11.00 for Sheephaven and Downies, deciding to
miss out Mulroy bay, which I knew from camping and
dinghy sailing. The wind backed to S.S.W. about force 5,
heavy rain and squalls, poor visibility; got a glimpse of
Tory through the murk. Fishing craft were very busy in
the lee of the land, working pots and tangle nets. Glad to
turn in to Sheephaven and out of the Atlantic swell and to
round the east facing pier. Water only deep enough for us
at the outer end at low water, so we tied up on the outside
of the outer tier of fishing boats at about 17.30. A quiet
night with rain clearance.
5/9/80. We had a rest day at Downies to dry out and
repair the inflatable and and wait for a second crewman,
Mike Roberts, to drive up from Roscommin, which he
did in the evening. We had a marvellous supper of crab
claws, free issue and cooked by a friendly fisherman’s
wife. Kevin seeking local talent at the evening disco with
some success. However, the 1355 shipping forecast was
very bad with gales for our area, and sure enough it blew
hard all night and as we caught the seas coming round the
pierhead we were continually jerking fiercely on our
springs which I doubled up in the night and added more
fenders.
Saturday, 6/9/80. The Radio Eireann 07.55 coastal
report suggested that we stay put for the next 24 hours at
least, so Mike decided to motor home, as he had to be
back at work on the Monday anyhow.
7/9/80. The R.E. forecast did not seem too bad so
Kevin and I decided to have a go at sailing round to Aran,
although it was likely to be a beat from Bloody Foreland.
We reached out to Horn Head behind a trawler out to
trawl for bait for his pots -- and on a Sunday! We cleared
Horn Head, on top of which I had camped with my
family some years previously, and which is well named,
having a head-shaped outer rock with, from some angles,
a distinctive single horn. Here we met the Atlantic seas
again and the wind began to freshen from S.W. Hard on
the wind Brainstorm really came into her own with
heavily reefed main and No. 2jib she went like a bird; her
exceptionally fine entry and low freeboard and greater
weight than the average ~/2 tonner really paid off and we
were doing over 4~/2 knots in the roughest going I have
had in a long time. Although half-drowned in spray, we
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were singing as we rode ovcr, and sometimes through, the
waves on top of the swell. We passed north of Inishbeg
and not far from Tory, which I had hoped to visit, but
weather was far from favourable. We passed the low lying
Bloody Foreland at about 2 miles and started the hardest
slog of the whole cruise, with a freshening wind gusting to
gale at times. (Reports from coastal stations heard later
gave wind in squalls at almost double the actual wind
strength). Somewhere north of Owey isle we got a
particularly fierce rain squall which laid Brainstorm’s side
decks under with the sea smoking and almost flattened,
and we hunched to protect our faces, with rain rattling on
our backs like buckshot. We got another just before we
got in the lee of Aran, wind not so strong but rain a
deluge, which blotted out everything but our immediate
surroundings, and for what seemed like a hell of a long
time we sailed on compa:ss. When it cleared we were close
to the lee of Aran, sailed through the sound and
anchored near the lifeboat, extremely glad to be in. Kevin
got a hitch ashore in a fisherman’s punt to do some
phoning and meet the inhabitants, who were apparently
impressed with the speed at which we came into the
anchorage. "Like a bullet she was". Kevin had neglected
to get a return passage out and it was nearly dark when I
heard him holloring from the pier; but I knew that even if
I could get the anchor, there was not sufficient water at
the pier and the inflatable could hardly have been rowed
in against the wind. I had to leave Kevin to tend for
himself and in the end he got the loan of an old punt
which we kept for the night.
8/9/80. After a fairly quiet night we got under way at
08.30 with Killybegs as our objective. The weather was an
improvement on the day before, with some sunshine, and
with a wind fresh S.W., 1 decided to use the engine with
sheets hard in after clearing llincrone so that we could
make Malinmore head without tacking and with a good
offing. Very impressive coast past Glencolmkille and
Slievelooey. We passed through Rathlyn O’Byrne Island
with the wind now free and great rollers under us and
breaking most impressively on this rock of an island,
emerald green as they rose before breaking in dazzling
wind driven whiteness. We passed two trawlers north
bound and plunging heavily into the head sea, then away
with a falling wind behind us along the south Donegal
coast and the famous Slieve League cliffs, close past
Inisduff and so into Killibegs to anchor in the N.W.
corner of the harbour at 14.30. Forecast bad again at
16.00 BBC and R.T.E. so decided to leave Brainstorm the
next day, wanting fair weather for the long leg across
Donegal Bay, so rang my wife with a request that she
drive up and rescue us.
9/9/80. Kevin and I left Brainstorm on her anchor in
Killybegs and motored back to Drumsna. Kevin hitchhiked on the next day to Dublin and Kilkeel.
I took time offto put in some business visits in the west
and returned to Killybegs driven by Donal Conlom, one
of the builders of Brainstorm and also of many other
racing craft, for South Coast, Winkie Nixon and the
Browns.

16/9/80. I moved Brainstorm alongside the west pier
fishing boats, where there is little movement, they being
mostly laid up or under repair. Somewhat at a loss tk~r a
crew, weather still extremely unsettled also the boat very
foul and badly in need of a scrub but there was nowhere
suitable.
17/9/80. I contacted Stephen Fitzgerald at Rosmoney,
Mayo, who said that he and friends Kawt and Walter
would crew me to Westport and to save them some
mileage I suggested that I should take Brainsform across
to Mullaghmore, where I could scrub her against the
quay with assistance from Rodney Lomax, previously
contacted.
18/9/80. The day broke pretty wild, general synopsis
not good and a trawler was wrecked in the night at the
entrance to Killybegs -- loss of life. Apparently the radar
was faulty and crew blinded by their own deck lights. I
decided to have a look at the conditions outside and got
under way sailing alone at 08.30 with wind W.S.W. 5-6.
By the time I was off St. John’s Point 1 was in a big sea
with wind on the beam and I realised that Mullaghmore
would be very uncomfortable with a scend running into
the harbour and that drying out was a bad idea. 1
returned to my berth in Killybegs, a good place to be in
bad weather from any direction, running back fast and
dodging hundreds of floating fish boxes, pound boards
and other debris from the sunken trawler. Trudi Lomax
confirmed on the phone that conditions were bad in
Mullaghmore. I spent the day shopping and doing odd
jobs on the boat. 06.00 forecast more promising with
wind going more N.W. and moderating. Stephen agreed
that they would come up to Killybegs that night and they
arrived at 01.30 on 19th.
19/9/80. We left our berth at 07.30 with Broadhaven as
our target. Donegal Bay is a very wide stretch of water,
Killybegs to Broadhaven nearly 70 miles, considerably
more than Dun Laoghaire to Holyhead. Conditions were
nearly ideal, the wind had gone right round to east, force
3 and we were able to carry the starcut spinnaker all the
way across, making just under 6 knots, and missing all
but the fringes of several showers. Sunshine most of the
way. Nearing the Mayo coast we came on the wind to
close the coast and inspect the entrance to Porturlin,
which should offer good shelter, with possible swell from
the north and squalls from south west. Holding
questionable. We then sailed along the incredibly
contorted cliffs and rocks of this coast, inside the Staggs
and round Benwee Head. We decided that as conditions
were right to try Rinroe for the night. We anchored off
the small newly built harbour which seems to have plenty
of water at H.W. and probably at L.W. too at pier head,
but is as yet apparently unused. The three young crew
members decided to go ashore after a meal and in the
dark walked the l J/_~ miles to Carrowtiege for a drink. In a
beautiful starry night we anchored 100 yds. off the pier in
15-20 ft. of water, almost windless and without swell.
20/9/80. Self up early for a walk ashore and then under
power to survey the entrance to Ross Port over the sandy
bar at low water, Stephen sitting on the spreaders and
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guiding us, assisted by echo-sounder. Least water was
about 8 ft. and perhaps 100 ft. wide, with surf on either
hand until near the old jetty or slipway on the north side,
where water is at least 15 ft. with narrow channel. The
bearing to come in on seemed to be with this jetty bearing
magnetic east exactly, and once over the bar keeping near
the north shore. It was a glorious morning with clear
water and only a low swell, ideal for exploration.
We then headed away, still under power, for Erris
Head and tried the spinnaker, but were going at 4 knots,
-- faster than the wind. Once round the head we jibed
came on the wind and got sailing. The north end of
Belmullet is quite spectacular and with light offshore
wind we were able to sail very close to the shore and inside
the Eagle rock, with its immaculate lighthouse and
buildings shining white, and many of the smaller rocks.
This was by far the best day of the whole cruise. We sailed
a short way into French Port, which in spite of its
apparently exposed position, would seem to be a possible
refuge in most wind and sea conditions, but in poor
visibility might be hazardous to try to find. The usual
Atlantic swell was breaking on the rocks. Sea indigo blue
and foam incredibly white, great patches like soapsuds
drifting between the rocks after the strong winds of recent
days.
As conditions were perfect for landing on Inishskea,
we made into the bay just north of the harbour on the
south island. Not realising how far east the Pluddany reef
extends from North Inishkea we had hurridly to double
back to round the outer rock, again with Stephen on the
spreaders, and anchored in clear water, sandy bottom,
with about 5 ft. under the keel and only about 50 yards
out. We all went ashore together in the tiny Campari
inflatable and walked this beautiful grassy island, devoid
of anything but grass, and in the irrigation ditches,
watercress. The land divisions are marked by big stones
stood on end, with windbreak wall on the west side some
~/4 mile from the ruined village. The harbour, with quite
deep water at half tide, is of a most unusual design,
presumably principally for curraghs. Keel craft could
also go alongside if they knew the position of the slipway
and the long wall and platform which would submerge at
high water. We all agreed that the island under the
conditions in which we saw it was pure delight but it is
only inhabited by rabbits, a few cattle, three donkeys with
pathetically neglected long hooves and one shaggy
skewbald pony; also seals offshore who seemed tamer
than usual. We would have liked to have stayed longer
but evening was approaching and we wanted to get round
Achill Head before dark. Some hilarity and wet bottoms
as we scrambled aboard the tiny inflatable in the small
shore waves, and then away to the south, time nearly
18.10. We set the starcut with light east wind. A lovely
evening with Achill growing higher and higher as we
approached and Black Rock and its lighthouse in
silhouette against the western sky,and showing a cleft or
cave right through it. Off the head at dusk we decided to
go inside Carrickakin and close to it, because on the

rather small scale chart a rock -- Priests -- was shown
with a + in the sound. With the tide under us we were
going very fast over the ground and had a anxious
moment when we noticed a considerable disturbance fine
on the port bow; by how much we cleared Priests Rock I
do not know, but would recommend keeping to the main
island, or better still, going outside Carrickakin. In the
moment of near panic the wind came round the south side
of the island and put the spinnaker aback, however, we
were in the charge of the tide and were swept through the
sound while we changed to genoa, and sailed east into the
night, close hauled to round Clare island and bring up
and anchor just after 01.00 under Grania’s castle. In spite
of the hour, Stephen and Co. decided to go ashore for a
jar, as they were now practically on home ground. They
got their drink, and were back by 02.00!
21/9/80. I went ashore at first light and explored a bit
of the island. By the time I got back the wind was
freshening from the N.E. and it was beginning to rain. We
were under way by about 10.00 for Rosmoney with single
reefed main and No. 2. genoa, hard on the wind and we
had an exhilarating and wet sail in pouring rain, white
horses everywhere and side decks under at times, and
made the passage to the Westport-Newport sailing club
mooring in well under two hours, averaging five knots.
We left Brainstorm anchored and went ashore and to
Stephen’s house for a meal and a change; then a brief visit
to the Jagos. Derek had been one of Brainstorm’s crew a
few years ago. Then finally I caught a train, using my free
ticket, to Roscommon to be met by my wife.
30/9/80. I returned to Rosmoney after some survey
work and decided to sail alone to Ballanakill bay, where
my son, Simon is earning a living for his family as a full
time fisherman. Conditions were sunny and good with
S.W. breeze of about force 3, freshing to perhaps 4 by the
time I arrived. The boat was sailing herself on the wind
for periods, with aid of bunji cord, while I looked at the
chart. I mistook the entrance and tried to do the impossible, but realised mymistake in time, and once into the
bay, which is very shallow in places, was led by a small
fishing boat up the channel. Finally grounded gently on a
rising tide and eventually anchored within sight of my
son’s red 34 footer. He had only just docked himself, and
came out again to take me ashore and to his cottage.
31/9/80. Simon towed me up to another jetty near the
Clifden-Letterfrack road and I was able to dry out and
scrub, and then slept aboard to see her settle down again
in her awkward manner.
1/10/80. Towed out to a very snug anchorage and
motored home.
2/1080. Returned early to Letterfrack and slept
aboard.
4/10/80. Simon came aboard early and we set off lor
Roundstone; with light W. wind we motored out of
Ballanakill and then sailed down past Cleggan and inside
High Island, a big swell breaking on the rocks of the
extensive reef off Slyne Head with it old and new lightouse towers, both black. This corner of Ireland is con-
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sidered by fishermen generally to be treated with great down from the Twelve pins. We tore away south with
respect and it must be a fearsome place at times. It was reefed main only, at over 7 knots, pursued by white horses
quite a relief to be round it and running dead before up on all sides and the sea rapidly building up, Brainstorm
this coast, keeping a careful check on our position and the steering and lifting her tail easily as she ran. My fears of
location of the several offlying rocks, particularly the bad judgement in leaving at all, were allayed, and when
Bellows, in this dangerous area. Generally, due to the we rounded St. Macdaras Island we got a lee and the
whiteness of breakers they are easily spotted, but we did reach to Golam Head, with its most conspicuous tower,
notice however, that sometimes it is only the occasional on the inside passage was delightful, calm water with
wave (the 7th?) which breaks, so that for quite long strong wind. From Golan to Cashla was without hazard,
periods the rock may not show. We motor-sailed some of off this barren south Connemara country -- now
the way, being anxious to get to Roundstone before dark, peppered with holiday bungalows, the bane of all
which we did with about half an hour to spare. We spent a Ireland’s western coasts, apparently planted with little or
quiet night anchored off.
no planning, from Kerry to Donegal. We anchored off the
5/10/80. By morning it was blowing really hard from little harbour opposite the fishing port of Rossaveel and
the west and R.T.E. 07.55 shipping forecast was bad for had the most perfect night, fiat calm, stars in the sky
us, who had intended to sail back to Ballanakill. We reflected exactly in the water and only the sound of dogs
decided to sail out anyhow and see what it was like. We barking in the distance.
soon knew that a 12 mile beat to Slyne Head might be
12/10/80. Morning dawned cloudless, windless and
heroic but was not on: it was blowing near gale force, brilliant. We set off for Galway at 08.00, little or no
steady, with vicious squalls and very rough sea, so we breeze for first hour or two, then lightest of breezes from
went back to anchor off Roundstone harbour and went S.W. and brilliant sunshine. About mid-day we noticed
ashore to phone to get a message to Simon’s wife to come some mackerel shoals m our vicinity and got out the
and fetch us. Being Sunday, we could not get through, but spinners, stopped the engine and drifted at about I knot
she, wise girl guessed the situation and arrived with their until we had caught a quota of 8 fish, enough to eat lk~r
van and two baby girls and took us back to Letterfrack. I supper and some to take home. Into Galway ’lay-by’ at
drove home the following day.
16.00. Out to Roundstone to collect car and then I
Home at Drumsna, I decided to take Brainstorm to returned to docks and when the gate was opened, took
Galway and lift her out there, so I arranged with Mike Brainstorm inside, rather sadly, for the last night afloat
Roberts a fresh water sailor, to sail Brainstorm from and seasons end.
Roundstone to Galway via Cashla.
13/10/80. Arranged lift out and completed loading by
11/10/80. We drove to Galway docks with Brain- 16.00.
storm’s trailer in tow and went on out to Roundstone in
Throughout the trip 1 was greatly helped by Cruising
one of the two cars, buying some food on the way. We left Club Journals, although using old issues, and was
the anchorage at Roundstone at 14.45, after some grateful to all the contributors of the past. I suppose it
difficulty with the anchor, the wind having come quite was rather late in the season, but strangely the last sail we
suddenly out of the North, and very fresh, funnelling saw was off Strangford.

Evening anchorage -- Balearics (Spokestar) - Photo Eddie Kelliher.
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Spokestars September Cruise
Ronan Beirne

On September 1st 1980 after fuelling up, Spokestar set
sail on a cruise of the South West Balearic Islands. The
crew consisted of Ian McKay, Bryan Jean, Carmel and
David Burdett (all related by marriage etc.), Neil O
Donovan and myself, all except Bryan and Jean being
Spokestar veterans. Our aims were to see as much of the
South West Islands in the time permitted and to pay a
visit to Cabreara, which lies about 25 miles South East of
Palma as most of us had been there before and were keen
to revisit.
We motor sailed with about 10 knots of wind on the
nose to Paguera which lies about 17 miles from Palma
and on the South West corner of Mallorca. We dropped
the anchor in the middle of the small bay offthe town at
1700hrs. There were a couple of other yachts nearby and
several swimmers and sail boarders. After a swim, beer
and view of the general activity taking place around us,
we went ashre in two watches for dinner and a visit to the
town bars. On return of the second watch at 0100 we set
sail for Ibiza. The wind was force 2/3 astern and we made
good way under sail at first and later motor sailing as the
wind dropped. We encountered little traffic except for a
couple of fishing boats and eventually sighted Ibiza at
0725 hrs. At 1030 Point Moscarte, the N.W. corner of
Ibiza was on the beam and soon we were in Portinaitx for
breakfast and later in Gala Grascio for lunch and our first
attempts on the sailboard which we had brought on
board. This small Gala is typical of the little inlets in these
waters. Rocks stand proud on each side of the entrance
leading to a perfect beach and all surrounded by trees.
This Gala was equipped with a bar and it wasn’t long
before the whole crew took to the water and ended up
washed ashore. The rest of the afternoon was spent
leisurely motoring along the coast to San Antonio. The
harbour at San Antonio has a long pier inside of which
the yachts lie stern to. We were lucky in spotting a yacht
vacating a berth on the inside which we moved straight
into, a few berths from Se,~,ura. From previous experience
we knew that not only were the berths on the outer end a
long walk from the town but suffered the discomfort of
the wash from passing craft. San Antonio is a very lively
town with plenty of night life.
The following morning after shopping in a general
grocery store beside the quay, we set sail. The wind was
on the beam, a good F3 and the Mediterranean was at its
best in the mid-day sun. Our course took us by the small

Islands of Conejera and Vedra, some resembling small
versions of the Skelligs without the bird life. We then
came across an attractive anchorage in a small Gala
behind Cape Llentrisca. It was now mid afternoon and
after a swim and some acrobatics on the sailboard some
of the crew set about preparing the bright work for
varnishing while others prepared a snack. Later in the
evening we moved about two miles to Gala Yondal and
dropped the hook at 1905hrs. After preparing dinner (the
pre cocktails took longer to prepare than the meal) we
spent the rest of the evening playing cards and drinking
duty free until about mid-night when we got into our
watch routine. The moon was very bright and in the
distance we could see the beacon of Sabina on
Formentor.
On Thursday 4th we headed offunder power and eventually dropped the anchor off La Espalmador. We spent
the day in this beautiful island at two different spots
anchored a short distance off the beach. Here we fell into
the now usual routine of aquatic activities, bird watching
followed by a trip ashore to explore the shoreline and
have a beer in the shade. Later in the evening we put into
Sabina, a small town with a fishing pier. Here we put out
two anchors and went ashore for dinner leaving the
anchor light on as were outside boat. Later when we
returned we found a French yacht trying to pull up our
anchor by the tripping line; he thought our buoy was a
mooring. The next morning, Friday September 5th after
getting some provisions ashore we set sail along the coast
eventually anchoring off Playa de Mitjorn which is a very
long beach with good swimming waters. We were the
only boat at anchor here and after a swim ashore we
returned to 5;pokestar to eat and prepare for another
overnight passage, this time to Cabreara, offthe coast of
Mallorc~. We motored all night sometimes gettinga little
help from the sails when at l130on Saturday the6th I was
called from my bunk. I got up to find the floorboards
floating under me. On reaching the wheelhouse I
discovered the sole of the main saloon in a similar
condition. We immediately manned two pumps and a
couple of buckets. The first supposition was the aft head
which I had serviced the previous day, but it offered no
clues as to the source of water. It was not long before we
discovered the water was warm and must have been
coming from the cooling system. Meanwhile the engine
was still running and the crew pumping and bailing. On
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reducing revs we were able to work ahead of the incoming
water and after ~/4 hour we had the pumps sucking air.
The engine box and flooring removed immediately
revealed the source of flood, the sea water cooling outlet
hose had split half it its circumference on a bend where it
turns aft to join the exhaust at the transom. When we had
effected a repair we thought we would now relax with a
cup of coffee only to discover that the water tank had
been contaminated with salt water (through the overflow). This made our decision for us and we altered
course for Puerto Petro on Mallorca. On arrival we found
the small Port very quiet and moored stern to the shore.
Unfortunately being late we could not take on water. A
nearby yachtsman suggested we go to Club Med, which is
right beside the harbot, r and use the showers just beside
the pool. Part of the crew set offequipped with towels and
wash bags only to discover a party in progress at the pool
with everybody in evening dress. Washing that night was
at the fishermans tap on the quay wall followed by dinner
in the town and Club Med for the more energetic
members of the crew.
The following day saw us filled with water and a couple
of miles up the coast in Puerto Colm, a large natural
harbour but very shallow. We went up the far end of the
harbour keeping to the marks towards the new jetty. At
first I thought it might be too shallow but on seeing a
Moody and some other yachts of a similar size to
Spokestar we took a berth. On payment of a small fee we
took on water to wash decks and bodies. Electricity is
wired but as yet not connected as the pier was only open
one week.
On Tuesday 9th we made for Puerto Christo. This was
to be our furthest point as we wanted to go to Cabreara
on the way back to Palma. While motoring into the
marina looking for a suitable berth we saw Maid of
Kileen. There are good facilities here, showers on the
water front, Yacht Club with swimming pool facilities
here, showers on the water front, Yacht Club with
swimming pool and an aquarium. The marina has several
interesting craft and further up the river towards the town
the quays are flanked by fishing boats. The following day,
Tuesday turned out to be our first overcast day. After
attending to several routine jobs on board and
completing the job on the varnish we went up the town
for the afternoon. At 1600 when everybody had

assembled on board for our departure the starting motor
would not utter a sound. Finally we were suffering the
effects of the flood some four days previous. After hours
of fiddling with the engine and some very generous assistance from The Maid o[" Kileen we decided on the only
solution, to sail the next morning to Palma. The decision
to make this early start had one good effect, the entire
crew were back on board early and sober. At 0600 on
Wednesday Spokestar left Puerto Christo in the still
morning under tow from the rubber dinghy powered by
an enthusiastic oarsman, much to the amusement of the
local marinearos. We cleared the lighthouse I~/~ hours
later and drifted out to sea to try and pick up some wind.
At about 1000 The Maidpassed alongside and there after
we kept radio contact until 1500 when she passed Cape
Salinas. Meanwhile we made very slow progress down the
coast with the following breeze, when it existed, sometimes making 2 knots, sometimes J/, knot and most of the
night stationary off Cape Salinas on the last stretch to
Palma Bay.
During the night we could see the beacons of Cabreara
clearly and knew we would not be visiting. Despite the
slow pace the coast was very pleasant, the sun hot and the
crew happy. At mid-day we were worried that we would
run out of beer so we tried the dinghy again and set the
sailboard sail on the mizzen stay. When we arrived in
Palma harbour, our lack of manoeuvreability was
causing some concern when suddenly a wind of about
25knots pipes up, more wind than we had seen in the two
weeks as we reached up the harbour. As we approached
the Marina at Club Nautico we dropped the jib and
rounded head to wind to pick up the mooring buoy. As
Spokestar was now facing the jetty head to wind where
her stern should have been, we dropped the dinghy and
brought a line ashore which was immediately secured to a
bollard. All hands were now on the warp as we pulled
Spokestar stern around against the wind and brought her
stern in to the proper berthing position.
Friday 12th September was spent cleaning up,
wintering Spokestar and removing the starter motor to
bring back to Dublin. We were all unhappy to leave
Spokestar after a most enjoyable cruise and are very
grateful to Eddie and Doreen Kelliher her owners.

MILES
Palma to Paguera
Paguera to San Antonio
San Antonio to Cala Yondal
Cala Yondal to Sabina
Sabina to Puerto Petro
Puerto Petro to Puerto Colin
Puerto Colin to Puerto Cristo
Puerto Cristo to Palma
L--atxJ
k~’ .........

20
75
19
20
119
5
10
65

/ "~
TOTAL

-I
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333

30 years after Mollihawk
David N icholson

To follow in the footsteps of my cousin, Commander
Vernon Nicholson had been for many years, a dream.
Vernon set sail from Cobb in his fine yacht Mollihawk in
1949, with his wife Emmie and sons Desmond and
Rodney to find a new world, ending up in Antigua and
founding their now famous, charter business in English
Harbour. Late 1977 saw the first plans laid for my trip.
With little knowledge of long distance cruising, a lot of
planning had to be done before the happy day in
September 1979 when we set sail from Kinsale to Antigua.
Black Shadow is a Contessa 35 -- a high pedigree one
ton racer as well as being a very comfortable boat for
cruising. The builders, Rodgers in Lymington,
recommended several small adaptations for the trip -- a
larger battery, a self steering, a food cooling unit, a large
altinator, and some form of standby system to charge the
batteries in case they ran down and the engine could not
be started. All were fitted including a Navik self steering
and a Combicool from Camper & Nicholson. This did a
fine job in the Caribbean keeping food fresh and drinks
cool. My mistake was to fit a small solar panel when I
should have fitted a standby generator -- it does not pay
to cut corners on cost!
Over the winter of 1978, my chief mate and I eliminated
all leaks and compiled a long list of tools and maintenance
equipment including fibreglass, timber, wire, lead, etc.
etc. Black Shadow has a small tankage for fuel and water
so an extra water bag was fitted forehead and 4 gallon
plastic drums obtained to bring the water tankage to 100
gallons and fuel to 50 gallons.
For me, this was to be a four month break from work
after 25 years -- it was to be savoured and enjoyed. I
reckoned that picking the crew was probably the most
important decision of the whole trip. In mid 1978, Mick
Cahill said he would like to come the whole way with me.
It is with great pleasure I record we did not have an angry
word in the four months together! The cruise was split
into three legs:-1st leg -- Kinsale to Puerto de Santa Maria, Spain.
2nd leg -- Puerto to Las Palmas, Canaries.
3rd leg -- Las Palmas to Antigua, West Indies.
My wife Joan, son Edward, nephew Alan, and a friend
Paccy Stronach opted for the first leg. Our comedian
Chris Stokes together with Tony Welland joined us for
the second leg. Chris decided to stay with us across the
Atlantic and we were joined in Las Palmas by John Goor

(a hardy campaigner) and Cal Condon -- our own private
surgeon. Hours and hours of planning went into sorting
out dates and meeting places for changing crews and
fitting each piece together to make a unit.
Astro Navigation would be needed so I devoted the
Winter of 1977 to learqing the mysteries of the science
from the ever helpful Ken Dixon in Crosshaven. Knowing
my abilities in this area, he still thinks our near perfect
landfall in Antigua, was a fluke! Lots of charts were
needed, also many admiralty pilots, nautical almanacs,
routing charts, plotting charts etc. etc. They filled a large
suitcase but were necessary if we were to be prepared for
all eventualities. Food and drink had to be organised and
John Goor went to a lot of trouble to make out a varied
menu for the 3 weeks crossing the Atlantic and a long list
of items to be purchased in the Canaries. The grub was
superb -- never the same meal twice. John is a ’gourmet
chef" and we lived in extreme comfort.
David Ryan looked the engine over and gave us instructions on what can go wrong with diesels. Jim Sheehan got
our electrics working and gave Mick and I enough
confidence to make minor repars ourselves. Both were
more than helpful in their own skills.
Kinsale to Puerto de Santa Maria
Wednesday 5th September was to be the start of this
voyage but our departure was delayed one day as a storm
passed through. On Thursday 6th September, 1979, we
left Kinsale in bright sunshine and in high spirits.
Everyone was glad to be away after the long preparations.
The crew for this leg of the journey was:-Mick Cahill: Joan Nicholson: Paccy Stronach.
Edward Nicholson: Alan Nicholson: David Nicholson.
(Skipper)
The crew settled in gradually after 24 hours and got
their sea legs. A routine of watches and dish washing was
established. During the second day, we became very
excited by the arrival of a huge school of bottle-nosed
dolphins. These gay friendly creatures accompanied us
for some time but effectively avoided being
photographed. The weather disimproved and by night
time there was a strong wind of force 6-7. This did not last
long and by mid day the next day the sun was shining and
the dolphins were back to cheer us up.
On Sunday morning the start of the fourth day, we had
our first incident. It was 8.00 a.m. The self steering was in
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use, the preventor was on the main and the crew was
preparing a mountain of porridge for breakfast when,
without any warning, the preventer broke and the boom
came hurtling over, hitting .loan and Paccy on the way.
Paccy was hit on the forehead and looked a nasty mess-Joan caught a glancing blow over the ear. There followed
plenty of confusion while the surgeon’s kit was brought
into use and Mick gently went to work repairing the two
heads with plaster stitches. The porridge was eventually
eaten at 11.00 am.
Approaching ka Corunna in Northern Spain, a force 8
gale blew up in the night. We hove to, and made our
approach in day light the next day, bilges sloshing and
everything wet and everyone very tired. The seas were
huge and plenty of waves came on board. Cooking was
impossible and coping with the loo in oilskins while being
thrown about was a nightmare. Eventually we reached
quieter water and made landfall at La Corunna at 23.00
hours on the 5th day. Tied to a mooring and enjoying a
hot dinner, we were relieved to be still and all slept
soundly that night.
Tuesday 1 lib September, we woke to glorious Spanish
sunshine and immediately went to work drying clothes.
The next thing was to find those showers at the Yacht
Club! But first thc two head injuries were taken to
hospital where the Spanish doctor was not so gentle sis the
chief mate. A total of 19 stitches were inserted with the
help of an interpreter. We spent another day here enjoying
restaurant meals ashore and doing ,jobs on board and
replenishing the larder. Then we moto.ed and sailed o~er
night through fog to Camarinas, a somewhat primitive
fishing village fanlous for lace making and well supplied
with pubs. From there we went to Ria de Muros. We liked
Muros town a lot and sta.~ed there a fcw days. Hot
sunshine made us take off to the beaches for swimming
during the day, returning to port at night. The pubs did a
good business m white wine, cointrcau and beer. So good
was their hospitality that the captain and chief mate were
ahnost speaking Spanish. When thc captain fell
o,~erboard from a Spanish fishing boat at 3.00 am, no one
believed him when he said hc was drinking coffee!
Muros is well supplied with fish. We found a sardine
canning factory there on our last day and sailed from the
port with a plentiful supply. This made tip for the empty

as the marina was full. The day after we arrived, the 19th
September, was the appointed time for Joan and Paccvto
have their stitches out. At this stage, I would point out
that it pays to be insured!
We were about to leave Spain now and head for
Portugal. Our visit to Oporto was an unusual one, and not
every visiting yacht would receive the same hospitality as
did Black Shadow.
Two years ago, while relaxing after business, the
Directors of Taylor’s Port bet me a hogshead of Port that
I would not sail my boat to Oporto. Thev were startled
when we telephoned our arrival but they were honourable
and on Friday 21st September, they met us in Leixoes -the industrial port for Oporto, and sailed with us up the
Douro river to the quays. We wcre then entertained to
lunch and presented with a barrel of"Athtntic" Port -aptly labelled "’Liquid Emergency Rations". On
bringing it aboard, the crew were not long fitting a tap to
our bqrrel so that it was ready when needed!!
We staved a week-end in Oporto and while there, took
a car and toured the surrounding countryside. It made a
change to look at trees and vineyards after so much sea.
We had to time our departure from Oporto with the tide
as there is a bar across the river’s mouth and plenty of
water is needed.
Wc headed south in beautiful sunshine but shortly the
seas became huge and it was uncomfortable sailing. For
the second time we had a small passenger for an hour--a
vcrv small bird taking a rest during migration.
About 24 hours biter, we arrived in Cascais outside

lines ilstCrn on l~any occasii)nN. SO ninny hours were

passed on this trip baiting kip hooks and putting out lines,
but some how the fish were alwavstoo clever. However, it
was an activity that forestalled boredom and madc for
conversation!
l,ife ashore always includcd a visit to the telephone
exchange. Mike became an expert at dialling direct to
Crosshaven from a coin box, though he became sonicwhat mesmerised by the pesetas, disappearing at speed.
Our next long stay ashore was at Bavona. This is a very
attractive place with two small beaches on either side of
the yacht marina and the castle walls of the Paradour
Hotel above. The town is quaint with narrow streets and Edward with "l+iquid Emergency Rations" -- Photo
has some excellent fish restaurants. We anchored off here I)~; vial %’i~’/7ol.s’on.
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Lisbon. It was here we telephoned home from the boat, storm and found myself awash in my sleeping bag. We
after much contact with Lisbon radio, and found all was had the usual hassle with the customs but this time the
well in Ireland. Cascais is a busy holiday town by a beach wrong man got the bottle of whiskey and we had to leave
and we enjoyed swimming and shopping here. The in a hurry. We had an exhilarating sail for 15 miles with a
temperature was 83°F. We had an overnight run to 20 knot wind and arrived at Casablanca -- the largest
Villamoura in the Algarve. It was calm and warm and shipping port on the West Coast of Africa, on the 10th
everyone had a chance to do some star gazing and identify October.
We decided to visit Marrakech which was 280 km
new constellations. The marina at Villamoura is excellent
with plenty of facilities and a shopping complex. While inland. This meant a 4 hour train journey. Abdultah, a
here, the lads had a go at windsurfing -- a good spectator student, met us at the station and was our guide. He took
us to the medina, a square which snake charmers and
sport and good for laughs.
On leaving Villamoura we went through immigration water sellers frequent and then to the Casbah were there
as we were now leaving Portugal and our next port was to are 10,000 stalls selling carpets, copper, shoes, dresses,
be Puerto de Santa Maria in Spain. We motored all night silverware, spices and nuts. Bargaining is essential and
as there was no wind. The diesel was leaking and running you have still paid too much when the price has been
very short and twice Mick had to bleed the engine during halved. We spent 2 days in this fascinating place and then
the night. Early in the morning we sailed for 2 hours but decided to go further inland to Imlil 6000 ft. above sea
had to motor again as the wind dropped. We were anxious level in the Atlas mountains. We hired mules and went a
in case we should run out of fuel but we just made it and further 1000 feet up the mountains -- a hair raising trip
tied up at the quay wall at Puerto de Santa Maria at mid for sailors. The views were terrific and so was the cold.
After mules, taxis and trains, we were glad to get back
day on Sunday 20th September. This was the point of
farewell for the crew who had to return to their studies in to our boat again where we made plans to leave Morocco
on the last lap to the Canaries.
Ireland.
Puerto de Santa Maria -- Las Palmas:
New Crew:
David Nicholson: Mick Cahill:
Tony Welland: Chris Stokes.
The new crew arrived with a new burst of enthusiasm
and set about exploring the sherry bodegas. Everywhere
we were met by friendly people. Having restocked the
larder and obtained plenty of ice for the cooler we left
Puerto for Cadiz, an old town with some lovely
architecture and plenty of haciendas.
Friday 5th October:
We sailed from Cadiz at 06.15 hours across the Straight
of Gibraltar and arrived at Tangiers the same day to find
everything very clean and security very much in evidence
on the quays. We had to fill in seven forms for immigration and found a bottle of Irish Whiskey for the
authorities helped. When all was completed we went
ashore to the town square to survey the African scene and
find an official tourist guide. Sharifftook us on a tour of a
huge tourist market selling clothes leather, brass and
copper pots and then to the Casbah where fruit and
vegetables were very cheap. Later, while drinking at a new
hotel on the beach, we were entertained by belly dancers
-- and so the African scene was set.
Leaving and arriving at each port involved a lot of
hassle over passports. Cigarettes or a bottle of whiskey
had to change hands before any progress could be made.
October 8th found us outside the entrance to Rabat,
but huge seas made it impossible to go in and a helicopter
circled over us, presumably warning us not to. We
continued on 30 miles further to Mohammedia a holiday
resort town. After the glorious sunshine of the last week, I
was rudely awakened next morning by a heavy thunder

17th October:
We set sail at mid day and made fast porgress with a 15
knot northerly wind till midnight. Then we encountered a
severe lightening storm lasting four hours. After this,
there was little wind and we had to use the engine. We
alternated sails and engine for two more days and sighted
land one hour before dark on the 20th October. Having
only a large scale chart, we had to make a very slow and
careful approach and tied up in the fishing harbour of
Arrecife, Lanzarotte at 24.00 hours. Next day we hired a
car and toured the island. How it has changed since my
last visit 20 years ago! The tourist industry is really under
way and all the development has been so tastefully done.
Gas, oil and provisions needed replenishing and then, as
we were short of time, we pressed on to Las Palmas.
Having favourable winds, we covered the 96 miles in 19
hours and arrived at Las Palmas at 12.00 hours on the
23rd October. We decided to stay here and not go on to
Tenerife as there were excellent facilities at the yacht club
and good control on the pier. Black Shadow was to take a
2 week rest now before the trans-atlantic crossing. Some
repairs and a lot of shopping had to be done before the
next crew change was made on November 13th:
Las Palmas to Antigua:
CREW
David Nicholson (Skipper) C. Stokes: J. Goor, C.
Condon and M. Cahill.
Our time in Las Palmas had been very relaxing. It was
interesting to meet so many others who were doing the
same trip as ourselves. The most popular route seems to
be from Spain via Madeira to the Canaries and thence to
Barbados or Antigua. Boats are from many nations with
British, French and Americans probably in the majority.
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Most were waiting in various ports in the Grand Canaries
alad Tenerife until early November so that they would be
absolutely sure to avoid the hurricane season in the
Caribbean -- probably some 500 boats would cross,
taking between 18 to 30 days on average. We met several
single handers who were on their second time around the
world and couples leaving Europe to find a new life -- all
were in no rush. We were the oddities with only 3 months
to spend on the boat! John and Cal duly arrived and
previsions were stowed together with extra supplies of
bottled mineral water as we had been warned about the
bad water and its affects. We had salamis, cheeses, a bag
of onions, a box of oranges, in fact there seemed to be
food everywhere. When the five of us got aboard together
with our full compliment of water and diesel the boat
settled some 3" lower in the water. She seemed to be down
by the bow and only Chris was man enough to live
amongst the stores up forward. We still believe the
shortage of onions was due to his midnight hunger!
Tuesday November 13th saw our departure for
Antigua -- the engine failed to start so we had to borrow a
generator from a neighbouring yacht, and the time of
waiting was taken up by fitting a new sacrificial anode to
the propellor. Quite a sea was running on departure but
only 10 knots of wind. This got up as the day went on to
over 20 knots by evening. The crew felt very lethargic and
had no appetites. Later that day, the gardeners set their
first crops of water cress. Satisfactory noon sights were
recorded and this was checked with a warship via a call on
Channel 16 and proved to be accurate. The warship
immediately dispatched a helicopter who took photos of
our boat.

expert at taking sights. Having spent an uncomfortable
night with the boat continually jibing the head sails, we
decided in the morning to mount the spinnaker pole to
hold the genoa steady and this made all the difference to
the motion. The weather was getting much warmer now at
20° 20’N. We had gone 580 miles so far with 300 to go to
the Verde lshmds where we intended to break the voyage
for a day or so. The waves were getting bigger all the time.
They were much longer and higher and at times we
accelerated up to 8/9 knots down the face of these
enormous waves. They were rather similar to conditions
at home after a force 8/9 gale. It was physically quite hard
work sailing the boat and two hours on the helm was a
much as anyone could stand. A record day’s sail was
recorded, 159 miles. Sunday brought a steadier day thank
goodness as the crew found it very difficult to sleep in
these rough uncomfortable conditions. We had seen
nothing for the last 24 hours except the odd stormy petrel,
some shearwaters and lots of flying fish. It is really a huge
lonely ocean.
The boat seemed to be leaking and on investigation, we
found two leaks from the stern on either side of the rudder
stock. This would have to be fixed before we set out across
the Atlantic.

Sunday 25th November
We sighted the Verde Islands at 04.00 hours the
following day and made landfall at noon at Mandillo, the
chief port of the island. Having had no rainfall for 10
years nothing grows on the island. The people are very
poor, particularly since they have become an independent
state and are no longer under Portuguese domination.
The local officials were pleasant but as usual there was a
huge amount of paper work. John got to work on the
Thursday November 15th
23°12’N 16°50’W -- a most uncomfortable night with leak. He found a five inch crack in the hull and by moving
waves breaking into the cockpit. We were still sailing with all weight forward got the transome sufficiently out of the
genoa and main on a course too far east taking us towards water to fix a fibre glass patch internally and externally
the African Coast. We changed tack and sailed more around the stern post.
westerly and later got a fix from a Scandinavian tanker Getting supplies was very difficult as selection was very
which tied in very well with our noon sun sight and dead limited and the fruit and vegetable market was very dirty
reckoning. The wind blew 30 knots that night so we with flies everywhere. We had an excellent lobster meal in
carried our main alone which gave the boat a very the only restaurant and then hired a taxi to tour the island.
unpleasant motion. After dawn on the Friday, we hoisted The following evening Wednesday 21st November, we set
a genoa and a storm jib -- she sailed much more sail around 20.00 hours for Antigua.
The North East Trades were kind to us for the first few
comfortably without the main and exactly on course.
Heavy seas continued and while we were having lunch days as we sailed along in 10-15 inots of wind, sunbathing
in the cockpit, a big wave hit Mick and threw him from each day and stopping the boat at noon while we swam in
one side to the other and nearly overboard. This was a the beautiful clear water. None of us, however, were
solemn warning that everyone should wear a harness feeling very well on the Thursday but felt better on Friday
when on deck in these conditions. The evening the Navik after a few pills -- maybe it was the food in the Verde
automatic pilot broke down, the rudder trim tab and lshmds.
lower end of the shaft sheared. Now we would have to sail
by hand.
Saturday 24th November
kat 17°30’N Long. 33°21’W, our porgress was slower
Saturday November 17th
than we had hoped -- but the sun was really hot. The wind
Cal was up bright and early with the sextant. He took a dropped away and came up from the S.W. which was
shot of Venus at dawn but it turned out to be the mast most unusual. We were back to a full main and No. 1
light! Other than this slight error, he had become a real genoa and doing only 4 knots. As we were five crew, and
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fresh white soda bread and bananas fried in butter with
Southern Comfort. Our sun sights were very accurate and
we were confident of being within 10 miles of our charted
position. Saturday and Sunday saw the N.E. trades
getting up to 20 to 30 knots continuously. We were sailing
very fast surging down long waves and it was hard and
tiring work at the helm. The constant movement sapped
all one’s energy and as a result it was an effort to do
anything. The only position that you could be really comfortable was lying down and even then you had to brace
yourself a little bit so that you could not be totally relaxed.
We were now making up for the light winds of the first few
days and hoped to make Antigua at the time I had
estimated on leaving the Verde Islands.
The Skipper and Mick relaxing at sea.

Sunday 2nd December
The engine would not start. The batteries were
had no self steering, we all opted to be on watch alone -- completely flat. We must have run the cooling unit too
2 hours by night and 3 by day. It seemed a good routine
We tried running the batteries in parallel to see if she
giving everyone time to do his chores, read a little or sun- long!
would start with 24 volts but it was no good. Having been
bathe and get adequate sleep. A light salad lunch was used to engines breaking down, this did not unduly worry
enjoyed after the noon round of drinks with the main
meal in the evening, followed by port from the barrel. me but we would have to conserve the little power we had
the compass light at night and the radio and D.F. for
Usually wild cries of conquest were heard from the cabin for
our
landfall.
about 21.00 when John and I started our nightly game of
backgammon.
3rd December
We were getting concerned about our water consump- Monday
18°08’N 56°50’W. Our progress was still fast and there
tion as the bulk water all seemed to be contaminated. was lovely sunshine and excellent winds. We were slightly
That meant drinking only the mineral water, leaving us on north of our course due to the angle of the wind and the
a ration of-- 2 litres per day between 5 people. It was very big seas. Great care was taken with sun sights to fix our
little in the heat and we were thirsty most of the time. Cal, position as exactly as possible -- 3 sights were taken, -Mick and I were now quite sick with diarrhoea which we the rising sun at 0700 hours, noon, and 1400 hours
traced to the bad water.
approximately. After dark on Tuesday, we were able to
identify the Guadalupe Aero beacon which indicated that
Monday 26th November
we could be in English Harbour by mid day the following
The wind got to 30 knots with nasty squalls. The day.
barometer fell 1017 millibars to 1010 millibars in two
We sighted Antigua at first light on Wednesday 5th
hours. The wind went round in a circle-- were we on the December approximately 26 miles off. I was jubilant -edge of a tropical storm? Later it died away to nothing. our sun sights of the previous day carried forward had
We saw a yacht, the first boat we had seen for 5 days. We matched our R.D. beacon fix to within one mile! This was
hailed the Edwyn out of Southampton and swapped a certainly an occasion to celebrate! Out came the
can of oil for a five gallon drum of water and a bottle of Champagne for breakfast! My dream was about to come
wine. The following day the NE trades returned but everyone was now laid low with bad tummies. Edwyn’s water true. Everyone was very excited. We made landfall at
was a godsend to supplement our small ration of bottled
water.
Wednesday 28th Nobember
17°30’N 42°43’W, we passed the halfway mark at 1800
and duly celebrated! Clocks were put on one hour to
make 3 hours difference with Greenwich. We were
carrying two big genoas and really moving, with the wind
up to 20 knots and a good following sea.
There was absolutely no t¥iction on board and
everyone was really relaxed and in high spirits. We were
all in a routine of watches, chores, sunbathing and
swimming (on days when it was not too rough) and had
plenty of jokes from Chris, in particular, to keep us
happy. John continued to produce varied meals including

Black Shadow and Kilcullen H in English Harbour,
Antigua.
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SUMMARY
Date
Destination
6/10th Sept. Kinsale to
La Coruna

Distance
556

Hours Engine
at Sea Hours
111
30

12/13th Sept. To Camarinas

46

14

12

15th Sept.

To Muros

20

12

--

17th Sept.

To Bavona

45

28

4
12

20th Sept.

To Leixoes

62

12

22nd Sept.

To Oporto

16

3

3

24th Sept.
Nicholson’s Yacht Charter offices, Nelsons Dockyard,
26th Sept.
Antigua - Photo David NichoLson.

To Cascais

135

28

To Vilamoura

140

27

26
25

92

21

20

1112

256

132

4

1

1

50

9

6

To Puerto de
29th Sept. Santa Maria

English Harbour just 9 hours belk)re the time we had
estimated on leaving the Verde Islands!
But despite the fact that we had been preparing for our
arrival for 14 days, we were not quite ready when thetime
came. We had to sail past the entrance to English harbour
while we searched l\~r our anchor and warp in the brimful
lockers. We still had 2 weeks supply of food on board but
only 6 litres of bottled water and 50 gallons of
undrinkable water. As we sailed down towards Nelson’s
Dockyard, we were greeted by a hooter and an Irish Flag:
Enda O’Coineen, having completed the Mini Trans
Atlantic Race was there to welcome us.
After customs clearnce, the crew of Black 5;hadow
stepped ashore on this beautiful island, to meet the
Nicholson cousins --just 30 years after their arrival by
the same route.
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A Wedding and a Visit to S.V. Pommern in
Mariehamn.
by Michael Villiers-Stuart
The cruise this year was in two parts. The first to sail to
Mull, where my son Garry’s wedding to Rosie Louard (of
Sestral Louard fame) was to take place near Ulva Ferry.
Thereafter, they would take off into the future to live
happily ever after.
The second part was for me a nostalgic voyage into the
past, both to visit S. V. Pommern, a four masted barque, in
which I had served for 12 months as a seaman, 42 years
ago, and also to meet some of my old shipmates, with
whom I had sailed out to the Spencer Gulf, in S. Australia
in ballast and had returned with 4,500 tons of grain. It was
with great difficulty that we got "Winnie" ready in time, as
she had not been commissioned the previous year due to
her owner being clobbered with two strong weaknesses,
one was loss of gripping power in the right hand, for
example, when nobody was about I had to take a loaf of
bread out to the vice in order to cut it -- in case you recall,
the definition of a bore was -- "someone, who when you
ask them how they are, they tell you!" -- so I will say no
more. Also the new mast presented additional work.
However, by 0015, Wednesday 18 June, 1980, the
invaluable Mike Wheeler had secured the final bolt to the
new coal stove. Katherine V.S. and James Cunningham
had stowed the food stores for 6 people for 6 weeks and we
slipped from alongside Carrickfergus. We were due to
R.V. with Tim and Nicki Davis -- with their 6 week old
baby for crew in Lobelia -- off Larne at 0300. Lobelia is an
old Loch Fyne, unconverted fishing boat, which they had
only just bought and were unsure of her reliability. With
very great courage they had decided to sail to the
wedding, in company with us. After a calm windless passage we arrived off Larne soon after 0300, but there was
no sign of Lobelia, so we put into Larne to find they had
slept in. By 0500 we were both clear of Larne on course for
Port Askaig, Islay, in a S.W. 2/3. As we approached the
Sound, the wind veered to the south and increased to
about 6. By 1400 we were attempting to go alongside at
Port Askaig, but found it was far too rough with the wind
funnelling up the Sound, so it was decided to move on to
Loch Tarbert, Jura and by 1800 we were both anchored in
3 fathoms in the lee in the outer part of the Loch. Tim and
Nicki rowed over for a drink, but we had hardly uncorked
the bottle before a vicious squall hit us, and we began to
drag at an alarming rate. Tim and Nicki hastily returned
to Lobelia.
While recovering the daneforth, the brake on the wind-

lass was inadvertantlyjammed in the free position, so that
the heavy 7/16ths chain had to be taken in by hand. When
the daneforth came in, it was founat that one fluke was
bent. We soon motored up to windward and re-anchored
with the fishermen, which held without trouble. The
0015/19th forecast was southerly 8 to 9 and was quite
correct, so we kept anchor watch and stoked up the wee
coal stove, and were mighty glad to have it. The gale
howled and whistled all day Thursday, the wind had
veered to the South West and the seas were breaking in the
mouth of the loch, in a fearsome manner.
The wedding was on Saturday and we had to get there,
so it was decided to make a start at first light Friday
morning, and the anchor watchman was to wake all hands
at 0300 (civil twilight). When we awoke the wind was
stronger than ever and it was decided to await the 0625
forecast, which we missed. We then agreed to sail regardless. By 0700 we bent on the spitfire staysail and began to
hoist the main sail which had to be reefed. When halfway
up, the haliard jammed in the sheave, and we could
neither get it up nor down. While struggling to free it, the
tang on the reefing gear attaching the main sheet block on
the boom, parted -- what with the windless out of action,
and then all this, sods law reigned supreme! -- and I felt
we would never get to the wedding. However, having
secured the boom, we hoisted the courageous James, past
the whipping main sail to the mast head, on the topping
lift. Soon afterwards the mainsail was hoisted and reefed
to the size of a pocket handkerchief, and the tang on the
boom taking the topping lift was shackled to the main
sheet block, and the topping lift was secured to the end of
the boom. Breathing heavy sighs of relief, we weighed and
motor-sailed out from our shelter, into the fearsome
breaking seas rolling into the mouth of the loch.
This was the first time ’Winnie’ had put to sea in a gale
as distict from meeting a gale at sea, and we found it quite
a hairy experience. However, ’ Winnie’ is a really great sea
boat and it was fascinating watching her handle the big
ones, as we luffed up to meet them. Once clear of Rubh an
tSailein Point, we abandoned the plan to make for Ulver
Ferry on the western side of Mull where the wedding was
to be held, as it was too far to windward in such an
atrocious sea. Instead, we made a fair wind of it, and set
course for Lismore Island and hence to Salen near my
cousin’s house on the Sound of Mull. The passage was
very rough and wild but, apart from a few big ones
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crossing the mouth of Corryvreckon, 7 miles out, we
eventually picked up a mooring in Salen Bay at 1900.
There we heard that the Coast guards had been asked to
trace the whereabouts of the three yachts coming for the
wedding, i.e. James V.-S. in’ Vintner’, Tim and Nicki and
Winnie, they reported that they had not been able to trace
any of them, and that they were unlikely to arrive in this
weather. A reporter overheard this and the radio reported
’three yachts missing on way to wedding’ thus causing
some anxiety. Actually, the tenacious James had battled
his way up the west coast and had arrived at Downings,
Co. Donegal, where he loaded up some guests before
being overtaken by the gale.
The wedding on Saturday, 21st June, 1980, was a great
gas. Garry and Rosie bothbeing Baha’i’s, they had a
Baha’i ceremony. The only building in that part of the
island capable to holding a large number of people, was a
boathouse in which the wedding took place, this was
followed by great festivities at Mr. & Mrs. Louard’s
house.
On Monday 23 June, Rosey arrived, she had sailed up
from Bantry in 1974 with us. Winnie then did a lot of
entertaining and produced a hot lunch for 15 people and a
hot supper for 17 people in the evening, our chief cook
Katherine aided by Rosey deserve high class medals for
such a prodigious effort. One of the guests was an old
friend David James, who had sail~ed in the four-masted
barque "Viking" 1937/38. During the war, his motor gunboat was sunk by a German destroyer, while he was
attacking a German convoy off the Dutch coast. He
survived and was taken prisoner and became famous for
making a very daring escape from the prison. Dressed in
his British officer’s naval uniform, but, posing as a Bulgarian naval officer, using the name oflvan Buggaroff, on
his faked passport!
In the morning, we went alongside Salen Pier, owned
by an Ulsterman Richard Greeves, and had the boom
fitting re-welded, and the jamed winch brake freed by
Chris Baker -- a good man to know in Mull.
By 0600 Tuesday, 24 June, we were under way on a
windless morning, bound for Corpach and the Caledonian canal, where we locked in at about 1600. We had a
couple of hours of really good sailing in Loch Ness, and
arrived at Muirtown basin, Inverness, 0900, Friday, 27
June. Here we said a sad farewell, to Mike, Katherine and
Rosey, and Liz Jordan who had joined us for the canal, we
were then joined by, Alexander McClintock, Dobbie
Robinson and in the afternoon by Garry and Rosie. By
2030 we cleared the sea-lock and set course for Fort
George, on a windless overcast evening. During the night
the wind freshened from the west. Tarbertness, was
abeam at 02.L1. By 09.00 Kinnairds Head was abeam,
and with all sails set we were running before a force 4
westerly wind, and by Saturday midnight, we had run a
132 miles in 24 hours. Thereafter, the wind gradually
increased to gale force 8, from N.W. x W, with a northerly
swell crossing it giving a very uncomfortable motion,
which made everyone sick.

The new sky-lights leaked abominably, as did the new
arrangement of the stove pipe deck fitting and everything
in the cabin became soaked. The only good thing was that
the fact of sleeping in a wet bunk with a wet pillow had
cured my rheumatism! It proved impossible to light the
stove without a proper cowl as there was too much spray
coming down the chimney. By 04.00 21 June, the wind
strength increased, we furled the little that remained set
on the roller jib, and set the spit fire jib on the forstay, and
rolled down more reefs in the main. At 0600 we decided to
heave to and have a rest. Every now and then we would
fall in to a large hole, with an almighty wallop! Later in
the morning we had a bowl of porridge, freed the sheets
and ran before it. At 16.50 Lister light was bearing 100
degrees and we altered course to home on it. The night
was wild, wet and uncomfortable, but by the next
morning the wind had eased, the sun came out, and in the
afternoon we were under all plain sail, but the wind veered
to the east, so we abandoned the idea of rounding Lister,
and by 2000 we were entering Hidra Fjord, and eventually
were piloted by a man and a girl in a motor boat into a
delightful little harbour, by the name of Abelvis,
(58.14.25N 6.39.52E), with 12 ft. of water alongside.
It is one of the major delights of cruising when after a
tough passage, one eventually ties up in a beautiful, sheltered harbour, and the peace and tranquillity of the
countryside settles over the ship. We enjoyed it to the full
as the moon came up across the fjord, over Andabele
Island. The crew had been magnificent. For Rosie this
had been her first introduction to cruising, and she came
through with flying colours. The next morning, we were
under way at 09.45, 1 July, but unknown to us Alexander
had gone for a stroll, and we had to return to pick his up!
Lister lighthouse was abeam at 12.10, on a bright sunny
morning with a light easterly breeze. We had a fair
weather passage motor sailing the 178 miles in 38 hours in
light head winds. Skagen REV buoy was abeam at 17.15, 2
July, and by mid-night were anchored in 6 fathoms, in
Kallo Fjord in the approaches to Gottenburg.
The next morning we continued the miles up to Gottenborg, and tied up at the Lilla Bommen Marina just astern of
the four-masted barque "Viking’ there we were welcomed
by Jane and a beautiful harbour mistress who was most
helpful in every way. Later we were joined by my daughter
Virginia and her two sons Hugo aged 3 yrs and Piers aged
5 yrs. James, Alexander and Dobbie departed to explore
Sweden before rejoining us in Mariehamn.
Lilla Bommen is an ideal place to stop in Gottenburg,
as it is situated in the middle of the city, and costs no more
than £2.00 per night to stay there, it was great seeing
"Viking’ again, the last time that I was aboard her was off
Port Victoria, S. Australia in 1939, but she is in very poor
condition now.
We set off the following morning up the Gota river,
which runs for about 38 miles through attractive countryside, and having negotiated one lock at Lilla Edet,
proceeded a few miles further before pulling alongside for
the night, at the old Trollhatton Locks, where the over-
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hanging branches of the trees just touched the rigging,
and the soothing sound of the nearby waterfalls produced
a very peaceful atmosphere. The construction of these old
Locks were started in 1749, but, was abandoned when,
shortly after completion on an enemy of the Wyman
Canal Company cut hundreds of large logs which were
floated down the swiftly flowing stream acting as a
battering ram and burst open the new gates, drowning
hundreds of masons and engineers. It was finally
completed in 1800 by Baron von Platen, assisted by
Thomas Telford of Menai Bridge and Caledonian Canal
fame. When one sees the water to be subdued, it certainly
is an astonishing accomplishment. The turbines develop
1000,000,000, kilowatt hours per year. The six locks lift a
vessel a 145 ft. above sea level.
The next day we shopped at Trollhatton, and went on
to Vanersborg Marina on lake Vannern for the night. The
lake is about 80 miles and 50/60 miles wide, and is the
largest lake in Western Europe. On Sunday 6 July, we set
off after breakfast on a North Easterly course bound for
Lacko Castle on the Kallandso peninsular about 50 miles
distance. The engine was turned off for lunch and we had
a lazy sail on a perfect sunny afternoon, ending up in the
late evening sailing through a narrow rocky tree lined
skagard leading to the Lacko Castle. The harbour by the
castle was full and we anchored in 2 fathoms in the very
beautiful bay, commanded by this very imposing,
picturesque, fairy-tale castle, a perfect setting for songs
and music, later provided by those accomplished musicians Garry and Rosie as the sun set in brilliant colours,
over the treelined horizon at about 23.00.
Monday, 7 July: After exploring the castle we set off to
the eastward, to pass South of the Torso group of islands
bound for Mariestad, about 20 miles distance, where we
arrived in the evening. The marina was full and we went
alongside the town quay.
Tuesday, 8 July: Garry and Rosie sadly, had to leave,
and caught the express bus to Gottenburg. After filling up
with water we departed to Sjotorp, about 10 miles up the
coast, here we entered the Gota canal proper, and
immediately mounted up eight locks. Here little Piers distinuished himself, by falling in as he was climbing ashore,
but he had his life-jacket on and we soon fished him out!
He was very brave and it did not take a feather out of him,
in fact, previously he had not wanted to swim, but thereafter, he swam on all possible occasions. After motoring
through some very attractive country, we stopped for the
night a few miles above Norrkavarn, where there are
eleven locks lifting up up to the level of Lake Vikven. At
Torreboda we telephoned Stockholm and found that
Rollo (Virginia’s husband) who had flown in from Singapore and was now on his way to meet us. We left a
message to say that we would wait at Forsvik, at the
eastern end of Lake Vikien. We did some fast motoring to
get to the lake before the bridge-keepers went off duty at
18.00, we just made it but still had eleven miles to go. At
the South east end of the lake, the channel gets very
narrow, and when passing Elgo Island, we hit an

uncharted rock at 61/2 knots that brought us up all
standing. Jane who was steering got a bad knock on the
doghouse, little Hugo was sitting on the potty, which took
him for a speedy slide down the length of the cabin! Then
Winnie bounced off, and to my astonishment was not
leaking, so we continued on our way, at very cautious
revs, apparently none the worse, which says a lot for
Winnie’s construction! After about 5 miles of very narrow
and twisty channels we arrived at Forsvik to find Rollo,
who had also just arrived, walking down to look for us.
The boys were very excited to meet their Dad and we had
a great evening. Thursday, 10 July: We traversed the 4
miles of Lake Botten, past Karlsborg and into Lake
Vattern, bound for Vadstena 14 miles distance, where we
had a pleasant sail arriving in the late afternoon, and tied
up in the Marina only a few hundred yards from this huge
enchanting castle, surrounded by a deep moat, which now
serves as part of the Marina. Apart from being very
beautiful and encircled by elm trees, with a view across the
lake, the castle is closely connected with the extraordinary
life of Brigitta, born 1303, who later became St. Bridget,
she was dumb until the age of three, thereafter, she told all
and sundry what to do and how to do it, including her
King, Magnus of Sweden, and Pope Urban 5th, both of
whom were greatly influenced by her advice. And there is
a Bridgettine Convent in Devonshire to this day.
Lake Vattern is a most unusual lake, not only is it very
deep -- 50 fathoms which is 75 feet below the level of the
sea. Also a very considerable amount more water flows
out of it than enters it through all the streams that feed it,
because it is fed by many springs beneath its surface, for
this reason the water is very clear and free from weeds as
there is little humus to feed on.
Friday, 11 July: We motored the seven miles northward
to Motala, and entered the canal, where we descended six
locks into Lake Boren, and thereafter, six miles of open
water, thirteen miles of canal and its eight locks, to Berg
on the attractive Lake Roxen, where we spent a peaceful
night alongside. Saturday, 12 July: We continued across
Lake Rozen (131/2 miles to rejoin the canal at Norshlom)
and in the evening came to Soderkoping, after about 14
miles of canal. There we bought some charts and spent the
evening with a most interesting Swedish couple, they were
mad keen on traditional wood built craft. He had
designed and built a magnificent example on Colin
Archer lines, and had recently returned from a voyage to
the West Indies. Sunday, 13 July: We were off early
motoring the few miles down to Mem, and locking out
into the Baltic at about 08.45. The canal had been great
fun, almost entirely through beautiful pastoral scenery
most suitable for the children, who spent quite a lot of
time rolling down the grassy banks between the Locks,
and generally frolicking about the decks in calm water.
We had covered 215 miles of which a 120 miles had been
through lakes, 41 miles through the Gota river and only
54 miles through the canals. We would like to have had
more time to explore this inland waterway and the clean,
tidy lakeside towns, where Sweden’s small population
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was evidenced in the relaxed atmosphere and lack of
crowds and traffic. The number of brand new very expensive glass fibre yachts passing through the canal was
staggering, numbered in hundreds every day, hardly any
old boats were seen. This made Winnie stand out like a
sore thumb. Her heavy bowsprit and beefy bumkin were
treated with great respect in the 63 locks through which
we passed, all worked by lock keepers ashore without
assistance from the crew.
The passage from Mem to Mariehamn is about 160
miles depending on the route you choose. Most of this is
through the sheltered channels past the rocks and islands
known as the skargard which surround the Swedish coast.
The channels are very well marked and we followed the
endless stream of yachts going North until clear of Arko
Island when we a/c to the North East to head for open
water and Gustav Dalen Lt. Ho. and thence to Landsort
and Oja Island (58.45 N. 17.53E.) We had then covered 51
miles and we put in to the sheltered little Flyr bay for the
night bringing up in 3 fathoms amid amid a large number
of yachts, on a really beautiful evening.
Monday, 14th July: We set offearly on a windless sunny
morning and threaded our way through the rocks and
islands and were soon in the broad channel heading N.E.

"The mqjesttc masts and spars of dear old Pommern" but
this photo was taken by the author in 1938.

past Orno and Uto islands. By 14.00 with the assistance of
S.E. wind had covered the 28 miles to bring us alongside
the fuel station at Dalaro. Having topped up with diesel
and stores we pressed on towards Kanholms Fjarden
which is in the Northern channel into Stockholm. There
we saw an unusual sight -- a large Pilot vessel of about
1,000 tons practising giving birth to baby pilot vessels,
this was done by opening up the stern, lowering a ramp
into the sea,down which slid a number of small pilot
vessels, which motored around for a short time, and then
returned to the ramp, where they were hauled on board
once more. The stern section descended, and ’mummy’
steamed away. In the late evening we pulled in for the
night to a delightful little bay on a small island opposite
St. Moja.
Tues. 15th July: We again set offearly and by 12.30 we
were abeam of Tjarven Light-house and out in the open
sea with 25 miles to go to Mariehamn in the Aland
Islands. After a sun bathing passage in calm seas by 16.30
we were in the approaches to Mariehamn drifting before a
fair breeze up to the town when suddenly we were hailed
loudly from the water by what at first we took to be an
English speaking seal, for in these enchanted islands anything seems possible, but it turned out to be James swimming out to meet us! The majestic masts and spars of dear
old Pommern were now in sight and soon we had dropped
our hook and were reversing in to tie up in the crowded
marina just astern of Pommern. Who should be standing
by to take our warps, but an old friend Sir Freddy Coates
who used to live near Carrickfergus. He asked us over for
a drink on ’Newbrig’, his very smart ocean racer, flying the
white ensing of the R.Y.S. and discovered he had been
celebrating the 20th anniversary of the ’round Gotland’
race by winning it once again. He had also been in the
tragic Fastnet race but had come through unscathed.
Previous to sailing I had contacted Capt. Kahre,
curator of the Mariehamn Maritime Museum of which
S.V. Pommern is a part, asking whether any of my old
shipmates were living in or near Mariehamn and he had
very kindly put me in touh with Capt. Sven Nordlund
head of the Navigation School. Sven, like me, had signed
on as jugend (deck hand) in Belfast in Sept. 1938. So when
he paid a call later in the evening the clock flew back 42
years and nostalgic and forgotten memories came
flooding back. What an extraordinary strong bond is
formed by shared hardships and dangers. Sven always
was a charming character as he is to his day.
Wednesday, 16th .luly: In the morning we strolled over
to see over Pommern and were joined by Freddy and his
crew. The ship is very well kept and is just as she was when
I left her in Aug. 1939 unloading in Hull. Even the massive
saucepan from which Cook used to skim the weevils from
the top of the pea soup laced with evil smelling tough
lumps of salt horse (Mondays and Fridays) was there on
the galley stove. Looking at my thwartship bunk in the
bare dimly lit foc’sle I could still see the the caulking in the
sides I had put in, attempting to keep the bed-bugs from
getting out -- and so on ad finitum.
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Thursday 18th: During the night the extraordinary fine
sunny weather we had been having since arrival in
Norway and Sweden -- broke and a sudden gale blew up
from the south which set all the yachts in the marina
bumping each other furiously so we pulled out and moved
to a vacant mooring buoy.
Friday 18th: Jane and I took the early ferry to Stockholm which only takes about three hours, is very cheap
and you get very good food on board. There we saw parts
of the city and visited Vasa the large warship which had
capsized and sank within hours of launching in 1628. She
has been recovered in tact and is well worth seeing. Jane
continued on her way home and I returned to Mariehamn
in the evening.
Saturday 19th: My old First Mate Anton Eriksson,
Alvar Sjoberg -- carpenter in those days, now both
Captain retired and Sven came to lunch on board and we
went for a sail in the afternoon. We had much to talk
about particularly recalling the time, when clear of
Gough Island in the South Atlantic, I had been sent down
to chip rust in the cable locker in the fore peak and finding
the rust still flying had chipped a hole right through the
ships bottom so that a fountain of water shot high in the
air. I hared up on deck with incredible velocity to report
the damage. The First Mate and Alvar went down at the
double to plus the hole and the section was then filled up
with cement where it remains to this day! We recalled the
time Eckstrom had fallen from the rig and was saved from
death by a gantline he was carrying aloft. Ice in the
Southern Ocean etc., etc., etc. We had made great friends
with Jam Linden from Helsinki. He and his crew came
over to say farewell and spent a most enjoyable evening
with us.

Sunday 20th: We were under way at 06.00 Alexander
and Dobbie went away in the dinghy to take photographs
of Winnie as she passedPommern and by 08.00 were clear
of the land bound for Visby on the Island of Gotland. The
wind was very light S.E. After passing Svenska Bjorn
Island light-house we continued motoring. I had a
horrible cold, caught in Stockholm and after my morning
watch, turned in.
Monday 21st: At 16.00 my able crew woke me up to
report that a town with all the characteristics of Visby
according to the ’R.C.C. bible’ was now abeam. When the
log was read I said -- its not possible, the log has never yet
been wrong -- Bets were taken and we altered course to
enter harbour. To my dismay and shame it was in fact
Visby. I had committed the unpardonable and classical
error of assuming that the buoy that showed up right
ahead at 0600 in poor visibility was in fact the one we
expected to see (Koppar Stenarne Shoal) whereas had I
checked the 0600 log reading from the previous fix -- it
could not possibly have been the Koppar buoy. Visby
harbour marina was stuffed full of very expensive yachts
and we went alongside the town quay. Visby is a
mediaeval fortified town of great beauty and is well worth
a visit. It has been an important trading centre as far back
as the stone age between Asia, Russia and Europe. The
Cathedral dates from 1190.
Tuesday 22nd: The following evening we set offat 16.20
and had a fine weather uneventful passage, mostly motor
sailing 280 miles in 631/: hours, arriving at Copenhagen at
07.30, Friday 25th, where we moored in the Marina
Marked Lystbaadehavnen on the Danish chart opposite
Revshaleoen shipyard. Hot showers are available and
there is a good bus service to the city until 18.00 and it is

S.V. Pommern photographed by able seaman Mike Villiers-Stuartin 1938.
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near the famous Mermaid. The atmosphere in Copen- wireless set, my old Pye worked at all times, except during
hagen is relaxed and pleasant the architecture is also weather forecasts, which was often a great advantage.
At 18.00 we put into Port Soye, to put Dobbie ashore as
pleasing, especially when you come around the corner
and find a forest of masts and rigging pretty near the city he had to go to a wedding down south and we arrived at
Inverness at 09.00 the next morning, August 1st, where
centre.
Saturday 26th: At 18.00 we sailed for home and were the ship was frisked by a young and zealous ’mini’
carried along by a fast current although there was little Customs Officer, obviously training for 1984! Here
wind. The buoys and lights showed up at their appointed Alexander had to leave, much to my regret as he was a
times and places. A wooden barrel (for strawberries), and great addition to the crew in a philosophical, electrical,
a fender were picked up crossing the Kattegat. Skagen culinary and also nautical capacity.
James and I took Winnie through the canal, arriving
light (off Denmark) was abeam at 22.45. Sunday 27th:
with 126 miles on the log, this indicates that we experi- Corpach, Tuesday, 5 August after a days delay by a
enced a North going current of about 0.8 knots as the dis- damaged gate at Loch Oigh. Dobbie and my cousins
tance made good, was 145 miles. A light easterly breeze Christian and Margaret Scott joined us at the top of the
was wafting us along, and by 22.45. Monday 28th: Lista staircase. At about 17.00 and a few hours later we were
light-house was abeam and course was set for Duncansby out in the sea lock, busting the light southerly wind with
the engine. After a quiet night, Belnahua was abeam at
Head and Pentland Firth.
Tuesday 29th: In the afternoon the wind began to 05.00. Off the Mull of Kintyre we got a fair wind and set
freshen. In the evening the genoa which Dobbie had the genoa along with the jib. Arriving at our mooring off
cunningly set along with the jib on the second groove on Greenisland at about 0700,island at about 0700, 7th
the sea roller furling device was taken in and by 0700 August, so ending a memorable cruise.
Wednesday 30th we were under well reefed main and
boomed forstays’le in a 6 gusting 7 and a fair sea with it. Greenisland -- Salen (Mull) ................................. 129
At 17.50 a Southerly gale was forecast for Fair Isle, Salen -- Caledonian Canal ................................... 40
Cromarty, Forties area. As we only had small scale charts Corpac -- Inverness ............................................. 50
for the Pentland Firth, it was more sensible to avoid the Inverness -- Hidra Fjord (Norway) ...................... 352
Firth in a gale, and we made for the Lee of Mory Firth and Hidra Fjord -- Gottenburg (Sweden) ................... 184
Inverness. At this time we had been tacking to Leeward to Gotteburg through canal -- Mem ........................ 215
make steering less tiring, running before the relatively Mem -- Mariehamn ............................................. 160
high seas. So we continued on the southern leg of our Mariehamn -- Visby ............................................. 165
course. At 0600 Thursday 31st: the wind veered to the Visby -- Copenhagen (Denmark) ......................... 283
south east and began to decline. Kinnairds Head showed Copenhagen -- Inverness ..................................... 630
up at 08.20 on a fine windless day with a rising barometer Caledonian Canal ................................................. 50
and no southerly gale. I heartily cursed the new reliablej~Corpach -- Greenisland ....................................... 144
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All the way
Greenisland to Inverness
Greenisland to Inverness
Oreen,sland to Mull
Mull to Inverness
Mull to Inverness
Inverness to Mariestad
(Sweden)
Inverness to Gottenburg
Mariehamn to Inverness
Inverness to Gottenburg
Mariehamn to Port Soye
(Scotland)
Gottenburg to Mariehamn
(Finland)
Gottenburg to Mariehamn
(Finland)
Forsvik to Mariehamn
(Finland)
Greenisland to Gottenburg
Mariehamn to Greenisland

"A Ruffian on the doorstep"
M. M. A. D’Alton
A Cruise to the Isles of The Central Irish Sea, July, 1980.
After almost a dozen years as part owner of Glenshane
-- a Glen one Design -- a chance view of a new fully fitted
out below ’Ruffian 23’, rekindled the long dormant urge
to have a small boat which whilst offering good one
Design racing, would also offer the chance of a little
cruising as well -- for to my mind, a purely cruising boat
is very limited joy in Dun Laoire.
My partner in the Glen of the last few years Franz
Winkelmann, agreed with this view; he also agreed that
we enlarge the Partnership to include my old friend, our
crew, Leslie Latham.
So it was that the three of us acquired ’Siamsa" -- an
ancient Irish musical term meaning ’an interlude of
delight’; what more charming omen for the future -- in
Tralee, and trundled her to Dun Laoire over a week end.
It was with much regret that we bid goodbye to
Glenshane and the Glen Class, for they are a splendid
little seaboat and a grand racing class; much as we
regretted leaving our friends, we regretted even more
leaving our special ’enemies’.
Our racing in the Ruffian is quite story; perhaps next
year we will find out how its done.
We had decided soon after we had got the boat that the
only way to get her into cruising trim was to threaten
ourselves with a little pipe opener in her this year, and
having sailed to the Isle of Man many times in several
boats but never having sailed to Anglesey, yet having read
the odyssey of Winkie Nixon -- his circumnavigation of
that island -- we decided to combine the two in one of my
series of ’a week with an end at either end’ (that is, a
husband’s ’only a week’; "~he wife’s ’almost a fortnight’).
Windless to Wales
So it was that just before midnight on Friday 25th July,
1980 the three of us left Dun Laoire harbour in a light
breeze which we carried for a couple of hours as far as the
Kish Light House, after which we had almost no wind or
visibility to none at all of either until the afternoon on
Sunday when we finally got into passages of Irish Sea -42 hours, port to port, despite using the outboard for
eleven of them though admittedly having anchored in two
places to avoid or await the tide, half Saturday night
somewhere unknown in the murk out in Caernarvon Bay
and Sunday morning in a cove off Llanddwyn Island -the landmark for Caernarvon Bar, with its lighthouse
which is supposed to be the signpost for the south end of

the Menia Straits, but which we could not see the night
before despite being able to see house lights on the shore
behind. Later on, the local sailing folk in the Royal Welsh
Yacht Club in Caernarvon, all agreed that this light was
quite hopeless; had it been otherwise we might well have
cut at least twelve hours off our passage.
We lay in comfort off the cove in the company of
almost a dozen other boats, until the ebb got well under
way when a strong tide ran out to the south and later on
when eventually a breeze sprang up from that quarter we
all starting charging around and dragging most uneasily,
though all the local boats seemed to take this as quite
normal on a Sunday afternoon. We soon found out that
the Menai boats live all the time not only with tides of
huge range, well over twenty feet, but also of great
strengths -- 4 knots in the anchorages.
However when the tide was right for crossing the Bar, it
was a glorious sunny day so that the close nip up the three
miles or so to Caernarvon, with its magnificent backdrop
of Snowdonia, was fair reward for the frustrations of the
passage. When we did get off Caernarvon we had to
anchor again on the edge of the tide to await sufficient
water in the harbour but even here the flow was so strong
that the outboard could scarcely make against it -- we
thought that we would miss this tide as well.
When we did get in, past the open pedestrian swing
bridge, the whole perimeter of the harbour was packed
with boats, two and more deep, and as it dries out completely, we simply had to find a suitable place for this our
first lesson in the ancient art. This was by no means easy,
as few other boats wanted another alongside; besides all
of them were bilge keel -- we were the only deep keel in
the place.
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On drying out
Eventually my canvassing lead from one boat to the
next until I broached the owner of a large trawler lying
alongside a small quay on his own, who very kindly made
us welcome at the remaining bit at his stern. Thus was our
main anxiety resolved especially as there were ring bolts
ashore to which we could attach a haliard from our masthead and our bow and stern lines which we made up hard
as soon as she settled so that she wou~d not tip end up
when she dried out, for of all boats to dry out, the modern
fin keel, is not the most suited, especially the Ruffian, for

the after third of her fin has little bearing surface underneath, coming to a feather after edge.
We tended her with great solicitude as the tide dropped,
well packed with tyres and lenders and slightly canted
with petrol and water cans along the rail, and sure enough
she sat down with the decorum and the carriage of a
duchess and lay quite still all night (quite unlike a
duchess). Luckily we remembered to set the clock and
ease the masthead haliard at some unholy hour when the
tide rose again, before the mast bent double. Later in the
cruise when we became somewhat more sophisticated at
the business we rigged a sliding eye on the lower part of
the topmast shroud so that though the boat had to be
tended on the way down to ensure that the keel grounded
exactly in the right place, once this was accomplished, she
could be let rise again without attention. However where
the drop was great it had to be seen that the end of the
crosstree was not wrenched upwards by the sliding eye at
dead of night.
We also learned that the best arrangement between the
boat and the wall was two scooter tyres at the point of
main contact and two large fenders fore and aft of this, as
the tyres formed two points of considerable friction with
the quay wall and the boat side thus reducing greatly the
tendency to courtesy fore or aft. In fact, the first time we
saw from the shore just what the overhang aft was, we
were horrified that we had gone to the end of the cockpit
to turn on and off the calor gas. After this we eased our

Siamsa takes the Ground -- Port Dihorie.

mind by placing the spinnaker boom down the transome
alongside the rudder after she had grounded and rigging a
sling from the ends of the toe rail to its upper end, a
splendid prop but one which had to be attended on
resettling on a later tide, as if it touched down in a
different spot, as is likely, it could slew the boat out of its
proper line of settlement.
If one is not prepared to dry out, then almost all the
places we put into -- Caernarvon with its truly magnificent castle on the waterfront, to say nothing of its
excellent Chinese restaurant which gave us a very good
meal late at night even though it was about to close, and at
miniscule cost, Port Dinoric with its old locks overhung
with trees and full of fine boats, Ramsay with its old town
and pubs alongside the harbour and quiet Castletown, it
too with its castle close by and apub or two as well--are
denied to one unless it be a fleeting visit near high water
with the question overhanging of where to spend the night,
quite apart of course, from the fact that the best time to be
ashore may well be the night.
This raises the whole question of moving from one tidal
harbour to the next. This must be done either both sides of
high water or else both sides of low water; usually it seems
best to get under way soon after floating off so that the
arrival at the next port is well before the tide has dropped
much as to ground inadvertedly on a falling tide is no joy.
If one sails only in good time to avoid drying out again
there is the danger of a grounding on the way out. In
addition one is then committed to being at sea six, eight
or more hours irrespective of the distance to the next
port, so that it may well be necessary to anchor off to
await the tide -- which in fact, has its own charm too, in
light weather. This leads on to the better way to sail
around an island; if sailing on the rising tide than one
starts with the flood stream but may end up with the ebb;
if starting after high water, then of course, all is reversed
so it all depends on the distances between the calls --and
the wind or lack of it; or the reliability of the engine; the
combinations are countless. It did however, seem to us, if
sailing around the Isle of Man it would be a better bet to
sail in an anti clockwise direction to get the benefit of the
balance of the tides.
One last thing about drying out; at the end of such a
cruise you will find that more of your log is taken up by
tidal calculations of time and depth (to inches)than by all
other data of the trip.
Franz had to slip away here for two days business back
in Dublin; later on he was to rejoin us in Ramsay when we
had reached there (which he duly did).
The Straits -- and the Swellies
Leslie and I left Caernarvon Harbour in good time
before we retouched but then had to lie outside till the tide
had turned to bring us up the Menai Straits to our next
call, Port Dinoric, the old slate port with magnificent cut
stone locks now in use as a marina and a lovely one at
that.
Luckily for us we were able to tie up to the courtesy
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buoy offCaernarvon, which though it is on the edge of the
tide, our outboard could just about get us up to. This had
been suggested to us by the owner of the trawler who had
not only offered us a drying berth but who that night, had
taken me to the Royal Welsh Yacht Club, in one of the old
towers of Caernarvon Castle. Moreover, we discovered
just before we left that he ran the little jetty as a marina
but yet he quite refused to take anything for our berth as
he said he always received such hospitality in Ireland
when he took his trawler on charter over there, especially
when he went to Wicklow and Dun Laoire.
We lay five hours on this buoy enjoying the sunshine
and the enforced leisure, which is one of the virtues of
being ruled by the tide; time to sit and think or even better,
merely sit.
Whilst we basked here, in the cockpit, semi sombulent,
we idly watched four local fishermen in their old row
boat, work the drying sandbanks beside us as the tide
exposed them, laying out a seine net in a great half circle
from the shore, one standing up each end drawing in the
headrope, the other two doing the same with the footrope,
but both these kneeling in the water and drawing in the
rope under the surface along the sandy bottom so no fish
could slip away beneath it, all of them closing in together
as the half circle diminished; it made us feel that we were
at anchor in the sea of Gallilee, so timeless was the
method, so strong the sense of independence of these
gleaners of the sea.
Later in the evening we beat ~vith the tide, up the
Straits, very beautiful on either hand, the six miles orso to
Port Dinoric and drifted in across the run of tide into the
large tidal basin where we dried out as the sun sank,just in
time for a last one in the nearby local.
This was the jumping off place for the Swellies, that
notorious one mile stretch of rock and eight knot tide,
between the famous railway bridge and the equally
famous suspension one between Wales and Anglesey,
where the venerable naval training ship the Conway was in
the middle fifties, lost whilst being towed through by a
large tug owing to the tides turning so suddenly and so
furiously that she, tug and all, was swept back astern upon
the rocks where she broke her back. This was to be the
high point of our cruise, a dangerous place at most times
but quite passible if taken at the right state of tide, in our
case going northwards, about two hours before high
water at Liverpool (or Dover as they almost coincide).
We looked as if we would lose a day before getting
through as the clutch in our outboard packed up as we
approached Port Dinoric but as it was dark when we got
in there we decided to get up at six next morning to see if
we could repair it ourselves. This we did, and found that
all that was wrong was that seaweed had become wound
up under the propeller boss; this we managed to clear.
We got under way in time to beat in lovely weather up
to the Swellies to arrive there at the recommended hour
starting up the outboard in good time as we could never
keep to the narrow leading lines if beating. As it was a
dead head wind between the bridges we lowered the jib so

that we could make the passage under engine. Even
though it was supposed to be ’slack water’ there was a
considerable flow with us so that when we found once
again that we could not get the engine into gear we were
swept under the first bridge even through head to wind. To
allow oneself to be swept though completely out of
control was an alarming prospect and as there was quite a
breeze, I ran back under the main, but underneath the
bridge was blanketted so once again we were swept
sideways into the narrows. With strenuous efforts we got
the engine into gear and kept more or less on the leading
marks as we were swept towards the Swellies Rock
indicated by a buoy. When we were almost at it, about
two or three lengths off, the engine stopped again, the
propeller hopelessly entangled in a huge bunch of weed.
This was hair-raising in this particular spot, but we tilted
the engine up high and Leslie crawled out along the
extremely hot and long shaft whilst I hung on to the waist
band of his trousers (praying that the fly would stand the
strain) and the neck of his jersey, so that he could tear
away the weed with his hands. By now we were sideways
to the passage though, being swept whatever way the
considerable current wished, almost beside the Swellies
Buoy. All thought of steering the boat or even looking
where she was going, was abandoned, the only thing to do
was let her look after herself whilst we tried to get the
engine free of weed.
With great determination and speed Leslie accomplished this and we got the engine going again just as we
had the Platters abeam and close aboard, that ledge of
rock out from the shore beside us on to which the
’Conway" had been swept. From here we were hurried on
by current and by engine, but only as far at the suspension
bridge, where the engine died yet again. But this time it
turned out to be merely lack of petrol; in the m~16e in
freeing it of weed, we had pressed home the petrol tap -another heart attack for nothing.
However by now we had made the passage of the
Swellies, though not quite in the elegant and seamanlike
manner we had intended. This left us open to a strong
headwind of F. 5 so we beat on up the Straits looking for a
mooring to pick up to await our time of departure, to say
nothing of recovering our composure. Though there were
dozens of boats moored along the shore and many
moorings without boats, almost every one had a dinghy
secured to it so it was two hours after we gaily entered the
Swellies before we finally managed to find avacant buoy,
which even then, was in a strong run of tide and and a
choppy sea. This seems quite normal here; we have little
idea how favoured we are in Dun Laoire.
Although just beyond an attractive waterside inn, the
well know ’Gazelle’, we were unable to get ashore as we
had only a very small inflatable, rolled up down below,
which we thought could not be pulled against this tide and
sea.
The isle of Man
We rested some hours on this buoy whilst I tried to work
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out what the tide would be doing at the best time to depart
for the Isle of Man, but as we finished supper somewhat
later than we intended we did not get away until 19.00 and
had a beat out in an easy headwind at almost dead low
water, through the sandbanks now exposed on either
hand watching the Echo Sounder closely towards the end
of every tack. In almost an hour and a half we had beat to
the north end of the Straits but here the wind dropped and
the rain began. We started the engine shortly before we
reached Puffin Island at the north end of the Strait but
were disconcerted to see that we finally got out against it
only by crawling a couple of lengths off the rocks in two
fathoms, almost right beside the base of the lighthouse at
the end of them, which has painted in huge letters on its
side "No Passage Landward"! We just about beat the tide
before it reached our full speed under engine and as a
nasty drizzly grey night came on we laid course for
Ramsay in the north end of the Isle of Man about 60 miles
off; nasty but luckily with a beam wind of about F. 4.
Practicing what we preach we had set a small jib and had
reefed the main, for these Ruffians move well with very
little up and the two of us had no intention whatsoever of
changing headsails, if that could be at all avoided.
Much of the night was fairly fresh and wet, so at a
change of watch we put the second reef in the main. This
was lonely water for throughout the passage, until we had
sighted Douglas in the distance, we saw no ship of any
kind even though we were crossing what I would have

Douglas I.O.M.
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thought was one of the main approaches to Liverpool.
By early morning in hazy conditions we could faintly
hear the great fog horn of Langness Point, the south east
corner of the Isle of Man and many miles off; later in the
morning when it cleared somewhat we sighted that part of
the coast where Douglas is. By noon it was a lovely day as
we closed the coast south of Ramsay and by 14.00 we had
motored in between the two long parallel piers and gone
up the harbour to Town Quay right into the middle of the
Town, where after detailed enquiries of the skipper as to
the exact height of the turn of his bilge when dried out, we
secured alongside his trawler and got all ready for the
disappearance of the tide.
Whilst awaiting this, Leslie and I slipped across the
road, surveyed which pub we thought we would like the
best and popped inside for a pint or two and a bite to eat; a
satisfactory ending to a moist night passage.
The older parts of Ramsay, round the harbour, are very
pleasant, enhanced in our eyes by the discovery of a
restaurant, ’The Bistro’ in a side street right beside us,
where we had a splendid dinner in civilised surroundings;
an even better ending to a night passage, expensive by Isle
of Man standards, but modest by the skyline at home.
When we awoke next morning there was a large deep
keel yacht ahead of us, of about seven feet draught which
had dried out alongside a trawler, the yacht leaning
outwards alarmingly and held from crashing over only by
a few turns of a lanyard around a single shroud so greatly

Franz and Mickey -- Maughold Hd. I.O.M.
stressed that there was a disconcerting bow in the upper
half of the mast. Against this drunken yacht a slightly
smaller yacht of much less draught had tied up in the dark
and had fallen in under her so that the ’roof’ of the large
deck house was hard against the larger yacht’s bilge, just
short of falling right in under her, the pair a perfect illustration of some of the possible horrors of drying out
without great care and attention.
At mid morning Franz arrived alongside, delivered by
his hosts of the night, Bass and Milly Bamford, late
owners of a Glen in Dun Laoire, now retired to the Isle of
Man. Soon afterwards, we hoisted sail alongside and
made our way out, beating south in sunshine and a
pleasant wind along a lovely coast of hills and cliffs.
We hoped to put into the tiny port of Laxey a little over
half a dozen miles away, but when we got there the
’harbour’ -- very narrow and constricted -- was a dead
lee shore and as the wind had freshened, after we had had
a good close look under jib alone we rehoisted our main
and continued on another half dozen miles and finally put
into Douglas at about 19.00 and tied up to one of the
courtesy buoys there -- a line to the to the buoy and a
kedge to hold one end on a l~i the spokes of a wheel. Here
we sipped a bottle of wine in the evening sunshine and
finally resolved to inflate our tiny dinghy, the loan of a
more than kind friend who has warned "it would take

Franz; it might take the two of you, but assuredly it would
not take all three".
He was quite right, but eventually the three of us did get
ashore, to stroll around Douglas’s very extensive inner
(drying) harbour and later up and down the famous
promenade, where we finally found another expensive
dinner, good but not memorable. There is however in the
inner harbour a yacht club which unfortunately was just
closing as we got back, but they were most warmly
welcoming.
Next morning, shortly before noon, we left in a flat
calm under outboard and though the tidal atlas shows
slack tides on the east coast there was a most definite
flood against us as we headed south. We wasted quite
some time and fuel going out around an uncharted buoy
off Douglas and then had to rock hop along the coast in
order to get to Langness Point for slack water as the tide
here reaches 5 knots. This was a lovely sunny day so the
best use of the jib was to lie in it and bask in ease as we
crawled along an interesting coastline.
We got around Langness Point at just about slack
water keeping well inside the recommended line on many
fixes and by 15.00 were tied up alongisde some steps in
Castletown Harbour in 13 feet,just before the little swing
bridge, awaiting drying out, beside the very fine castle as
well as a pleasant pub and almost beside the town’s
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square, altogether a most delighful place, quiet but
perhaps the most pleasant in all the Isle of Man.
We touched down at about 18.30 so were now free to
enjoy the evening until almost midnight when we were
afloat again, though even then we had little to do as we
had the sliding eye arrangement rigged to the topmast
shroud.
We dined aboard as we had seen no place which seemed
to offer a good dinner (though there is at least one), then
wandered ashore for a quiet drink. On Saturday we took
things easy, had a good look around the nearby maritime
museum, especially the Clinker built yacht of the late
1700’s which had been walled up in its dock unknown,
and rediscovered after I00 years, absolutely intact, after
which we toured the very fine Castle as any other tripper
and then found an excellent place (the Chablis Cellar) for
a good and leisured luncheon before our departure and
finally left under outboard as it was a headwind out of the
harbour, shortly afterwards hositing the main and small
jib and set course for home.

for home but were disconcerted later on to sight a strange
headland outside us with an equally strange fort on it.
This became recognisable as the south end of Dalkey
Island -- it is amazing what a thick haze can do to the
most familiar outlines -- we were on a course up the
middle of Dalkey Sound.
We entered Dun Laoire Harbour and picked up our
moorings off the Royal Irish Yacht Club in nice time for
lunch, after a short but enjoyable dander around the
middle of the Irish Sea.
In this little pipe opener of 8 ~/2 days, though the distance
covered was minute, the charm of the places we called into
was great and the coasts along which and between which
we sailed were in many cases, quite beautiful, especially
both sides of the Menai Straits. The losing of one’s fear of
drying out in such a boat was not only a relief, but also has
added tremendously to the feeling that one has greatly
enlarged the range of places that can be cruised to.
We made three passages, spending half the nights away
at sea, called into or moored offsix places and dried out in
four harbours -- and had two good dinners and an
excellent luncheon, all in all, a most satisfactory few days

Last Leg
During the night the reaching wind shifted 180° to away.
become a close nip in the matter of a minute or two,
followed immediately by torrential rain for more than an Sailing Directions
Sailing Directions, not quite of the exactitude of the
hour during which there were many gybes and being
ICC
ones, but of a more general kind for both Anglesey
caught aback as the wind made up its mind what it
intended to do, to the helmsman’s infuriation. When well and the Isle of Man, written by Dr. Robert Kemp are
on our way, we heard with distress that a plane which had published by the James Laver Printing Co. Ltd.,
taken off from Ronaldsway soon after we had left nearby Liverpool, at about £3 to £4 each. these are not merely
Castletown was believed to have crashed into the sea near helpful but are essential; they do however, rather assume
Conway and that ships were being asked to keep a that one would have an up date chart. I wrote to the Yacht
lookout -- this however was on our course of a few nights Club at Beaumaris to enquire if there were any such
Directions and where they could be got; my reply was a
earlier, from the Menai Straits to Ramsey.
Visibility was poor in the morning when the Kish East copy of the Directions for Anglesey and a note tosay that
Buoy hove up ahead out of the haze; we hauled what wind they were a gift from the Club to me and to my Club for
there was and cut across the bank watching the Echo the use of its members -- I had written on Club notepaper
Sounder drop rapidly fi’om 24 and 18 fathoms to 3~/: as we though not the ICC -- it does not provide any. A very
much appreciated gesture of a most helpful kind.
crossed.
We laid a course in the light wind but discernible tide,
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Two week cruise in Verve to West
Scotland
Paul Campbell
Verve left Dun Laoghaire on Friday, June 13 without
objection by my four friends: Fred Espey (ICC), John
White (ICC), Peter White and John Latham. We started
at 18.45 with SE wind F4 and the fair flood stream. We
were E of Rockabill at 21.15 but after this the wind went
light and we were not off St John’s Point till 06.30
Saturday. The wind then went NE and progress was slow
against the flood tide so we went into Strangford Lough
and picked up a mooring in Ballyhenry Bay. (71 miles,
16~/2 hrs. Eng. 25 mins.) Phoned Customs from Portaferry
but they did not come to check us in. Rainy evening.
We left after lunch on Sunday at HW Belfast hoping to
have most of the ebb up the coast but it took us nearly two
hours to get out against the flood and a S wind, sailing as
far as Strangford Creek and then motoring hard.
Thereafter we had a pleasant fast sail up the coast and
anchored in Lough Larne about 1/4 mile SE of Yellow
Rock. (44 miles, 81/4 hrs. Eng. 2 hrs.)
On Monday morning we motored to Castle quay where
we got customs clearance and left at 11.45. There was a
fine W breeze for the first two hours up the N Channel but
thereafter very light airs between SW and SE. Off
Machrihanish in the evening it became misty and we saw
nothing till Cara Island appeared a mile ahead. Motored
into Gigha Sound and anchored at 23.00 in Ardminish
Bay. (50 miles, 111/4 hrs. Eng. 1 I/4 hrs.)
Tuesday was sunny. We left at 11.50 and sailed slowly
in variable light airs towards the Sound of Jura. As we
approached MacCormaig Isles a NNW wind started and
when we made a second tack to leave Eiln More to
starboard our large genoa was torn by the lower crosstree.
However we went on up Jura Sound at good speed with a
smaller jib. In places it was very rough and reefing the
mainsail made it more pleasant. The wind went light when
we left Scarba Sound and off Easdale harbour it was calm.
We eventually got the engine going but it had no power
and stopped. Fortunately a W breeze then started and
brought us up to Oban. We picked up a mooring in
Ardantrive Bay on Kerrara Island. (47 miles, 101/4 hrs.
Eng. 1 hr.).
Wednesday was a rainy windy day with a gale warning
in the evening. The local yacht yard said a mechanic who
should fix our engine would be coming over from Oban,
but in fact he did not turn up. In the afternoon Fred
repaired the genoa.

On Thursday there was a gale warning and local wind
was SW F6. We sailed across under jib and mizen to the
pier at the S side of Oban and moored to a trawler.
Engineer Cotty, whose office is inside the pier, got our
engine in good order after 3 hours work. In the afternoon
we sailed back to Ardantrive but had to take a mooring
further out. After we went below a yacht whose mooring
had broken banged into us and tied alongside for an hour
before dropping back alongside a fishing boat.
On Friday 20th there was still a local gale warning.
After lunch we left under small jib and mizen aiming to
get to Tobermory. We sailed close-hauled to Lismore,
tacked down to pass S of it, then sailed across to the SE
shore of Morven and finally beat very slowly up the
Sound of Mull where the tide was against us and there
were some strong gusts. We went into Loch Aline and
anchored on the W side. (12 miles, 51/4 hrs. Eng. 25 rains.)
On Saturday we motored out at 08.30 and continued
beating under jib and mizen. After two hours we got fed
up and put on the engine to reach Tobermory while the
fair stream lasted. (12 miles, 31/2 hrs. Eng. 11/2 hrs.) The
weather improved in the afternoon. Fred and the Whites
leaving shore in the dinghy saw a yacht adrift and
succeeded in pulling it alongside the streamer pier.
Nobody (except Latham and me) seemed pleased with
their achievement!
Sunday 22nd was a nice morning with SW wind F3. We
headed out NW across the Minch, a very pleasant reach
and the afternoon was sunny. We decided to put into
Barra N Bay and the wind continued steady till we were
near it. We sailed in and finally motored right up to
Hirivagh Bay, anchoring at 17.40. (52 miles, 91/4 hrs. Eng.
50 mins.) We walked across to see Traigh Mhor, the beach
which is the local airport, and after dinner we went to the
hotel on the S side of the creek.
Monday was a sunny day, wind mostly SE and F0-2.
We sailed close up the coast looking into the entrances of
most of the anchorages. We stopped in Wizard Pool
(Loch Skiport) for a late lunch and finally anchored in
Loch Maddy SW of the steamer pier where there was a
large Coastguard ship. (44 miles, 103/4 hrs. Eng. 13/4 hrs.)
On Tuesday, after getting water, petrol and groceries,
we left at 10.30. It was sunny and calm and we motored up
to the Sound of Harris and along its buoyed channel.
When we passed out between Pabbay and Shillay at 14.00
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Inner part of Village Bay (St. Kilda) looking about SW

a N wind F3 happily started so we were delighted to be
able to head for St Kilda. As the forecast had said the
wind would back NW we steered 10° N of the course. It
was a delightful reach under full sail with a steady breeze
which remained N, so at 19.20 we turned 20° to port and
soon afterwards saw Borreray. Almost an hour later we
finally saw St Kilda which os often is shrouded by mist.
We anchored in Village Bay at 22.30. There were four
other yachts there, more than we met anywhere in the
Outer Hebrides. (59 miles, 12 hrs. Eng. 33/4 hrs.)
Wednesday was another fine day. After spending the
morning ashore, including climbing Oiseval, and my crew
swimming off Verve before lunch, we left at 15.00 and
sailed to Monach Isles in a NNE breeze. We went into
Sound of Shillay and first anchored offthe lighthouse bay
but soon moved back close off the NW rocks. The
entrance of this anchorage faces NE but is so narrow
between drying rocks that there appears to be suitable
shelter in any direction of wind. (33 miles, 6 hrs. Eng. 5
mins.)

On Thursday we sailed out close-hauled, wind about N
F5, tacked and bore away round the disused lighthouse.
Our course to keep 5 miles away from S Uist (because of
possible shooting) put the wind dead astern so we lowered
the mainsail, boomed out the jib and set the mizen staysail. The log showed a speed of 5 kn but after 4 hours the
distant hills indicated that we were much fnrther down
and we found seaweed on the log. We had to alter course
35° to port and 2 hours later entered the narrow Vatersay
Sound and at 16.15 anchored near the NW corner of
Castle Bay. (39 miles, 8 hrs. No Eng.) I had failed to note
this was EC day and all the shops were shut. It was sunny
evening and we had a pleasant walk to the E along the
shore.
On Friday 27th we sailed away at 07.50, left Muldoanich to starboard, and with WNW wind F3 steered
200° for Mulroy. Before Barra Head came abeam the
wind started slowly backing and finally at 17.00 we had to
alter course to port, but by 19.00 it was SE F4-5 and ended
ESE. As a result the sea became rather rough and uneven
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The hills of Donegal (Bloody Foreland hill on the right) seen across Cammismore Bay, Tory Island.

and at 22.00 we reefed to the main and lowered the mizen.
After midnight the wind gradually weakened and at 04.00
it was high time to unreef the main and then to hoist the
large genoa. Not long after this was done there was no
wind and we started the engine. We entered Mulroy Bay
at 06.t5, 3/4 hour before HW there, and motored right up
to the Cratlagh anchorage at the head of the lough. (116
miles, 241/4 hrs. Eng. 3L/4 hrs.)
This was the first time I had ever cruised with five
people on Verve. It worked remarkably well. We brought
practically all we needed to eat with us and did very little
only requiring more bread and oddments. All my crew felt
it had been an excellent fortnight and kept saying the last
six days were particularly enjoyable. They all went back
to Dublin by a bus from Letterkenny on Saturday afternoon and I was looked after by the Osbornes.
The following week I took Peter Simpson and his sons
William and Marcus away for four days. On Monday we
sailed to Burtonport in NW wind F5. Tuesday evening we
beat via Owey Sound to Cruit Bay. Wednesday was sunny
and calm and we motored through Carnboy Channel and
anchored off the E Gola slip. After two hours on Gola
and lunch on board there was still no wind and we
motored all the way to Camusmore Bay, Tory. After an
hour ashore a NE breeze F2 started and we had a pleasant
sail to Sheep Haven and motored into Ards Bay, a snug
anchorage. On Thursday morning we sailed round to
Mulroy and motored in to Fanny’s Bay against the ebb.
We stayed on board there as it was raining and at half
flood motored against an increasing S wind to Cratlagh
anchorage where Verve was left for her part-owner James
Osborne.
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East Ferry to West Kerry
Kevin Dwyer

In 1965 Tom Doyle was Skipper, the yacht was Elsa and
I was very much the junior member of the crew. In the
Club Annual of that year, Conor Doyle wrote an excellent
account of our cruise to Brittany with his father.
Five years later, Conor was my best man. For the next
ten summers, I spent my time, not on the open sea but at
its edge in a caravan at Derrynane.
In 1980 I was Skipper, the yacht was Camingo a
Trapper 300 and the crew consisted of Fie my wife,
Samantha aged 9, Jayme aged 7 and Julie aged 22
months.
Our family move on to the water happened fairly
quickly. We opened the Cork Examiner one Spring
morning and found that Jimmy Butler was proposing to
build a Yachting Marina at East Ferry, fifteen minutes
from home. The two and a half hour drive to Derrynane
suddenly seemed out of the question.
We acquired Camingo (two years old and named after a
horse) on 30th April. After six weeks based from her
home in Crosshaven, we were able to move over to East
Ferry where the new Marina was taking shape.
On Sunday 29th June, the new Marina was having the
finishing touches put to it. I was on two weeks holidays.
The boat was well provisioned so we cast off from our
home base and headed west out Cork Harbour.
In eight weeks we had found that a Trapper 300 was
very easy for two of us to handle. We nevertheless, had
not taken the children too far out to sea so our plans
forward were very much on a day to day basis. Fie
reckoned that the duration of our cruise would possibly
be one week, I hoped for a destination of Kinsale, Castlehaven would be nice to re-visit whilst we had been offered
a mooring in Baltimore.
Three hours fifty five minutes, twenty one and a quarter
knots later, we were securely tied alongside Kinsale
Marina. The wind had been WSW-4. So starting the
cruise on a gentle note for all, we had travelled under
power of the Iron Topsail.
Monday was spent ashore in Kinsale, we all showered
at Kinsale Yacht Club and generally saw the sights.
Tuesday 1st July, forecast NW 5-6 fresh in places. The
day started with a visit to the Doctor who thought that
Julie was coming down with measles. Medicine acquired
and a call to Cork Airport Met Office. We sailed south
Storm Jib plus Main with 2 reefs. Having avoided one
drift net we popped our nose around the Old Head.
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A peaceful morning in Castlehaven.
Finding our hourly speed around 4t/2 knots and the going
very comfortable, we increased sail to our No. 4 Jib and
full Main. We averaged 51/: knots for the rest of the day
dropping our Bruce anchor in Castlehaven at 19.15. We
had avoided two more drift nets south of Glandore.
Wednesday another day of rest with a short trip to
Blind Harbour for lunch. Samantha and Jayme having
enjoyed the previous day quite well rowed to the beach
and had a bit of fun. Julie slept again today but the
measles never arrived.
We woke to a misty morn on Thursday and called
ashore for the milk which had to be ordered the previous
day. After a snack lunch at Mary Anne’s, we headed for
Baltimore. Again wind on the nose but quite a big sea
running. So Iron Topsail used. We avoided the usual nets
one offToe Head and another off the Kedges. We picked
up our mooring in Baltimore at 17.05.
The mooring and base on shore belonged to Brian and
Beatrys Murphy-O’Connor whom we invaded on Friday
for a family bath. Fie had survived her days on board
remarkably well. Lunch "Chez Youen" was a nice change
for her from our two rings and a grill on board. That
evening Baltimore sailing club held their weekly "At
home" during which a sail in company to Crookhaven
was mentioned.
On Saturday, 5th July, we sailed with our No. 2 plus full
Main through the north channel with two Hunter
Impalas. Our Baltimore hosts on Aeolus with their

daughter Julie and our Samantha. Beagle with Neil and
Angela Hegarty.
A very pleasant sail through Roaring Water Bay Wind
SW 3 which eventually died away so Iron Topsail to the
rescue. Towed Aeolus into Crookhaven and tied up alongside our companions. A large fleet of yachts and dingies in
Crookhaven for the National 18 Championships.
A decision had been taken during the day that ifa fair
wind blew on Sunday, we might head for Derrynane, but
our destination to end the cruise would then be Baltimore
next weekend.
Sunday, 6th July -- a fair wind blew SE 3-4. We headed
for the Mizen to catch the tide and had brilliant sunshine
for the first time this cruise. During our sail towards
Dursey, we carried full main and spinnaker for quite a
while. We slowed our pace through the Sound to let the
cable car pass, someone once told me that it has a lattice
floor and quite often carries nervous cows. A kind north
westerly wind met us and we were able to sail 0° on our
compass to eventually line up with the leading marks for
Derrynane Harbour where we dropped anchor at 18.55
after seven hours 33~/2 knots.
With one of my sisters staying at my parents house in
Derrynane and another on holidays in Caherdaniel, great
hospitality was offered ashore. Samantha was nine on
Monday 7th July, and was given a birthday party in each
house. We gave the kids three days and ourselves two
evenings ashore. Time for Fie and I to spend one evening
each in Freddie’s and Ted’s the two local excellent pubs.
In the small hours of the Thursday 10th July, Fie,
Samantha and I were kept awake for a couple of hours by
a very strong northwesterly in Derrynane harbour. A
later check with Valentia revealed that nothing too
noxious had happened at the time stated. We reckon the
blow was something localized off the mountains.

The forecast was N 5-6 Backing Sw 2-4. We set sail at
11.00 hours No. 4 plus full main. All went well until we got
out of the lee of Scariff at which point we met a fairly large
swell running from the Skelligs and beyond. The slab
reefing on board works very efficiently and quickly. I
decided to put two reefs in the main during which one
wave gave us a hell of a knock sideways. The last ten
minutes into Dursey were a bit hairy but the calm water in
the Sound was a just reward for all on board. The wind
didn’t back South Westerly but the swell in Bantry Bay
was a lot more comfortable than in Kenmare river. We
had another little joyride for about ten minutes at Mizen
arriving in Crookhaven at 17.20. The National 18
Championships had just ended so all were very glad to get
ashore especially the youngest two members of the crew
who had taken quite a hammering during the day.
Another day of rest had been earned so we headed for
Barley Cove on foot with a picnic lunch. We enjoyed a
sunny but fairly windy day. Samantha, Jayme and Julie
made the best of a big sandy beach. That evening at 16.05,
we pulled up the anchor and headed with the Iron Topsail
through Long Island Sound to arrive in Schull at 17.30
after a very picturesque trip. We made a couple of trips
ashore for refreshments. The junior crew had great fun in
the excellent playground.
The glorious 12th didn’t have a glorious weather
forecast. NW 4-6 possibly becoming SW gale 8 later. We
hoisted our storm jib plus main with three reefs and met a
fairly big sea on our way to Gaskanane Sound. The final
leg of our journey along the south coast of Sherkin was
very comfortable. We nevertheless had to avoid our usual
net. We picked up the mooring in Baltimore two hours
and ten minutes after leaving Schull just as the weather
deteriorated into misty showery weather.
Our first family cruise was now over. It hadn’t been a

Samantha and Jayme Dwyer, first time round the Mizen-- Photo Fie Dwyer. Youngest member of the crew, Julie Dwyer.
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great epic voyage but we were extremely pleased with
what we had achieved taking into account the size and age
of the majority of people aboard.
We were offered more kind hospitality by Brian and
Beatrys Murphy-O’Connor who not only wined, dined
and put us up that Saturday evening but also arranged to
drive us back to Cork the following day.
Just left the job to bring Camingo home. Fie and the
kids drove me down to Baltimore the following Sunday,
July 20th, with my cousin Peter Lord who offered to give
me a hand. The weather forecast was northerly force 5 to 6
gusting. As wind increased during the day I was fairly
happy not to have the family abroad.
We sailed past the Loo buoy at 10.45 with our No 4 plus
Main with three reefs. We pasged a fair lump south west of
the Kedges but reckoned we could carry a bit more sail so
we took one reef out of the Main. Coming towards Galley
Head at 13.55 the B.B.C. forecast was northerly 6to gale
8 increasing severe gale force 9. We reckoned that it might
be prudently wise to put our third reef back in the Main
but sailed on despite some very cruel squalls in a fairly
comfortable sea and averaged 53/4 knots for each of the
first four hours. Even though the day was Sunday, we had
to avoid our seventh net this cruise at the western end of

Clonakilty Bay. Beyond the Old Head at 18.30, the wind
dropped back quite a bit so we took all reefs out of the
main and continued our good speed arriving off Weavers
Point at 20.30. Another fifty minutes and we were safely
home having had a great sail with a good crew.

Date

Destination

29 June
1 July
2 July
3 July
5 July
6 July
10 July
11 July
12 July
20 July

Kinsale
Castlehaven
Blind Hrb & Back
Baltimore
Crookhaven
Derrynane
Crookhaven
Schull
Baltimore
East Ferry

TOTAL
Overall average speed 5. 07 knots.

!
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Time
Hr Min
3 55
7 15
1 20
2 5
3 30
7 00
6 20
1 25
2 I0
10 35

Distance
21
35
7~/2
12
14
33~/z
32
8
9
583/4

45 35
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Cruise of Joliba
J. Mungo Park
Howth, Brittany, South Coast England, Cowes, Bayona.
Part 1.
Crew: Mungo and Amanda Park, St. John Hennessy,
father and son. Patrick Berridge, Alexandra and Patrick
Jackson.
Log reading: 2332.
Joliba left mid-day 12th July for Penzeance. Only the
Skipper and navigator had much experience of a long
passage, so we determined not to "press on regardless".
Accordingly, with gales forecast for Fastnet, Shannon
and Lundy and an adverse tide, we put into Arklow for
the night. The following day with gales still forecast in all
sea areas we "took the tide" down to Rosslare where we
spent the second night. This cautious sailing was a great
help to some crewmen in getting them over their "green
stage".
We left Rosslare at 7.15 the following morning, with a
North force 5 breeze, escorted by porpoises. During the
first night the wind dropped and certain members of the
crew experienced "difficulty of identification".
Alexandra was much confused by seeing a submarine
suddenly submerge! It was her first trip and she proved to
be a steady helmsman and a fine heavy weather sea-cook.
The north wind carried us to the Long Ships, where it
dropped completely, so we motored from the Runnelstone into Newlyn at 11.45 -- an ideal passage.
The propellor fouled entering Newlyn, but disentangled with a dart in reverse, with unbelievable good
fortune. We stayed in Newlyn just long enough to
telephone and provision ship, leaving again at 7.15 the
following morning on a dead run, with fresh crab
presented by a fisherman. Newlyn has always been
friendly, but it can be dangerous to small yachts when
they are busy. There is a new inner pier built to accommodate yachts which wish to stay for any length of time,
and it would be prudent to use this.
The passage to L’Aberwrach was made in North force
3. During a most beautiful night we saw a number of satellites and St. John senior proved to be a fine instructor on
the wonders of the night sky.
At 10.20 hrs the Isle Vierge light sighted fine on the starboard bow. Distace ascertained by sextant-- 7~/2 miles. We
altered course for the Libenter buoy and finally caught t he
first of the flood tide up to L’Aberwrach. At L’Aberwrach
there is a first class club house for showers and water, but
diesel is some distance away.
We in fact spent the next 2 days in L’Aberwrach and

Paluden because of foul weather from the South West and
bad visibility. A party went to Brest for shopping.
At 6.00 hours we dropped Patrick Berridge off at
L’Aberwrach to catch a plane and we left with a good
forecast -- 4-5 North West, with jib only. However, one
hour out, the wind piped up very quickly to force 8, and
there being no turning back against the flood tide, we cut
down to the spitfire jib and ran. The boys were impressed
by one guest which registered almost 60 knots on the
anemometer! Tl’,e gusts and rain continued on for over
four hours when we crept into Morlaix bay in bad visibility. We found the main channel with some difficulty
and the leading lights leave very little scope for error.
Furthermore, there are 2 channels and it is important to
decide and establish your channel as early as possible.
Had we not been suffering from severe sea-sickness
among most of the crew, I would certainly have given
Morlaix a miss in such weather. But fortunately we had a
good nevigator, exact and exacting! We spent the night in
Morlaix roads in calm.
21 July. We sailed to Treguier in beautiful weather,
where we met Jonathan Verden and family in Sharavogue,
unfortunately on their way home. We noted a number of
R.C.C. boats anchored 1/2 mile down the river from the
town. This is because one is dunned 23 francs for anchoring near the pier; unashamedly, to pay for a huge new
marina in the course of construction.
We enjoyed Treguier itself as much as ever, this being
the Skipper’s 4th visit. St. John and he searched in vain
for their first rendezvous of 1955.
22 July. 13.00 hrs left Treguier on the tide -- a beautiful
reach across the Channel to Weymouth, passing through
a naval exercise with frigates, destroyers and every sort of
naval ship and aircraft. We enjoyed Weymouth, and
Mungo and Amanda went to London for the day on the
24th to see the latest Mungo, among other things. St. John
junior and Patrick went deep-sea fishing, but only caught
a few mackerel.
25 July. Sailed to Cowes, force 4-5 easterly with mist.
Arrived at I 1 p.m. Greeted by Angus Laird. Mungo went
to the Squadron to check up on details for the Household
Brigade Regatta the next day. He met Captain Michael
Boyle, so was well briefed and well-oiled.
26 July. Young Mungo and Susie arrived for a 10.40 start,
South West 5-6. We had a good race with 3 other boats,
English and French, to discover that we had taken the
wrong course. Arranged a challenge with a sister ship. We
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just managed to beat her. Next day we discovered we were
listed 12 out of 18, having sailed a mile further!
27 July. Motored to Gosport. Calm and fine. Angus
and Liz Laird joined us for dinner on board.
We spent 2 nights in Camper and Nicholson having the
propellor re-bushed and coach-roof lights re-sealed.
Spent a night inChichesterBasin to have dinner with Lucy
and Stuart Laird, Mungo’s sister, at Dell Quay. Stuart
came back with us toCowes on the 30th July. We dined at
the Squadron and checked instructions for Cowes week.
Spent the night in G. and G. marina.
31 ,July. Fine day, calm. Motored to Hamble and
dropped Stuart Laird at the R.A.F.Y.C. and then on to
the Beaulieu River and to Buckler’s Hard for tea. Very
beautiful and very interesting indeed, being the placc
where many of Nelson’s ships were built of oak from the
New Forest. We anchored for the night at the mouth of
the Beaulieu river. Calm and quiet.
1 August. Fine day. Wind South West. Davy and
Francy McBride arrived with the car and superb provisions. Dave Cullen arrived at midnight, after a difficult
journey.
2 August. Sailed to Portsmouth and back to see the
Victory. Most glorious day with a light breeze.
3 August. Returned to Buckler’s Yard for lunch and
back to Cowes for the A.G.M. of the Royal Yacht Squadron, where Denis Doyle and John Bourke were elected
"Foreign Members".
4-7 August. Raced in Cowes week without great distinction, but managed to beat our 3 sister ships in the
class. Strong breezes and some damage. We broke so
many small plastic slides on the main that we had a big job
replacing these before the R.O.R.C. race to Bayona.
9th August. Log 3080
We had wanted to go to Vigo for a long time, having
heard so much about it from Heh’n o/" Howth and
Estrellita, so we decided to race in the R.O.R.C. Bavona
race to get there in fastest time. John Bourke came ,as
navigator and Sara, aged 17, as cook-foredeckhandfactotum. After some changes, we were very lucky to get
Dave Cullen and Malcolm Jacob, for we were really
shorthanded fk)r such a race.
In the event, we beat, reefed and often in thick fog, to
Corunna. A hard slog with little worthv of mention save:
I. With great skill, John Bourke picked up the
shipping lane buoy west of Ushant and also kept us out of
a calm patch offCorunna, which gained us much ground.
2. Sara proved a good cook, deck-hand and helmsman
in a long tough race.
3. We lost the starboard spreader 80 miles North of
Ushant and the Skipper went aloft to repair without
reducing speed, which badly bruised his riding muscles!
Malcolm and Dave were magnificent on a totally
strange boat; as we were shorthanded it was good that
they were both splendid helmsmen. Malcolm only came
aboard the night betk)re we left.
But this not cruising!
Bayona is a very beautiful place. The approach is

dangerous on the Northerly side and there are strong
leading lights for Vigo, which could mislead all but the
most meticulous navigator, when further out to sea. The
Castle of Monte Real was floodlit at 4.00 a.m. when we
arrived so we had no difficulty in finding the finishing
line; and we managed to snatch some sleep before the rest
of the family, who had motored and ferried out via Plymouth and Santander, tumbled on board.
Bayona is the place where Columbus first arrived back
from America after it’s discovery. There is a great
harbour wall, which completes the shelter of the beautiful
bay, with a view over many rocks and rugged islands and
great slashes of sandy beach, wherever you look.
The club has many moorings and one long floating
pontoon, to which yachts moor bow-on with a stern line.
Water and diesel are provided. The club itself is on a
woody promentory, and built in 2 stories; the lower story
level with the jetty, and used for equipment and dinghy
storage, showers etc., with the offices, dining room, bar,
etc. above. The hospitality is legendary and we all enjoyed
ourselves immensely.
There is a fine Parador hotel in the castle on the hill
above the club, and so it was possible to get a couple of
nights comfort while the racing and cruising crews sorted
themselves out. For a week we day-sailed out to the lslas
Cies and the Ensenada de Barra, sailing up the Ria Vigo
and around the corner into Ria Pontevedra. The weather
was perfect with the lightest of breezes and a great contrast to the long race to windward. One beach we visited
turned out to be a nudist colony, and we felt very overdressed in bikinis and trunks! The trouble is that not all
nudists are slim young girls and after a time one hoped
that they would get dressed again. But mind you, there
were some . . .
Such was the beauty of the Rias, that we decided to
leave .loliba in Bayona and take 2 extra days picnicing
around Bayona and Vigo. The club was most helpful in
mooring .loliha with the bower anchor and a strong
mooring forward, and two strong warps from the quarters to the quay wall. The club bosun was a splendid old
sailor, who could not have been more helpful. The club
also stored the dinghy and the sails in a dry store.
I,o~,, 3960
The journey home by car to Santander took 2t~, days
and was yet another contrast. The fabulous sights of Santiago de la Campostela, the towns and plains of Castillc,
and the magnificent vertical mountains of the Picos de
L’Europe, were a wonderful way to round off a memorable holiday.
On my return to Dublin, I fot.nd a letter from
Alphonso Paz-Andrade, the vice-president of the Club
Internacional dc Yates de Monte Real, telling me that he
was taking his yacht out of the water and had arranged for
,loliha to bc put on his mooring free of charge for the
winter. A good example of the charming reception one
can expect in Galicia, where the people have a great deal
in common with Ireland, (including tile bag-pipes).
Hasta la vista!
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Sad Summer
Clayton Love

1 find it difficult to offer, to the journal, anything were of the highest. Rudy Baumgarten was a man in the
worthwhile this year, indeed I am not sure that what I Rory O’Hanlon mould. He was immensely rich, he had
offer is worthwhile or has any place in it but the kindly escaped from the eastern part of Germany, as he himself
encouraging note that I received from the Honorary put it, before the Russians got hold of him, on his bareEditor last year and the warm welcome back to the feet, and without a Deutschmark to buy a cup of coffee
Journals pages by Rory spur me to commitment.
with, even if he could find one. He subsequently built up
In Jubilee year it was so pleasantly encouraging to an engineering business in Western Germany which he
wander down memory lane, whom in such company sold for several million pounds and decided to spend the
could not find inspiration but this sad summer has left me rest of his life sailing. He still owned Meerrnin, then hauled
drained.
out for some years in the Crosshaven Boat Yard. ! put
This year began promisingly for Trudel and myself Rory and Rudi in touch and there ensured an economic
when we took off from Los Cristianos for the island of battle, which after reaching storm force ten, faired away,
Herro, the most westerly of the Canarias, she had not and Meerrnin joined the I.C.C. fleet to set up a remarkable
been before and so we planned to spend a few days there, cruising record under the command of her new owner
enjoying even for these latitudes exceptionally lovely Rory O’Hanlon. What is it that sets apart singularly dediweather. I had put in there before, but only for a few hours cated cruising, a sense of achievement is not the goal, that
so it was decided to get a taxi to take us around the Island, comes as a bonus after arrival, a mutual appreciation of
the port is 7 km. from the Capital Valverde and taxis are the values of silence and solitude amongst the few.
not readily available there except when the Olsen Ferry Perhaps. The sharing of the same thoughts with thougets in. We were however obliged by that Companys sands of the same people, inevitable moulds an identical
office on the quayside with a telephone and we were most culture of entertainment a homogenous conformity
fortunate in the taxi that came for us an excellent choice of stereotyped in the city, the town, the land, and has no
both car and driver fortuitously presented itself and we place in your ethos once you have left it behind and gone
made a deal with him for the extent of our stay. This is a to sea. It was in the quiet of the island of Herro that we
very small island, completely untourised, not an hotel in both took a look ahead at the year that awaited us when
the whole island, thank the Lord, and how beautiful it we would return to Cork. Our mental radar gave us a clear
turned out to be. We have fallen in love with it and I was picture right through from June to August, the first week
able to show my beloved the Light on Pta. Orchilla which only being interupted by the necessity to return our GodI had last seen fifty five years ago when we cleared it for child, Roland, to his electronic work in Bremen. What an
Barbados, me and three horny handed Cornishmen, in a excellent hand he is and how sorry we were to part with
Bristol Channel Pilot "converted" to cruising whose him. We sailed, the three of us, from Crosshaven in midname I have completely forgotten and in which I served as June into what proved to be an unpleasant introduction
Cabin Boy, unpaid, for the voyage. A nostalgic experi- to the wretched weather that was to pursue us, and everyence. It was not until we had returned to home waters that body else throughout the most evil summer of all time.
I was to learn of Rorys’ last voyage, a very special friend We pushed our nose into a black nor’wester gusting up
whom I held in the highest regard, a great cruising man, a through six to seven, to near eight at times on to our pregreat man by anyones honest standards. One of the many arranged mooring at Schull. It is a rare occasion for us not
benefits that cruising abroad brings is that of making to make ashore in our favourite harbour but the torrential
friends from latitudes far apart. I first met Rudy Baum- rain that succeeded a moderation of the wind decided us
garten on one of the occasions when we put into the Belem to eat on board and make for the comfort of our bunks,
yacht basin at Lisbon; he was then the owner of one of the with hope that the morning surely would bring better
most splendid yachts I had ever seen, he lived aboard with weather, what a shattered optimism that was to be. Trudel
his wife, her sister and three children, one of which was so and myself have an almost inflexible rule that we swim
promising as a pianist that he had a Baby Grand in the every morning, not a very serious swim, just a quick in
spacious saloon of his ninety seven foot ketch. The life and outer. I think we got wetter crossing the deck to get in
style on board and the handling of the vessel under sail and out than we did while in the water, and so it continued
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We saw Scariff under the same conditions and eventhroughout the day and we eventually went ashore
dressed in our foul weather gear, and needed it. We had tually the Skelligs hove up in the clear, but by now once
crossed a salmon net the previous evening just east of the again there were signs that the day was a "put" and the
Badger. Ian at Bantry was telephoned and he brought his 1803 forecast confirmed our fears, with a return to a gale
friend John Murphy over in the late afternoon who went warning spattered forecast.
Course for Slea was altered to course for Dingle
down and came up with the good news that no damage
was done and the few strands in his hands were all that we Harbour where for two days of dampness our dissolusion
had collected. He was drier in his wet suit than we were on with this evil year was restored and final decision to turn
deck. The weather continued its furies and the bulletins tailonthe west coast was taken. We put about for Valentia
continued to advise of gales in a criss-cross of latitudes where we enjoy the courtesy of yet another fine mooring
and longitudes from Iceland to Spain and conscious of the that we could lay to in any weather and once again spent
need to get Roland away at the beginning of the following more days sheltering from continuing gale force winds.
We sailed for the east taking the Portmagee Chanel to
week it was decided to stay East of the Mizen and cruise
avoid
the "rocky road" from Bray to east of Puffin, we
the islands. During this modest effort we got ourselves
locked into Cape for two days while the wind tried to blow were assured on our V.H.F., courtesy of our friend in
the top off the Fastnet outside. This evil weather con- Reenard, that V.I.P. treatment had been laid on for us at
tinued and quite frankly we got so disgusted with it that the bridge. Arrived there on a raging 4 knt. tide assisted by
we decided to stow ship and make her fast at her moorings the wind in the same direction, there was no opening and
in Schull then return to Currabinny for a few days during we had to put about and heave to until there arrived a
which time hopefully it would improve to at least reason- frantically hand waving figure to convey to us that he had
ably acceptable conditions. We were not to know until no electric power. So it was back to Valentia and round
later, that then, or later or even now, as I write, that there Bray for the "rocky road" to the east. We spent that night
was to be no such improvement. Still optimistic my in Castletown and experienced an electric storm such as
beloved and myself drove ourselves back to Schull we had not met with before, except in the tropics.
Subsequently we continued east via Bantry, where we
tempted by one of the few fine days that we can remember
were
provided with a Vickery meal. A Vickery meal is
from this shambles of a summer only to find as we
rounded the eastern shoulder of Mount Gabriel that such that each time you partake of it it is an event. Bryan
Schull had disappeared behind a torrential mist; now I was subsequently replaced by his brother John and by
know there is no such thing as a torrential mist in Ireland, now mother and myself were so depressed by the continuat least I thought so until we met with this lot, it wasn’t fog ing evil weather that it was decided to make our Schull
it wasn’t rain it was one mosquito like net of wet and so it mooring our permanent home from which to cruise Carcontinued for three days of a week end alternating berrys Hundred Isles and to hell with anything more
between fog, mist and rain, cleared only at intervals by serious. On the very first day having covered no more
than two miles from the Perch we shed a cutlass bearing
intermittent gale force winds.
At the end of three days living aboard without once and had to return to Schull Pier and beach her, this was
leaving our moorings, we turned tail and once more the second fine day we had experienced but it served well
returned to Currabinny and by now we were beginning to for the work in hand and we were afloat and well before
realise that the words of Robbie Burns about "the best the next tide took us off.
Mother eventually gave up and took the road back to
laid plans of mice and men" were aptly applicable to us.
We were fast becoming mice. Joined for ten days by her gardens at Currabinny together with the promise that
daughter-in-law Patricia and son Bryan we let go from if the weather ever gave up we would make a cruise east to
our Schull mooring early on one of the two fine days that Waterford and take an inland cruise up the river as far as
we met during nine weeks of cruising, such a day, that we could go.
We are still waiting for the weather and the promised
instead of going through the Dursey sound we decided to
go to seaward of the head and although the day continued cruise, and as I write this two months later the Roche is
fine and warm before we got up to the "farm yard"" it was moaning at the mouth of the harbour, the wind is blowing
blacked out by fog. We had taken a precautionary fix on between seven and eight and the rain is still RAINING.
the Bull and hove alongside it later before we saw it.
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Riding the Corryvreckan
Joe Kilkenny

The Gulf of Corryvreckan and the many like passages
of the southern part of the Firth of Lorne are no longer
the dramatic short cuts for the intrepid. They have
become highly creditable items in the repertoire of the
home-waters sailor, now turned opportunist, at the
growing threat of eclipse by more adventurous
colleagues. Such a piece of nautical artfulness was
Shamu’s voyage to the Western Isles from the 17th to the
28th June, her crew of five seeking in natural phenomena,
a new noteriety, despite the standard 1980 weather
Shamu is a Dufor 31 based in Howth, her owner/skipper
Mr. J. K. O’Reilly of one time dinghy fame. The I.C.C.
burgee was worn to starboard by kind permission.
In better weather we would have travelled further
northwards and westwards. Our track lead inside the
Mull of Kintyre, through the Crinan Canal and into Lock
Craighnish. This, with the treatment we had already
received from the weather was to be our most northerly
point. We headed westwards through the Doras M6r and
the Corryvreckan to Scalasaig on Colonsay, thence
through the Sound of Islay to Port Askaigh on Islay, to
Ardminish on Giha Island, and then the final leg of our
compact voyage to Howth. It was regrettable that Jura
the remaining island in the goup, due to adverse tidal
streams, had to be passed by.
Whereas a handful of I. C. C. members have already
braved the Gulf, we had, nevertheless, on previous
voyages, listened to sufficiently awesome accounts of this
West Highland Scylla and Charybdis on Jura, and it is
probable that they were recounted likewise in Scarba
when that island carried the population which tilled the
acres over which heater and bracken have now spread
once more. The West Coast Pilot issues a strong warning,
and Sir Walter Scott showed a level of respect in the lines:
"Scarba’s Isle, whose tortured shore
Rings with Corryvreckan’s roar.’"
One of its most notable casualties, was Brecan, the
grandson of Niall of the Nine Hostages. He may have got
his tides wrong, for he is reputed to have drowned there
when his total fleet of fifty galleys sank in the famed
whirlpool, ever since bearing his name, his body, on
recovery, being interred in the cave under Aird
Bhreacain, a further memento and warning for the
future. Another view, probably just as good, is that the
name is derived from Coire, the Gaelic for cauldron, and
Breac meaning speckled, suggesting the aggitated surface

of the sea, both identical with our own words here.
Another view, probably just as good, is that the name is
derived from Coire, the Gaelic for cauldron, and Breac
meaning speckled, suggesting the aggitated surface of the
sea, both identical with our own words here.
The phenomenon is manifest at its height at the time of
one hour after the local high and low waters which occur
at approximately the same times on both the east and the
west coasts of the islands of Jura and Scarba, but with
widely differing levels. Outside on the west coast, the rise
and fall at springs is 3.70 m, whereas inside it is 1.20m,
giving a difference of as much as 1.20m at both extremes
of tide. At neaps the difference is 0.9m, still no trifle since
the resultant gradient occurs across a distance of two
miles or so and over a very rough bottom. The rate is 8.5
kn. at springs. The famed whirlpool forms with the flood,
that is the west-going stream, fairly close to the southwest corner of the Scarba shore. There is none with the
ebb. Since there is no approaching it by sea, it is well
worthwhile anchoring off Kinuachdrach Harbour on the
J Jura shore and travelling on foot to view the noisy
swirling of the restless Gulf. An east-going back eddy
roud Scarba, close inshore adds a lot, as can a sizeable
westerly. In a gale, it is said, the violence of the seas is
such that the whole channel assumes the appearance of
the boiling cauldron. The east-going stream does not run
as rapidly or with such violence. It emerges into comparitively tranquil waters where the seas do not compare
with those of the Atlantic.
Getting through on a suitable day and with the correct
timing, can, as we found, be almost uneventful, and we
managed to sail through on a westerly force three,
assisted by the last of the current. We were at neaps, and
the waters at neaps may be quiet for about an hour during
the change from one stream to another. At springs the
interval would not exceed a quarter of an hour. The times
of change are 02.10 before Oban the east-going stream
begins, 04.10 after Oban the west-going stream begins.
The foregoing intervals should be centred on these times
to allow for drift, with also an allowance for time to get
through, twenty minutes in our case. There is no point in
not employing a sizeable amount of the dying tidal
stream since being a little early on an eastwards passage is
of no consequence, and if the whirlpool persists when
heading westwards you may dodge inside Eilean M6r.
The whirlpool in normal weather during which
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navigation is advisable, locates itself on the exact opposite
side of the Gulf from Eilean M6r and north of the centre
line, There is an unmarked rock ommitted from the
February ’76 edition of chart No. 2326, located, it
appears, three-quarters of a cable magnetic north of the
shore proper of Eilean Beag, something which should be
allowed for if the passage inside Eilean M6r is chosen.
Useful bits of information brought back include
reference to an attractive little bay behind Barmore
Island, .just north of Tarbert at the entrance to Loch
Fyne, where the local ’Stonefield Castle Hotel’, worth a
visit, maintains three mooring buoys for visitors, and
presumably, if they happen to be occupied you can lie to
an anchor. You must, however, get yourself ashore.
Another item, surprising perhaps for us sailors who
visualise fish as something practical, and caught on
feathers, is the profusion of trout in the lakes on all these

islands, available without restriction, evidently, to
anyone who can catch them. We had fresh trout for
breakfast every morning on the Island of Colonsay
through the activities of an addict crew man, who seemed
to toil all night at the process, but strangely, never ate
them himself.
Undoubtedly, with the great beauty of these places
goes some of the worst weather in these islands, often, for
us, also, a difficult return against strong prevailing winds.
Tranquil weather, however, is a visionary quantity henceforth, which stresses the inside/outside choice presented
here, largely unrealised, and the extent to which this
fairy-land region just beyond our doorstep proffers
scope. Our indicated distance was 395 nautical miles, our
crew ,I. K. O’Reilly, P. Boyle, J. Kelly, J. Kilkenny, M.
Phelan.
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Cruise: Howth
Ross Courtney

La Trinite

in search of sun, heat and good foodwith the aid of a WALKER
All our previous cruises (more holiday than real
cruises) have been to places described many times by
others in the Journal, and we felt that we would only be
boring people by describing them again. However, on this
occasion the Editor felt that our experience with the new
Walker SAT NAV 801 might be of some interest to others
who might be contemplating buying one.
On our two previous visits to the South Brittany coast
we have relied on the normal DR with the aid of radio
beacons etc for navigation, and these in fact work
perfectly well. Subsequently, Romaine and myself had
learnt Astro-Navigation in courses run by Bud Bruce at
the Howth Yacht Club in the winter of 1978/79.
The first chance of using the sextant at sea came on
Liam McGonagle’s Ounavarra on the second leg of her
voyage from Palma, Majorca to Cork [’or the I.C.C. Rally
last year.
We joined at Villamura, Portugal having sneaked the
sextant, air tables etc on board, intending to play with
these on the way up. Our first few fixes showed a slight
difference in our position with those of the navigator,
John McGuire and were quietly discounted by the
skipper. However, one day having got a morning Sun
Sight together with a Moon Shot, and a Noon Sight giving
a good cocked hat, we showed it to the skipper who was
quite impressed and immediately took a radio bearing of
Round Island which also went through our cocked hat,
some notice began to be taken of this weird and wonderful
performance. Much to our satisfaction, our position of
twenty miles approximately ahead of our DR proved to
be right, and the cause turned out to be under-reading of
the log.
A sextant as everybody knows is not much use in bad
weather or poor visibility when coasting, which is
virtually what one does on a cruise to Brittany. Also radio
bearings are not very accurate and entail a constant
taking of bearing which can become a nuisance, so that
when I got a chance to buy a Sat Nay which would do
away with this chore I took it.
Briefly what the Sat Nav does is to give a fix in Latitude
and Longtitude on average once or twice an hour. It does
this by locking onto a Satellite which is in Polar Orbit at a
height of approximately I000 kin. These Satellites are not
evenly spaced and therefore the fixes come at different
time intervals. After the set has been in operation for
about twenty four hours, by pressing the correct display

button, the time and height of the next Satellite pass is
predicted; from this it is possible to surmise whether the
fix is going to a good one or a doubtful one. A doubtful fix
is likely when the altitude of the Satellite is below 15° or
above 75°, this will be indicated by the words ’High/Low
Fix’ ’Fix O.K.’ or "Bad Fix’.
The procedure before leaving harbour is to switch the
set on about thirty minutes before leaving. Feed in your
present Latitude/Longtitude (an accuracy within sixty
miles will suffice) also GMT to the nearest fifteen
minutes, the date, year and one or two other factors and
leave the set to stabilise.
As soon as under way it is necessary to feed in the
course and speed. When the first fix is obtained, provided
it is a good fix, it will correct the Latitude/Lontitude and
the time and give you your position.
The set also provides another navigational function. If
the Latitude and Longtitude of your first ’Way Point’ is
fed in, together with the speed, course, tidal effect and
whether you require the course to be true or magnetic, it
will give you a course to steer and a distance off from the
’Way Point’
This display will continue to be computed and will
change constantly as progress is made taking account of
the information which has been fed in i.e. if there is a
change of speed or direction or if the tidal direction
changes, this must be put into the computer as it happens.
On each Satellite pass, the course to steer and the
distance off will be corrected so that even if wrong
information has been fed in it will be corrected; HL/Fixes
or ’Bad Fixes’ will be ignored.
When the set’locks on’ to a Satellite a display of stars
appears gradually, starting with one, and ifa really good
fix is going to be received five stars shown up. Good fixes
can be got from three stars, but anything less and the fix is
usually bad. In our experience it can still be accurate to a
mile or two with a ’bad fix’. A ’good fix’ appears to be
within a few hundred yards or less. In fact a fix in the
docks at Lorient put us exactly alongside where we were,
beside the nearest bar! In short we have found the Satellite
navigating instrument extremely good and believe it to be
well worth the money which including V.A.T. is under
£2000. The dimensions of the set are 14" x 6~/4’’ x 4~/_,’’ and
it is run from the ship’s batteries using 2/2~/,~ amps.
It is important that it is fitted in a position where it can
not be splashed by water as it is not splash proof.
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The antenna, which is a round white mushroom-like and out of, and never had any difficulty in getting a berth;
thing about fifteen inches in diameter, does not need to be which may have been due to the fact that we were cruising
stuck on top of the mast with all the other gobbledy gooks in early July before the French annual holidays. We
but can be fitted on a short pole fixed to the pushpit. In found the French both friendly and helpful (this may have
our case we fitted it on top of a black anodised aluminium been due to the attractive ladies we had on board) and our
tube fastened to the pushpit. When asked what this was only real excitement was when a brand new altenator
we explained that it was the exhaust system for our new went on fibre when we were out at sea causing clouds of
sauna bath! The only requirement for the antenna is that smoke, but little damage thanks to Sean Flood’s Chubb
it is clear of other electrical equipment. It can be dis- extinguishers. We handed Bandersnatch over to Brian and
mounted quite easily for racing purposes.
Betty Hegarty and family together with Johnny Malcolm
As far as our cruise was concerned we visited the usual at La Trinite in the pours of rain (who said we had it all in
ports (one every night where possible, as we were on our Ireland) and set sail in his motor car for home, a satisfied
holidays and are not really the salty types). We found the if unsunburnt crew.
food and drink extremely good and surprisingly cheap.
Crew: Ross Courtney, Romaine and Pamela Cagney,
We also found the Marinas in most ports easy to get in Jimmy and Marie Markey, Paul Cooper.

Ross Courtney plots his observed position on a bar stool in Majorca -- Photo .I. Guinness.
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A Cruise to Two South Coasts
Tony Walsh

In August a cruise along the South Coast in Norbert twice a day but it should only be attempted in absolutely
Reilly’s Moody 42 South Wind proved very enjoyable. I calm weather. It should also be noted that there is a ledge
had a loan of the boat for a week of family cruising from of rocks extending some twenty feet from the East side
Kinsale with Aideen and the children and we were joined leaving about two feet of water at low tide.
by Donal (Butch) O’Boyle, his wife Liz and Finn their five
The next two days were gloriously fine and were spent
months old son. We joined the boat on a Saturday but due swimming, walking and reminising on past adventures
to bad weather and some Paddy nights with Brendan with Paddy Burke in his well known hostelry. We left
Connor and family it was early Monday morning before North Harbour very reluctantly on Friday at 2.15 p.m.
we slipped our lines and headed for Baltimore. It was a and rounded the Fastnet before heading back towards
lovely fine morning, very little wind but somewhat Castlehaven. The weather was still fine and as an extra
confused sea after the gales of the previous few days. By bonus a gentle force three came in from the west giving us
the time we reached Galleyhead Butch and myself were the first sail of the holiday. We anchored in Castlehaven
the only crew left so we decided in the interests of future for the night and left for Kinsale at 7.00 arriving at 12.15
cruises to head into Glandore. We anchoredoffUnionhall p.m. In a week we had logged 120 miles, nothing to go into
at 12.30 p.m., explored ashore, and had a very enjoyable the record books but enjoyed by all.
and reasonable meal in the Marine Hotel before turning
Three weeks later I was again aboard South Wind. The
in.
owner had decided to winter in Moodys and as he was
Tuesday dawned bright and clear and we left at 11.00 going away for the month of September I volunteered to
a.m. and were alongside Baltimore Pier at 13.30. We had put a crew together and deliver the boat. As it happened
intended to stock-up with fresh meat, vegetables, milk but due to gale conditions throughout what was to have been
found that these were unavailable in Baltimore so decided a fast delivery trip turned into a rather pleasant cruise.
to make for Schull through the North Entrance. As usual Putting the crew together proved no difficulty as the Bank
the electric Cable at Sandy Island proved intimidating of Ireland was sending a team to Hayling Island to take
especially since a local had told us in Salter’s pub that he part in Lloyds Bank Team Racing Event. The crew
thought it was sagging recently. We arrived in Schull at consisted of Michael Whelan, Eoin Daniel, Ann Tuite,
19.00 and anchored just ahead of Bernie Cahill’s Moody Helen O’Rourke, Paul Whelan, and Charles Blandford.
42 Kaber 4. The following morning we awoke to heavy The last two members were not Bank Staff and of the
mist and after a late breakfast went in along side the pier seven of us only Michael, Charles and myself had any
for provisions and fuel. The harbour master Jimmy Reilly offshore experience.
We were scheduled to leave on Wednesday night but
proved very helpful and filled us up with water and diesel
directly from hoses on the pier. This saved much manual having assembled in Howth and looked at the raging
labour and while Aideen and Liz shopped, Jimmy, westerly gale decided to cancel until Thursday morning.
Butch and myself tackled a bottle of gin from the ship’s The wind had abated during the night and backed into the
stores. When the girls returned at 15.00 they informed us South and having brought South Wind along side, fueled
that visibility had improved so we set out for North and provisioned, we were clearing Howth Head at 12.00
Harbour in Cape Clear passing Cualain of Kinsale on her noon.
We had the first of the ebb under us and under-engine
way. Hardly had we left Long Island astern when the mist
returned with a vengence. At times it was difficult to make were averaging 5-6 knots into a Force 5 Southerly. At
out Butch on look out on the fore deck and I thanked 15.45 p.m. and 1 mile south of Wicklow Head I decided to
sincerely the owner for installing radar. We entred North turn back into Wicklow, as it was now blowing a full gale
Harbour at 16.45 still in dense fog and moored fore and with a very big sea running. There were other factors
aft in the middle of the harbour, this exercise watched involved in this decision, green faces were appearing and
critically by Clayton Love Senior and friends aboard we were only making 2 knots through the water. We
Cavelleta. This method of mooring is quite attractive in arrived in Wicklow Harbour at 16.45 p.m. not a record
that it avoids being disturbed by the Mail Boat which calls making passage by any means, but it had given me the
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large and confused and in the next twenty four hours
South Wind was to take quite a pounding. The crew stood
up quite well to the conditions and where as the galley
remained deserted everyone managed to make his or her
watch. South Windgave every confidence but from time to
time big ones broke amid ships, one managing to get into
the main cabin soaking poor Charles who was not at his
best anyway. For some unknown reason the radar and
V.H.F. packed up and as South Wind has no direction
finder it was left to my own trusty little Seafix to pin point
our position.
Michael sighted Pendeen Light at 21.00 hours on
Saturday and we were approaching the Long Ships two
hours later. Here I made the elementary mistake of
forgetting about seperation zones until it was too late.
The Merchant Navy had obviously been waiting for this
moment and sent at least twelve ships into our path. The
conditions were atrocious with mountainous seas running
so I decided to maintain course and hope that the
oppositions radar men were alive and well. Happily all
avoided us, some passing within 100 yards and one in
particular passed clicking a friendly message to us on his
Aldis Lamp.
We rounded the Long Ships at 23.35 p.m. and with the
wind now astern and the motion much easier altered
course for the Lizard and start point. Sunday morning the
wind still Westerly had dropped to force 4 the sun came
out, and suddenly everyone was happy again. So happy
that we decided to call into Dartmouth and dispose of
some Sterling. Dartmouth is a beautiful town of character
with an imposing entrance which reminded me somewha:
of Bonifacio in Corsica. We tied up in Dartmouth Marina’
at 12.45 p.m. and retired to the Royal Dart Y.C. for well
earned drinks and lunch. That evening we took the ferry
across to the Dartmouth side, visited the Dartmouth S.C.
and had a very good meal in the Tall Ships Restaurant.
An early start next morning was essential in order to
carry the tide at Portland Bill and ,no 5 a.m. saw us
motoring out into a calm sea with vc;y little wind and
poor visability. The wind increased to force 4 Westerly
during the day but unfortunately poor visability meant
that we did not see a thing until we picked up the familar
South Wind at anchor in South harbour, Cape Clear -- sight of the Needles Light House. The light was abeam at
Photo T. Walsh.
18.25 and as the tide had turned against us I opted to
chance to allow the inexperienced steer a compass course. spend the night in kymington Harbour.
We tied along Lymington Yacht Club at 19.45 and had
We dined on board that night and listened despondently
another enjoyable meal ashore in the Ship Inn Restaurant
on the radio to forecasts of gales and more gales.
Friday afternoon saw us clearing Wicklow Head at and retired early. The next morning we set off down the
15.50 p.m. and heading for Arklow. The wind was still Solent calling at Cowes for provisions before eventually
blowing force 7-8 but encouragingly it had backed slightly arriving at Hayling Island Sailing Club, which is stationed
into the West. We docked in Arklow at 17.25 p.m. and at the mouth of Chichester Harbour. Here we spent two
dined on board on some magnificent leg of lamb cooked very enjoyable days team racing in Enterprises ending up
ably by Ann and Helen. Irish news bulletins were still with a mammoth party on board the South Windattended
giving gale warnings but west in direction so at 23.30 p.m. by many of our English friends and the Bank of Ireland
Commodore John Bourke. The following morning a very
we headed out to sea.
We set the number two Jib and Mizen and were soon delicate crew sailed across the Solent to Moody’s Yard
storming down the Irish Sea on a broad reach, the wind and having made the necessary arrangements headed for
due west gusting between 35 and 45 knots. The seas were London and home.
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H untress II
Patrick Dinneen

It has been ten years since I contributed to this Journal.
Seven of these years I have been Boatless, but managed to
get myself invited to crew aboard Verve with Paul
Campbell on two of those years. Then in the middle of the
’78 season I bought a Javelin 30 called Sleagh which I
sailed in the Shannon Estuary, and on a couple of
occasions to Fenit. It was during ’79 that I decided that
Sleagh did not have the accommodation which I
required for my growing family, so Huntress H started its
embryo stage in my mind. When the decision was finally
made she turned out to be a "First 35" built by Chantiers
Beneteau in St. Gilles Croix de Vie on the Biscay coast of
France. She is designed by Jean Berrett 35’ 3" OAL 28’
10" LWL 12’ 1" Beam and 6’ 2" draft. She is powered by a
15 h.p. Yanmar.
I had been promised delivery in the middle of May and
later it was confirmed that she would be launched on May
12th in St. Gille.
On May 10th I, and a crew of six, Wally Fogarty, Eileen
and Tony Clarke, Eugene O’Reilly, Tom Commiskey and
last but not least Louis Smith set out from Cork to
Roscoff with my car, another car had been booked from
Roscoff, but as it turned out it never materialised.
May llth having arrived at Roscoff I set off with
Tommy and Eugene in my car the others having agreed to
come by train the following day.
May 12th. We found that the boat had not yet been
launched but was ready for launching on the following
morning.
May 13th. Up bright and early for the launching but the
boat didn’t arrive at the crane until nearly twelve noon
and was not launched until 7 p.m. We then tried the engine
made the mainsail onto the boom, and so prepared for an
early start the following morning.
May 14th. We woke at 0600 on Wednesday, May 14th
and quickly cast off under power, as we had no wind. We
left the St. Gille Bell buoy to starboard at 0700 and
continued motoring on a course of 280 MAG to the
Wreck buoy a distance of 10.8 miles. The Wreck buoy was
left to Port at 0830, we also set sails and cut offthe engine
at this time. The course was now 320 MAG to the buoy off
Les Boeufs. The wind went again and we started the
engine at 0920. At this stage visibility was very poor, so it
went on for the morning, no wind poor visibility
and the trusty Iron Top Sail serving us well. At 12.28 we
had a positive I.D. of S.N. 1. buoy and set a course of 345

for the next buoy. It was a frustrating windless day but at
least the sun was shining. At 17.30 we sighted Quiberon
and changed course to 305 to enter Port Haliguen. We
arrived at Port Haliguen at 1820 where we made use of the
excellent marina facilities. Our days mileage 74.1, average
speed 6.25 kts. Later we dined and wined will in a little
Restaurant which we found at Haliguen.
May 15th. The mornings BBC shipping forecast gave
Plymouth N.E. 3-4 and Biscay N. 3-4 but at 0730 in Port
Haliguen the wind was nil so we set offagain under power
having cleared Quiberon, and all attendant dangers. We
set a course of 297 MAG. for Penmarch Pt. 0930 Light
House dead ahead. We got some sailing today arriving in
Audierne at 1930 and covering a distance of 84.4 miles.
After a long walk into Audierne we again found a
suitable restaurant, after an excellent meal the Skipper
and two of the crew got a lift back, two others having to
walk.
May 16th. We decided to make one hop from Audierne
to Crosshaven, and to suit tides through both the Raz de
Sein and the Chenal du Four we delayed departure until
12.25. At 12.36 sails were up and we were heading for the
Raz. 12.40 genoa down not enough wind, at this stage the
sun was shining and vis. was very good but that damn
engine was tumping away. 1400 sea short and small in
Raz. wind increased, sails up. 1430 sails down again. 1800
Le Stiff light was abeam and we were clear of the Chenel
du Four.
Skipper decided on three hour watches each with two in
the cockpit during the night hours. Skipper and Eugene
took first watch 1800-2100, then Louis and Tommy 2100
to 2400, at this stage the wind was light and heading us on
the starboard tack. Our course varied between 310 MAG
and 300 MAG. At 2400 Tony and Wally came on watch,
course vainly 305. At 0300 Skipper and Eugene came on
watch again and the wind freed to allow us to steer 330 m.
At 0615 we saw our first sail since leaving France, it was
on the starboar beam. At this stage the wind had freed
even further and we were steering almost due North,
however, by 1100 the wind went entirely, so back to our
trusty Yanmar. Course 320° at 1600 the Bishops Rock was
abeam so on through the afternoon and evening the diesel
churning us through to calm blue sea making nearly 6 kts.
at 3/4 speed.
May 18th. Opened another flat calm day still motoring
towards our goal then without warning at 1125 our engine
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stopped the fuel guage indicated that the tank was ’/4 full,
however, when we dipped it was bone dry. Up all plain
sail, during the next hour and a half we covered 272 miles.
The next hour we made one cable. At 1600 we caught a
land breeze of sorts. Up with the spinaker we held this
until 1900 when the wind began to head us. It was now a
good torce 4. Down spinaker up genoa. Ballycotton had
been sighted and we were able to reach in as far as Fort
Camden after that it was a beat up to Crosshaven where
we picked up a buoy at 21-15. Our total distance Audierne
Crosshaven 325.9 miles. Skipper and Wally went ashore
at Crosshaven to get some fuel, afterwards Tommy and
Louis bled the engine and got it going. However we spent
the night at the mooring and the following morning
motored to our Marina berth at the Royal Cork. Where
we had arranged to leave Huntress H until the following
Friday. We showered, shaved, and breakfasted at the
R.C.Y.C. and later both the Skippers wife and Wallys
father drove down to collect us and drive us back to Limerick.
Friday, 23rd May. The crew now reduced to [’our Tom
Commiskey, Louis Smyth, Louis’s 18-year-old daughter,
Caroline and Pat Dinneen skipper, left Croom tbr Crosshaven driven by Skipper’s wife, Dolores. We arrived at
Crosshaven at 5.30 and finally retrieved the key of the
boat which had been left in the good care of George Bush.
The Skipper holding to his opinion that a good start is
half the battle insisted on getting under way as soon as
possible.

So we cast of at 1810 under power, having cleared
Camden a course of 2t0 M. was set for the Daunt. We had
the Daunt abeam at 1920 and a course of 242m was set for
the Old Head of Kinsale. Old Head abeam 2120 course
263 for Seven Heads and so it went on through the night
of flat and light winds.
Saturday, 24th May. At 0120 the loom of the Fastnet
appeared on the skyline. We rounded the Mizen at 0500
changed course to 315 for Dursey Sound which we cleared
at 0730. We now had main sail and nol genoa set our
course 335 for Puffin Island. We passed Puffin at 0955
and set a course of due North for Blasket Sound. The
wind was now SW4-5, the sea still very calm we had taken
in a flattening reef and were averaging nearly 7 kts. A
beautiful days sailing by the majestic S.W. corner of
Ireland. The Blasket Sound was cleared by 1330 and
Kerry Head abeam by 17.30. We anchored in Carrigholt
by 2020 hours a passage of a 157 miles in 26 hours.
Overtired so after a good meal aboard and a few
drinks we retired secure in the knowledge that we were in
a sate anchorage.
Sunday 25th May, after early Mass and a good
breakfast we set off at 1230 hours in a good westerly and
arrived in Foynes at 1445 hours, logging 25 miles from
Carrigolt that day.
We then put our boat to the moorings which had last
been vacated by Sleagh in October 1979. Our total miles
logged 565.4 miles.
So ended the delivery cruise of Huntress I1.
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Dunn’s Ditties

Ronan Beirne reports: I commenced the 1980 season on
St. Patrick’s weekend on a delivery trip with Dickie
Brown and Robert Beckett. We sailed a Ruffian 8B5 from
Dun Laoghaire to Kilkeel, the coldest sail in my life with
strong head winds and hail stones, however Dickies stew
kept us all going. In May I joined Danny Gallaghers
brand new Ruffian 8.5 (another one) at Portaferry and we
competed in the Tomatin series in Scotland. The racing
was based in Cambletown and East Lough Tabert. In
August l brought Peter and Judy Houlihans new Trapper
501 from Dunmore East to Dun Laoghaire, Sean Murray
and David Burdett made up the rest of the crew. I finished
the season with a fortnight cruise in the Balearics in the
first two weeks in September.
R. L. Berridge writes: Last winter I fitted an Austin
Farrar reefing and furling gear to Corofin. This gear uses
terylene line as the furling line and the roller is an alloy
extrusion with grooves for the headsail which rotates
about the existing forestay. No roller bearings and no wire
wound up on a drum. The gear incorporates its own
rigging screw and toggle and in addition I fitted a masthead toggle. To provide adequate power for reefing and
furling and to avoid handling thin line under strain I fitted
one of those neat little Gibb self-tailing winches which
will handle line as thin as 6 ram. This proved adequate and
no trouble was experienced in coiling and hanging offthe
surplus line when the jib is furled. A small cleat was fitted
as a safeguard to prevent the line being knocked accidentally off the S.T. winch. A preventer lashing was fitted to
the furled sail whenever no one was on board.
Austin Farrar made a genoa as part of the package, cut
specially to fit and set reasonably fiat when reefed. It was
designed to give good visibility underneath it and to
minimize sheet lead movement when reefing.
Operation is very simple. First find by trial and error
the sheet lead positions for, say, three reefed options and
mark them on the track. I always prefer to alter the sheet
lead on the weather track before reefing, then come about
the reef, alter the original sheet lead and come about again
if necessary. It is always easier to use the weather side if
short-handed and easier to make a good, clean roll if45°
to 100° off the wind. It is important to get this nice and
tight roll if the reefed sail is to set well. Do not try to reef
when running, it never rolls well, but bring the wind out
on the quarter first.

There are other methods of altering the sheet leads, a
Barber Haul, spare leads and sheets and sheet leads controlled by tackles but all these add complications and the
method of tacking and reefing is quick and simple.
A storm jib is carried and set flying from a strong point
on the deck aft of the stemhead and using the original jib
halyard. With swivels at head and footitis
kept rolled up
in stops ready for setting. I propose tfiis winter to replace
the wire luff rope on it with a tape which can be used on
the furling gear giving an alternative way of setting it.
The nett result is that one is always sailing with the right
amount of headsail as one can shorten down in less than a
minute. The difference in cruising speed is appreciable
and the amount of time spent on the foredeck by the
elderly is much reduced.
It is not for the racing boys with their gorillas but is an
answer to the cruising maidens’ prayer, also Phil Weld
used it in MosMe to great effect in breaking the singlehanded trans-atlentic record!
One disadvantage of the reefing gear is that one’s light
weather genoa is scrapped. To overcome this to some
extent and to give my grandchildren something to do I
invested in a cruising spinaker which was made for me by
John McWilliam.
This is a dual purpose sail, e.g. a reaching sail par excellence and a small spinaker to be set with a pole or booming out spar. It is not really stable when running without a
boom despite the claims made in the advertisements.
I set it on a swivel spinaker halyard block and lead the
tack rope through a block which snap-shackles to the
stemhead outside the pulpit. In fact to the pin which keeps
the anchor warp from jumping out of its roller.
As a reacher it is tacked down close to the stemhead and
sheeted right aft to a block on the pulpit and so to the
sheet winch. It sets beautifully from about 80° off the
wind to about 160° and pulls like a train. Two septuagenarians and an auto-pilot can set and hand it easily in
reasonable conditions. The septuagenarians should avoid
the unreasonable conditions! As the wind comes further
aft the spinaker boom is rigged, the tack rope released
from the stemhead, passed through the boom eye and led
aft and the boom squared off. All very simple.
To gybe, the tack released from the boom and replaced
at the stemhead, the spinaker boom is rigged on the
opposite side and the sheet passed through the boom eye
and the sail boomed out. The tack can be eased consider-
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ably to gain extra lift. It is also easy to gybe over by letting
the sheet free so that the sail flies out ahead then pass the
sheet end underneath the tack and bring aft on the new
side.
The sail can be handed like a spinaker by letting the
sheet fly and bringing the sail in on the foredeck or letting
the tack fly and bringing it in under the boom to the cockpit.
It is altogether a versatile and comparatively docile sail.
A splendid passage-maker, a good fun-sail, and a great
improvement on booming out a working genoa. If conditions look like a possible wrap the roller .jib partially
unrolled provides an instant spinaker-net!
Of course, as the elderly-will say, there is nothing new
-- this is .just the sort ofspinaker we used to set before the
war.

345, at Cowes week, from Lymington to Bayona and at
Bayona. The boat is the best combination of cruiser and
racer I have yet seen. She was very comfortable despite
600 miles dead to windward out of Lymington, even if I
am still walking at an angle. Bayona and surrounds are
very bit as beautiful as they say and I have decided to
cruise it properly in due course.
Peter Bunting reports: Nothing to report by way of
major cruises. Sue is -- rather sadly -- sold and a new
boat acquired.
In early May, Ann and I had ten days charter sailing in
the Sporades -- which were just like the West of Scotland
plus sunshine. I n July a few days were spent delivering the
new boat from Dartmouth to Strangford and thereafter
mainly pottering, including the Carlingford Rally.

Pat Colleran’writes: After several years of the French,
John Bourke writes: It was a year of racing and cruising
in the rain. A breezy Irish Sea Race on Bob Mollard’s $34 this was the year of the Irish for me. It started aboard
Korsar was followed by the colourful blur of I.S.O.R.A. Shardana who needs no introduction andthe Whit Rallyto
week in Dun Laoghaire. On the Friday evening of that Strangford. Somewhere south of St. John’s Point a timid
week, June 27th, we escaped and sailed for the southwest question on navigation was answered with "Do you not
in our She 27, She Mite. With my co-owner Richard know the shape of the teddy bear you’re living on?" Some
Hooper and myself were Paul Montgomery, Jonathan start! While in Strangford I went down with a bad attack of
Elliott and my son Jonathan, the latter two being 14 years Soav6 fever and narrowly escaped drowning in quick mud.
each and at sea lor the first time. Being products of The high light of the weekend was being introduced twice
modern ,junior sailing however, they know much more to the Commodore. I was able to see the man the second
about it than we ever did and were reasonably unawed by time -- the mud y’know. Two labour saving tacks brought
the whole enterprise. We started into a wet SXW 4/5, us home, the first from Strangford to Chicken Rock and
which later settled into the NW, allowing a rollicking from there to Lambay.
reach close to Carnsore Point, through the Saltees and
On July 18th I sailed from Howth with Win kie Nixon on
tight by the land in calm water all the way to Roches Solstice, who you’ve already met, and in weather any
Point. We were so pleased to be there in 36 hours that we winter could be proud of we plugged south to Wicklow.
proceeded West, whereupon the wind instantly went dead The next day we sailed non stop to Arklow, and fetched up
ahead just to teach us respect. She Mite loves a beat how- in Rosslare the following night after an absorbing bit of
ever, and we went well to Crookhaven arriving on a misty pilotage off the Dogger Bank in the failing light. The trip at
Monday ,’it 04.00 hours, 54 hours out of Dun Laoghaire. this stage had assumed the character of a winter cruise.
The two boys loved their passage and would have gone on After a careful assessment of the weather we decided to
with the Round Ireland race, one day astern, had they push on for the Scillies but had just cleared Rosslare when
been let.
the roller reefing gear stripped its teeth. Winkie, resourceShe Mite was based at Crookhaven for the next tkmr ful as ever, considered using a storm trysail as an alternaweeks, whence Richard, I and friends explored West Cork tive to reefing the main but to tell the truth I was glad when
again, as much as the weather allowed, which was not too he abandoned the idea. The prospect of the amount of
much. A strong mooring was a great comfort at 50p per work required to effect a change in sail area wasn’t very
day. Get in touch with O’Sullivan’s pub if you want one. appealing. We sailed instead back to Wicklow andgot a lift
Jack MacKeown joined me in the sail back to Kinsale back to Howth.
via Glandore. Rain, an east wind and visibility down to
In the middle of August I spent another week hardon the
100 yards made it memorable only for the difficulty of wind in Donegal Bay aboard Suzanne a Coribee 21 which
finding the Old Head and Kinsale itself. Without a radio had cruised uneventfully from its home port of Malahide
beacon it would have been very tricky. The cliffs towered northabout to Arranmore. We left Arranmore in light airs
above us before we saw them, and we almost lost the and for most of the day made little progress south.
EXS4 breeze as it lifted over the Head. I almost needed a By evening we were off Rathlin O’Bierne and the 17.55
power in the windless backswell.
forecast predicted winds of SW6-8 with perhapsgale 9. Not
Jarlath Mullen spent a watery week with family on the wishing a lee shore we stood out to sea, a bit like David
Marina before a good passage with a free wind from going out to meet Goliath. Fortunately the force 9 didn’t
Kinsale to Dun Laoghaire, ,just over 6 weeks away from materialise and we struggled into Killybegs late the
home.
following evening. Next day we spent recuperating and we
1 raced with Mungo Park on.lo/iba his new Nicholson departed the following morning for Broadhaven. It proved
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Hotel as the rain was torrential. Saturday dawned bright
and dry and thereafter we enjoyed better than average
weather for this dull year. We sailed uneventfully as far as
Valentia and were surprised at the lack of visiting yachts
in each port of call. What a contrast to 1979. We visited all
the old haunts and arrived back in Crosshaven on 12th of
July. It was a pleasant holiday and we enjoyed many days
of hard sailing ending with a snug anchorage each
evening.

\

This was summer 1980 -- Pat Colleran at the helm of
Solstice -- Photo." IV. M. Nixon.
impossible to beat into Broadhaven, so we hove-to for the
night. Most of the next day was spent trying to beat from
the Stags to Eagle Island. The Coribee however was unable
to point when reefed down and was slowed by the heavy
seas. We spent a third night at sea and put about the next
morning for Killybegs.
The year finished as it had begun with a return visit to
Strangford aboard Mountain Mist a Trapper 3000. It was a
pleasure to visit this inland sea again where one is struck by
the tremendous hospitality of the people who sail there.
Despite a careful search there was no sign of a torch of great
sentimental value lost on the previous trip.
We had a pleasant reach home to Dun Laoire on apoint
of sailing I had almost forgotten existed.
No doubt about it, sailing with one’s compatriots is,
well, different.

Harold Cudmore writes: This year Namhara was moved
to Schull for a few weeks before our annual cruise and
used by the family who had holidays in early June. On
Friday 27th the Skipper with Paddy and Dick Maher
drove to Schull but stayed that night in the East End

Harold Cudmore (Jr) reports: March saw me racing to
Manila from Hong Kong in the China Sea Race on the
40ft Jefik. In 27 knots of wind on port 120 degrees
apparent under full main and genoa our aluminium
rudder-stock sheared and we lost our rudder. As we were
220 miles from Manila and 120 miles from land, we
decided to head for land. 42 hours later we sailed under
the lee of Hermano Mayor, a private paradise island of
about 1,000 acres owned by Bene Toda who had owned
P.A.L. Met by two of the native islanders on a motorised
double outrigger and taken ashore where there was a
beach party in full swing. Most of the crew met their
respective ambassadors to the Philippines there and then!
Alter a clean-up we joined the party. Towards evening we
flew from the island’s strip to Manila. We had quite a job
convincing people we did not retire on purpose. We heard
later the reason we were checked every couple of hours by
an aircraft was that pirates were active in the area and we
were unarmed.
Killian Bushe and myself took John Rohan’s Eclipse
from Livorno in June. We spent a night in Portofarrio in
Elba, a truly pleasant town where we tied bow to the quay
in the centre of town, alongside our German friends on
Pinta. The following day we visited Cavo on the east of
Elba a non-descript little place. From there we motored in
a couple of hours to Punta Alla a sort of poor mans Porto
Cervo with some rather unpleasant marina and boatyard
staff. The following day we had a nice run to Porto Santo
Stefano in the Argentario Peninsula. We left Eclipse there
but were so delighted with the place we convinced the full
crew to race a very relaxed Argentario Week in July. We
took the opportunity to visit Giglio Island nearby. John
and his son, Eamonn, a friend and Killian took the boat
cruising to Sardinia and Corsica. I had to leave.
In September I joined the St. Francis Yacht Club
annual ’Stag’ cruise. It goes to the club owned Tinsley
Island 60 miles up the delta of the St. Francis river where I
believe there are over a 1,000 miles of navigable channels.
700 of us set off on the long weekend in over 100 boats
both yachts and powerboats. 1 went with some Texan
friends on a 46 ft ’Bertram’ which did 25 knots without
spilling the gin. The weekend was very well organised with
the amateur theatricals one evening managing to include
a camel and a water buffalo. The following morning
included some entertainment which would have had some
of our more conservative bishops reaching for their
croziers.
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Brian Dalton reports: Boru sailed from Finland to
Denmark in 1980 crossing Sweden by the Gota canal. On
the Baltic, special ports visited were Mariehamn, Stockholm, Sandhamn and the large open-air zoo at
Kolmfirden by the shore. In Swedish freshwater, we saw
the old university town of Uppsala reached by a narrow
river, the castles of L~ick6 and Vadstena (where we tied up
in the moat), and the Trollhattan lock system. All of the
canals 65 locks but one are now fully mechanised. In
Sweden high voltage power cables crossing navigable
waters have prominent signs giving the clearance in
meters, in Finland this is not the case. Strangely it is the
reverse for bridge clearance but the charts tell all.
Reaching salt water at Gothenborg, we explored the
archepelago to the north of Marstrand before heading
south to Varberg for the crossing of the Kattegat and the
entry into the lovely Danish waterway named Linfjorden.
In this shallow lake system a passing low put our bows
under and gave us the roughest passage of the 6 week
cruise which logged 873 miles.
The high point was the chance sighting of the
Commodore’s burgee as Deerhoundbore down on a reciprocal curse in Bottesj6n, a beautiful lake on the Gota
canal. With recognition, shouts, and circling, the Commodore and his merry crew (which included Liam
McGonagle who gave me my first sailing lesson) made
fast and we "gammed". The CCA yacht Loon hove into
sight and was soon rafted alongside.
The owner of the canalside hotel at nearby Karlsborg is
probably still talking about the strange foreigners who
persuaded him to open his dining room on a Sunday night
and serve a sumptuous salmon feast. Proof that the hilarious day had really happened lay in the ICC burgee flying
from the hotel’s yardarm next morning and a note in our
logbook stating "the first meeting of the ICC east of the
line "and at 88 m above sea level too.

fine. Good sunshine. Winds N to N E 2 to 5. Cool at night.
All ports very peaceful.
Dave Fitzgerald reports: This was the year of Round
Ireland and back again. The whole campaign was packed
into seven week-ends plus one full week for the round
Ireland race. On the first week-end we sailed from Galway
to Crookhaven with an exhilarating fetch down the Clare
and Kerry coasts. The second week-end on the 6th June we
drove down to Crookhaven and sailed non-stop to Dun
Laoghaire where I.C.C. stalwart Paul Campbell organised
moorings for us on arrival. The third week-endon the 13th
June we were back again in Dun Laoghaire and sailed to
the Menai St raits for a nostalgic visit to H. M.S. Conway on
which I had served during the war (1939-45 -- not Boer
war). We left the boat in Holyhead and returned via Dun
Laoghaire to Galway. On the fourth week-endwe drove to
Dublin and took the Ferry to Holyhead and sailed her in
the R.O.R.C. Race from Holyhead to Dun Laoghaire via
South Rock Light Vessel. This finished on Sunday evening
in light winds and again we dashed back to Galway.
The Round Ireland race started on the 28th June and we
crossed the finishing line offWicklow at dawn on Saturday
to find we were second boat in. On Sunday Partizan was
back on her moo rings in Dun Laoghaire and once more we
headed by car to Galway.
The fifth week-end saw us back in Dun Laoghaire setting
sail for Holyhead to join the Irish Sea Race to Cork and we
left Partizan at Crosshaven and returned to Galway. The
sixth week-end saw us back in Crosshaven and passing
along the South Coast we could not resist Castletownsend
where we spent a pleasant evening in Mary Anne’s. We
then sailed on to Derrynane where we spent a restless night
with fierce squalls coming down from the hills. On leaving
Derrynane we tacked out to the Skelligs with 35 knots of
wind on the clock. Tremendous sailing in bright sunshine
but we put into Valentia to leave the boat there for the

Mayne Elliott writes: "No cruising this year, unfortunately. Some dinghy sailing on Lake Aquitaine,
Ontario".

Joe Fitzgerald writes: Depart Kinsale 1500 hrs., Monday
14th April in Mandalay Crew: Dr. Kevin Walsh, Stanley
Roche, Chris Gibbons, (Gibbons), Joe FitzGerald.
Alongside quay Union Hall 19.00 hrs. No shore leave
after dining on board. 08.00 set sail for Schull arriving
11.45 for shopping and "Pinkers". Arrived Nth Harbour
via Crookhaven 21.30. Visited the "Club" near quay.
Nice and warm on a cold night. Castletownbere for lunch
and arrived Glengarriff 18.30 hrs. Met the famous Gerald
Barry over Gins at Eccles Hotel. Well looked after by
local boatman who lent us his punt & outboard and did
not want to charge for it. Visited Lawrence Cove for
Kevin’s sake, but pub was being repainted, so on to
Castletown again for dinner. Good breakfast in hotel
overlooking the harbour.
Home to Kinsale via Schull sunday 20th. Weather very

The sunrise finishing. Dave Fitzgerald from Galway
sweeps across the line with his 41ft Holman & Pye sloop
Partizan after the sail of a lifetime round Ireland -- Photo
Norman Barry.
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week. The seventh week-end was the last long drive
arriving at Valentia on Friday. We headed across the
Shannon Estuary picking up Loop Head in the mist at
Dawn and on up the Coast until we closed Kilkee. Our next
tack brought us into the Aran Islands with the weather
clearing. We finished up with a pleasant beat through the
Gregory Sound and up Galway Bay.
Distance made good under sail 1920 nautical miles.
Distance made good on wheels 1780 statute miles.
Richard and Deirdre Gomes write: This year although
Ainmara was in the water she was used very little as
Deirdre and I were to sail with Brian Buchanan as he
campaigned his 2 Tonner Vaquero taking part in the
Tomatin week and I.S.O.R.A. week as well as all the local
inshore and offshore races, meaning that we sailed every
weekend.
However, our original intention was to take 3 weeks in
Ainmara but I was asked to bring Derek Isherwoods
Fisher 25 Mutzi part of the way home from Palma and
with the weather so bad here we thought of the reasonable
hope of enjoying some heat; so after seeing that certain
preparatory work was carried out on the boat we arrived
at Palma in the early hours of Sat. 5th July. The crew
comprised of Deirdre, myself, our son David and Brian
Morrow who has been sailing with us for a few years now.
After spending Saturday provisioning and attempting to
repair as many things as possible we left for Andraitx on
Sunday, stopping at a cover for a swim on the way.
Monday we lay in a cove inside Dragonera Island where
we scrubbed the bottom and hopefully waited for the
fresh SE wind to fall in the evening when we left for the
Spanish mainland arriving in Barcelona at 1700 hrs. on
Tuesday, after a fresh sail in optimum conditions for the
little motor sailer.
The next eight days were spent in idyllic conditions
cruising up the coast exploring many little coves and
harbours between Barcelona and La NouveIle and the
daily passages varied from 10 to 40 miles with breaks at

Gomes family and Mutzi in Estartit -- Photo B. Morrow.
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Mutzi in the canal -- Photo R. Gomes.
attractive anchorages, swimming and sunbathing in the
afternoon and ’hitting’ the town at night or having
barbeques with friends that we made on the way.
We arrived at the mole at La Nouvelle at 1415 hrs. on
Wed. 16th and were tied up at Narbonne at 1900 hrs. that
evening. The passage through the canal seemed much
easier than the first time in SAI SEE as we chose our stops
more carefully. The sun also seemed to shine all the time
and on Tues. 22nd we passed out of the canal at Castets in
the afternoon and tied up at Caddillac at 1830 hrs. that
evening. The town was well worth a visit. The fast passage
through the canal surprised us as it had not seemed so last
time. The next day we stopped for a couple of hours at
Bordeaux where we stepped the masts and arrived in
Paulliac at 1840 hrs. where the tide fairly races through
the new marina. From there we called at Royan arriving
at 0930 hrs. after carrying the tide. A very hot day spent
sunbathing, swimming, washing clothes and drinking
cold beer.
The following morning we had perfect conditions for
leaving the Gironde and anchored for an hour offthe west
side of Ile d’Oleron close to a fantastic beach, but with
some swell. Brian, David and I swam ashore and had
great difficulty swimming back to the boat an hour later
through the heavily breaking surf and the rising tide. We
had a pleasant sail after this in a fresh NW wind round the
North end of the island and found a very pleasant
harbour, Boyard-Ville, at the SE corner of the island with
a small marina in a wet basin. Evening spent having afew
beers, rhum and games of ’Space Invaders’ followed by
Avocado pears with salmon, roast chicken, potatoes,
green beans, wine etc. on board -- then collapsed.
We were to meet the owner and David Stedman at La
Rochelle at the weekend so on Sat. 26th July we sailed
over to La Rochelle and spent Sunday touching up and
revarnished brightwork and generally cleaning the boat.
During the cruise we had made good 711 miles and visited
23 harbours and anchorages in a most leisurely fashion in
the smallest boat we have ever cruised in and still have
some suntan (I think) to show for it.

Anthony Gore-Grimes reports: At the start of this
summer, it looked as if there was plenty of good cruising
ahead. Unfortunately, one plan after the other collapsed
and at end I was lucky to snatch a week in late September
on Gerry Kavanagh’s Helen o/" Howth in the Balearics.
This trip made up for all the earlier frustrations. I had not
been in the Balearics for more than five years and was
delighted to find that things had not changed too much.
In fact any changes seemed to be improvements in that
marine facilities were better, and there seemed to be more
good suckling pig restaurants around than previously.
After a couple of months in the Mediterranean, Gerry, a
former hard racing man, had transformed himself into a
complete cruising man. Relaxation was the order of the
day. Spinakers were kept firmly in their bags and used as
cushions for sunbathing on deck. The direction of each
days cruise was dictated by the direction of the wind and
despite an absolute ban on hardship, we managed to
cover a large number of ports in both Majorca and
Minorca during an all too short week’s cruise.

R. C. A. Hall reports: This year Roane went South but
not as far as usual confining the outing to Cornwall. The
weather was very mixed though we did have about 4
summer days. We had many gale warnings it was bright
periods mingled with wet ones. We were two days late
starting owing to strong head winds, had a lively sail
down to Scilly, a bumpy one to Penzance then a reasonably easy passage to Fowey and then to Plymouth via the
Eddystone to have a look at the lighthouse. The viz was
not great and we were quite close up to it beff~re it was
sighted.
Went up the Tamar River to Saltash, viewed the navy
ships in Devonport and managed to avoid the Tot Point
ferry returning to Sutton Harbour the following day
where we got a troublesome starter motor attended to.
Spent one of our hot days in Tesco supermarket storing
ship and visited replica of Drakes ship Golden tfind in
Millbay. Very interesting but radar scanner and morse
engine control looked a bit out of place on board. Thence
to St. Mawes in poorish visibility but with lair wind
arriving in a very murky dusk. Went up River Fal as far as
Malpas next day, rather wet and windy and thence to
Falmouth anchoring off the town pier -- no berths up
near the yacht club. Strong east wind in morning made
anchorage off Falmouth most uncomfortable -- went up
Penryn River and berthed at new Falmouth marina. A
pleasant friendly place where we got fuel and water but it
is far from completed. Huge hillocks of mud between the
pontoons at low spring tides with _just room for boats to
lie afloat alongside. Dredging is proceeding but there is a
lot still to do. Left there in the afternoon, touched the
ground on the way out and had an evening sail round the
Lizard -- lovely sunset offthe end and arrived off Newlyn
in early hours with rising wind and rain which was strong
for most of next day. Had to shift berth on account of
fishing boats coming in for shelter. Had stern warp cut by

some friendly soul wanting to go out from inside us in
early morning.
Came home from there -- calm to start with, big swell
off longships but little wind. Got gale warning when
about 60 miles off Irish coast. Gale did not come to more
than about force 5 but rain certainly did. Had very wet
day ending with a damp and thick iandfall off Cork
Harbour. Ten anchorages and 518 miles in 20 days.
Went west to Crookhaven in August. Rain strong wind
and fog most days, had a fine one for passage back from
Baltimore. Spent day at anchor off Long Island, but could
not see either side of Sound. Got DE bearings on donkey
on Island at intervals during day.

John Harbison reports: This was an unremarkable year,
worthy of an extended Dunn’s Ditty only. It comprised
one new boat delivery and the ICC Strangford Rally, in
Brian Tucker’s new Victor 34 Ketch Leigh Mary, and two
deliveries to Winter quarters, Johnny Roche’s Westerly
Centaur Erisky to Kinsale in late August, and the epilogue
to Svalbard, and all that, John Gore-Grimes Shardana to
Gosport in October.
It was in late May that your scribe and Brenny Connor
set out by Enterprise Express, Lame boat train and
Townshend Thoresen ferry to Cairn Ryan, where Jim
Milhelch of Aberdour Yachts and his yard team were
putting finishing touches to Leigh Mary. These took
longer than expected giving skipper Brian, mate Paul
Drum, Brenny and myself an unexpected two day holiday
in Scotland, with lavish hospitality from the boatbuilders
thrown in. The boat had been trailed down from Aberdour by road, a distance greater than our own sea passage
to Howth, and was being rigged at the car ferry terminal.
Of local interest was the hulk of the aircraft carrier Ark
Royal being cut up for scrap at the next berth, so we
steamed our acceptance trials past her next day.
An uneventful non-stop voyage into a dead noser under
power to Howth followed. The presence of radar on
board made the night passage through the congested
North channel seem like driving down O’Connell St.,
while the Decca autopilot and wheelhouse controls made
being on watch a very comfortable stocking-feet affair.
The Strangford Rally with almost the same crew is by
now a well documented event. Suffice to say a good time
was had by all and first time visitors to the Lough,
including your scribe, were greatly taken with the scenery
and sailing facilities. We should all visit the place more
often.
Taking Erisky from Howth to Kinsale was the first of
two voyages this season under the command of veteran
deliveryman Reg Revil. The owner’s purpose was to
combine laying up in Kinsale with having a place to sleep
on the occasional winter gastromonic foray. One a.m.
Saturday saw us off from Howth but a gale warning
bottled us up in Arklow for 24 hours. With time for our
weekend trip running out we got away on Sunday
morning. Dusk found us off Carnsore Point. Sadly the
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fleshpots of Dunmore East were passed by and a mere two
hours pause at Helvic for breakfast next morning and
telephone calls was all that we could spare. This seldom
visited little harbour is very snug and quite strategically
placed about halfway between Carnsore and Kinsale.
We motored on, running out of fuel off the Bulman
buoy. Beating a twin keel boat up the Bandon estuary in
light airs against a foul tide is no joke, especially with
opening hours running out. It is even less fun to sail into a
marina with a fast tide running past it. Eventually we
made it and the solace of the Yacht Club bar before it
shut.
The last event in this now very extended "Ditty" is the
epilogue to John Gore-Grime’s voyage to the 80th
parellel. Shardana had suffered damage in the knockdown between Spitsbergen and Jan Mayen. John
therefore asked Reg Revil to take her back to her builders,
Camper & Nicholson at Gosport, for repairs. It was thus
on a wet wintry October night that two cold and
shivering wives saw us off from East pier, Howth. In
addition to Reg and your correspondent, we had on board
Sean Ryan once again and Anthony or "Chink" the
owners nephew. "Chink" was going over to his brother’s
wedding and from the amount of luggage we had to stow
in the fo’c’sle, we reckoned he must have had most of the
wedding presents with him. An uneventful engine run in
mild conditions took us to Newlyn in 37 hours with no
more than a school of porpoises for entertainment.
As suggested by Ross Courtney we tied to the new
central pier in Newlyn Harbour. It had built in fenders in
the form of floating beams surrounded by old tyres, rising
and falling on chains with the tide, a clever solution to the
hazard to small boats of modern "hollow piers" made of
concrete piles. Office of Public Works take note re
Dunmore East and elsewhere!
A day of leisure was spent ashore on Cornish Ale and
all repaired on board to eat a bumper Chinese takeaway
before the voyage up channel. We cast off at night-fall and
motor-sailed eastwards before an ever freshening
sou’wester. By early morning we were off Start Point in
worsening visibility and the long run across Lyme Bay
began. Successive forecasts of westerly gales became
worse and more imminent. The fear of a bad landfall at
night off the Needles prompted us to go into Weymouth.
By good fortune the tide had turned in our favour in
Portland Race. We had by now dispensed with the engine
and taken in all three slab reefs. Portland Bill loomed
dead ahead about 4 miles off, a great relief and first sight
of land since Start point. A somewhat hair-raising
passage through the Race followed with the cockpit filled
twice by brrakers. The confused sea in the Race was due to
two sets of waves striking the boat simultaneously, the big
grey-beards from the rising sou’west gale astern and a
cross-sea coming from the South-East. At least for our
peace of mind there were three Royal Naval Helicopters
overhead and a missile frigate in the vicinity had we
foundered.
Thanks to the Nick 3 l’s good buoyant qualities how131

ever, four very relieved matelots tied up to Weymouth
Quay an hour later and a very pleasant evening was spent
ashore. Also weatherbound in Weymouth were the
replica of Drake’s Golden Hinde, John McConnell’s old
boat Susanna and a motor-sailer, manned by missionaries
who stayed below reading the bible and presumably
praying for the tempest to abate.
Abate it did, 36 hours later, allowing Shardana to
complete her voyage to Gosport, without the writer
aboard. Delivery trips may be considered humdrum but
they certainly provided this member with most of his offshore sailing this season and very welcome it was. Thanks
are due to the owners for making their boats available.
Eddie Kelleher writes: Spokestar lay idle in Palma
during the winter of ’79 because those of the family who
might have used her were bitten by a transatlantic bug.
Brenda, Desmond and Malcolm joined three separate
yacht deliveries from the Med to the Caribbean;
Desmond, arriving at Tenerife breakwater, was hailed by
Malcolm outward bound to Antigua!
My season began in March with a mini-cruise from
Crosshaven to commission Hot Lips, son-in-law Peter
Houlihan’s new Trapper 501. The highlight was a sunny
cockpit lunch in Oysterhaven, listening to the radio as the
Welsh team was demolished at Lansdowne Road. Two
weeks later I was in Palma with daughter Judith for
Spokestar’s annual lift out, after which we sailed the 20
miles to Andraitx in brisker wind than on the March jaunt
to Kinsale. The following week, in complete contrast, we
covered the 30 miles eastwards to Porto Petro over a
glassy sea, on a night so mild that we had the wheelhouse
doors open to enjoy a strong scent of pine from the dew
wet woods, as we rounded Cap Salinas close to.
Desmond returned to Palma in May to skipper the S &
$57 Whirlwind, followed by Malcolm, now Steward on a
95 foot 20 knot Saudi motor yacht. They took Spokestar
out on an occasional free day, on one of which her motor
seized. It was only coincidental that the chorus line of
Tito’s nightclub was on board; the overheating was
caused by a water pump fault.
This was bad luck for Rob and Betty d’Alton, who took
over for June and July. They went to Ibiza with Harry and
Maura Byrne, the engine apparently running sweetly, but
oil consumption increased at an alarming rate, so they
limped back to Palma at reduced revs. Rob was harbour
bound through the next two crew changes, there being no
point in trying to cruise without a motor in high summer,
when wind may be counted on for only three or four hours
about midday. The wives were happy, however, to take
the sun at the Club pool or, from under the afterdeck
awning, watch the coming and goings as the nearby
visitors’ berths. I did another mini-cruise on Hot Lips at
August weekend. Friday night we got perfect shelter from
a s.easter, in Saltpan Bay at Lambay. Next night, at Port
Oriel, was uncomfortable, because ascend from the same
wind turned through almost 90 degrees to run the length
of the pier. Returning south we were tempted into Lough

Shinney to wait out the flood, by seeing a Dragon sitting
comfortably at a mooring. Though low water forced us to
anchor outside the pierhead, we found surprisingly good
shelter from the s.e. until the tide was well up.
Three days later I escaped to Palma and summer.
Doreen, our Glenans-trained daughter Felicity, and six
foot grandson Brian helped carry a load of Perkins spares,
which would have cost too much if bought in Spain. The
Club mechanic started to strip the motor on Friday afternoon, and it was re-built, re-installed, and running on the
following Thursday -- not much Manana about that!
We ran her in by motoring to Ibiza against a nasty
chop, settling at anchor for a few days to enjoy the charms
of Espalmador islet. Our first night, August 15th, was
fiesta, and a driftwood bonfire was lit on the beach with
an hour long fireworks display being mounted. At each
spectacular starburst, there was a round of applause
across the mirrored water, from the 80 or so yachts
anchored along the sandhills curve. Appreciation was
expressed, at the end, by a cacophony of foghorns, rattles
and gongs, until silenced by a competently played violin;
full moon, calm water, sweet musc, made a night to
remember.
In due course we crossed to Ibiza town for supplies,
found the harbour full, so anchored outside the marina in
company with Main of Killeen and several others. A fresh
n.e. wind put up, creating an uncomfortable swell, so next
day we moved inside, finding a gap to anchor in, beside
some local coasting craft. An (expletive deleted) Frenchman joined us, cutting our tripping line with his prop, and
causing us to drag towards the shallows. We shifted into a
pack of some 50 boats off Club Nautico, with no room to
swing. Luckily the breeze blew true all night, so there was
no bumping.
Next morning we extricated ourselves from the crowd,
and headed out, alone, into the biggish (and therefore
comfortable) seas that had got up. About 2 miles off
Santa Eulalia we met the latest Med menace, being buzzed
by windsurfers, who whizzed past within inches of the
Avon on our stern davits. At the n.e. of Ibiza island we
found a reasonable lee for the afternoon behind the island
of Tago Mago (about the size of Ireland’s Eye).
The lop from 2 days wind had kept the day trippers
away, and we enjoyed a leisurely Paella in the for-once
empty alfresco restaurant, which is operated on the uninhabited rock by an itinerant fisherman. The wind died at
sunset so we made a night passage back to Palma, in the
small hours passing a big motor yacht lying still in the
water. Were her crew working on an engine breakdown,
or had the owner told them to stop while he slept?
We arrived at Cap Figueras, the entrance to Palma Bay,
after sunrise and anchored for breakfast just inside it, in
the cove of Portal Nous. One thing didn’t lead to another
and we remained here for our last few days, enjoying one
or other of its three little beaches, with their assortment of
simple bar/restaurants.
We finished our holiday by makingthe last 10 miles to
Palma harbour under sail, with the daily sea breeze, and

prepared to hand over Spokestar to Ronan Beirne and his
Dalkey crew for September -- but that’s his story.
George Kenefick reports: L’Exocet wintered in
Quiberon, Brittany last winter and we got her ready for
the sail home by spending two weeks in Quiberon at
Easter and a further two weeks early in June.
Unfortunately, the weather in Brittany this year was
similar to the weather we suffered here in Ireland but fortunately when Ron Holland very kindly flew the crew
over early in July we were able to sail her back to Cork
Harbour with free winds and in very pleasant weather. On
our way to Ireland we spent a night in Concarnaux,
Audierne, Camaret and Scilly Isles.
We then proceeded to visit West Cork and partook in
Calves Week by participating in races at Schull,
Baltimore and Crookhaven. We returned home at the end
of August.
L’Exocet also took part in the October League at the
Royal Cork and it is interesting to note that the turn out of
boats for this event was in the region of 75 split up
between three classes.
Dan Kiely writes: In a summer, that seems in retrospect
to have been an unmitigated disaster, its nice to recall a
mini-cruise to Dunmanus Bay at the end of June.
Stargazer, crewed by Joe Fitzgerald, Stan Roche, Kevin
Walsh and self, (sounds like the original Dad’s Army!),
left Kinsale shortly after 0600 on Saturday 28th June.
There is nothing like an early start to make a crew
mutinous. One member refused to breakfast till of Galley
Head -- on brown bread and Paddy!
With calls to Baltimore and Rosbrin we overnighted in
Schull and on Sunday, via Crookhaven, dropped anchor
in Kitchen Cove. Place deserted, as everyone at Carnival
in Durrus. Later that night we met some of the "victims"
retreating from that particular battle! Monday saw us on
the way back to Schull calling at Goleen; Tuesday to
Castlehaven via Barlogue and Wednesday, home to
Crosshaven. All in glorious weather, except Monday
morning down Dunmanus Bay.
The next event of any note in our long is headed
"Summer Cruise West 1980". Crewed by Jean Sullivan,
daughters Fiona and Jacqueline and nephew Richard, we
left Crosshaven in high hope on Wednesday 23rd July.
The opening log reads "Left R.C.Y.C. marina for Schull
-- lovely morning after foul night". Little did we know,
that having arrived safely in Schull, the next two weeks
would be almost one long series of foul days and nights.
The only let-up was on Jacqueline’s birthday,
traditionally celebrated in North Harbour and winding
up with a marvellous meal in Joseie Driscoll’s East End.
Cape Clear was at its most beautiful, bathed in sunshine,
after what seemed an eternity of rain. The day made all
the better for visiting Paddy Burke and finding him in
much improved health.
The rest of the log seems full of skipper’s expletives to
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describe weather conditions -- the only printable Bannatyne and Glen Caladh in calm wet weather, yet
comment being Sunday 27th duly -- "woke to pouring- Caladh was at its best with the Rhododendrons in full
rain and leaden skies -- yet another 1980 summers day" bloom. After a beat down the West Kyle we ran up to east
Loch Tarbert, then next day motored to Loch Ranza
you can’t win em’ all
Kilbrennan sound was passed close hauled on one tack,
and
the best sail of the cruise was from Campbeltown
Brian Law writes: 1980 in Sai See consisted of a full
season of racing to ECHO et D.C.C. a few week end back to Portpatrick, a broad reach in NW5 with bright
sunshine and sparkling seas. After a final meal ashore in
cruises and a fortnight in Scotland.
Two of the weekend cruises were from Daft Eddies on the Crown, our last day was spent motoring back to
sketrick Island to Mrs Dumminhi’s in Portaferry. It is Whiterock in grey and calm conditions.
amazing how easy it is to Shanghai a crew from Barry
Tony Morton writes: I have a very enjoyable season
Bramwell’s establishment at 8.30 on a Saturday evening
this year including a single handed cruise in my Dufour
when the winds are from the North.
The two weeks of family cruising were in company with 2800 Sung Fou of Beaulieu -- 1150+ miles from
two other yachts from Down Cruising Club. The high- Dartmouth to Bordeaux and back to Colitnsplaat on the
light of this was the "12th Parade" which departed from Ooster Scheide in the Netherlands in August and
the Gents in Portpatrick ten minutes after afternoon September -- though the weather for the last fortnight
closing. Complete with banner depicting The Rising Sons was not very kind.
of D.C.C. crossing Strangford Bar in a white inflatable
the entire crews of three yachts marched to the music of
Bill Rea writes: Malindi did not have the opportunity to
the Ballydown and District Sanitary Workers Pipe Band.
Their rendering of that old and beautiful song The Sash go on a long cruise this year but she did manage to cover
Big Aggie Wore brought tears to the eyes of the entire 900 miles in a series of week-end cruises to ports within 50
Womens Institute bus trip from Glasgow and complete miles of Dun Laoghaire.
On one of her week-end cruises she was manned by Sea
indifference from every other yacht in the harbour. By
serious stages we battled our way thro’ the rain and mists Scouts, including my son Stephen, and I could recomof mid July all the way North to Tobermory meeting mend this form of activity to any member. A good time
another Finisterre Yawl in Tarbert. Dense fog all the way was had by all, especially the skipper.
On one slightly extended cruise with Gillian (10), Hazel
home from Girvan to Donaghadee, we were able to get a
(12),
Dorothy and myself on board we sailed to Dunmore
position line on Big Copeland Island by the sound of
East via Holyhead and Fishguard. I particularly enjoyed
seagulls on the shore.
the passage across St. Georges Channel in the rain with no
A very happy and uneventful year.
sight of land between St. David’s Head and the ConningAlan Leonard writes: After a couple of seasons rest from beg. I was glad that we had taken the precaution of
cruising, this year Wishbone spent ten days in the Clyde. approaching the Tusker on an ebb tide! The girls enjoyed
The purpose of this cruise was to introduce Elizabeth to attending their first Disco at Waterford Harbour Yacht
the delights of West of Scotland cruising. For the first few Club and we all enjoyed meeting many old and new
days we were accompanied by Ken Smart, who provided friends at every port of call.
valuable assistance in sorting out a Spinnaker wrap on the
Sandy and Christine Taggart report: After a hectic
way to Portpatrick. After motoring to Lamlash, we had a
brisk reach across to Troon Marina, where he left us to season in 1979 attending the Club’s Jubilee Celebrations
we had a quiet season sailing Leumaddir in and around the
visit relatives in Prestwick.
Continuing on our own, we visited Mill Port, Port Firth of Clyde.
However we did take two weeks away with our friends
of the Great Lakes Cruising Club Bruce and Ann Danly
the immediate past Commodore. I did the Chicago -Mackinac Race on Board Bruce’s Skylark a Morgan
45’ Sloop. After the Mackinac Island finish we cruised
with the Danly’s in the North of Lake Michigan to
Mackinaw City, Beaver Island and Charlevoix where we
entered Lake Charlevoix.
Mackinac Island and lake Charlevoix are popular
holiday and sailing centres. Beaver Island is more for the
cruising yachtsman and has very strong Irish connections.
The Shamrock Bar was the focal point of shore activity
and throbbed with activity in the evenings. The sounds of
jigs went on until all hours. All the place names were Irish
with Donegal Bays, Wicklow Heights etc. It was an
Alan Leonard’s Wishbone -- Photo E. Leonard.
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interesting cruising area with plenty of sun, some sea mist,
Prairie Squalls and non-sticky oilskins due to the fresh
water. Lake Michigan was remarkably unpolluted,
certainly at this northern part.
We have still to get to the North Channel on the
Canadian Border which is the cruising area in these parts
-- hopefully another time.
As a guide to the scale of things the Chicago -Mackinac Race was 330 miles some 50 miles longer than
the race from Troon to Cork for the celebrations last year.

ian Wylie writes: Halloween continues to be raced
thrice weekly at R.N.I.Y.C. This season two mini cruises
plus the Autumn Rally:-1. To the Clyde with the Claphams on Tresillian (John
having a well deserved rest after his Irish Dragon Championships and Edinburgh Cup duties). We landed on
Ailsa Craig to see the lighthouse but did not climb to the
top of the Hill.
2. Peter Bunting having sold Sue there arose the
delivery trip of the Halberg Rassy 41 from Kingswear in
the Dart Estuary to Ringhaddy via Tresco in the Scillies.
The crew were Peter and his son Christopher plus
Dermod Davey and James Howshall (both I.C.C.). The
Club tie (non-Jubilee) sometimes provides discussion as
to whether the Fastnet is depicted (which it is) but a new
twist arose this year. "Cor! where can I get one of them
Space Invaders Ties?" asked a small boy in Dartmouth.
3. The Autumn Rally at Carlingford.
On with John Clapman and John "the Pipe" Olver
(I.C.C.). Saturday was a beautiful day but it blew up on
Sunday, Tresillian and Gulkarna (Peter Bunting’s Rassy
41 named after a Finnish Island that Sue visited in 1974)
went to Warrenpoint for shelter while Wishbone and
Norella went to Greencastle. Hugh Kennedy in Tosca was
up late (we wonder why?) and supposing the fleet had
gone to Strangford set off in pursuit and had a very rough
trip.
Tresillian and Gulkarna left at dawn on Monday and
averaged 8 knots on the passage to Ringhaddy.

W.P. Macauley writes: Heather Bell had an active
season this year and apart from a number of week-end
trips to Dunmore East, Waterfbrd and Dun Laoghaire we
sailed to Brittany and called at Penzance on the way.

Heather Bell -- Photo Beken of Cowes.

Ports visited in Brittany include Audierne, Benodet, Le
Palais, Port Andro, Arradon, Port Haliguen and Brest.
Later we circumnavigated Ireland visiting the Isle of Man
and Scotland. Ports visited include Port St. Mary,
Camelton, Port Salom, Killybegs, Broadhaven, Fenit,
Castletownbere, Kinsale and Waterford.

Liz England writes: Liz and Fred England trailed their
Manta 19 "’Merrythought" from her regular berth at Port
Edgar on the Forth to Oban, and launched her from the
old flying-boat slip at Ganavan beach. They spent just
under 2 weeks visiting anchorages and watering-holes,
some unfamiliar and some well-kent, in Loch Linnhe, the
Sound of Mull, the Small Isles and southern Skye. It is
reported that mussels gathered fresh in Loch Scavaig taste
as good as ever, the Mishnish malt is worth sampling, and
everything that the Good Hotel Guide has to say about
the interested gaze of a sunny-Saturday-in-August
audience, with only a minor contretemps when Liz was
left holding an outboard which was still still running but
not attached to anything. They were very pleased with the
comfort and seaworthiness of their toy boat (LOA 18’7"),
especially beating from Eigg round Ardnamurchan to
Tobermory in continuous rain, negligible visibility and
wind SW 6-8. The cockpit proved large enough to allow
sunbathing in a bikini, but any suggestion that the boat is
made of Tupperware can be refuted -- the ’lid’ doesn’t fit
well enough.
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List of Members

An asterisk indicates an Honorary Member.
The year when honorary membership was conferred, is shown in brackets.

NAME & YEAR ELECTED

ADDRESS, PHONE NO. in brackets. NAME OF YACHT in italics.

Adams, Peter J. 1970
Allen, Harry, 1971
Anderson, Gordon F. 1974
Alpin, Roger 1972
Ashenhurst C. G. 1980
Balmforth, M.B. 1966
Barnes, Dermot 1955
Barr, Robert 1969
Barr, R. G. M. 1973
Barr, Mrs. Hazel 1971
*Barry, Gerald 1943 (1967)
Bassett, Major C. S. 1969
Beck, Horace P. 1963
Beirne, Ronan M. 1975
Benson, Dr. R. 1975
Berridge, Lt. Col. R. L. 1946
Berridge, Mrs Cicely D. 1965
Beckett, John D. 1963
Beckett, Dr. W. K. 1973
Begley, William 1950
Blaikie, James A. 1969

Elm House, Mannamead Ave. Mannamead, Plymouth, Devon. Carnalea
Shangri-La, Port Oriel, Clogherhead, Co. Louth. Kami Kai
’Lyndhurst’, Marlboro Road, Glenageary, Co. Dublin. (806531)*
Synge Street, Dublin 8. (857248, 756426)
Meer, Church Rd., Ballybrack, Co. Dublin (852643, 500102). Ailsa
7 Dargarvel Avenue, Glasgow GX41 5LD (041/427-1176). Sgeir Ban
2 Albany Court, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin
Heather Lodge, Kerrymount Ave., Foxrock, Co. Dublin (893269). Condor
60 Tullynagardy Rd., Newtownards, Co. Down (813369)
60 Tullynagardy Rd., Newtownards, Co. Down (813369)
6 High St. Cork (021-505447)
53 Rivermead Court, Hurlingham, London S.W.6 Gioconda
Ripton Middlebury, Vermont USA 05753 China Bird
Stokeville, Coliemore Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (859741) office 788644
64 Bellevue Road, Glenageary, Co. Dublin. (802352) Marlou
Owenmore, Currabinny, Carrigaline, Co. Cork (021-831531) Coro/~n
do.
52 Sydney Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin (889826) Dara (P.O.)
44 Green Road, Blackrock, Co. Dublin (880162) Dara (P.O.)
Sleepy Valley, 23 Convent Rd., Dalkey, Co. Dublin
Lyndhurst Crescent, Springhill Road, Bangor, Co. Down (Bangor 2209)
Different Drummer
Melmore, Shankill, Co. Dublin (853034) Sula
Albert House, Victoria Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin Shemite
Corbiere, Ashbourne Ave., Limerick (061-45479). Office: 45444. lnduna
1886 Bloor St. West Toronto M6P3K7, Canada
33 Hestercombe Avenue, Fulham, London S.W.6 5LL (01-736-4545)

Booth, E. M. 1967
Bourke, John P. 1965
Bourke, J. Roger 1942
Bourke, Michael Paget 1975
*Bourne, Edward 1978
Hon. Sec. R. C. C.
Bowring, Wing Cdr. J. H. 1973
Bradley, Desmond 1957
Bradley, Brendan 1980
Braidwood, W. S. 1963
Braidwood, Mrs 1963
Bramwell, Dr. B. R. 1963
Brindley, Aidan C. 1954
Broderick K. J. 1943
Brown, J. Finlay 1959
Brown, Mrs M. 1973
Brown, Richard P. 1970

Mornington, Saval Park Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin (853899)
Moorfield, Church Road, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin (855622)
State o" Chassis (P.O.), Debonair (P.O.)
6 Stillorgan Grove, Stillorgan, Co. Dublin Debonair (P.O.)
3 Dufferin Villas, Bangor, Co. Down (2382)
do.
Killinchy, Co. Down (541505. Office. B’fast 669300). Inisharon
25 Seabank Court, Sandycove, Co. Dublin (809039) Glenisla
St. Judes, 118 Merrion Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin (886784)
151 Seafield Rd., Clontarf, Dublin 3. (335789)
6 Monastery Crescent, Clondalkin, Co. Dublin
Bankmore, Portaferry, Co. Down (209)
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Brown, W. P. 1963
Bryce, Robert G. 1969
Bunting, Peter J. 1962

212 Shore Road, Portaferry, Co. Down (318)
St. Benedicts, Thormadby Road, Baily, Co. Dublin (322829)
Ballyreagh Farm, Portaferry Road, Newtownards, Co. Down (812310),
Gulkarna
do.
Bunting, Mrs E. A. M. 1969
Burke, J. F. 1971
Richmond House, Blackrock, Cork (021-33730) Golden Shamrock
Box 409 Osterville, Mass. 02655, U.S.A. Adele
Burns, Richard M. 1969
Belgrove, Cobb, Cork (021-811343) Tam o’Shanter
Butler, J. C. 1959
Byrne, H. E. O’C. 1974
l,ismoyle, Shore Road, Malahide, Co. Dublin (450498. Office: 757911)
Cornerways, Grove Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin Ni.ve
Byrne, Dermot, 1977
7 Roncalli Road, Kilbarrack, Dublin 13 (323239)
Cagney, Mrs Romaine, 1978
Rathbawn, Castlebar, Co. Mayo (094-21364. Office Swinford 7). Building
Cahill, James 1978
Cutter 30 Ton
Cuilin, Bray, Co. Wicklow (821028) Verve (P.O.)
*Campbell, R. P. 1934 (1969)
Portland House, Downpatrick, Co. Down (2051) Melora II1
Carr, W. Derek 1972
do.
Carr, Mrs. J. E. 1972
Cassidy, Liam 1978
St. Kilda, Sandycove Ave. E., Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (806380)
Rhapsody (P.O.)
Lissen Hall, Swords, Co. Dublin (201220. Office: 280381)
Chadwick, T. 1944
Mertoun Hall, Hollywood, Belfast (63177) Tresillian III
Clapham, John F. 1965
do.
Clapham, Mrs D. 1974
Clark, H. W. S., M.B.E., D.L. 1951 Gorteade Cottage, Upperlands, Co. Derry (Maghera 747)) WiMe Goose qf
Mo vle
Cillenamara, Ringhaddy Road, Killinchy, Co. Down (541814) Rinamara
Clark, Peter, 1971
Aghmarta, Carrigaline, Co. Cork Quiver vii
Clarke, S.H.R. 1967
Newbridge House, Donabate, Co. Dublin (350343)
Cobbe, T. L. 1939
Craigie, Monastereven, Co. Kildare (045-25300)
Coe, R. 1957
17 Whitehall Road, Churchtown Dublin 14 (984994)
Colleran, Patrick 1980
"Inniskeel", King Edward Road, Bray, Co. Wicklow (867619) Ardichele
Collins, Michael D. 1975
22 Offington Drive Sutton, Dublin 13 (322403. Office 747021). Aeolus
Connor, Brendan J. 1980
lslandreagh House, Dunadry, Co. Antrim. Misqja
Cooke, Victor A. 1977
"Salia", Dublin Road, Sutton, Co. Dublin (322348. Office: 771801). Kumaree
Cooke, K. L. 1959
Costello, Walter F. 1980
21 Abbey St. Howth, Co. Dublin (326704).
11 Bushy Park Road, Rathgar, Dublin 6. (973270).
Cotter, William, J. 1975
Courtney, Ross 1948
Ross More, Claremont Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin. (323090. Office: 44686).
Bandersnatch o/" ttowth
Cox, James F. 1970
78 Blackheath Park, Clontarf, Dublin 3 (339593. Office: 771553).
Coyle, Michael F. 1971
St. Jude’s, Dunleer, Co. Louth (041-51329)
kynton, Dalkey Ave., Dalkey, Co. Dublin (803163)
Cresswell, R. S. 1949
Woodlands, Montenotte, Cork (021-52420)
Crosbie, E. 1957
Clover Hill, Well Road, Douglas, Cork (021-291060. Office: 24019).
Cudmore, Fred 1947
Setanta Too (P.O.)
do.
Cudmore, Fred (Jun.) 1966
do.
Cudmore John 1977
29 Kensington, Rochestown, Douglas, Co. Cork (294307. Office: 24019)
Cudmore Justin R. 1966
6 Camden Place, Cork (021-53726)
Cudmore Peter F. 1966
Kedges, Douglas Road, Cork (021-293016. Office: 24019) Narnhara
Cudmore Harold, 1956
Cudmore. Mrs Mary 1970
do.
Elden Ho., Maryboro Hill, Douglas, Cork (021-293024
Cudmore H. (Jun.) 1959
Rm. 1019, 135 South La Salle St., Chicago, Illinois 60603 U.S.A. Morgana
Cudmore, ronald 1964
Cudmore, Anne 1979
do.
Merlin, Maryboro Hill, Douglas, Cork (021-293625) Anna Petrea
Cudmore, Richard B. 1966
Cuffe-Smith, Capt. W. R. 1970
Dunbo Lodge, Dunbo Hill, Howth, Co. Dublin (322428) Leemara
Grainblah, Palmerston Park, Dublin 6 (977002. Office: 778932)
Cullen, M. 1971
22 Raillies Avenue, Largs, Ayrshire, Scotland (0475-675477) Ninnaich
Cunningham, Brian 1967
Highlands, Asborne, Villas, Stoke, Plymouth (Plymouth 51900)
Curtain, W. A. 1971
Kilda Lodge, Killiney, Co. Dublin (Office: 761481) Siamsa (P.O.)
d’Alton, M. M. A. 1956
1 The Terrace, Scilly, Kinsale, Co. Cork (021-72471) Si Mara
d’Alton, Robert 1978
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Dalton, Brian 1969
Daly, Dominic, J. 1968
Davey, D. W. H. 1969
Davis, Samuel 1980
Davis, Mrs. Helen 1980
Dawes, Miss K. P. 1963
Dean, Douglas 1965
Dempsey, J. A. 1973
Denham, Dr. P. C. 1975
de Quincy, Roger 1969
de Quincy, Mrs Sheila 1974
Devenney, E. K. 1973
Dick, J. R. William 1971
Dickinson, L. B. 1969
Dickinson William B. 1979
Dinneen, Patrick A. 1965
Dixon, Hon. Robin M.B.E. 1977
Donegan, Patrick T.D. 1968
Dorman, Dr. J. K. A. 1971
Doyle, Denis N. 1956
Doyle, Frank 1966
Doyle, John G. 1967
Doyle, Thomas F. 1930
Doyle, D. Conor 1966
Duff, J. C. 1946
Duff, J. K. 1949
Dunn, Aidan 1963
Du Plessis, Hugo 1978
du Pont, Pierre 1969
Dwyer, Kevin F. 1966
Dyke, Stanley, W. 1965
Elliot, W. Mayne 1932
Ender, Theodore 1972
England, Mrs Elizabeth M. 1967
Escott, William P. 1980
Espey, Fred J. K. 1979
Everett, T. 1975
Eves, F. Maitland M.B.E. 1967
Eves, Jeremy, R. F. 1975
Fannin, Robert N. 1959
Faulkner, Denis, J. 1960
Faulkner, Mrs. J. K. 1969
Felix, Bernard 1963
Fielding, Dr. R. J. 1956
Fielding, Mrs C.
Finnegan, John J. 1966
Firth, Ivan J. 1978
Fisher, J. D. F. 1969
Fitzgerald, C. J. 1944
FitzGerald, David H. B. 1966

234 Lothrop Road, Grosse Pointe Farms, Michigan 48236 (313-885 4374)
Boru
Rockmount Montenotte, Cork (021-505969. Office 505399)
Pier House, Cultra, Co. Down (Holywood 2287)
37 Church Rd. Holywood, Co. Down. Suvretta.
do.
9 Courtnay PI., Lymington, Hants.
Churchbay, Crosshaven, Co. Cork Darinda
Inwood, South Strand, Skerries, Co. Dublin (291326)
2 Vergemount, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6 (973098) Charles Whittan (P.O.)
C’an Mestransa, Pollensa, Majorca, Spain.
do.
4 Vernon Park, Bangor, Co Down. (Bangor 61410. Office.
Dundonald 4535) Freda
Shango, Near Blessington, Co. Wicklow (045-65233)
34 Waverley Drive, Bangor, Co. Down (2164) Seaboard
15 College Avenue, Bangor, Co. Down. Seaboard
The Old Rectory, Croom, Co. Limerick. (061-88245/44604. Huntress H
Drumadarragh Lodge, Ballyclare, Co. Antrim (B’Clare 40480) Oberon
St. Etchans, Monasterboice, Drogheda, Co. Louth (041-8944.
Office: 042-7221) Force One
Sketrick Island, Killinchy, Co. Down (370) Maid of Skye
Lauriston, Douglas Road, Cork (021-23706. Office: 25235) Moonduster
do.
Patchwork, Killarney Road, Bray, Co. Wicklow (862779)
Ardmannagh, Glenbrook, Co. Cork (021-841199) Sonata
do.
Ard-le Mar, Church Street, Skerries, Co. Dublin
Drumbaragh House, Kells, Co. Meath (190)
2 Nutley Road, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4 (691148. Office: 770733) Anasu 11
Ballylickery, Bantry, Co. Cork
Patterns, Rockland, Delaware 19732, U.S.A. Barlovento II
The Wilderness, Glanmire, Co. Cork (021-822401. Office: 505264) Camingo
Benwell, Crosthwaite Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (807918)
Burren Carragh, Burr Point, Ballyhalbert, Co. Down (Ballywalter 233)
Happy Return (P.O.)
Athlantic Yacht Co., Pearse St., Kinsale, Co. Cork.
Broomieknowe Cottage, Broomieknowe Lasswade Midlothian (031-663 7403)
70 Thornleigh Gardens, Bangor Co. Down
4 Myrtle Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (805160) Ariadne
56 Cabin Hill Gardens, Belfast & 653917)
Ganaway, Ballywalter, Newtownards, Co. Down BT22 2LJ (Millisle 213)
Takahe (P.O.)
do.
Earlscliff Mews, Baily, Dublin.
Ringhaddy House, Killinchy, Co. Down (Killinchy 5414)
Arvor III
do.
19B Victor Hugo 92200 Neuilly, Paris, France, Skaco I1
Skelling, Monkstown, Co. Cork (021-841428 & 51848) Spellbound
do.
Seapoint House, Monkstown, Co. Dublin .lane
4 Sorrento Lawn, Dalkey, Co. Dublin (858087) Punctilio (P.O.)
Rathruttent, Warrentpoint, Co. Down (3667) Onaway
Kylemore, Richmond, Blackrock Road, Cork (021-32210. Office: 20095)
Mandalay
Larch Hill, Loughrea, Co. Galway. (Galway 41146. Office: Tynagh 214)
Partizan of Emsworth
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Flanagan Jack J. 1980
Fogarty, John ,I. 1967
Fowler, Robert J. 1969
French, Miss D. 1934
Fryer, Patrick, J. H. 1969
Gallagher, Benignus N. 1980
Geldorf, Robert 1968
Gibson, James C. 1977
Glaser, Dr Otto 1972
Glover, Dr W. E. 1963
Gogarty, Desmond 1960
Gomes, H. R. 1967
Gomes, Mrs Deirdre 1980
Gore-Grimes, Anthony 1978
Gore-Grimes, John 1973
Hon. Editor I. C.C. Annual
Gore-Grimes, Mrs J. 1975
Goulding, Tom 1980
Gray, C. Peter 1980
Green, Mrs Margaret 1963
Green, Dr Chris H. 1964
Green, Dr. Michael, 1964
Greenlagh, David 1978
Greer, P. H., LL.D. 1951
Greer, Howard 1966
Guinness, J. H. 1961
Commodore L C. C.
Guinness, Mrs M. J. 1966
Hon. Publications O{’fieer
Guinness lan R. 1979
Guinness, Peter 1963
Hall, Mervyn J. 1970
Hall, R. C. A. 1952
Hall, Mrs Nancy W. 1965
Hanan, Thomas J. 1937
Harbison, Dr John F. 1977
Harris, J. A. 1971
Harrison, John M. 1975
Harte, Edward D. 1969
Hasset, Barry 1975
Healy, Capt. George F. 1968
*Heard, R.D. 1934 (1963)
Heard, Mrs Ruth 1967
Hearne, R. ,I. 1975
Heath, Lewis, F. G. 1978
Hegarty, Brian 1957
Hegarty, Derrnot 1959
Hennessy, Dr Noel St. ,1. 1957
Henry, Dr George R. 1969
Henshall ,lames A. 1979
Heron, Barney 1965
Hicks, Savell, O., O.B.E., 1961
Hill Michael 1980
Hilliard, C. E. 1961
Hogan, Thomas P. 1967

Reamount House Lusk, Co. Dublin (437233) Fai~,h na Bealach
8 The Crescent, Midleton, Cork Nora Sheila
Mont Alto House, Sorrento Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin (805822) So.gndal
4 Fairfield Park, Greystones, Co. Wicklow (876374)
Craigdhu, Vico Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin (859658)
9 Alden Road, Dublin 13 (325341) Macwester
18 Croshwaite Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (802818. Office: 778869)
Bryansford Road, Newcastle, Co. Down (’hole
Thalassa, Baily, Co. Dublin (324797/688227)
2 Coolong Road, Vaucluse, Sydney, 2030, N.S.W. (337-2889) Melite
"Lamlash", Mornington, Drogheda, Co. Louth (041-8740) (08165)
12 Main St., Crawfordsburn, Co. Down Ain Mara (P.O.)
12 Main St. Crawfordsburn, Co. Down
Lerrig, Baily, Co. Dublin (322449. Office 748537) Gibbon
The Shack, Baily, Co. Dublin (32367(/. Office: 748537) Shardana
do.

Brahalish, Burrow Road, Portrane, Co. Dublin Wah-us
45 Avondale Rd., Killiney, Co. Dublin (853911)
Plymouth Hoe, Stoney Road, Dundonald, Belfast (63175)
12 Coolouvin Road, Northbridge Sydney 2063 N.S.W.
3 Sycamore Close, Woddingdean, Brighton, Sussex BN2 6SJ (33767)
Oilook l,ane, Groomsport, Co. Down
22 Greenfield Road, Sutton, Co. Dublin (323195. Office: 771801)
"Cynara’, Windgate Rise, Howth Summit, Co. Dublin (323731.
Office: 983911) Deilginnis
Censure House, Baily, Co. Dublin (323123. Office 316944) Deerhound
Censure House, Baily, Co. Dublin (323123). Ragnar (P.O.)
Censure House, Baily, Co. Dublin (323123)
Chaple Farm, Great Missenden, Bucks
Gleenhook, Ullardmore, Ardeevin Rd., Dalkey, Co. Dublin
(858264. Office 773167) Rhapsody (P.O.)
Lisaniska, Monkstown, Co Cork (021-841083) Roane (P.O.)
do.
Kinsale, 6 Roy Court, Mount Eliza, Victoria 3930 Australia Rosbeg
61 Balglass Road, Howth, Co. Dublin (325212)
Oak Lawn, 128 Tonbridge Road, Hildenborough, Kent (2162)
Flat 2, 4 Leeds Road, Harrogate, Yorks
Mill House, Coosheen, Schull, Co. Cork (028-28385)
7 Janeville, Ballintemple, Cork (32793) Sacha
Shanganagh, Albert Road, Glenageary, Co Dublin (808088) Master of Yacht
Creidne
Stone Cottage, Killiney Hill Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin (852258) Harklow
do.
"Elisinore", Baily, Co. Dublin (322236. Office: 682433)
South Winds, Ulverton Rd., Dalkey, Co. Dublin (804372) Four Seasons
Cairn Gorm, Baily, Co. Dublin (323421)Alara
Kileen Tee., Malahide, Co. Dublin (450603)
The Hollow, Tibradden Rd., Rockbrook, Dublin 16. Ai.slin,,,
Farm Lodge, Shanganagh Road, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin .lacqueline
Lonsda[e, 743 Shaw Rd., Newtownabbcv Co. [)own. Maimourne
Moytura House, Gross, Claremorris. Co. Maw) (Cong 10) Wiht Bird
Cuan Hills 1:arm Ballydorn, Killinchy, Co Down (468) Office: Belfast 57251)
86 Rashec Road, Ballyclare, Co. Antrim.
94 Ballinclea Heights, Killiney, Co. Dublin (854923)
Monkstown Castle, Co. Dublin (808103)Jubilee B
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Hogan, Miss Clare 1980
Horsman, Henry, F. 1952
Hosford, W. K. 1974
Hughes, N. C. F.R.C.S. 1972
Hunt, C. K. 1963
Hutchinson, William R. 1969
Irving, J. F. 1960
Irwin, D. M. 1973
Jameson, J. Patrick 1968
Johnston Denis B. 1979
Johnson, Terence 1960
Jones, A. G. H. 1965
Kavanagh Gerald P. 1980
Kavanagh Commodore NS Peter
1965
Keane, Barry 1975
Keily, D. J. 1973
Kelliher, Edward J. 1977
Kelly, C. D. 1975
Kelly, John C. 1979
Kenset, David J.
Kenefick, George 1975
Vice Commodore
Kennedy, Hugh P. Q. C. 1963
Kennedy, George O’Brien 1969
Kennedy~, T. F.R.C.S. 1973
Kennedy, Mrs. B. 1973
Kerrigan, Seamus 1974
Kiely, Jock 1969
Kilkenny, Joseph 1971
Kinmonth, Prof. J. B. 1966
Kirby, Tom 1971
Knight, R. D. 1971
Knott, H. B. 1964
Kyle, Stirk 1971
Landon, Capt. E. G. 1959
Large, Richard T. 1958
Law J. Brian 1975
Lawless, Peter D. 1964
Lawrence, David T. 1975
Lee, Reginald 1961
Lennox, George A. 1969
Leonard, Alan G. 1964
Love, Clayton 1950
Love, Mrs. T. 1963
Love, Clayton (Jun) 1971
Love, D. B. 1963
Love, John P. 1972
Luke, Derek 1959
Luke, Dermot 1955
Lyden, Brendan P. 1968
McAuley Daniel J. 1979

Monkstown Castle, Co. Dublin (808103) Vision 3
Templerainy House, Arklow (0402-2349)
Ravenswood, Carrigaline, Co. Cork (882253)
Long Meadow, Ballylesson, Belfast (Drumbo 323) Taitsin~
Guinness Group Sales, 86 Patrick Street, Cork
42 Ballyeasborough Rd., Portavogie, Co. Down BT22 IDB (512) Vagrant
Eaton House, Eaton-upon-Term, Shropshire Saunterer of Leigh
The Cairn, 278 Seacliffe Road, Bangor, Co. Down (Bangor 65528)
Evora, Dunbo Hill, Howth, Co. Dublin (322931) 741231
Findabar of Howth
Benvve, The Point, Grooms Port, Co. Down
Frazerbank, Strathmore Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin (851439.
Office: 960144) State o" Chassis (P.O.)
Yeowood, Wrighton, Avon
34 Offington Lawn, Sutton Dublin 13 (323062/331103) Helen of Howth
Kerlogue, Railway Ave., Sutton, Co. Dublin (323396)
55 Wyvern, Killiney, Co. Dublin (805982)
Moorpark, Fountainstown, Co. Cork (021-831235) Stargazer
Old School House, Willistown, Dunleer, Co. Louth (041-51244) Spokestar
57 Orwell Park, Dublin 6 (972567) Jeepers
75 Dunluce Rd., Clontarf, Dublin 3.
17 Silverbirch Rd., Bangor, Co. Down, BT19 2EU (0247-62128) Ceres
Derryclare, Well Road, Douglas, Co. Cork (291799. Office: 292813)L’Exocet
Edgebank, 16 Deramore Park Sth, Belfast (660500) Tosca IV of Bangor
Drumsna, Co. Leitrim (9) Brainstorm
Blackwater Rocks, Saintfield Road, Killinchy, Co. Down (Killinchy 541470)
do.
The Pastures, Sandyford, Co. Dublin Mac Lir H
15 Bosworth St., Boston, 02108, U.S.A. Snow Star
Gray’s Lane, Howth, Co. Dublin (323442. Office: 778932)
70 Ladbroke Road, London Wll (727-6045) Phalarope
Park Road, Clogheen, Clonakilty, Co. Cork (023-43553. Office 023-43240.
Yami Yami.
The Chalet, Uplands, Dalkey, Co. Dublin
Marlay, Saval Park Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin (782611)
8 Talbot Park, Bangor, Co. Down
Crannog, Banagher, Co. Offaly (24)
Rosehill House, Carysfort Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin (880574.
Office: 761236).
Beech House, Duncana Road, Lisburn, Co. Antrim (70461. Office: 77317)
Sai See
Heydere, Westfields, N.C. Rd., Limerick (061-51567. Office: 45290) Mokav H
l lc Pendennis Rd., Streatham London SW16.
Sydney Lodge, 93 Booterstown Ave., Booterstown, Co. Dublin (889486)
8 Norwood Gardens, Belfast BT4 2DX (656989) Sarita
Craigaveagh, Sketrick Island, Killinchy, Co. Down (0849-541579) Wishbone
El Caribe, Currabinny, Co. Cork (021-831139) Cavelleta
do.
Clanricarde, Blackrock Road, Cork (021-293977/26841
Silver Apple of the Moon
El Medano, 75 Avondale Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin (809460)
White Oaks, Blackrock Road, Cork
Windward, Strand Road, Sutton, Co. Dublin (322507) GunlTeet II
15 Asgard Park, Howth, Co. Dublin (32418,1. Office: 771801)
Carrigaline, Co. Cork (021-882303) Vivi (P.C).)
33 Stewardstown Rd., Belfast BTI 19SZ (613712) Capella of Kent
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McAnaney, E. 1975
McAuley, F. D. MCh., D.O.M.S.
1461
Macauley, W. P. 1963
McBride, Denis 1972
McBride, Edward D. 1970
McCann, George 1968
McCarthy, Vincent ,I. 1977
McConnell, J. C. 1958
McConnell, John H. 1965
McConnell, Mrs M. T. 1959
McConnell, Staflbrd C. 1971
McCormick W. H. D. 1956
McDowell. 3. R. 1963
McFerran. K. 1931
McFerran N. 1965
McGonagle Liam 1959
McGuire, John F. 1975
Mcllwaine, A.D. 1960
Mcllwaine, Mrs Y. 1963
Macllwraith, George H. 1970
McKee, Michael 1962
Rear Commodore I. C. C.
McKenna, David C. 1964
McKinley, Fergus 1953
McKinney, John H.
Mcl,averty, C. 1961
McLaverty, K. 1961
McMahon, ,lames 1973
McMillan, Alistair 1968
McMordie, H. M. 1972
McMullen, L. 1940
McMullen, Colin P. 1975
McHenry Cormac P. 1980
McSweeney, Patrick, 1968
Macken, ,1. ,I. 1949
Mackeown J.A.
Madden, Arthur G. 1961
Madden, Dr. J. 1971
Magennis, C. 1975

99 Sandford Road, Ranelagh, Dublin 6 (971421)
45 Upper Leeson Street, Dublin 4. (604580)
Ballyward House, Manor Kilbride, Blessington, Co. Wicklow (582101)
tteather Bell
34 Belgard Heights, Belgard Road, Tallaght, Co. Dublin
Iona, Baily, Co. Dublin (323335)
21 Riverside Road, Bangor, Co. Down
Mount Prague, Stillorgan Road, Blackrock, Co. Dublin
McConnell House, Claremont Place, Dublin 2. (858451. Officc 781544)
Snow Goose
120 Ballinclea Heights, Killiney, Co. Dublin (Office: 781544) Bloodhound
24 Beechcourt, Killiney, Co. Dublin (858451) Kala
16 Parkview Mansions, Harolds Cross, Road, Dublin 6
Brooklyn, Greencastle Lifford, Co. Donegal (Greencastle 5) (Office: Derry
65014) Manaan Maclir. Vinga II
la Meadow Way, Croafordsburn, Co. Down (Helen’s Bay 3665)
Rosbeen Bawn
Dangan, Carrickmines, Co. Dublin (893153)
Dept. of Biochemistry, Queen’s University, 9 Lisburn Road,
Belfast BT97BL (667208)
Hilltop House, Windgate Road, Baily, Co. Dublin (322848. Office 761818)
Ounavara of Howth
Newtown Park House, Newtown Park, Blackrock, Co. Dublin (887403.
Office:: 765338)
Barra, Crawfordsburn, Co. Down. Sheenan
do.

Delgany Newhaven Drive Douglas, Cork (293577. Office: 962222)
Windho ver
104 Seacliff Road, Bangor, Co. Down (2692. Office: Belfast 22734)
Rosemount, Windmill Lane, Renlield, Sussex BN5 9UW (Henfield 2444)
Rapparee
Beechfield, Sydney Avenue, Blackrock, Co. Dublin (888376)
3 Balally Drive Dundrum Dublin 14 (982514. Office: 978490
Aracatv II (PO)
30 Deramore Drive, Belfast 9
12 Newpark Rd., Holly Pk., Blackrock, Co. Dublin
"Rathlin", 32 Orwell Park, Dublin 6 (972391) Echo o/’Porehester
"’Treborth", Corr Bridge, Howth, Co. Dublin (324042) Goosander
Colin Road, Dunmurry, Belfast (622172) Anolis
11 Almoners’ Avenue, Cambridge, CBI 4NZ (47020)
Bunnahowna, Mulranny (23) Co. Maw) (Bunnacurry 1340
Kihh, rk in
Kings Channel, Island Lane, Watcrford, Ring qf k’erl3’
"’Dunmuire", Woodview, Douglas, Cork Vivi (P.O.)
White House, Dalkey Ave., Co. Dublin (806897),4ileen
83 Ardovne House, Pembroke Park, Dublin (601343)Antoinette
llazeldene, Marina, Blackrock, Co. Cork (021-31348)
Derrylea, Menlove Gardens, Blackrock, Co. Cork (021-33439) Pidun
Landfall, 43 Rost,evor l~oad, Warrenpoint, Co. Down (2237)
,%’170W~rOO~,’t2 0[’ ,Pvl().l’~r[llltlOtl

Magt, ire, B. C. 1950
Maguirc, M. J. 1958
Mahcr, Patrick ,I. 1959
Malone Stevcn 1979
Marshall, A. H. 1963
Martin, Brian M. 1966

Northfields, Blackbosy, Uckfield, Sussex CA22 5LD (Framfield 593)
Willow Brae, Castlepark Rd., Sandvcove, Co. Dublin (804140)
Ballinglanna, Douglas Road, Cork (021-293966. Office: 25252)
The Moorings, Malahide, Co. Dublin
Rockmount, 20 Warren Road, Donaghdec, Co. Down (883553)Man&,rin
11 ,lordanstown Road, Newtownabbey, Co. Antrim, Banha
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Martin, Clive C. 1978
Martin, F. D. 1954
Masser, K. 1966
Massey, Nicholas W. 1980
Meagher, Niall, 1975
Mellon, D. E., M.D. 1947
Miller, C. G. 1955
Minchin, John 1960
Mollard, Robert E. 1969
Montgomery, E. J. 1955
Morck, Dr. P. B. 1958
Morck, Mrs P. C. 1962
Morehead, R. 1950
Morris, Arthur 1961
Morrison, R. Ian 1957
Morton, Admiral, Sir Anthony R. N.
Moose, W. P. 1964
Mulhern James 1980
Mullen, T. J. 1975
Mullins, John 1972
Mullins, Peter J. D. 1971
Hon. Secretary L C. C.
Murphy, W. J. 1963
Myles, Norman 1972
Nicholson, David 1980
Nairn George E. 1980
Nixon, James 1971
Nixon, W. M. 1963
O’Brien, Daniel D. 1978
O’Boyle, Donal 1974
O’Brien, John J. 1971
O’Ceallaigh, C. 1959
O’Ceallaigh, Mrs M. 1963
O’Connor, Daniel 1971
O’Connor, Dr M. 1957
Odium, Peter D. 1942
O’Donoghue, Dr. R. F. 1971
O’Farrell, Michael 1975
O’Flaherty, Michael 1968
O’Gallagher, Malachi 1968
O’Gorman, Thomas 1975
O’Hanlon, Mrs. B., M.D., 1962
O’Hanlon, Andrew 1969
O’Hanlon, Roderic P. 1975
O’Keeffe, Dr. Maurice 1972
O’Rahilly Dr Michael 1979
Olver, John R. 1971
O’Mara, Stephen 1960
O’Neill, J. Russell 1964
Orr, Arthur S. P. Vrd 1970

Erinagh, Kerrymount Ave., Foxrock, Dublin (893565) Estrellita (P.O.)
2 Eaton Brae, Corbawn Lane, Shankill, Co. Dublin (863410) do.
114 High Street, Eton, Windsor, Berks, Pintail of Kew
2 Thormanby Lawns, Howth, Co. Dublin (325058)
Gleann na Greine, Naas, Co. Kildare. (045-7728)
5 Vergemount, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6 (973075)
Shortalstown, Killinick, Co. Wexford (053-39138) Calloo
Currabinny, Carrigaline, Co. Cork (831392) Windrose
27 Sion Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin (854317. Office: 505677) Korsar
78 Northumberland Rd., Dublin (681903. Office: 761201)
Ballylug, Rathdrum, Co. Wicklow (0404-5164) Samantha
23 Albany Rd., Ranelagh, Dublin 6
Leeward, Marina, Blackrock, Cork (021-33297) Blue .lay
Clonmore Glebe, Piltown, Co. Kilkenny (Fiddown 8) Evarne
Spindrift, Carrickbrack Rd., Baily, Co. Dublin (323106) Querida of Howth
Villa Du Lac, 243 Chaussee De La Hulpe, Watermael Boitsfort, 1170
Bruxelles (673-85-27) Sung Foon of Beaulieu
Denedin, Bennetsbridge, Co. Kilkenny (056-27125)Acari
Gambles Lodge, Upper Mountown Dun Laoghaire (801420)
State o’ Chassis (P.O.)
17 Woodley Road, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (855026)
Arlonstown, Dunsany, Co. Meath (046-25175) Maid of Kileen
4 Coliemore Villas, Dalkey, Co. Dublin (857562. Office: 601222)
Ragnar (P.O.)
15 Cleve Hill, Blackrock Road, Cork.
Tinnahesk Service Station, Olygate, Co. Wexford.
Diamond Lodge, Monkstown, Co. Cork (841055) Black Shadow
Grange Lodge, Kill ’O’ The Grange, Blackrock Co. Dublin (894356)
Quistar (P.O.)
3 Seafront Road, Cultra, Holywood, Co. Down (Holywood 2196)
Jospehine
14 Evora Park, Howth, Co. Dublin (323929) Turtle
Small Acre, Church Road, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin (852754) Live Wire
9 Boulevard Nth, Bayside, Sutton (320062)
Flat 3, Bear Haven Pilot View Bulloch Harbour Dalkey Co. Dublin
(804369)
46 Killiney Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin (852619) Julia
do.
Duncairn, 8 Kilteragh Drive, Foxrock, Co. Dublin (893395. Office: 764661)
Leprechaun
58 Fitzwilliam Square, Dublin (767136) Inisfallen
Priory Lodge, Grove Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin Verna
Rock Lodge, Monkstown, Co. Cork (841051) Cabaret
Moorcroft, Rostrevor Road, Warrenpoint, Co. Down (2620) Cuchulain
Glenlion, Brennanstown Rd., Cabinteely, Co Dublin (806729.
Office: 605011) Cuilaun of Kinsale
12 Cypress Lawn, Templeogue, Co. Dublin (905800. Office: 689690) Triona
Balrath, Co. Meath.
8 St. ,lames Terrace, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6 (965130)
34 Lr. Mt. Pleasant Ave., Dublin 6 (Office: 763914)
9 Lr. Mt. Pleasant Ave., Dublin 6 (972114)
The Pallisades, Ardbreac, Kinsale, Co. Cork. (72458. Office 72253)
12 Dornden Pk., Blackrock, Co. Dublin Punctilio (P.O.)
Delgany Croft Road, Holywood, Co. Down (Holywood 2147)
"Monaleen", Torquay Rd., Foxrock, Co. Dublin (896009)
24 Killeen Drive, Bangor, Co. Down
Evergreen, Old Holywood Rd., Belfast (0203)-63601. Office: 57261)
Mainmoune (P.O.)
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Orr, S. 1973
Osborne, J. A. D.S.C.
Capt. R. N. Ret’d 1969
Osborne, James R. 1974
Osterberg, Paul 1949
O’Sullivan, Jeremiah 1964
Park, Dr David S. 1969
Park, Mungo 1955
Patton, Henry A. 1969
*Paul, Alan H. (1958)
Payne, J. Somers 1969
Pearson, J. D. 1950
Perkings, R. Forbes 1980
Pritchard, P. Marshall 1966
Pritchard, Mrs Maura 1966
Radley, George 1971
Rea, William T. 1977
Revill Reginald G. 1979
Roberts, Rex 1974
Roberts, T. 1973
Robinson, A. 1973
Roche, Charles A. 1972
Roche, John O’S 1978
Roche, Pierce 1975
Roche, T. H. 1935
Rogerson, Frederick 1969
Ronaldson, Charles E. 1967
Ronan, J. G. 1956
Russell, John F. 1965
Ryan, David F. 1973
Ryan, Dermod J. 1971
Ryan, Senator Eoin 1957
Ryan, Frank 1971
Ryan, John 1956
Selig, Ivan 1965
Sewell, Richard G. 1969
Shanks, T. R. J. 1972
Hon. Treasurer L C. C.
Sharp, Ronald 1974
Sheil, Leonard 1968
Sheppard, T. Lt. Comm.
R. N. Ret’d 1957
Sims, R. J. A. 1969
Sisk, H. B. 1973
Slater, Ronnie 1977
Smiles, Alan E. 1958
Smullen, Brian, P.
Smullen, John D. 1961
Smyth, B. T. 1960

Summerlea, Burray, Ordney, Scotland Chin Chin
Knocknagreanna, Miltbrd, Co. Donegal (73) Se~ala
7 Vergemount, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6 (979039) Verve (P.O.)
The Old Manse, Hillsborough, Co. Down (226)
9 Rock St., Tralee, Co. Kerry (066-2101 l) Ceili
The Croft, 144 Portaferry Rd., Newtownards, Co. Down (813593)
Cruiskeen
Carrig Breach, Baily, Howth, Co. Dublin (322210)Joliba
Kilnburn, 33 Warren Road, Donaghadee, Co. Down BT21 0PD (2517)
Fair Alton
29 St. James Street, London SWI (HYD 5252)
4 Camden Tce., Crosshaven, Co. Cork (021-831128) Melody
Craig View, Howth, Co. Dublin (322276)
Owl’s Nest, Box 398 Manchester Ma 01944 U.S.A. (617-526-1492)
Goldeneye
The Coach House, Helen’s Bay, Co. Down (852237. Office: 853634)
Norella (P.O.)
do.
The Brake, Cobh, Co. Cork (021-811394) Cecille
33 Woodlands Ave., Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (291635)
C/o I.C.I. 5/9 South Frederick St. Dublin
Stratford, Silchester Road, Glenageary, Co. Dublin. (805328.
Office: 808305)
The Residence, Kilboroney, Rostrevor, Co. Down (470) Petrel
Hillmount, Annalong, Co. Down (213) Diane
Ballingard, Delgany, Co. Wicklow (874572)
20b. Strand Road Sutton, Co. Dublin (324671) Sqfina
Lough Rynn, Mohill, Co. Leitrim
Ros-na-Greine, Avoca Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin (881093. Office 775014)
Neon Tetra
Creevagh, Dundrum Road, Dublin 14. (Office: 984444) Happy Return
1 Fifth Ave., Baylands, Bangor, Co. Down (65681) Erlin Mor (P.O.)
Cuskinny, Cobb, Co. Cork (021-0811370) Cay,~net of Mourne
34 Killinakin Rd., Killinchy, Belfast. Macfin
Dublin Road, Skerries, Co. Dublin (291438)
Ashdale, Castle Close, Castle Park Rd., Sandycove, Co. Dublin (803585.
Office: 503611) Red Velvet
81 Park Avenue, Dublin 4. (691770)
55 BeechPark Ave., Foxrock, Co. Dublin (894026. Office 266641)
Aracatv IH (P.O.)
Elstow, Knapton Road, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (807151)
20, Callender St., Belfast BT1 5BQ (Dublin 960382 & Belfast 43878)
7 Edith Tce., London SWI0 (352-7367) Thalassa
10 Massey Ave., Belfast BT4 2JS (63809. Office: 41155)
Mainmourne (P.O.)
"Ardbeg", Criagmillar Ave., Miln Gavie, Glasgow G62 8AV (041-956-1984)
"~Portlet", Haddington Park, Glenageary, Co. Dublin (801878) Gay Gannet
Derrybawn, Military Rd., Ballybrack, Co Dublin (853371)
Greylag of Arklow
80 Ward Ave., Bangor, Co. Down BT20 5HW (3563)
Waterstown House, Sallins, Co. Kildare (045-76268. Office: 514624)
Standlast (P.O.) Vagrant (P.O.)
39 Sheridan Drive, Helen’s Bay, Co. Down (852373) Tandara
321 West Lyon Farm Drive, Greenwich, CT06830 U.S.A.
33 Leeson Park, Dublin 6 (806729. Office 605011)
3 Breffni Terrace, Sandycove, Co. Dublin
2 Rosevale Gardens, Drumbeg, Dunmurry, Belfast BTI7 9LH (610310)
Moody Blue (P.O.)
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Smyth Francis G. 1979
Smyth, F. B. 1964
Smyth, W. A. 1960
Snell, M. H. 1974
Somerville-Large P. T. 1946
Somerville R. Andrew 1980
Speidel, Noel 1968
Starkey, R. V. 1939
Steadman, David 1967
Stewart, Alan C. 1959
Stewart, R. R. 1968
Stevenson, John A. 1964
Sullivan, C. St. J. 1955
Sullivan, Michael R. 1967
Taggart, A. G. 1970
(Hon. Sec. C. C. C.)
Taggart, John I. 1975
Taggart Thos. N. 1966
Tierney, John 1960
Tisdall, Patrick 1974
Tomlinson, Michael 1962
Tomlinson, Mrs Molloy 1965
Tomlinson, Michael 1962
Traynor, Colin 1975
Tughan, D. 1969
Turvey, Desmond E. 1980
Tyrrell, Aidan 1971
Tyrrell, John 1940
Vickery, Ian 1972
Villers-Stuart, James 1977
Villiers-Stuart, M. F. 1957
Virden, Jonathan 1968
Waldron Dr Oliver C. 1978
Walsh, Anthony 1979
Walsh, R. T. 1950
Walsh, William 1968
Watson, Neil 1962
Watson, Richard R. 1962
Watson, Mrs Patricia 1966
Watson, William R. 1979
Wheeler, Edwin M. 1975
Whelan, Patrick 1980
Whelehan Harold 1979
White, John N. 1974
White, Lawrence W. 1980
Whitehead, David 1972
Wilby, K. A. 1964
Williams, W. Peter 1968
Wilson, P. 1964
Wingfield, Robert T. 1969
Wolfe, J. M. 1959

7 Dufferin Villas, Bangor, Co. Down. Norsk 35
646 Howth Road, Dublin 5 (313894. Office 338133)
11 Balmoral Ave., Belfast 9 (665265) Moody Blue (P.O.)
Ballintubber Lodge Carrigtwohill, Co. Cork (021-883193) Golden Harvest
Vallombraossa, Bray, Co. Wicklow (862216)
25-12 Trinity College Dublin 2. Hera.
The Lodge Clifton, Port-St. Mary, I.O.M.
14 Sandford Ave., Dublin 4 (971107) Bonita
123a Sydenham Have., Belfast 4 (656145) Dolphin
6 Haile Park, Haile, Egremont, Cumbria CA22 2ND (Beckermrt 403)
St. Adrians, 146 Dublin Road, Sutton, Dublin 13. (322937)
c/o Assistance Technique Maritime, 29 Rue de Miromsnil, 75008, Paris
(878-8480)
9 Avondale Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin (854744)
Eglantine, Crab Lane, Blackrock Rd., Cork (021-292734. Office: 25331)
Meander Ill
Highlands, 3 Camstradden Drive, West Bearsden, Glasgow G61 4AJ
(041-942 0615) Leumadair
Cuan Cottage, Skettrick Island, Killinchy, Co. Down (Killinchy 531232).
Kirmew
do. Kirmew
Aisling, Knapton Rd., Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (804391. Office 767998)
State o’ Chassis (P.O.)
Fuschia Cottage, Castletownshend, Co. Cork Skua
Emleigh, Neston, S. Wirral, Cheshire L64 6QE. Pellegrina
do.
Emleigh, Neston, (051-3364259) Wirral, Cheshire. L64 6QE Pellegrina
563 Howth Road, Raheny, Dublin 5 (313122)
Portavo House, 176 Warren Road, Donaghadee, Co. Down (883351)
Gorsehaven Shielmartin Road, Sutton, Co. Dublin (324241)
Brandon House, Aghabullogue, Co. Cork (Coachford 117)
Inver Dea, Ferrybank, Arklow, Co. Wicklow (0402-2452) (Yard: 2403)
Vickerys Hotel, Bantry, Co. Cork
Ballynaparka, Aglish, nr. Cappoquin, Co. Waterford (024-6144) Vinter
Loughside, 53 Shore Road, Carrickfergus, Co. Antrim BT38 8WA
(Whiteabbey 62245) Winifreda of Greenisland
Gable Roof, High St., Yalding, Kent MEI9 6HZ Sharavoge
Innisfallen, Dungriffin Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin (323941)
7 Glencarrig, Sutton, Co. Dublin Talcko
65 Merrion Rd., Dublin 4 (691385)
Dolphin Lodge, Crosshaven, Co. Cork (021-831483. Office: 502358) Coral
Wentworth Ho., Church Street, Wicklow (0404-2152. Yard: 2492)
29 Balkill Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin (322472)
do.
Ostlers Cottage, Corsebar Lane, Paisley, Scotland Schuss
Orleans Cottage, Lenchwich, NR Evesham, Worcs. WRll 4TG (870494)
Lotaville Tivoli Cork (821227) Charlina.
Treetops, Claremont Rd., Howth Co. Dublin (324139. Office 720622)
3 Hillcourt Park, Glenageary Co. Dublin (855514. Office: 806820)
Glenmumbles (P.O.)
Boardman Ave., Manchester MA. 01944. Witchery
7161 South Harrison Court, Littleton Colorado 80122 U.S.A. IMP
Glan Abet House, Lon Isallt Trearddur Bay, Anglesey, N. Wales
(Holyhead 860549) Shehnalier
The Whins, Magherascouse, Comber, Co. Down (Ballygowan 360)
Gribton, 12 Ralston Rd., Bearsden, Glasgow G61 3BA. Nan of Gare
Mineral Resources Division, Private Mail Bag, G.P.O., Suva, Fiji
Robbs Wall, Malahide, Co. Dublin (450505. Office: 766664)
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Wolfe, John W. 1978
Wolfe, Peter C. 1974
Woode,. Wolfe, C. F. W. 1958
Wylie, lan E. 1971

Seaview Cottage, Seatown, Swords, Co. Dublin
34 Croudaun Park, Cclbridge Co. Kildare (514257)
Bridge House, Skibberecn, Co. Cork
22 Marmont Pk., Holywood Rd., Belfast BT4 2GR (760158. Office: 20202)
llull(>~’e’~’n
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List of Yachts

The letter G. before the rig indicates gaff rig. The letters following the rig description
indicate that the yacht is built of
wood, figreglass or steel.
Owner
W. P. Moss
R. M. Burns
C. G. Ashenhurst

Yacht
Acari
Adele
Ailsa

T.M.
I1
28
4

Rig
Sloop, W
Ketch F
Sloop W

Built
1939
1969
1959

R. B. Cudmore
F. Espey
M. Collins
B. J. Connor
H. R. & D. F. Gomes
N. St. J. Hennessy
H. Du Plessis
B. Hegarty
A. Dunne
H. M. McMordie
J. A. Mackeown
F. Ryan J. McKinney
J. D. Faulkner
A. Doherty
B. M. Martin
R. Courtney
R. V. Starkey
B. Dalton
D. Nicholson
J. H. McConnell
R. Morehead
G. O’B. Kennedy
R. F. O’Donaghue
C. G. Miller
K. F. Dwyer
D. J. MacAuley
P. J. Adams
C. & T. Love
G. Radley,
J. O’Sullivan
D. Kensett
P. Whelan
H. P. Beck
S. A. Orr
R. Barr
W. Walsh
R. L. Berridge
D. S. Park

Anna Petrea
Adriadne
Ardrichele
Aeolus
Ainmara
Aisling
Aisling na mara
Alara
Anasu H
Anolis
Antoinette
Aracaty HI
Arvoir III
Bali Hai
Banba
Bandersnatch offtowth
Bonita
Boru
Black Shadow
Bloodhound
Blue Jay
Brainstorm
Cabaret
Calloo
Camingo
Cappella o/Kent
Carnalea
Cavelleta
Cecille
Ceili
Ceres
Charuna
China Bird
Chin Chin
Condor
Coral
Corqfin
Cruiskeen

6

Sloop F
Sloop F
Sloop F
Sloop F 1970
Yawl, W.
Ketch, W.
Ketch F
Sloop W.
Ketch, W.
Ketch, W.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, W.
Motor, W.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, F
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
Ketch, F.
Sloop F
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, F.
Yawl, W.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.

1976
1938
1975
1970
1912
1965
1978
1966
1968
1900
1936
1955
1962
1962
1974
1970
1884
1979
1976
1977
1977
1972
1979
1959
1978
1964

T.S.M.Y.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
Ketch, F.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, F
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Ketch, W.

1975
1970

8
10
8
10
5
17
15
5
11
73
6
9
13
5
15
10
2
7
10. I
4
5
16
4
17
12
7
4
30
13
5
7
11
10
15
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1976

1980
1970
1972
1962

Designer & Class
Robert Clar
Hood 50
Dragon. Petersen &
Thuesen
Peter Brunn 28’ Grinde
Group Finot, Fastnet 34
Dufour Arpege Mk II
J. B. Kearney
M. Griffiths, Waterwitch
Tord Sunden F/B
W. Rayner, Atlantic
E. H. Hamilton
A. R. Luke, Teal O.D.
C.A. Nicholson, Int. 8m.
Herd & Mackenzie
P. Webster, Elizabethan 31
Sparkman & Stephens 37
Co. Saunderson
V. Aarnipalo Finmar 36
Contessa 35 Peterson
W. P. Brown Rqffian 23
Sadler 35
G. O’B Kennedy 1/2 tonne
Van de Stadt Jupiter I/2 ton
A. C. Robb, Jenny Wren
Bruce Kirby Trapper 300
Buchanan
R. Tucker, 250 hp T.C.
S. & S. Swan 36
Olle Enderlein, Shipman
Dragon
Moody 52
Laurent Giles
Folkboat
Ruffian 8.5 W. P. Brown
Ohlson 38
Brohall, Singoalla
J. Tyrell

M. O’Farrell
M. O’Flaherty
J, G. Ronan
J. A. Blaikie
J. D. Beckett
D. Bradley & B. Bradley

Cuchulain
Cuilaun off Kinsale
Cygnet of Mourne
D([flerent Drummer
Dara
Debonair

11
28
10
5
4
5

Sloop, F.
Ketch, W.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, F.

J. H. Guinness
H. Greet
A. Robinson
J. McMahon
C. E. Ronaldson
F. D. & C. Martin
A. Morris
J. J. Flanagan
H. A. Patton
P. J. Donegan
L. F. G. Heath
J. P. Jameson
R. Charles
E. K. Devenny
S.T.A. (E. F. Healy)
L. Shell
A. Gore-Grimes
C. S. Bassett
J. N. White
R. F. Perkings

Deerhound
Dei&inis
Diane of Down
Echo of Porchester
Erlin Mor
Estrellita

28
l0
10
9
16
11
8
19
6
21
16
6
6
32
7
5
9
4
12

Ketch, F.
1970
G. Sloop, W. 1907
Sloop, F.
1979
Sloop, W.
1963
Sloop
Sloop, F.
1979
Cutter, W.
1937
Sloop, F.
1971
M.Y., W.
1972
Sloop, F.
1973
Ketch S
1978
Sloop, F.
1970
Sloop, W.
1962
Cutter, W.
1911
Ketch, W.
1967
Sloop, W.
1963
Sloop F.
1978
Sloop, W.
1958
Sloop, W.
1950
Yawl, W.
1960

9
5
12
4
18

Sloop, W.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, W.
Sloop F.
Ketch F.

1976
1970
1961
1980
1977

10
3
2.2
5
12
52
10

Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, W.
Motor, W.
Ketch, W.
Sloop, F.
G. Sloop, W.
CB Yawl, W.
Sloop, F.
G. Sloop G.
Sloop, W.
Ketch, F.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
Motor, F.
Sloop, F.
Cutter, W.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, K.

1969
1970
1970
1965
1963
1932
1973
1899
1962
1980
1979
1939
1979
1959
1978
1979
1957
1977
1947
1974
1969
1947
1969
1970

.1. F. Burke
A. McMillan
T. Sheppard
D. M. Irwin
P. J. Bunting
D. Luke
1. Wylie
W. M. Elliott
F. Rogerson
R. D. Heard
W. P. Macauley
A. Robinson
R. A. Somerville
G. P. Kavanagh
P. A. Denneen
D. Whitehead
J. R. Bourke
B. R. Bramwell
J. Finnegan
C. D. Kelly
Mungo Park
J. Nixon
T. P. Hogan
C. O’Ceallaigh
M. T. McConnell
C. P. McMullen
T. N. Taggart
R. Mollard
K. L. Cooke

Evarne
Faigh an Bealach
Fair Alton
l’brce One
Four Seasons
Finnadabar qf Howth
Franzi
f)’eda
CreMne
Ga.v Gannet
Gibbon
Gioconda
Glenmumbles
Golden Eye
GoMen Shamrock
Goosander
Grevlag o[" Arklow
Gulkarna
Gun~leer of Howth
Halloween
tlappy t’elurn
Happy Return
ttarklow
Heatherbell
Heather 0[ Mourne
tlera
Helen o1" Howth
Huntress II
Imp
l&ma
Inisharon
.lane
.leeperv
.loliba
.losphine
Jubille B
.hdia
Kala
Kilderkin
Kirmcw
Korsar
Kumaree

18
2.5
4
14
4
12
4
7
5
4
5
5
10
6
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1971
1970
1968
1974
1946
1977

P. Brett, Rival 32
G. T. McGruer
Sparksman & Stephens
W. P. Brown, Ruffian 23
Y. Monthly
Club Shamrock ~/2 ton.
Holland
Hood 50
N.Y.C. 17
Holman & Pye
Robert Clarke
J. Visiers Noray 38
C. Kingsley
S. &S. 30
McGruer
Ericson Yachts U.S.A.
Heath 40"
Sparksman & Stephens 40’
G. W. Marvin
A. C. Robb
C. R. Holman, Sterling
Folkboat
C. A. Nicholson
A. Mylen Glen O.D.
Concordia 40’ Yawl
Aberking & Rasmussen
Ron Holland
Tordsunden Folkboat
Laurent Giles
E. D. Dubois Sadler 25
Halberg Rassy 41"
Olle Enderlein
S. & S. Swan 36
Squib
Jack Holt Rambler
Holman-Stella
J. Tyrrell
J. N. Miller & Sons
Holman & Pye, Centurion
Howth 17’ O.D.
Kearney & Tyrell 54’
Jean Berret
Oysterman Paul Gartside
L. Giles, Lymington L.
German Frers 44’
Dragon O.D.
J.24
Holland NIC 345
Dragon-Anker
Peterson ~/e Ton
M. Giles, W. Channel O.D.
Downcraft Ltd. Derek
Guy Thompson, T. 24
Robert Clark
Sparkman & Stephens 34
Dufour

W. R. Cuffe-Smith
D. E. O’Connor

Leemara
Leprechaun

8
4

Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.

1971
1962

A. G. Taggart
G. Kenefick
D. D. O’Brien

Leumadair
L’Exocet
Live Wire

8.7
I 1
10

Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.

1979
1970
1976

H. Du Plessis
S. Kerrigan
J. A. Mullins
J. K. A. Dorman
A. S. P. Orr, J. A. Henshall
&R. Shanks
D. J. Ryan
R. Benson
A. H. Marshal
W. Walsh
M. R. Sullivan
W. D. Carr
P. D. Lawless
W. A. Smyth & B. T. Smyth
D. N. Doyle
C. J. Fitzgerald
R. Cudmore
F. D. Tughan
H. Cudmore, Sen
P. Wilson
T. H. Roche
W. B. Cunningham
Dermot Byrne

Loe Vean
Mac Lir H
Maid of Killeen
Maid of Skye
Maimourne

5.15
8
20
9
21/2

Sloop, F.
1978
C.B. Yawl, W1966
Ketch, F.
1976
Sloop, W.
1955
Sloop, W.
1902

Red Velvet
Marlou
Mandarin
Mary Lunn
Meander HI
Melora III
Mokav H
Moody Blue
Moonduster
Mandaly
Morgana
Myth of Mourne
Namara
Nan of Gare
Neon Tetra
Ninniach
Nixe III

10
9
7.5
9
6
27
5
14
20
11
10
15
11
13
20

Sloop, F.
Motor
Junk
Yawl, W.
Sloop, F.
Ketch, W.

1971
1934
1981
1940
1978
1959

27

Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, F.
Ketch, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, W.
Cutter, W.
Sloop, F.
T.S.D.Y.S.

1976
1980
1974
1970
1970
1955
1965
1954
1980
1942

J. J. Fogarty
Mr. & Mrs. Pritchard
R. Dixon
J. D. F. Fisher
L. D. McGonagle
D. H. B. Fitzgerald
J. M. Tomlinson
J. B. Kinmonth

Nora Sheila
Norella
Oberon
Onaway
Ounavara of Howth
Partizan of Emsworth
Pellegrina
Phalarope

5
8
13
6
21
17
12
15

Sloop, W.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
Ketch F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
Yawl, F.

1955
1967
1972
1961
1974
1972
1961
1959

R. Morehead
W. Rea

Pipit
Procyon

41/2
4

Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.

1971

I. Firth & M. O’Rahilly

Punctillio

5

Sloop, F.

1978

R. I. Morrison
S. H. R. Clarke
P. J. D. Mullins & M. J.
D. McKenna
W. B. Cunningham
D. J. Ryan
M. J. Hall & L. Cassidy
P. A. Clark
C. P. McHenry
R. C. A. & Mrs. Hall
T. J. Hanan
J. R. McDowell
B. Hassett

Querida of Howth
Quiver VII
Ragnar
Rapparee
Rascal
Red Velvet
Rhapsody
Rinamara
Ring of Kerry
Roane
Rosbeg
Rosbeen Bawn
Sacha

21
24
4

Sloop, W.
Ketch, F.
Sloop F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Yawl, W.
Sloop, F.
Ketch, W.
Lug. W.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.

1965
1972
1972

5
12
10
20
6
14
2
10
5
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1974
1971
1978
1968
1973
1969
1973
1968

Dufour, Arpege
Peterson, Thuesen, Dragon
O.D.
W. P. Brown Ruffian 8.5
Ohlson 38
High Tension 36 De
Riddick
T. Mallagh
Camper & Nicholson 44
D. Hilliard
L. Hope, Fairy
Holman & Pye Musler 35’
Musler 35’
A. H. Marshal
Uffa Fox
McGruer Grampian 34’
A. Mylne & Co.
Ron Holland, Eygthene 24
Moody 33 A. Primrose
German Frers 52’ A.C.
Yves Marschal-Fandango
Holman & Pye Bowman 36
A. Gurney, Rancher 41
J. McGruer, 8m, C/R
Sparkman & Stephens 8
D. Hilliard
OOD Impala Dave Thomas
Baglietto (R.S.N.) M.T.B.
20m.
L. Giles, Vertue
Murray, Int. 7m. C/R.
Nicholson 43’
R. Warrington-Smyth,
Laurent Giles Moody 46
Holman & Pye
P. Brett
W. Tripp Jun., Block
Island 40
A. Primrose, Seal
Westerly Jouster Laurent
Giles
R. Holland Golden
Shamrock
Robert Clark
Camper & Nicholson
Borsesen Dragon O.D.
Ecume de Mer
W. P. Brown, Ruffian 23
Hustler 35 Holman & Pye
Holland Club, Shamrock
J. McGruer
Kerry 27’ O’Brien Kennedy
D. Hilliard
G. Gletcher, Ultimate
Holman & Pye
Tord Sunden, Folkboat

J. B. Law
P. Morck
G. A. Lennox
J. F. Irving
L. B. Dickinson
J. A. Osborne
F. Cudmore
J. Virden

Sat See
Samantha
Sarita
Saunterer of Leigh
Seaboard
Se~ala
Setanta Too
Sharavoge

J. Gore-Grimes
K. Wilby
J. P. Bourke
A. D. Maclllwaine
M. M. D’Alton
R. D’Alton
C. Love Jnr.
M. Balmforth
P. A. Tisdall
J. C. McConnell
C. Magennis
J. C. Kiley, Jnr
R. J. Fowler
T. F. & T. C. Doyle
E. Kelliher
R. Fielding
E. M. Booth
H. B. Sisk
D. J. Keily
D. Bradley, T. Johnston
& J. Tierney
A. S. Morton
W. R. Watson
S. Davis
N. C. Hughes
A. Walsh
J. C. Butler
R. Slater
R. Sewell
H. P. Kennedy
Mr. & Mrs. Clapham
M. O’Gallagher
W. R. Hutchinson
& H. B. Sisk
P. D. Odium
P. Campbell & J. Osborne
J. Villiers-Stuart
C. Hogan
B. P. Lyden
T. J. Goulding
B. Heron
H. W. S. Clark
J. Minchin
G. H. Macilwraith
W. M. Nixon
M. F. Villiers-Stuart
A. Leonard
L. W. White

Yawl, W.
Gaff Cutter
Cutter, W.
Sloop, F.
Cutter, W.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.

1960
1978
1910
1970
1938
1962
1977
1963

Shardana
10
Shelmalier
11
Shemite
5
Sheenan
15
Siamsa
5
Si Mara
4
Silver Apph" of the Moon 20
Sgeir Ban
9
Skua
7
Snow Goose
11
Snow Goose of
6
Moygannon
Snow Star
17
Sogndal
7
21
Sonata
18
Spokestar
14
Spellbound
Sula
6
22
Standfast
Stargazer
7

Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Yawl, W.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, F.
Cutter, W.
Motor, W.

1977
1980
1973
1937
1970
1979
1980
1924
1973

S. & S. Finisterre
Roger Dongray
H.W. White
A. Buchanan, Neptune
Robert Clark
Rmgnvm Slater, S. Class
Holland Club Shamrock
Tord Sunden, Folkboat
M/H
Camper & Nicholson 31
Primrose Challenger 35
SHE 30
A.M. Dickie & Sons
W. P. Brown Ruffian 23
Westerly Cirrus
Holland 2 Ton A.C.
Ruffian 8.5 W. P. Brown
Alex. Robertson
Broom Norfolk

Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
Ketch, F.
Sloop, G.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.

1978
1968
1967

Maxi 84
K.A. Neilsen, Custom
MacWester 26

1974
1978
1979
1971
1979

O.R. Andersen Nelson 37
Moody 33 A. Primrose
Walsh Wakefield
F. Mass
A. Primrose Moody 30

9
5.5

1979
1980
1975

12
16
16
9
15
4
2.5

Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, G.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Ketch, G.
Yawl, W.
Sloop, W.
Ketch
Sloop, W.
Cutter, G.

Holland NIC 345
Dufour 2800
Fastnet 34 Group Finot
West Solent O.D.
A. Buchanan
Van de Statt Offshore
B. Chance, Chance 37
Camper & Nicholson 39
C. Sibbick
C. Nicholson, Jolina
Nicholson 38
Dragon O.D.
W.M. Fife

40
Verna
Verve
10
10
Vinter
4
Vision 3
6
ViVi
Walrus
6
WiM Bird
10
Wihl Goose of Moyle
6
WiM Rose
6
Windhover
Turtle
7
Winifieda of Greenisland13
9
Wishbone
Witchery
12

Ketch, S.
Yawl, W.
Ketch, G.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, F.
Yawl, G.
Yawl, W.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Sloop, F.
Cutter, W.
Sloop, W.
Yawl, W.

1973
1963
1978
1963
1925
1978
1975
1936
1969
1980
1970

State o’ Chassis
Sung loon of Beaulieu
Schuss
Suvretta
Taitsing
Tah’ko
Tam o’Shanter
Tandara
Thalassa
Tosea IV o( Bangor
Tresillian III
Triona
Vagrant

14
5
12
10
10
6
5
5

10
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1961
1972
1977
1906
1960
1971
1962
1884

1965

Van der Meer, Trewes 59
A. C. Robb, Princess
Westerly Berwick
5.5 Meter
K. Reimers, 30 Sq. m.
Super Seal 26’ Ron Holland
Drascombe Longboat 22’
M. Griffiths
Camper & Nicholson
Sadler 25
Hustler 30 Holman & Pye
The Admiralty
Holman, North Sea 24
Sparkman & Stephens 35"

